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Abstract
This Thesis describes investigations of the corrosion resistant behaviour of titanium and
several a-phase Ti alloys, in aqueous solutions, under conditions relevant to bUned
titanium nuclear waste containers. A range of electrochemical and ex situ, postelectmchemistry analyses were used to study the nature, growth, breakdown, and
dissolution of oxide films on Ti, the absorption of hydrogen, and the influence of dilute
alloying components.
These experiments support published work suggesting the passive film on titanium is
composed of TiOI with a rutile-like packing density; however, when grown in aqueous
solution, sipificant amounts of hydrogen are incorporated into the oxide in the fomi of
Ti-OH and band water molecules. On alloy materials containing Ti-noble metal
intennetallic precipitates, the passive film seems to be discontinuous, prcsurnably
because it does not fom as well over exposed intennetallic particles as it does over
grains of titanium. The exposed particles are believed to catalyze the cathodic halfreaction and reinforce passivity by anodically polarizing the alloy.
The passive oxide film on titanium can be penetrated by dissolution in strongly acidic
solution. It appears that catalysis of the hydrogen evolution reaction by exposed
intermctallic particles or spontaneously f o d titanium hyâride anodically polarizcs the
metal, thereby limiting the amount of corrosion. The data presented hem also support
published c l a h s that the passive oxide undergoes mechanical breakdown induccd by
increasing temperatures above 60-70°C. Thermally induced film breakdown was found
to k a necessary, but insufficient, condition for the initiation of crevice corrosion on Ti.
The nature of the electrolyte species prexnt was found to play an important rok in
crevice corrosion initiation.
The miconducting passive oxide film helps protect the underlying titanium h m
absorption of ekctrolytic hydrogen at potentials positive of its flat band potential. At
lowcr poteatids, band bending rcsults in electronic degemracy, an incrcasc in elcctrical
conductivity, oxide reduction, incorporation of hydrogen into the oxide, and evenhially
hydrogen ingress into die metal.
This wodc fofuses on understanding the undcrlying physical and chernical reasons for the
empirica1ly observed conosion and hydrogen absotption pmperties of titaniwa and its
alloys that have evolved into practical guidelines for industrial service conditions.

Extended Abstract
This Thesis describes investigations of the comsion resistant behaviour of titaniurn and
several of its dilute a-phase alloys in aqueous solutions under conditions (temperature.
pH, solution composition, e r ) expected to be relevant to titanium alloy containers buried

in a nuclear fuel waste disposal vault. A range of electrochemical experiments (open
circuit potential, polarkation, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy, coupled electrode
crevice cortosion and combined electrochemistry/neu~reflectornetry measurements)
and pst-electrochemisûy, ex situ analyses (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, hydrogen

extraction, optical microscopy, and Auger electron spectroscopy) were used to study the
nature and growth of the passive oxide film on titanium, its breakdown and dissolution.
the absorption of hydrogen into the titanium, and the influence of dilute alloying
components on some of these behaviours. The major conclusions are mentioned briefly
below .

The data generated in these experiments support published papers that suggest the passive

film on titanium is composed of T i 9 with a rutile-like packing density; however, when
p w n in aqueous solution, significant amounts of hydrogen are incorporateci into the
oxide in the form of Ti-OH and bound water molecules. On ailoy materials containhg
Ti-noble metal intermetallic pnçipitates, the passive film seems to be discontinuous,
presuniobly because it does not form as well over exposed intcnnetpllic particles as it
docs over grains of titaniurn. This obsmration helps explain the enhanced comsion

mistance of dKsC alioys over unalloyed titaniurn -the exposed particles are believed to

catalyze the cathodic half-reaction and reinforce passivity by anodically polarizing the
alloy.
The passive oxide film on titanium can be penetrated by dissolution in acidic solution.

This requires a pH less than -1 in deaerated HCI solution at room temperature. It appears
that catalysis of the hydrogen evolution naction by exposed intennetallic particles, or
even by titanium hydride spontaneously formed at the metal surface, anodically polarizes
the metal under some circumstances, thereby limiting the amount of corrosion occurring.

The data presented here also support published claims that the passive oxide undergoes
mechanical breakdown induced by incnasing temperatures above 60-70°C.

The

underlying cause of the breakdown was suggested to be crystallization of the passive film
from an amorphous state. Themally induced breakdown of the passive film was found to
be a necessaiy, but not sufficient, condition for the initiation of crevice corrosion on Ti.

The nature of the electrolyte species present, in particular the type of anion, was found to
play an important role in crevice corrosion initiation.
The passive oxide film was found to help protect the unâerlying titanium fkom absorption

of electrolytic hydrogen at potentials positive of a certain thrrshold potential. This
threshold potential was found to be close to the flat band potential of the semiconducting
oxide film. The experirnental results suggest hot, at potcntials below the threshold, band
bcnding in the semiconductor results in electronic degeneracy, accompanied by aa

increase in the electncal conductivity of the oxide, oxide reduction, incorporation of
hydtogen into the oxide, and eventualiy hyhgen ingress into the metai.

This work focuses on understanding the underlying physical and chernical reasons for
many of the empirically observed corrosion and hydrogen absorption properties of
titanium and its alloys that have evolved into practical guideiines for the industrial service
conditions of these materials.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and appmach
1.1.1 Backgrouid

This work was done largely in support of the Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste Management
Program (CNFWMP). An encyclopdic disquisition on tiuclear fuel waste disposal can

be found in AECL's "Environmental Impact Staternent on the Concept for Disposal of
Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste" [l] and the nine prirnary references listed therein. Only a

bief sumrnary of how the waste disposal concept relates to this project will be given here.
The nuclear fuel waste disposal concept put forth in the CNFWMP involves burial of
solid fbel waste in sealed metallic containers 500-1000 m deep within the granitic rock of
the Canadian Shield. Due to the deleterious radiological and chernical effects of some

cornponents of the fuel waste on living organisms, it is desirable that nuclear fbel waste
be isolated fiom the "biosphere" for extremely long periods'. Four barriers to the escape

of the waste are incorporated in the disposal concept: the waste fonn; the container; the
buffer, backfill and vault seals; and the "geosphere". It has ben proposeâ that the waste
fonn be discarded

CANDU reactor fucl bundles consisting of uranium dioxide (U02)

pellets in ~ircalo? tubes.

This waste form is highly Uwluble and should m i n

contaminants under expccted wmte vault conditions. The container, proposai to k tither

titanium (Ti) or coppcr (Cu),would isolate the wmte fonn h m the groundwatet.

' A*

by a h ~ ~of200
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r
SMIytur the ictiviry of die ndiowtivc wirtc w o u ~
cornriiimcm pctiodr ringing 6iom 100 to 1 000 000 y a m have bœn d i s c d clwwtim [SI.

This requires a container with suitable mechanical stability and corrosion resistance. The
combination of buffer (bentonite clay and sand), backfill (crushed rock, clay and sand)
and vault se& (grouts, clays and concretes) should help control the chernical
environment within the vault and inhibit ground water movement into and out of the
disposal vault, thereby reducing container corrosion, waste fonn dissolution, and
contaminant transport. Finally, the "geosphere", the surroundhg buk of granitic rock, is
intended to act as another barrier to groundwater movement as well as a protection from
natural events and human intrusion [ 11.

1.1.2 Objectivta
This Thesis describes some of the studies underiaken to evaluate the corrosion properties
of Ti and some of its dilute alloys. While this work is intended to explore the corrosion
behaviour of Ti, not to justify a particular choice of nuclear waste disposal container
material, the corrosion phenomena investigated and the range of experùnental conditions
employed were limited to those that would be relevant to a Ti container in the conceptual
waste disposal vault. As such, portions of this Thesis provide either underlying or direct
support for investigations of the suitability of Ti or its dilute alloys as materials for the
construction of nuclear fuel waste disposal containers.

1.13 Stritcly

The expccted conditions in the proposed disposal vault [2] would, initirlly, k w a m
(T S 100°C)and oxidizing, due to nuclcar reactions continuing within the fwl wastc, and

au inûoduced into the vault during coaîainet emplacement, rcspec<ivcly. The buffet
material adjacent to the cxtcrior surfoccs of tbe containers m y m
i
n &y for somc

W o d , but would evenhially sahuate with growidwater. The groundwater is expected to

be a chloride-containing solution of pH 7-9. Ultimately, the vault conditions are expected

to evolve to cool (ambient temperature) and anoxic, as radioactive decay processes within
the waste subside and the available oxidants are exhausted by container corrosion and by
rcaction with minerals and organic material in the backfill. The restricted mass transport
conditions established by the buffer, backfill, vault seals and geosphere would severely
inhibit the replenishment of oxidants in the waste vault. Appropriate engineering design

cm ensure the mechanical stability of containers at the tirne of burial; hence the lifetimes'
of Ti containers would ultimateiy be limited by corrosion. Under the projected vault

conditions, the corrosion processes most likely to detemine the lifetimes of Ti containers
are general or uniform corrosion, crevice corrosion, and hydrogen-induced cracking

(MC)[21.
Therefore, in keeping with the objectives of this work (Section 1.1.2), experiments were
perfonned in aqueous solutions, most containing dissolved chloride ions, at pH values
from 9 to < 1 (the latter representing conditions expected to develop during localized
corrosion [3]), at temperatures from 20 to lûû°C, on specimens of Ti and a number of Ti
alloys containing low levels of alloying constituents. These experiments were designed to
investigate general comsion, crevice comsion, and hydrogen absorption by Ti, the latter

king a prerrquisite for container failwr by HIC. Some aspects of the pmperties of the
passive füm on Ti were also investigated since the passive film influences the rate and
extent of these corrosion processes.

Electrochemical techniques were employed for much of this research since they are
largely compatible with the phenornena under study (corrosion is an electrochemical
redox reaction), and, in view of Faraday's Law [4], provide a direct measure of the rates
and the extent of redox reactions. The nature of the passive film on Ti was probed by

electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Where possible, independent techniques
were used to complement electrochemical measurements.

Such analyses yielded

information on the composition (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS),Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES), neutron nflectometry), structure (Auger depth profiling, neutron
reflectometry, optical microscopy). and oxidation States (XPS) at Ti surfaces, and the
presnice of absorbed hydrogen (vacuum degassing, optical microscopy, neutron
reflectometry). This combination of approaches was intended not only to quanti@ the
corrosion processes under study but to provide underlying physical and chemical insight.

The remainder of Section 1 contains a sumrnary of the known corrosion behaviour of Ti

in aqueous solution, followed by a nview of the literanire on passive oxide films on Ti
and their properties. A description of published work on hydrogen evolution and

hyârogen absorption is offcd as background material to the hydmgen absorption studies
prcsentcd later. Section 2 documents the procedures used to obtain the results prcsented

and discusseâ in the Section 3. Tbese include open circuit potential mcasumnents,
polabtion cuves, EIS, XPS, neutron reflcctometry, cmice corrosion initiation. and

hydrogcn absorption mcasurenients.

The expcrimental results are pcesentcd and

diseussui in Section 3. Tbis Section is o r p h d by expcrimental technique, but attempts

are made to Ihk complementary evidence fiom different techniques together. Finally, the
conclusions drawn Fiom this research are summarized in Section 4. Section 4 also
attempts to connect the series of smaller revelations from these seemingly disparate
experiments into a cohetent thesis of the electrochemistry of titanium corrosion.
References to published literature listed in Section 5.

Unless specifically indicated othewise, al1 ptentials' herein are reported with respect to
the sanirated calomel electrode (SCE).

1.2 Aquwus electrochemistty of titanium
1.2.1 Attribut- of titanium

Titanium, named for the Titans of Roman mythology, is the ninth most abundant element

in the E h ' s crust [7,8]. Ti does not occur on Earth in native metallic form; instead, it is
found in concentrated fom in deposits of rutile (TiO*), ilmenite (FeTi03), and sphene
(CaTiSiOs) and in less-concentrated fom in most igneous rocks, iron ores. and the
sediments denved fiom them [7, 81. It has also been detected in living organisms,
meteorites, lunar rock samples, and class-m stellar spectra [8]. Discovered in 1791 by

W.Gregor and named in 1795 by M.H.Klaproth, Ti possesses some unusual physical and
chernical propenies that make it very usehl in a broad range of applications [7, 81. A list
of some of the important characteristics of Ti is given in Table 1.2.1-a.

Ti metal was fmt prepared in pure form (99.9%) in 1910 by Hunter, who heated titanium
tetrachloridc (TiCb) with sodium in a steel bomb, but it mnained a laboratory curiosity
until 1946 when Kroll developed the commercial production method o f reducing TiCL
with magnesium. This process is still in use for produchg commercial grade Ti; higher-

pur@ Ti is produccd by decomposing the iodide [8].
Ti is an important stnictuml material due to its combination of low density, high smngth
and ability to withstand e x t m ~ sof temperature. It can be as strong as steel but 45%

üghtcr, or twice as m

g as aluminwn whilc only Wh hcavier. Thesc features have led

to its w i d e s p d application in the aerospam indusüy (9).

Table 1.2.1-0 Characteristics of Tiiciniurn

Atomic Nurnkr
, Atomic Wei&
Specific Gravity

,

Forrn (T> 880°C)
Specific Resistivity
Stable isotopes
Radioactive Isotopes
Standard Reduction Potential
Ti2++ 2e' o Ti
~i~ + e- t, Ti"
TiO,+ 4H' + 4e- t,Ti+ 2 4 0
T~(oH)'* +H' + ë *~ i "+H,O

22
47.867
4.54 @ 20°C

181
1818'

cubic close-~ackedIB)
3 1o4
ra) zooc
46-50
39-45.51 -58

171
r8l
181

l8l

- 16 3 V vs. SHE
1

-2.0 V vs, S E
-0.86 V vs. SHE

0.06 V vs. SHE

1

1

Ti is an extremely reactive element. It bums in air and is the only element to bum in
nitrogen. Bare metallic Ti reacü strongly with water and hydrogen. This reactivity has

been used advantageously in metallurgical piocesses where Ti is added as a deoxidizer or
denitrogenkr [7] and in ultra high vacuum pumping where titanium sublimation pumps

are uscd es an oxygen getters.
In many common situations howevcr, this high reactivity actually hctions to protect the

metal firom oxidation. Exposed to oxygen or water, Ti surfaces quickly react to form an
oxidc dut is thin, compact,strongly aàhernt, and highly Uwlubk. (The propertics of

the oxide are discussed at length in Section 1.3.) The thin passive oxide formed then

protecis the metal fiom M e r chemical attack, including that by water, oxygen, moist
chlorine, chloride ions, organic acids and dilute mineral acids [8, 91. The high reactivity
ensures that any mechanical damage to the passive oxide will rapidly repair itself. Thus,
Ti, covered by the thin oxide, is highly resistant to gas-phase oxidation and aqueous
corrosion. giving it application in many situations where a high Level of resistance to
chemical reaction is desired, such as in desalination plants, ships, biological implants,

kraft mills, chlor-alkali plants. and other aggressive industrial environrnents. The variety
of industrial applications employing Ti, the amount of Ti in service. and the rates and

causes of failure of Ti components are the subject ofa recent report [9].
1.2.2 Intioduction to titanium corrosion

The electrochemical response of Ti in aqueous solutions falls somewhere between that of
the mie valve metals (e.g.,Zr, Nb, Ta) and that of the active-passive metals (e.g., Fe, Co.

Ni, Cr). In particular, its oxide film formation resembles that of valve metals, while its

corrosion is sirnilar to corrosion of active-passive metals. In defuiing the bounds of his
nview of the electrochemical behaviour of Ti [1O], Kelly noted that, in aqueous solutions,

Ti displays four different types of behaviour. niey are:
1.) "active" khaviout -a state in which die metal can be oxidized at a rclatively

high rate, forming Ti(1II) ions in solution.

2.) "passive" behaviour -a statc in whkb die meîal is c o v e d by a titanium oxide

film and

CM

k oxidued only very slowly, multing in production of Ti(TV) ions in

solution or thickniing of the film.

3.) "active-passive" behaviour -a transitional state between the active and passive

States in which metal oxidation is somewhat irnpeded by the incomplete state of surface
passivation.
4.) "hydrogen evolution" -a cathodic behaviour that occurs in conjunction with

active corrosion of Ti. or when Ti is polarized to sufficiently low potentials, either by an
externally impressed current or through electrical contact with another actively corroding
metal (i.e., plvanic coupling).
Which particulat behaviour is spontaneously exhibited at a given tirne depends on the
duration of exposure, pH. temperature, solution composition, material composition, and
other factors [10]. The current-potential response of titanium in acidic aqueous solution
is illustrated schematically in Figure 1.2.2-a. From the Figure one can see how the
polarization response of Ti can be divided into the four distinct regions described by
Kelly: the hydrogen evolution, active, active-to-passive transition, and passive regions.

The cathodic (i.e., reduction) cumnt that flows when a titanium electrode is polarized to

a potential within the h y b g e n evolution region rcprcsents the consumption of electrons
by the hydmgen evolution reaction (HER) a d a relateâ process, the absorption of
h y h g t n into the metal. It should be notecl, however, that the hydrogcn evolution region

as dcpictcd in Figure 1.2.2-a is an artificial dcsignation applied for convenicnce in
describing the piarization bchaviour of Ti. In nality, the HER alsa takes place at

potcntirls diroughout the active and active-to~passivetransition Mons. I n d d , as may
k apparent in the following discussions, it is pokbly a mistakc to considcr the active

and active-passive khaviours on Ti as being sepamte h m the pmduction of hyhgcn.

-1

Potential (V)

1

Figure 1.2.24 Sckmatic illwtration of the ment-potential ~lationship
for Ti in acidic
aqtrwus electrolyte indicuting the d~remntk h i o u r a l ranges:

region, @) active region, (c) active-to-psiw transition,

(O)

hyhgen evolution

(4p s i w

mgion. Units

indicuted on the axcs are intend to a& pspective to the illustration; t h q do not
represent occurate positioning of the cwent-potentutl ame.

The relatively low anodic current densities (a few p~gcmJor less) displayed by Ti when

polarized to potentials within the passive region indicate a very low rate of metal
oxidation to produce Ti(1V) ions that may dissolve into solution or participate in oxide

film thickening [IO]. That the corrosion rate cm be very low under such strongly
oxidizing conditions is a major advantage for Ti over many other structural metals. This
remarkable corrosion resistance of the highly reactive metal depends entirely on the
properties of the thin passive oxide film present on the metal surface under these

conditions.
The mnaining two regions fiom Figure 1.2.2-a, the active and activc-to-passive transition
regions, represent the potential range where Ti is most susceptible to corrosion damage in
acidic aqueous enviroments (although corrosion h a g r also occurs, along with
hydrogen damage, in the hydrogen evolution region). The behaviour demonstrated in
these two regions has been thoroughly reviewed by Kelly [IO].
Rather than cover the breadth of the vast titeniwn literatm superfcially, Kelly restricted

his review to a detailcd and critical discussion of the active and active-passive states,

suggcsting diat a critical mview o f the passive state would be a usehl undetta&ingfor
someone else. Thmforc, in this Section, the active and active-passive states will be
covcreâ in a synopsuod fahion to providc appropriate background for the discussion of

die cxpcriments involving surfrc activation, crcvice conosion, hydtogcn evolution, and
hydrogen absorption reported hcnh. The literanire dealhg with the passive state
deserves mon dctailed covcngc to support the conclusions and hypothcses gcnmtcd

fiom die c ~ c n shdics
t
and, thasfore, is reportcd in detail in Section 1.3. Hy&ogcn

evolution and absorption, which were only bnefly mentioned in Kelly's review, are
discussed in Section 1.4.
1.2.3 Active region and active-to-parnive transition

Active behaviour is not exhibited by Ti under al1 conditions, even when it is polarized to
a potential comsponding to what is shown as the active region in Figure 1.2.2-a. In urder

for Ti to manifest active behaviour, its ubiquitous passive film must be penetrated, either
chemically or mechanically, and then the exposed surface must be maintained under
appropriate conditions (potential, pH, temperature, dissolved oxygen concentration. and
others [IO]) so that repassivation does not occur. For Ti, the latter requinment demands a

fauly aggressive environment; in deaerated aqueous chloride solutions at 30°C the

maximum pH for which a stable active state exists is about 2.3 [ I 11.
The active tegion and active-to-passive transition can be characterized as s h o w in

Figure 1.2.3-a. As the potential is increased 6om the lower potectial limit of the active
region, the anodic cumnt density, and thenfore the mctal dissolution rate, inc~asesto a

maximum,called the critical curmit density, I,, at the "passivation potentiai", E, [12].

The passivation potential defuics the boundary bctween the active region and the activeto-passive transition. As the potential is increased beyond E,, the anoâic cumnt
dccreascs and mctal dissolution slows until the active-to-passive transition gives way to

the passive region b o n d the "Flade potcntial" (121.

The effcct of having this active-passive maximum in the anodic dissolution rate is that the
dissolutioa rate will k v y low if the electmchemical potcatial at the Ti surfiace is cithcr
much lower than the lowa limit of the active dissolution ngion or highcr than the F
12

U

Potential (V)
Figure 1.2.3-a Schemaiic illustration of the current-potential relationrhipfor Ti in ucidic
aqueous electrolyte indicuting how the partial currents due to the Ti dissolution und
proton reduction reactions (doned m e s ) combine to yield the obsewed net current
(solid curw). Significant points on the cuwes include: (A) the point ut which the Ti
dissolution rate is ut a nuximunt ( E ,

(B) the meosured current peak, defl~edby

the passivation potential a d critical current density for psivation ( E , ,lm),
(C)the

Flcuie potentid, and (D) the opcn circuit or corosion potential, EE,. As in Figure
1.2.2-41,the vnit,s indicated on the mes are provided to <ddperspective on&.

potential. Furihennore. under freely corroding conditions (i.e., without an extemally
applied potential), the net current on the metal must be zero so that charge is conserved,
and the electrochernical potential of the metal must adopt a value at which this condition
is satisfied. that i s a potential at which the partial cumnts due to the oxidation and
reduction half-teactions occurring on the surface are equal in magnitude. This is called
the corrosion potmtial, or, more generally, the open circuit potential, E,

. Therefore, if

the associated cathodic naction that drives metal dissolution has a reversible potential
greater than the Flade potential and occurs at a rate higher than I , , at E = E , , (where

I , , represents the maximum partial current due to metal dissolution and E , , the
potential at which this maximum partial cumnt is achieved), then E,

will be

spontaneously driven into the passive region (the only point at which the anodic and
cathodic pmial cwrents could be equal in magnitude) and the metal dissolution rate will
be exceedingly low (1 31.

Kelly's review article [IO] descnbes in detail the chernical characteristics of Ti in the
active and active-to-passive states. A brief summary is pmented hem. There exist three
comrnon schools of thought regarding the state of the surface in the active and active-topassive transition regions. Some mearchers have suggested that the surfhce is covered
by r p

h oxide, a thinnet version of the passive film, while others insist that only an

idsorbeci monolayer of oxygen specics covm the surf'ace under thcse conditions. A third

group considers the active and active-to-passive transition region surfaces to be c o v e d
by a surficc hydnde. Kelly [IO] convincingly dispcls the idca of a phase oxide on active

and active-to-passive titulium swrfz~ccs, but acknowledges thf under somc

circumstances, the presence of a hydride phase on the metal is undeniable. The evidence
for an adsorbed monolayer of oxygen species in many cases is strong. However, "bare"

Ti, or Ti covered by adsorbed water does not appear to be an option since one would
expect to observe Tafel behaviour' under these conditions, as is observed on other water-

covered active metals such as Fe, Anodic Tafel behaviour is not obsewed on Ti.
Throughout the active region and most of the active-to-passive transition (up to

E = E, + 0.13 V), Ti dissolves exclusively as Ti(II1) ions. Only at the hi&-potential end
of the active-to-passive transition are Ti(1V) ions released fiom the corroding metal.
Stimng has no effect on the dissolution rate in the active and active-to-passive transition
regions, indicating that the corrosion reactions are activation-controlled, as opposed to

mass transport-controlled. The value of E, is independent of the temperature, while 1,

- -T1 ).

incmases with increasing temperature ( IO&,)

ac

The apparent activation energy

for Ti dissolution is 57.3 kJ*rnof' in

I mol-dnf3HCI and 59.9 kl*mol" in

0.5 moldm" HzSOI [IO].

Passive Ti spontaneously activates in deoxygenated chloride and sulphate solutions at pH
values less diao 2.3 and 3.0, respectively, at 30°C. Both E, and I , are pHdependent,
but to detennine the comct functional rclationship, E, and 1, must be corrected for the

simult~couslyoccurring HER. When such a correction is made, yielding the new values

E , , and I,, ,the following relationships apply [IO]:

In addition, the lower potential limit of the active ngion remains nearly constant while
the Flade potential decreases with increasing pH. The existence of these relationships
hvolving small whole number ratios and multipies of the rnechanistically sipificant
parameter

RT
must be accounted for in any reasonable mechanism proposed [IO].
F

Many mechanisms for active dissolution have been put forth, some of which account for
the relationships expresscd above, some of which do not, and therefore cannot be

consldered valid proposais.

Many of these have been formulated based on

thenno@wmic considerations that suggcst what is possible, rather than the kinetic data,
which determine what actually happns. Kelly [l O] wittily r e h to this comrnon failw
to moncile themodynamics with kinetics as "The Great Ncmstian Hiatus".
As in any corrosion rcaction. the oxidation half-reaction on the k l y corroding metal is
dnven by an electnn:hemicaily equivsknt arnount of reduction, taking place on the sarne

surfàcc or one elcctrially connectecl to it, to &tain
previously, one of the p

a charge balance. As mentioncd

t corrosion dvantages of acîivc-passive metais such as

Ti is

that, if the cathodic h a K d o n is m n g enough et potentisls comsponding to the

active region, the only potentials at which this charge balance can be maintained between
the anodic and cathodic half-reactions fall within the passive region.
One of the e x ~ d i n a r yfeatures of Ti is that its active region corrosion prduct (Ti(I1I))

can transform itself into an effective corrosion inhibitor (Ti(IV)) in the srune solution, in
contact with the c o d i n g electroâe, without any special manipulation.

Small

concentrations of Ti(1V) have been shown to induce repassivation of active Ti. The
mechanism by which Ti(1V) cm effect repassivation appears to be that it acts as an
additional oxidant, strengthening the cathodic half-reaction and pushing E , into the
passive region as described above [14, 151. The interesthg feanire of this process is that
the Ti(1V) that aids repassivation cm be produced by the oxidation, at passive areas of a
piece of Ti undergohg localized corrosion, of Ti(II1) ions produced at actively corroding
areas on the same piece of metal.

The effect has k e n tenned autopassivation.

Autopassivation cm also occur in any electrolytetoupled active-passive Ti system; that
is, a system in which active-state and psive-state Ti surfaces are located in the same
body of electrolyte (such as exists during localized corrosion).

Active dissolution of Ti under uniform corrosion conditions in sulphate solutions is
significantly fister than it is in chloride solutions. The différence has been atûibuted to

the strongtr ability of sulphate io complex Ti ions. Ti(IiI) is very w d y cornplexcd by
chloride (less than 5% [T~(H~o)~cI]*+
in 1.0 rn01dm'~HCI]). TMV) is cornplexcd more

strongiy by chlori& t h is Ti@), but sulphaîe complexes am stronger still, the dominant

Ti(IV) species in s u l p b solutions king Ti(OH)3HSO~. In pcrch10ratc solutions up to

1.5 moldm", Ti(1V) was found to exist enthly as [T~(oH)~]'' and [T~(OH)$ species
[W*

Autopassivation, on the other hand. is more difficult in chloride solutions than in
sulphate. Kelly reported that it takes 10.5 tirnes as large a concentration of Ti(1V) ions to
passivate an active Ti surface in I .O mol*dm"HCI than it does in 0.5 mobdm" H2S04.It
also requires 10-100 times as long to generate the concentration of Ti(1V) requued for

autopassivation in the HCI solution (due to the lower corrosion rate), suggesting that
autopassivation should be rnuch less likely to occur Ui chloride media. This rneans that
chlotide should function to promote localized corrosion, which it is known to do.
1.2.4 Crevice corrosioa

Crevice corrosion is an insidious form of corrosion that occurs in cracks and gaps
between adjacent metal surfaces, or spaces between metals and other solid materials that
hinder mass transport. Cmice corrosion, like pitting, is a type of occluded cell corrosion,
Le., corrosion occurs on an area of the metal surface that is exposed to a volume of

solution that has stagnated and developed aggressive local chernical conditions due to
restrictions in mass transport [IO]. A schematic diagram of the processes involved in

crevice corrosion on Ti is given in Figure 1.2.4-a.

The lifetimc of a c o d i n g crevice cm bc divided into dvce phenomenological phases:
initiation, propagation, and repassivation [Ml. Initiation nquires that suficiently
rggrrssive chernical conditions (e.g., low pH, low wncentration of diosolved oxygen)

develop within the mvice that the passive oxide fiha is petratcd and the underlying

metai can achieve an active stott.

0 2

OH-

Figure 1.2.4-a Schematic depiction of crevice corrosion and the chenaical processes
inwlved, Metal oxidation within the crevice is driven by oxygen reduction on the crevice
exterior. Metal dissolution tbfollowed by cation hydrolysis, which results in precipitation

of corrosion prduct deposits anà ucidijlcation of the crevice interior. Once the crevice
anolytepH LF low enough. metal oxiktion can also couple to proton reduction within the
crevice. ïibk is a self-sustuining reaction, praducing more protons by cation hydlro!ysis
wMe oiher protons are reduced in driving corrosion. The proton reduction reaction

l

d to hpirogen gus evolutim and W o g e n absorption &y the meral. Autopasivation

by Ti(lv s w e s is a pssibiliry

urea

If active and parsive sites coexist within the occluded

Propagation, i.e., the continuation and spread of crevice comsion, requires that part of
the metal be maintained in an active state (which, in tum, requires specific conditions of
pH and potential, as described in Section 1.2.3) and part of it be supplied with oxidant.

This oxidant cm be oxygen or anotber oxidizing species that is reduced on the passive
surfaces of the metal in areas outside of the occluded region, or it can ôe protons that are
generated within the occluded region by hyârolysis of metal ions and reduced to hydrogen
within the crevice interior.
Repassivation wcun when the chernical conditions or electrochemical potential required
for active behaviour [IO, 17) can no longer be maintained within the crevice, and a
passive oxide film is re-grown on the c o d i n g surfaces. This could happen as a result
of: increased m a s tramport within the crevice (e.g., due to an increase in the crevice gap

dimensions), which would cause an increase in the local pH, oxygen ingress within the
occluded region, or a change in the potential &op at the metiil/solution interface; an
incrcase in the rate of the cathodic reaction, which could generate anodic protection (e.g.,

autopassivation by Ti(1V) as described above in Section 1.2.3); decreased availability of
oxidant; or other factors.

While this division of the overall crevice comsion process hto initiation, propagation,

and repassivation phases is convenient for descriptive purposes (and these phases must
occur in scquence for a givcn point within a cmice), initiation, propagation. and

repassivation can take place simul~imouslyat differcnt points within a c o d i n g crcvice
throughout its iifeirne.

The chemical conditions within a comding crevice on Ti have been notoriously dificult
to measure due to the small volumes of solution and awkward geometries involved and
the strongly adherent, insoluble corrosion prduct deposits produced, yet some attempts
have been made using microelectrodes ( 3 , 101. These investigations showed the
depletion of dissolved oxygen within the crevice after immersion in aerated solution and

the development of crevice pH values below 1.0 before crevice corrosion initiation in
electrolytes having bulk pH values near neutral. Although the crevice corrosion studies
were perfonned at elevated temperatures (T > 70°C), these observations are consistent
with the statement in Section 1.2.3 that, at T = 30°C. pH values less than about 2.3 and
3.0 are required for spontaneous activation of Ti in deaerated chloride and sulphate
solutions, respectively [10], (although the requued conditions were even more xvere)
and with the known ability of dissolved oxygen to maintain passivity on Ti. The
depletion of oxygen within the crevice mults h m oxygen reduction coupled to metal
oxidation, combined with the resûicted mass transport conditions that inhibit
replenishment of the dissolved oxygen h m the bulk solution outside the crevice ( 1 O].
Similady, acidification within the crevice occurs as a result of metal oxidation followed
by hydrolysis of the metal cations; for example:

The local acidity is maintained by the meagre mass transport into and out of the crevice

PlIt is interesting to note that the two cathodic half-reactions that dnve crevice propagation.
oxygen reduction and proton reduction, have different influences on the crevice pH.

Oxygen reduction takes place on the passive exterior surfaces of a corroding crevice, and
in neutral solution creates basic reaction products;

Proton reduction can take place on the interior surfaces of a corroding crevice, which are
exposed to acidic solution;

and

where

H, refers to a hydrogen atom absorbed into the metal matrix'. Taken alone.

maction 1.2.4-c would incnase the pH of the buk solution outside the crevice, while

reactions 1.2.4-d and 1.2.4-e would result in an increase in pH within the crevice.
One mwt tecall, howcver, that rrduction mutions are always coupled to an electncally
quivalent set of oxidation mwtions to maintain a charge balance. In this case, proton
duction rrsctions 1.2.4-d and 1.2.h would k coupled to metal oxidation mctions,

also occurring within the crevice, which lead to proton-producing hydrolysis reactions
such as 1.2.4-b. The arnounts of proton production and consumption by these coupled
redox reactions are equivalent. Thus, the proton reduction reaction c m drive metal
dissolution without affecting the crevice pH. One could imagine this cycle continuing
until the Ti was completely consumed; however, in practice. there are some losses of
protons by mass transport out of the crevice, the rates and yields of hydrolysis reactions
may change during the crevice lifetime, and, as mentioned above, other processes may

also lead to repassivation.

The oxygen reduction reaction (1.2.44 would also be coupled to metal oxidation
reactions that lead to proton-prducing hydrolysis reactions within the crevice. Due to
the spatial sepration, however, the pH incmase due to oxygen reduction on the crevice

extcrior would not immediately neutralize the acidity produced by metal hydrolysis within
the crevice, and the crevice interior would be acidified [l O]. Therefore, if a small amount

of oxygen reduction occurs, just enough to balance proton loss h m the crevice and

maintain the acidic pH, significant corrosion damage could be done by the redox cycle
involving the coupling of metal oxiâation to proton reduction within the cmrice. In fact.
the amount of proton reduction within corroding crevices has been measureâ and found to

account for -80-Wh of the dunage occurring during periods of mvice comsion on Ti
(18-221. In other words, thc amount of corrosion obsmred was 5-10 tixnes the amount
dircctly attributabk to the availabk oxygm (accordhg to F d y ' s Iaw).

Finally, in mdet to mintain charge neutnlity in the cmice ( w h m a net oxidation takcs
p l i a , gmcrating an cxcess of cationic opecies in solution), sorne ionic cumnt must flow

between the bulk solution and the crevice anolyte. This is accomplished. at least in part,
by migration of anions (e.g., chloride or sulphate) into the crevice [3, 10, 161. The
nurnber of anions required would become quite large for a rapidly propagating crevice.
Thus, the crevice anolyte would become a highly concentrated, dense solution [23]. The
solution chemistry of Ti in highly concentrated, acidic, saline solutions at elevated
temperatures is not well known. It should be noted. however, that the activity coefficient
for HCl increases with increasing chloride concentration above -0.5 mol*dm" [24],
suggesting that the anolyte solution within a propagating crevice could be remarkably
aggressive.

Of equal importance to crevice propagation as the aggressive chemical conditions is the
maintenance within the crevice of potentials that fall within the active region for Ti (the

extent of the active region itself king detennined by the chemical conditions) [IO, 171.
While the potential developed on Ti surfaces exposed to oxygenated solution, hcludhg

those on the crevice exterior, tends to be high (i.e.. within the passive potential range),
lower, active region potentiels cm be established within the crevice due to the
combination of cumnt flow and impedance bctween the crevice interior and exterior.

This hpedance can nsult h m a combination of oxide film resistance, solution
mistance i

n

d by the n m w cmvice geometry, film capacitances, etc.

On planar electrodcs uniformly corroding in homogeneous bulk solution, the andic and

cathodic half-reactions p m c d at immediately djacmt locations on the surf'. The
surfbec must diatforc adopt a sin&

arc eIectroch«~~icaily
quai, since t

potential at which the n t c s of the two half-reactions
h

is no siguiticMt impedance and thaeforc no

potential drop betwcen ihe anodic and cadiodic sites. In crevice corrosion (and other
forms of localued corrosion), the significant physical separation of anodic and cathodic
sites on the metal surface and the ability to maintain differing solution compositions at
each allow the metal to adopt a different potential at each site, provided that the overall
reduction rate is still equal to the total oxidation rate.
An extensive series of cnvice corrosion studies has already been conducted on Ti for the
express purpose of predicting the longevity of Ti nuclear fuel waste containers under
Canadian waste disposal vault conditions, including the evaluation of the effects of:
temperature; oxygen concentration; solution composition and pH; radiation fields;
material composition, impurities, and microstructure; heat treatment and welding; applied
potential; crevice tightness; exposure t h e ; and anode-to-cathode area ratios [2, 16, 1922.25-371. The major conclusions of these studies will be sumrnarized below, along with

information fiom a' good general review of crevice corrosion on Ti [38,39].

The susceptibility of Ti alloys to crevice comsion generally increases with increasing
temperature. It is widely accepted [40] that crevice corrosion will not initiate on Ti at
temperatures lower than -70°C, regaràless of pH or solution chemistry (except in a few
very exmme cases) [38].

These gencnlizations are solidly bascd on empirical

observations gathered h m extensive field and labotatory experimce with Ti and its

dloys and uc usd as practicai "rules of thumb" (401; less effort hos bmi put into

understanding the fundamental bases for these observations.
Such broad generalizations cannot be made concerning crevice corrosion propgufion.

Ikeda et al. [22] found that, once initiated, crevice corrosion on Grade-2~ i ' "propagated
at a rate that strongly depended on temperature, following an Arrhenius-type relationship

over the temperature range 30-ISO°C. The corrosion damage appeared to localize at
lower temperatures and become more genenil within the occluded area at higher
temperatures [20]. On ~ i - 1 2 'the crevice comsion rate was much less dependent on

temperature.

In spite of the temperature dependence of the crevice comsion propagation rate, the
amount of corrosion damage was ultirnately detennined by the amount of oxygen
available for consumption, and not the corrosion rates. The Arrhenius relationship
displayed by Ti-2suggested a single interfacial reaction step with an activation energy of

-55 kl-mol" was rate-controlling, and the authors took this as evidence that the crevice
corrosion rate was controlled by the kinetics of the oxygen reduction mction [22].
The repassivation tendencies of the two alloys were also fond to be very diffennt; Ti-2
continued to crevice corrode at temperatures down to arnbient' if the temperature was
lowcred gradually enough5, while Ti42 repsivated at temperatures S 70°C, ngardless

2 ~ a a s e o f n a r i o n , t ) r o u g h a d 1 1 * ~ i s ~ n d rwill
- n ~bcshomrrd t o ~ i ~ w h n c n ~ n t s t h e ~ ~ l ~ p c k
clwificrÉiori. For uumpk, ASTM -2
Ti will bc rhortcncdto Ti-2.

'Tb12 is an Jloy EauiaUipa nominal 0.8 wt.96 Ni ud 0.3 unH Mo.

of the cooling rate. and even if oxygen was still available outside the crevice to drive the
corrosion reaction (20, 22, 381. Once temperature-induced repassivation of crevice
corrosion on either material occurred, crevice corrosion could not be revived by reheating the system to 105OC (201.
From both the propagation and repassivation data it was concluded that the differenccs
between the behaviours of Ti-2 and Ti- 12 indicated that the crevice corrosion of Ti-2 is
controlled prirnarily by environmental factors, whereas that of Ti- 12 is govemed
predominantly by properties of the material itself (201.
1.2.4.2 w g e n concentration

Oxygen in solution is requued for the propagation of crevice corrosion on Ti. Ikeda et al.
found chat crevice corrosion could be easily iniriated in oxygenated solutions, but when

they attempted to initiate crevice conosion on Ti-2 in deaerated solution, very little
crevice corrosion was observed (161. McKay and Mitton [19] suggested that the ovenll
crevice corrosion propagation rate on Ti-2 was rate-lirnited by oxygen difision. The
propagation rate decayed logarithmically as the oxygen in a closed system was consumed
by the corrosion reactions. Ikeda et al. [29] found a half-order dependence of the crevice

corrosion propagation rate on die dissolveci oxygcn concentration and suggested that the

crevice corrosion rate w u controlkd by the kinetics of the oxygen duction =action
(221.

The extcnt of crevice corrosion propagation on Ti-2(i.e.. Mc amount of corrosion dpmage
to the mcal), howcvcr,was dctcrmined to d e p d not on the oxygen concentration, but

on the total amount of oxygen available for consumption [2,22]. lkeda et al. showed that
crevice corrosion propagation on Ti-2 ceased when the available oxygen was depleted,
but, for a lirnited tirne after the cessation of crevice corrosion, the corrosion reaction
within the oxygen-starved crevice could be revived by adding more oxygen (i.e., the
crevice was only dormant, not repassivated, and crevice corrosion propagation would
recommence if re-supplied with oxidant) [16,20,35].
The period during which crevice corrosion could be re-started appeared to terminate

when a sudden increase in the artificially cnviced electrode potential occurred [2,22,29]
such that it approached the potential of a fieely corroding non-creviced Ti electrode in the
same solution. After the appearance of this feature, M e r additions of oxygen only
increased the creviced electrode potential, signifying the presence of a passive system; no
rekindling of crevice corrosion propagation occumed' [2, 291. The authon i n t e p t e d
this featuie as the crevice's repassivation signature, probably indicating the neutralization
of the low pH within the crevice and the formation of a passive oxide layer on the

pmiously corroding surfaces [ 16,34,35].
The effects of oxygen concentration on the propagation rate of crevice corrosion on Ti- 12
were rccmtly reportcd [37]. While the initial propagation rate increased with incming

oxyscn concentration, the stcady-state crcvice cornsion rate and the total extent of
cornion darmgc wcre indcpcnâent of the oxygen concentration. The propagation perid

kfore repassivation occumd demasal in lcngth with inmashg oxygen concentration.

On Ti-12, crevice corrosion did not continue to propagate until al! the available oxygen
was consumed; instead, repassivation occuned after crevice corrosion propagated to a

very lirnited degree [2, 35, 371. Similar to Ti-2, the repassivation signature involving the
sudden increase in the creviced electrode potential was observed on Ti-12 dong with a
simultaneous cessation of ctevice corrosion [2].
The extent of crcvice corrosion of Ti-12 was n a controlled by the amount of oxidant
available as it was on Ti-2. The published accounts of oxygen effects on crevice
corrosion of Ti-2 and Ti-1 2 support the statement in Section 1.2.4.1 that crevice cornosion
of Ti-2 is controlled primarily by envuonmental factors, whereas that of Ti42 is
govemed predominantly by properties of the material itself [20].
1.2.4.3 Solution composition and pH

Crevice corrosion of Ti is only known to occur in solutions containhg chloride, bromide,
idide, fluoride, or sulphate [38]. The effects of many other solution species on Ti
crevice corrosion have been investigated [2, 37, 381. Nonsxidizing cations have

insignificant efTects on crevice corrosion, with the exception of M ~ ~ 'ca2+,
,
2n2+,and
AI",

which may hydrolyze, yielding very low pH values and aggravating localized

pittirig-type conosion within the cormding crevice [37, 381. Oxidizing cationic species

and ohm species that dep~larizethe cathodic r a d o n cm dramatically stimulate cnvice
corrosion initiation and propagation1 [38]. ûxidizing anionic specics may diffir9e or

migrate into corroding crcviccs, inhibiting crevice corrosion attack [38], presmably by

causing repassivation of the interior surfaces of ihe occluded region. Other species, such

as carbonate and sulphate, tend to suppress crevice corrosion, possibly by cornplexhg Ti
cations and preventing their acid-producing hydrolysis, by buffering the pH directly, or by
lowering the critical ~ i concentration
~ '
required for autopassivation [IO] in the case of

~012.
and
. by simple pH buffering in the case of CO:

[ 2 ] . The observation that SQ"

suppresses crevice corrosion to a greater d e g m than does ~ 0 suggests
~ ~ that
' pH

buffering is not as effective as cornplexation and/or autopassivation in controlling crevice
corrosion [2].
Exposure of the corrodant solution to crushed glas suppressed initiation and propagation

of crevice corrosion on Ti and enhanced repassivation [2]. The effect was attributed to
dissolved silica, but no suggestions regardhg the mechanism of corrosion inhibition were
offered. Table 1.2.4.3-a lists some of the solution species tested and theu effects on Ti
crevice corrosion.

The effects of chloride on Ti crevice corrosion have been studied in greater detail [27,
331. Although the extent and rate of crevice comsion were said not to be particularly

dependent on the chloride concentration [2], some intmsting influences were noted [27].
On Ti-2, the extent of crevice corrosion dccreascs with increasing chloride concentration

[27]. This tmid is unusual for corrosion mictions and was thought to be a consquence

of eithcr a diminished potential differcnce ktwecn the mctal SUT~BCCSof the crevice
interior and exterior, or an clevated pH in the cmice interior caused by complexation of
Ti cations by chlondc anions, pmmting r i d pduction by cation hydrolysis [27, 37).
Cmice comsion aâtack was fowd to k m m uniforni w i t b the occluded region at the

highest chloride concentrations, an observation that may support the former explanation;
however, the crevice corrosion-suppressing influence of other Ti-complexing anions
(e.g.. ~04'')

supports the latter [2, 27, 371. Ikeda et al. felt that the complexation

hypothesis was the more likely of the two explanations offered.
Table 1.2.4.34 Solution Species und Their Effects on Crevice Corrosion [IO. 3 7. 381
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NO3-9
~f'~07'.,

MQO:',
s203*-,

vat-, v o i ,
O ,

silica,

WOi,

sot-,

CO?
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autopassivation (1 O] (sec Section 1 2.3).

For materials that resist crevice corrosion, such as Ti-12, or Ti-2 alloys containhg high
levels of Ni and Fe irnpurities [37], hcreasing the chloride concentration increases the
likelihood of crevice corrosion initiation and the extent of propagation up to a
concentration of -2-3 r n o l - ~[27,
~ 351; however the extent of corrosion damage

decrcascs for more concentratecl solutions. It would appear that the chloride incrrcws the
comsion of these cesistant mattrials by enhancing the initiation stage, but at high
concentrations mults in a Iowa extent of propagation, perhrips for the same reason that

cnvicc coirosion propagation decrrascs with increasing chloride concentration on Ti-2.

As with most corrosion reactions, the pH has a large influence on the crevice corrosion of
Ti. The emphasis in this summary is on the bulk solution pH, since the pH of the crevice
interior is established and maintained by the corrosion reactions quite separately fiom that
of the solution bulk. Decreasing the bulk solution pH strongly increases susceptibility to
crevice corrosion [38], probably by enhancing the rate of the oxygen reduction reaction
by lowering the potential and by increasing the conductivity of the passive oxide film

through film thinning and increasing the number density of electronic defects such as ~ i "
[27]. Ti42 and the noble metal alloys are much more tesistant than TL2 in this regard

[38, 401. At very low pH values. the ability to maintain different solution chernistries
inside and outside the crevice is lost and only unifonn corrosion proceeds. At the other
end of the scale, crevice corrosion on Ti in chloride media is stifled at pH values above
10.5 [38].

The influence of radiation fields on the crevice corrosion of Ti was a consideration in
investigations of Ti as a candidate material for nuclear fuel waste containers [16, 25, 35,
371.

For intact hiel waste containers, radiation would emanate h m within the

containers, and any crevice comsIon would occur on the exterior of the container walls.

Thus, to influence crevice corrosion, radiation would fmt have to p e t r a t e the Ti metal
(-6 mm in the case of the proposad containers); therefore the radiation effscts studied
were limitai to those caused by gamma (y) radiation, the only type emitted by nuclear fuel
wsste thit

Y capable of pcnctrating 6 mm of Ti.

The influence of y-rays on Ti crevice corrosion appears limited to theu ability to produce

corrosion-influencing radiolytic species in solution; dùect effects of this radiation on the
metal are small [16]. y-Radiolysis of water produces oxidizing species, such as OH',

H202,
and 02,and a correspondhg amount of reducing species, such as Ho,eiq), and Hz
(161 (where the '"" symbol signifies a radical species and e& represents an electron in
the aqueous phase).

In experimcnts with Ti-2, Ikeda and CO-workers[16, 35, 4 11 found that the radiolytic
production of oxidizing species within the crevice could inhibit crevice corrosion. When
crevice corrosion was initiated in the presence of y-radiation at dose rates of 4 Ciy*h'' or
more, crevice repassivation occurrcd before the available oxygen in the system was

depleted' [2], lhiting the extent of corrosion damage. Application of y-radiation to
actively propagating crevices did not cause them to repassivate befom the available
oxygen was depleted; however, an immediate dectease in the propagation rate was
observed [Ml. Ikeda et al. concluded that y-irradiation enhanced the crevice corrosion

tesistance of Ti-2, but that the overall influence was small (371.
1.2.4.5 MateriaI composition, hpurities a d microstructure

The crcvicc comsion mistancc of Ti is stmngly influenced by the presence of certain
ailoy components and even minor irnputities (381. Alloyhg and impurity effects on the

unifonn comsion of Ti materials arc discwscd in detail in Section 1 -2.5; the elements

' in cht ûmcnœ of ndirtion,awice oormion pop(*ia,mT-2m n n l l y poacdtduntil the rnilaôle oxym was
commed (WC Won 12.42).

that promote passivation of Ti under unifonn corrosion conditions in hot reducing acids
similarly enhance Ti crevice corrosion resistance [38]. These elements can significantly
expand the range of temperatures and pH values in which crevice corrosion can be
avoided [38] or help limit the extent of crevice corrosion by inducing repassivation [37].
For example. Schutz [42] found that the bulk solution pH and temperature ranges where
crevice corrosion is possible on unalloyed Ti (Ti-1 and Ti-2: pH 5 8. T 2 65OC) were
significantly improved by alloying witb Ni and Mo (Ti-12: pH S 3. T 2 70°C) or with Pd
or Ru (Ti-7, Ti- 1 1, Ti- 16, Ti- 17 and Ti-O.1RU':pH S 1, T 2 80°C). The crevice corrosion
advantages of Ti-12 over Ti-2were also noted by McKay [2 1,321.
For experiments conducted on Ti-2. Ti-12, and Ti-16, the extent of crevice corrosion
damage was found to increase in the order [37]:
Ti46
(Ti-Pd)

Ti42
<
Ti-2
c
Ti-2
c
Ti92
(Ti-Ni-Mo) (high Fe. high Ni)
(hi& Fe, low Ni) (low Fe, low Ni)

Microstructural effects on crevice corrosion propagation have also been snidied [43,44].
It is somewhat dificult to separate microstructural infiwnces on Ti corrosion fiom
compositional eflècts. since the distribution of grain sizes and the existence of different
crystallographic phases are, in part, consequenccs of the pmsmce and levels of alloying
elements or impurities. The cffects of material microstructure are not well understood;
however, a numkr of structure-rclated observations have b e n made.

Ikeda et al. [44] noted that Ti-2 materials with larger grain sizes have generally poorer
crevice corrosion resistance than those with smaller grain sizes; however, they pointed
out that the grain size is associated with the purity of the material, the smaller-grained
material usually containhg higher levels of (potentially corrosion-inhibiting) irnpurities.

They also found that other factors could ovemde the grain size nile-of-thumb and make
smaller-grained material more susceptible to cievice corrosion attack than larger-grained
specimens.
Hall et al. [43] used heat treatments to Vary the microsmicture of Ti42 specirnens. They

found three titanium phases that were sipificant to the corrosion process: a, P, and

Ti2Ni. The corrosion rate was low when the ratio of P-phase to Ti2Niwas low. or when
the P-phase containcd high levels of Ni and was pment witbout TizNi. High gemral
corrosion rates were observed when significant amoumi of P-phase and Ti2Ni were
present together or on a/p materials after long annealing periods that caused the P-phase
to be depleted of Ni. Ikeda et al. (441 noted thpt the presence of martensitic, tw inned. and
highly deformed crystal structures in Ti-2 can lead to varied and unpredictable corrosion

behaviour. These structures were found to k associated with areas o f high Fe content.
OveraII, it seems that the corrosion behaviour of Ti is highly sensitive to very small

concenirations of alloyhg elements and trace irnpurities. Many of these act to enhance
the corrosion mistance. nie mle of the micmsûucnire in determining the comion

pdonnance is mucb l e s clcar and is complicatcâ by the intedependence of the
rnicroscnicnih and die composition.

1.f4.6 Heat treatment and weïding

Heat treatments and welding can change the material microstructure, introduce impurities,
and move impurities and alloying elements within the microsmicture (43, 45-47]. Since

the influence of the material microstructure, and that of some of the impurîties (such as

Fe), are poorly understood (see Sections 1.2.4.5 and 1.2.5). it follows that the effects of
heat treatment and welding are not well defmed. Ikeda et al. [45] found that theù welded

Ti-2 specimens were slightly less susceptible to corrosion than the original metal. In
experiments on welded T-35 (cornercial purity) titanium in 8 rn~bdrn-~
HCI, Caprani et
al. [46] also found that the welded metal had superior corrosion resistance compared to
samples of the original material. They ahbuted this mistance to the inhibitory effect of
oxygen present in the metal (introduced during welding).

In contrast to the welding, the heat treatments applied by lkeda et al. 1451 sometimes had
unexpectedly severe deleterious effects on the crevice corrosion resistance of Ti-2. Bascd
on the results of auismission electron microscopy (TEM),lkeda et al. concluded that the
high rates of localized attack they obsmed were a conseqwce of enriching the Fe
content of the grain boundaries and the formation of highly corrosion-susceptible
martensitic structures. Fukuzuka et al. (471 also observed i n c n d corrosion attack on
hcat-treatcd electrodes of commercial purity Ti for cases in which the heat treatments

rcsulted in the concentration of Fe in the grain boundarics or the production of a
martcnsitic ricular alpha titanium phase
It is appucat that, kfom an understanding of the nlationship betwccn cmvice corrosion

susceptibiiity and heat rnrhnents or welding can k rhicved, awareness of the innuences

of composition and microstnicîure, and the connections between the two, will be
requued.
1.2.4.7 Applied potential

According to Schutz [38], anodic polarkation intensifies crevice corrosion initiation by
prornoting crevice acidification through increased metal oxidation within the crevice?and

the subsequent metal ion hydrolysis. This subject d w s not appear to have k e n widely
investigated experimentally. Satoh et a!. [48] observed faster h i tiation of crevice
corrosion on commercially pure Ti when more positive potentials were applied. McKay
121, 32) and McKay and Mitton [19] noted that initiation had already taken place before
they polarbd their artificial crevices on Ti-2 and Ti-12. Sridhar and Dunn [49], working

with Type 304L stainless steel and Alloy 825 found that aAer application of anodic

polarization to artificial crevices, curnnt flow was observed before any pH change could
be detected. They acknowledged, however, that they may not have been able to monitor

the pH close enough to the sites of initiation, which were expected to be h the narmwest

regions of the crevice (metal contact points at surface asperities).

It is clear, however, that once crevice comion has been initiated on Ti, the extemally
applied potentials cm have a h a t i c effect on its propagation [19, 2 1, 321, even though,
due to the very high ekctrical rcsistivity gcnerated by the restricted cnvicc geometry, the

extcmally applid potentiai bss littlc influence on the acniel potential in the d q e r
maches of the crcvicc (kyond a very short distance h m the cmvice mouth) 1191. It was
proposecl [19, 21, 321 dut rnodic polrriution of the crcvice exterior, combined with the
ohmic potcntial drop due to dK highly rcsistive cnvice gtomebry, results in r spatid zom

near the crevice mouth over which the local potential falls within the active dissolution
region for Ti. Rapid corrosion occurs in this zone, and the acidity created by hydrolysis
of the dissolved Ti cations lowers the pH of the crevice interior. Although the ohmic
resistance of the crevice prevents the applied potential fiom influencing the local potential
deep within the crevice interior. the low pH allows crevice corrosion to proceed without
the exchange of significant current between the hennost regions of the crevice and the
crevice mouth or crevice exterior (i.e., crevice corrosion becomes an autocatalytic,
proton-driven reaction at crevice interior depths beyond the range of extemal potential
influence).
Crevice corrosion did not occur on commercial purity Ti under applied potentials in the
-0.4 V range [48], although it was noted that total cathodic protection against crevice

corrosion may not be possible under the most severe conditions [38]. The rate of crevice
corrosion on Ti-2 increased strongly with increesing applied potential in the range
-0.36 V to over 0.8 V [19, 21, 32, 481.

McKay [21] observed a critical potential

(- -0.57 f 0.020 V) for crevice corrosion on Ti-2. He claimed that at potentials below

this critical value crevice corrosion deactivation, rather dian repassivation. occurred.

McKay also stated that the effect of applying potentials extemally was equivalent to

changing the concentration of oxygen in galvanically coupled crevice corrosion
cxpctiments.
Experiments witb Ti42 [21, 501 also sbowed an incmase in the cmvice corrosion

propagation rate with increasing potentiai, cxccpt that dit absolute rates werc lower on

Ti42 tbPn on Ti-2 and the extent of corrosion âamagt was limited by repassivation of the

Ti-1 2 material at potentials in the lower end of the polarization range. The corroding
crevice on Ti-12 did not repassivate at an applied potential of 0.44 V in
1.O mol-dm" NaCl solution at 150°C [2 11, an effect that McKay atttibuted to a lower

crevice pH at the more positive potentials. However, passivation did take place under
NaCl solution.
these conditions in 5.O rn~l-dm'~

The characteristics of the crevice itself include such things as the crevice geometry and
tightness or gap width, the metal surface condition. the type of crevice foxmer (the
material pressed against the metal surface to generate the occluded region), and the
anode-to-cathode area ratio. These can have a profound effect on the ability of crevice
corrosion to initiate and propagate on Ti.
The crevice gap width determines the volume of solution in the occludcd region per unit
surface area, and therefore the amount of each species required to influence the intemal
crevice chemisûy. n i e gap width also controls the case with which species cm enter and
exit the occluded region, and affccts the electrical resistivity ktween sites within and
exterior to the crevice. In g e m l , tighter cmices have a higher susceptibility to crevice
corrosion than more open surfaces [38, 48,491. On titanium, where very tight crevices

are rrquircd for cnvice initiation, the crevice gap width is detennined by the fmishes on

the djacent surfaces and thcu hardnesses, sinec the contact points ktwcen the aâjamt
swfaces an the surfacc rspaities, and dmie CM k defonned whcn prcssed togethcr in

some CUKO. nKttforc, flat, mooth-plished Ti s U r 6 a 8 SUR=enhancd susceptibility to
crevice comsion compMd to mugh (e.g., grourd or sandbiastcd) surfaces [381, and

crevices formed between Ti and soit, easily defonnable materials such as Teflon or
dhethacrylate initiate crevice corrosion more readily than metal-to-rnetal crevices [48].
Other aspects of the Ti surface condition can also be important. For exarnple. thermal

oxidation of metal surfaces (in air, T > 400°C) affords significant protection against
crevice corrosion initiation. but anodical ly oxidized surfaces have a crev ice corrosion
susceptibility similsr to that of pickled surfaces [38,5 11.

There is also concem that the crevice former material. in addition to its influence on the
crevice tighmess, cm participate chemically in the crevice corrosion reaction in some
cases. especially if the crevice fomer contains fiee halides, or can hydrolyse or

decompose to produce fke halides or acid halides, particularly fluoride (39).
The importance of unintentional crevice formers on crevice corrosion of buried Ti nuclear
waste containers has been reviewed [2]. Plausible crevice formers exarnined included
compacted clay bufier material, hydrothermally formed deposits, embedded iron particles,
closure welds, and bio-films. Of these, crevice corrosion has only been observed under
hydrothemally fomed deposits and emôedded iron particles'. Crevice

corrosion in unclosed welds or under compacted buffer material or biofilms [52] could
not be ruied out, although initiation and sustained propagation in any of these situations

were considered unlikely.
A danger witb most forms of localized corrosion is that coupling a small anodic surface

with a large surface area cathode can result in a very high local corrosion rate. Ikeda et

al. (451 found that the extent of crevice corrosion on Ti-2 was limited by the arnount of
oxygen available to drive corrosion. and not by the anode-to-cathode ana ratio. On

Ti-12, however, smaller anode-to-cathode area ratios resulted in increased corrosion
damage; the corrosion rate appeared to be similar, but repassivation delayed, at smaller
anode-to-cathode area ratios.
1.2.5 Alloying effkcts

Since many of the experirnents reported h this Thesis involve direct cornparisons of the
behaviour of different Ti alloys zxposed to the sarne conditions, a discussion of the
known effects of alloy ing on the corrosion of Ti is essential. Srnall additions of alloying

elements con have dramatic influences on the electrochemistry of Ti. Fomuiately. the
basis for many of these effects has been nawnably well established through the work of a

number of scientists, beginning with Stem and Wissenberg in 1959 [53].
Stem and Wisscnôcrg masoned thit alloying could be used to generate passivity on Ti in
two ways: by inhibithg the anodic half-reaction, or by dancing the c~thodichalf-

d o n . Spccificalîy, alloying widi eltmcnts that could Whicc a dccrcasc in the critical
auodic cumnt dmsity ( 1, ) or the passivation ptentkl( E,,,) would mike it casier for the

catûodic h a l f - d o n to a d a cumnt of I,at the potential E , , anâ drive E, into
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the passive region (see Section 1.2.3 and Figure 1.2.3-a). Altematively, alloying with
elements that catalyze the cathodic half-reaction. either by increasing the exchange
current density or decreasing the cathodic Tafel slope, would also make it easier for the
cathodic half-reaction to drive E, into the passive region by exceeding a cumnt of
at E,,d. Alloying to enhance the cathodic reaction rate for this purpose has been termed
"cathodic modification" [54].
ln either case, it is necessary that the solution contain a redor system with a nversible
potential more noble (Le., higher) than the Flade potential. The H%12 couple satisfies
this condition on Ti. This cathodic route to passivity must be approached with caution
however, because if the kinetics of the cathodic half-reaction are enhanced, but not
enough to exceed I , , at E,,d, the corrosion rate of the alloy will also be increased (531.
This is the case for binary Ti-C alloys containhg particles of titanium carbide (Tic), a
material on which the cathodic polarization curve in 10Y0HH2S04
at 100°C is "enhanced"
over that of Ti, but still intersects the anodic polarization curve of Ti in the active region.
Consequently TiC puticles cannot effect passivation of the base Ti metal in the alloy

under these conditions [SS], but instead enhance corrosion.
In othet cases, the concentration of the alloying element intended to increase the cathodic
kinetics may k too low to msm imrntdiate passivation of the dloy. However, if the

ailoying elemmt rcsists corrosion and bas low solubility in the corrosion-causing
m d i m , dissolution of the base meml naay enrich the alloy surface to the kvel at whicb

the catalysis of the proton reduction rcaction can &ive the passivation proccss [53,56].

Most published accounts of improved corrosion mistance by alloying Ti have
concentratcd on cathodically modifying alloying additions, especially noble metals (42,
43. 53-69). although several have discussed inhibition of the anodic (Ti dissolution)

reaction and stabilization of the passive film [53,59,69-721.
Alloying elements that have been suggested to induce passivity of Ti by cathodic
modification includc Pt [53,56. 57,621. Pd [42,53,55-57.60-63.65.661, Ni [43.58,64,
681, Mo [59], Ru [42, 53,54,56, 57,60,62], Re [53.56], Fe [67],Ir [53,62], Os (531, Rh

[53], and Au [53]. Theù relative efféctiveness is roughly in the wune order as their

hydrogen overvoltages and exchange current densities for hydrogen [53].

This

relationship between effectiveness and exchange cumnt densities, along with the high
corrosion resistance or Unmunity of most of these elements, make it possible to produce

very good cathodically modified alloys on a commercial scale. Were it not for the very
small amounts of precious metals (< 1% by weight in many cases [53]) requireâ to
achieve corrosion cesistance, these aiioys would be too expensive' to be widely used as

structural materials [54,60].
The extraordinary ability of these metels to cat~lyzethe cathodic reactions on the alloy is
thought to be bascd on the large diffittnce in exchange c m n t densities for hydrogen

baween thcse clrmmts and Ti. The exchangc cumnt densities for hydrogen (121 on
some of thex pure metals in -1 ml*hf3
H2SO4 are appmxhately (in ~.crn'~):
Pd

(1

* loo3),Pt (8 x 109, Rh (3 x 103, lr (2 x 103,Ni (6 x 109,and Au (4 x 109.By

contrast, the exchange cumnt density for hydrogen on Ti in -1 mol-dm"H2S01 is only
about 6 x 10'' A - c ~ ' Thus,
~ . it is readily apparent that only a small fractional covcrap of
the alloy surface by particles of the pure elements listed above would greatîy increase the

overall exchange current density for hydcogen on the alloy [53]. For exarnple, a 0.1%

swface coverage of Ti by Pd might be expected to boost the exchange curent density for
hydrogen by as much as thne orden o f magnitude. Usually, though, cathodically
modifying alloy elements are not found as particles of the pure element in the alloy.
Rather, when present in greatrr amounts than are soluble in the Ti matrix, they form
intennetallic compounds with the Ti and these precipitate as particles of separate
intemetallie phases, often in grain boudaries and triple points within the alloy.
A theory of how proton reduction is catalyzed on alloys and why the alloys sometirnes

display h y h g e n overpoteatials characteristic of the ailoying element, rather than the
base metal, has ôeen published by Ezaki et al. [73]. T'heu theory is based on calculations

of the electronic structure of transition metal elloy clusters. They concluded that.

gencrally, if the alloying element is more electronegative than the base metal, charge

tmnsfer due to bond formation results in excess electron density near the alloying

element, providing preferable sites for proton discharge and hydrogen reduction
bchaviour more characteristic of the alloymg ekmmt. If the alloy elerncnt is less
electmnegative than the base mets1 then elctmn tnnsfer takes place in die oppositc

direction, dK p r e f e d discharge sites are locatcd close to base mccil atoms, and the
hydrogm reâuctjon papatics of the base metaî tend to v a i l . The prrdictions of theù
thcory wnflicted with theu cxpcriumtal obrmations that the hyârogen overpotnitiaî on

Ti wu incnised by alloying with V, Cr,rnd Mn, and d
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d by alloying with Fe, Co,

Ni and Cu; al1 of these mctals have lower hydrogen overpotentials than Ti and al1 but ~ n '

are more electronegative than Ti [74].
Stem and Wissenberg [53] measured the corrosion rates of dilute Pt- and Pd-containhg
alloys in boiling HCI and HiSOd solutions, as a function of noble metal concentration, to
detemine the concentrations of Pt or Pd that would yield optimum corrosion
perfomoncc. They found an exponential drop in the corrosion rates as the noble metal
concentration increased in the range O to 0.05% by weight. The corrosion rates decreased
by up to -2.5 orders of magnitude over this range. Above -0.1% Pt or Pd by weigh& no

further gains in corrosion protection were realized up to a concentration of about 2 W.%
(the upper concentration limit of the study). These results were latet reproduced by
Sedriks [5 71.

Schutz (42, 601 and Seci&

[57] investigated the corrosion resistancc of Ru-containhg

alloys and found that they offered corrosion protection comparable to Pd alloys, except
that roughly twice as rnuch Ru by weight) was required to achieve a similar suppression

of the corrosion rate4 [42]. The explanation given for the lower potency of Ru compareâ
with Pt or Pd was that Ru has a higher overvoltage for proton reduction and a less noble

corrosion potential.

Though not proven to be necessary, surface enrichment in the alloying element seems to
be seen as a prerequisite to the establishment of cathodic modification on dilute Ti alloys.
As described above, it would not seem umasonable that very small concentrations o f

certain alloying elements could enhance the kinetics of the hydrogen reduction reaction
by orders of magnitude over pure Ti. Thus, enrichment may not be a necessity. at least

not in al1 cases,

For those who accept that enrichment is necessary, the mechanism by which cathodically
modifying elements become enrichcd and achieve stability on the alloy surface is in

dispute; there are two schools of thought. Some researchers suggest that the ability to
create and maintain the necessary surface coverage of alloying elements :O generate this
cathodic modification effect is dependent on the relatively low corrosion susceptibility of
moa of these metals. As noble or corrosion resistant metals, these elements are not prone

to oxidize or dissolve in corrosive aqueous media and, therefore, if present on the alloy
surface in insuffcient arnounts to afford corrosion tesistance initially, will become
e ~ c h e das the Ti rnatrix dissolves, leaving behind intermetallic compounds containhg

the alloying elements. In fact, the presence of noble metal containhg intemetallic
particles on a Ti alioy surface should even acceferate the surface e~chmentof these
same particles by enhancing the rate of active Ti dissolution until the surfiace coverage is
great enou& to drive repassivation of the Ti (Le., until "cathode modification" occm)

[13,42,53,54,56,60,63,68].

Scimtists following the second scbwl of thought have suggestcd that the ailoying
element is r r l d into solution as intcrmctaliic compounds (e.g., Ti2Ni) dissolve.

Subsequently, it is electrodeposited' as a layer of the pure element at existing cathodic
sites on the same corroding surface, thereby increasing the coverage of the surface by the
alloying element [43, 57, 58, 75). The basis for clahing that this mechanism occurs was
pmvided by some atomic absorption measurements and photometric tests that indicated
traces of Ru and Ni ions were present in solution after exposure of Ti-Ru [57] and Ti-Ni

(581 alloy specimens, respectively, to boiling acid solutions. This evidence, coupled with

the observation that cathodic modification could also be achieved by adding 10 ppm of Ni
ions to a boiling acid solution containing an unalloyed Ti coupon [58], has k e n used to
justify the dissolution-electrodepositionmechanism.
Several papers have used mass transport and concentration arguments, as well as
measurements of cathodic kinetics on intermetallic compounds, to dispute the possibility
or the necessity of significant alloy metal electrodeposition [54, 63, 681.

In one

paiticularly elegant demonstration, Glass [68] showed that galvanic coupling of unalloyed

Ti to a separate Ti2Ni electrode could induce passivity on unalloyed Ti, which was lost

g i n if the TbNi electrode was uncoupled.
Thus it has ken shown that, under certain conditions, it is possible to cause
rcpassivation of Ti by either the electrodeposition [Sa] or the galvanic coupling [68]

route. Enrichment by prcferential dissolution of the Ti h m the maeix hm not b#n
clcarly dcmonstrated.

Regardless of the mechanism by which surface enrichment of cathodically modiQing
elements actuu11y takes place, or even whether enrichment is necessary, it has k e n
clcarly demonstrated that cathodic modification leading to repassivation of Ti does occur
on alloy materials. In addition, the mechanism of surface enrichment may not be the
same for each type of alloy. Ni ions in solution have been generated by corrosion of
Ti-Ni alloys [58]; however, the absence of Pd ions in solution afier corrosion of Ti-Pd
alloys has also been noted [55,63].
While cathodic modification offen greatly increased resistance to active corrosion of Ti,
and the alloying additions are often small enough not to significantly influence the
mechanical and physical properties of the material [60, 611, there are some caveats as
well. Cathodically moâified alloys sometimes suffer higher passive corrosion rates than
unalloyed Ti [5 5, 56, 58,6 1,66,68, 761 and increased hydrogen absorption ef?iciencies1
[54, 58, 62, 771. Extemally applied cunents or galvanic coupling resulting in cathodic

polarization of the alloy may also increase the corrosion rates of cathodically modified
alloys, since they may dnve the potential into the active dissolution region. Although
anodic cunents rnay not be observed under these conditions, high rates of metal oxidation
can occur at these sub-passive potentials; the oxidation cumnt is simply masked by the
cathodic currcnts rcsulting h m even higher rates of reduction reactions on the same

swf8ce [53,64,76] (rccall that the observcd cumnt is the swn of the anodic and cathodic
partial cmnts, as s

h in Figun 1.2.3-a). Finally, suiface spalling or

peeiing may also occur under conditions of cathodic polarization, due to sudace hydride

formation resulting in embrittlement and stresses arising from the volume expansion fiom
metal to hydride [54]. Pd-containhg alloys appear to be more susceptible in this regard

than those containing Ru [54,57].
Inhibition of the anodic reaction on Ti lowers the critical current density for passivation
(ï )

This is a very different approach to achieving passivity on Ti than the cathodic

modification approach. In fact, as will be discussed below, the two approaches can be
used in combination to enhance the ability of Ti alloys to passivate. Alloying elements
that suppress the Ti dissolution reaction tend to be those that yield adherent, insoluble
oxide compounds, such as Mo, Nb, Cr, W, Zr and Ta [59,69,70,72,78,79].

Marcus (791 noted two ways in which alloying elements could act to inhibit anodic
dissolution of active-passive alloys, narnely by improving the thennodynamic stability of
the metal or that of the oxide. Based on a plot of the heat of adsorption of oxygen on the

pure elements versus the metal-metal bond energy, Marcus identified two groups:
"passivity promoters" and "dissolution moderators" or "blockers". Passivity promoters,
which include Ti and Cr, are elements that have a high metal-oxygen bond strength and a

nlatively weak metal-metal bond; the latter facilitates oxidation and the formation of a
thteedimensional oxidc Iayer, which requks the breakhg of metal-metal bonds, while
the fomm increases the stability of the passive oxide film fonned.

Dissolution

moderators or blockers, including Mo,Nb, Ta, W. and Zr (72, 78, 791, have high metiil-

metal bond stmigths, in ddition to stmg mctal-oxygcn bonds. Having strong metalm d bonds inmeam the activation barnec for metal dissolution, whik the strong metal-

oxygen bonds promote passive film stability, as they do for the passivity promoters
described above. For example. Ti-Mo alloys containing 18-67 at.% Mo showed corrosion

rates four orders of magnitude lower than those of pure Ti in 12 mol-dm" HCI solution
[78]. These effects of alloying were well covered in a recent Ph.D. thesis [72], in

particular for Ti-Nb and Ti-Zr alloys.

In practice, it appears that none of these elements is capable on its own of limiting Ti
dissolution enough that the hydrogen reduction reaction on Ti can drive the potential into
the passive region, unless present in relatively high concentrations. Mo on its own as an
alloying element is capable of passivating Ti if it is present in intemediate concentrations
(-5030%) [59, 64, 691, however, the passivating action of Mo in this case may be a

combination of anodic suppression and cathodic modification [59, 701. For other
elements, and for alloys containing lower concentrations of Mo it appears that
complementary additions of cathodically modifiing and anodically suppressing ekments
are effective in promoting passivation of dilute alloys [69] (e.g., temary alloys such as
Ti4 2 (Ti-0.8Ni-0.3Mo), Ti-Pd-Mo, or Ti-Pd-Cr).
Unfortunately, the passive corrosion rates on Ti alloys that mist active dissolution can bc
higher chan that on unalloyed Ti [59, 781. The susceptibility of some of these alloy
additions, such as Mo and Cr, to huispassive dissolution results in conversion of the

oxide to a more "TiOrlike" smicturc at high anodic potentials, which mews the
passivity [59], aldiough TOIMS~OV
et al. [69] reponcd continuous transpassive

dissolution for a Ti4 5 wt.% Mo dloy.

The influence of Fe on the corrosion of Ti has k e n the subject of some controversy [16.
33,44,80-821. Fe is a common impurity in commercial Ti materials and its concentration

is not carefblly controlled during production [44]. Cotton [80] claimed that the presence
of Fe was detrimental to the corrosion resistance of Ti. but othen [81] found it nonnally

had an kisignificant effect, and still others [M.33. 821 perceived it to be beneficial'. A
more ment investigation by Ikeda et ai. [44] determined that attendant Ni impuriiies rnay
have been responsible for the controversy over the influence of Fe on Ti corrosion. Ni is

another p r l y controlled contaminant of commercial Ti that tends to accompany ~ e ? .

The latter authors found that, when present with Ni in intennetallic particles, Fe
suppressed crevice corrosion of Ti. but when distributed more dilutely in pphase crystals
or altered microstructural features such as martensitic or twirrned stnicnues, Fe offered
anodic sites at which crevice corrosion propagated preferentially.
As discussed above, alloying c m have a very strong effect on the ability of Ti to undergo

active corrosion. With respect to crevice corrosion, in which active dissolution within the
occluded region is âriven by reduction of oxidant both within the crevice and on passive
surfaces extenor to the crevice, the positive effccts of alloying have also been noted. For
example, Schutz [42] found that the buik solution pH and temperature ranges where

crevice corrosion is possible on unalloyed Ti (Ti-1 and Ti-2: pH 5 8, T 2 6S°C)

were significantly improved by alloying with Ni and Mo (Ti-12:pH S 3, T 2 70°C) or

with Pd or Ru (Ti-7, Ti- 1 1, Ti4 6, Ti- 17 and Ti-O. 1Ru: pH < 1, T 2 80°C).

1.3 Passive oxide films
1.3.1 introduction

The underlying reason for the very existence of metallic Ti in most cornmon
environments is that it rapidly and spontaneously forms an oxide film with exceptional
stability and properties that allow it to effectively isolate the metal fiorn the environment.
Hence, titaniurn's corrosion resistance and ability to resist hydrogen absorption are
dependent on the properties of ihis protective film. Sorne of the amibutes of buk Ti
oxides are listed in Table 1.3.1-a; however, some of the features of thin oxide films on Ti
(such as crystallinity (83-911) can differ significantly fiom those of the bulk oxides and
warrant W e r discussion.
The following sections review published work regarding the nature of thin oxide films on

Ti in terms of theù composition, structure, formation, removal. and reactivity.

One of the most comrnonly used techniques for investigating the chernical composition of
oxide films on Ti has been X-ray photoelectmn spectroscopy (XPS) [84, 92-97]. The

relative bhding energies (BE) and full pedc widths at half-maximum intensities (FWHM)
for Ti in the 0, +2, +3, and +4 oxiâation States, and in titaniurn hydride, have becn
determined b m the XPS spcctm of standard Ticontainhg materials (981. Such values

arc used in cornparison with exprrllnentd spectra to determine the composition of sampk
surfbccs.

Table 1.3.La Some Attrbrtes of Bulk Ti Oxides

Polymorph
Brookite
(Ti021

Anatase

(Ti02)

Rutile
(Ti02)

Ti203

Attribute
Crystal structure
Colour
Indices of rehction
Specific gravity
Melting point
Crystal structure
Colour
Indices of refiaction
Specific gravity
Melting point
Crystal sa~cture
Colour
lndices of refiaction
Specific gravity
Melting point
Boiling point
Clystal structure
colour
Specific gravity
Melting point
Boiling point
Crystal structure
Colour
Specific gravity
Melting point

Value
rhombic
white
2,585,2.586,2.741
4.17
1825°C
tetragonal
brown-black
2.554,2.493
3$4
1840°C
tetragonal
coIourIess
2.6 16,2.903
4.26
1830-1850°C
2500-3O0O0C
prismatic
yellow-black
4.93
175O0C
>3O0O0C
trigona1
violet-black
4.6
decomposes at 2 130°C

Reference
[SI
[81
181
[81
181

PI

181
181
181
[991
181

PI

[SI
181

PI

(81
181
181
181
181
181
[SI
181

[81
[8]

Unfominately, XPS results have not yielded an entkly clear picture of the film
composition. Most authors agree that XPS profiles of oxide films formed on Ti in
various aqueous solutions Uidicate that the outer portions of the film contain Ti almost
cxclusively in the +4 oxidation state (84.92-94, %, 971, but the location and amount of Ti

in ieduced states (Ti(i1) and Ti(lI1)) is somewhat less certain.

In some XPS

investigations, minor amounts of Ti(l1l). and somaimes Ti(II), wete obscrved on oxide
surfûccs [94,%, 971, whilc in o h , significant amounts werc obsmed only a h Ar'

ion sputtcring [84,92,93]. Uafortunatcly. because the elcctrodes in dl these works hid

been transferred fmm solution to XPS vacuum thmugh the ambient au, and some were
exposed to oxygenated solution [94,96], one cannot Say whether or not the presence of Ti
almost exclusively as Ti(1V) on the electrode surfaces was shply a result of oxygen
exposure. n i e one study in which the electrodes were exposed only to deaerated
electrolyte in the cell and inert atmosphere during tisuisfer reported the presence of Ti(Il1)
and Ti(1l) in nearly equal amounts with Ti(1V) at or near the electroâe surtace (95). This
work by Armstrong and Quinn acknowledges that the Ti(lI1) and Ti(I1) may lie below a
surface layer containing only Ti(1V) since XPS probes a finite depth into the surface'. In
this case, the probed depth was calculated to be about 18 A [95]. Armstrong and Quinn
(951 found that by anodizing their electroûe to more positive potentials up to 3 V, they

could reduce the amounts of Ti(1ll) and Ti(l1) observable in the sample surface. Beyond
+3 V, Ti(I1l) and Ti(I1) were eliminated.

By combhing XPS analysis and ~ r ion
* sputte~g,researchers have generated
compositional depth profiles of the oxide film on Ti [84, 92, 93. 951. Such profiles al1
indicate that the amounts of Ti(II1) and Ti(I1) increase with increasing sputter t h e . This
result has k e n inteqmted as indicating that d u c e d Ti states exist near the rnetaVoxide
interface, sometimes ditectly below an ovetlayer of Ti(IV) oxide [84, 93, 951. In fact,
Armstrong and Quinn [95] fowid TÿIIIj and Ti(I1) below the layer of Ti(1V) oxide

crcated by anodizwion at potaitials grratet than +3 V. Vallet et al. (921 dispute this
interprctation, claiming the presence of nduced Ti states is an artifect of ion

bombardment. They tried to support this argument by pointing out that they observed Ti
only in the +4 oxidation state in anodized films probed to a depth of 70 A by
angle-resolved XPS, but subsequently observed Ti(lI1) and Ti(1I) in the same films after
30 s of sputtering at a rate of 100 Aemin" (as calibrated against a Taz05 standard).
However, the depth probed by the latter XPS measurements was stated to be 45-50 A.

Taken together with the sputtered depth of perhaps 50 A (30 s x 100 k m i d ) , the depth
into the film probed afier sputtering exceeded the 70 A from the original surface in which
no Ti(II1) or Ti(I1) were observed. Thus, it is possible that reduced Ti states existed in the
sample al1 along, at depths gnater than 70 A, but were only observable after the overlayer

of Ti(1V) oxide had been thinned by sputtering, in agreement with the other depth
profiling accounts [84. 93, 951. The possibility that Ti(II1) and Ti(I1) states were
sputtering- or electron beam-induced artifacts was also considered by Armstrong and

Q u h [95] but dismissed because they were able to observe Ti(l1I) and Ti(l1) in XPS
spectta that were taken without prior exposure of tk samples to electron or ion bearns.
AIso, their experience showed that Ti02 is stable to the X-ray beam for several hours, and
"experirnental conditions were chosen to minimize the possibility of such an artifact".

They did acknowldge, howevcr, that some of the XPS signal amibuted to Ti(1I) may
have been due to titanium carbide, which hm the same Tizw BE as TiO, but M e r
stated that the carôon content of the suface, as indicated by the C i , band, was insuficieat

to account for 911 of the signal attributai to Ti(II).
Using Ti@ single crystais [lûû-1021 and powders [103] mearchers have consistently
demomtmed by XPS [lûû], elecbon energy lm spcctroscopy (EELS)[101, 1021, low
en erg^

ion suncillig (LEIS) [100], siuic secondary ion miss spectrometry (SSIMS)
56

[ 1021, X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) [ 1031, and inverse photoemission

spectroscopy (IPE) [loi] that Ar' ion bombardment, such as is used in depth profiling,
causes preferential removal of O atoms from the oxide and reduction of Ti cations to
Ti(II1) and Ti(1l) (but not Ti(0)). Furthermore. XAS [IO31 and low energy electron
diffraction (LEED)[IO01 results indicate that ~ r ion
' bearns also destroy long range order

in Ti02 crystals, although medium energy backscattered electron difiction (MEED)
[IO01 revealed that local ordering was still present.
As indicated above, increasing the anodization potential has the effect of reducing the

amount of Ti(II1) and Ti(I1) observable on the film surface, up to a potential of 3 V [95].
Armstrong and Quinn [95] have argued that anodization does not eliminate Ti(II1) and
Ti(I1) but rather thickens the Ti(1V) overlayer. XPS has been used quantitatively (93.96)
to determine the ratio of oxygen to titanium atoms

vaTi)
in oxides fonned on Ti.

Thierry et a/. [96] recorded a value of N a T i of 2.2, which they claimed was not
significantly different h m the theoretical value for Ti&.

Shibata and Zhu [93]

exarnined oxides gram at a number of tempetanires between 303 K and 353 K as a
function of depth fiom the surface and found N&

to be approximately 2 in the outer

levels of the oxide, decrcasing to almost 1 after long sputtering times, with a mean value

of 1.6. In addition, N&

values measund aftcr a given sputter t h e , including the

unsputtcd sufixe, werc highcr for oxides grown at higher tempcratures, with a
dif%crcnceof about 0.2 betwtcn films grown at 303 K and 353 K.

Exunination of the Ois band in the XPS spectra mvded that, while most of the oxygcn
p m n t in the film was uoocttcd with mecil oxidcs, a -11

cornpontnt sssociatd with

water or OH from the hydrated metal also existed [84, 93-96], perhaps as TiO(OH)2 or

TiOOH. Deptb profiling work [93] and angle-resolved XPS [96] have indicated that the
small water/OH component is localized in the outermost part of the oxide films. The
distinction between bound water and hydrated metal by XPS appears difficult, and these
components have been dealt with as a single combined contribution [84,96].
Again ushg XPS quantitatively, Shibata and Zhu (841 determined the ratio of oxygen
atoms associated with water or OH to those associated with metal oxide O J o c ~ ) / N o c ~ i q )

as a function of temperature fiom 303 K to 353 K. and as a fùnction of film fonnation
potential between O and 9 V (AdAgCl) at 303 K. A slow, steady increase in the value of
NocwjNQrio, from 0.1 to 0.25 was observed for films grown at 1.5 V (Ag/AgCI) as the

temperature was increased fiom 303 K to 333 K. At temperatures of 343 K and higher, a

marked jump in the value of NWOHi/NqTi4)
took place. and by 353 K it reached 0.8. The
effect of increasing the film formation potential was to reduce sharply the value of
NqoHflo(Ti-o~from 0.3 to 0.1 over the range 0-1 V (AdAgCl), then much more
gradually from 0.1 to 0.08 from 2 V to 9 V (AdAgCl). Thierry et ai. [96] found thot
addition of hydrogen peroxide (Hz@) in millimolar amounts to the aqueous solutions in

which their films were grown incmased the amount of incorporated water/OH and
broadened the depth of the film in which it was found.
Anodic oxide films on Ti have also k r n studied in situ by ellipsometric techniques [85,

1041. Blackwd et al. [1041, growing anodic fihs on Ti by lincar swcep voltammetry,

noticcd an irrrvenible change in the optical constants of the substrate at die anodic end of
the fonnation s m , whilc those of the film nmained unchangd. To account for this

observation, they proposed the formation of a layer of non-stoichiometric lower oxides
between the outer TiOz and the metal. They rationalized this suggestion by noting the

dubiousness of an abrupt junction b e ~ e e nTi and TiO?, given the range of known nonstoichiomeûic lower oxides potentially fonned by Ti. and, in view of the known
propenies of the lower non-stoichiometric titanium oxides, selectcd optical constants for
this layer correspondhg to those of a semi-metal. Theoretical curves calculated tiom this
mode1 were found to simulate the experimental data, even when a very thin (0.5 nm)non-

stoichiometric lower oxide film was inserted between Ti and Ti02. Further evidence for
the existence of a hydrated oxide layer at the anodic film/solution interface, possibly
TiOz-(H20)i.4
or TiOo,s(OH)î.c,was presented fiom the ellipsometric results of Ohtsuka et

al. [85].
The results of both ellipsometric studies (85, 1041 are supported by Rutherford

backscattering spectroscopy (RBS)work [105]. The RBS analysis nquired the addition
of hydrated surface layers to the film mode1 to improve the fit to the expimental data.
Although hydrogen is not directly obsmable by RBS, its presence was infemd fiom its
effects on the apparent stopping power of the ma& and a significant over-stoichiometry

in the surface layets of the oxide (proôably fiom water and OH species) [105]. Elastic
moi1 detcction analysis @RA) was used to conficm the hybgen content of the oxidc.
At the oxide metal interface,

RBS clearly showed a bmad transition region with

decreasing oxygen concentration ktween the out*. oxide and the "buik" titanium metal.

Unfortunatcly, RBS does not distinguish betwcen what might be a lower oxidc of Ti and
what could k simply a region containing luge amomts of oxygen dissolvcd in Ti [105].

Auger electron spectroscopie (AES) characterization of thin oxide films on Ti revealed
oxygen deficient films [95, 1061. Heaiy and Ducheyne [ 1061 reported inhomogeneous
surface coverage by interspersed regions of stoichiometric Ti@ and sub-stoichiometric
oxides on untreated Ti fibres, changing to nearly stoichiometric Ti02 after passivation in
40% HN03. Armstrong and Quinn [95], by contrast, determincd a N d T iratio of about
1.6 on al1 Ti specirnens tested. including sarnpies that had never k e n exposed to solution

and some that had undergone anodization up to 2 V.

Depth profiling by Ar+ ion

sputtering alternated with AES yielded large decreases in N a T i . Again the authors
noted the possibility that the observed changes could be an artifact caused by the known
preferential sputtering effcct discussed above, but dismissed it on the basis that they
selected low power densities during sputtering to minimize this effect, as tested on a Ti02
standard.
Attempts to analyze oxide films on Ti in solution by Raman scattering have had limited
success. Ohtsuka et al. [86] were able to observe films grown by anodizing Ti for 1 h at
potentials greater than 7 V (RHE) but observed no Raman bands in situ on films grown at
lower potentials. ûther reswchers [go, 911 reported seeing no Raman bands in situ for

films grown at potentiab less than +80 V, although they used much shorter oxidation
times (30 s). For al! of the obsmed films.Raman spectra indicated a TiOl composition.
At potnitials less than 6.8 V, Obtsuka et al. [86] recorded ex situ Raman spcctra in air

that again indicated Ti@, but Pankuch et al. [91] observed a small amount of Ti203,
coexisthg with the Ti& by d a c e enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) in situ, in the

potcntial range -1.4 V to +0.1 V. No O-Hsûetching vibrations w m observed to support
the presence of hydnced oxide species. When considerhg these results, howev*; one

must keep in mind that only compounds with suficiently intense Raman-active bands can

be observed. Also, in orâer to prepare the electrode for SERS, silver particles were
electroplated on its surface. Such a treatment could result in reduction of the oxide and in
compositional changes, especially in the outer surface layers where the hydrated oxide
may be expected. n i e silver coating also limited the potential range over which the
analysis could be perfomed, since anodic silver oxidation occuned at potentials positive
of 0.1 V [91]. Air oxidation could also be a factor in the ex situ results of Ohtsuka et al.
1861
In situ neutron reflectornetry measurements of anodic films in acidic solution have
indicated a composition of TiOl (107, 1081. No hydrogen was observed in the films, in
spite of the particular sensitivity of the technique for hydrogen.

The presence of non-stoichiomeûy in Ti02 should be revealed in the optical and
electronic properties of the films, and these wem explored by D.C.conductivity [109],
photoconductivity (1091, electrochemical impeâance specmcopy (EIS) [97, 1101, and

scanning twmell h g rnicroscopy (STM) [ 1091 measurements. The electronic defects in
the oxide films were found to k duc to interstitial T?' ions and oxygen vacancies, and

the density of the donor states was detmnincd. The EIS capacitance measurcments of
da Fonseca et al. [97] indicatd donor dcnsities of 2.5 x 1om cmJ to 7.5 x 1om cm'3.

decnasing with increasing potential, over the film formation range 0-2 V; McAker and
Pctcr's values w m comparable at 2 x 1 0 ' ~c d 3 [110]. Photoconductivity mcasuttmtnts

indicrtd no oxygm vrcencies, while STM measurcmtnts of dK surfiwe density of stitcs
suggeoted 5% vacancies [1û9].

These Iincr muk wcrc mtionalizcd using DC

conductivity calculations, which indicated that a level of 9% oxygen vacancies is
insufficient to mate an impurity band. leaving instead a variety of localized States which
would act as ûapping centres, hpeding conduction in the films.
In sumrnary. the composition of thin oxide films on Ti in aqueous solution remains the
subject of some controversy; however, it is clear that the main constituent of al1 the films
is Ti02. In addition, it seems likely that within the Ti02 matrix there exist some reduced
metal cations and non-stoichiometry, probably due to the presence of interstitiai 'Ti" ions

and oxygen vacancies, rather than a separate phase.
1.3.3 Structure

Bulk titanium dioxide, T i 9 , may exist in arnorphous fonn or in one of three polymorphic
crystal structures: rutile, anatase, or brcmkite' (listed here in order of decreasing
thermodynamic stability at room temperature) [l 1 11. The oxide films on Ti may be either
arnorphous or crystalline depending on their rates of fornuition and their thermal history.
Native passive films and anodic films j p w n under fast-growth conditions at low
temperatures on Ti (and other passive metals such as Al, Ta, and Nb) are generally
considerd amorphous [83]. Growth of crystalline oxide cm be encourageci by very low

film growth rates [83, 1 12- 1 161 while crystallization can be induced in atnorphous oxide
films by application of appropriate stimuli such as heat or very positive potmtials
(> 4-8 V) 183-91, 117)

Slowly grown anodic Ti@ films have k e n found to grow "partially epitaxially" (with a
high degree of rotational freedorn about one axis) on the underlying Ti metal [83, 1 1 11151.

*bSlow"growth conditions are achieved for potentiodynamic sweep rates of

0.2 m ~ d or, applied current densities
2

a 3 C ~ * c m -[115],
2
although

currents up to

have k e n used to achieve similar results [83]. The crystalline oxides obtained

have been claimed to be al1 rutile by some authon [112,1 13, 1 151. but a mixture of rutik
and anatase, or just anatase, depending on the substrate surface crystallography, by others
[ i l 11.
Photoelectrochemical microscopy (PEM)images [ 1 12, 1 13, 1 151, reflection electron
difnaction (RED)[112,1 13, 1 151, and transmission electron microscopy (TEM)[Il51
showed oxide structures that were uniform over entire substrate grains but dependent on
substrate grain crystallography, highlighting the grain structure of the underlying Ti.
Neighbouring grains on the sarne surface sometimes showed a more random oxide
orientation. The prefemd orientation of the rutile crystals was [110]normal to the
substrate surface. This scems to conflict with the mults of Wiesler et al. [ I I 11, who saw

-

-

smaller crystallites (rutile 40 A and anatase 80-100A), aligned in a different epitaxial
arrangement, by X-ray scattering.

The authors of the latter papa [l 111 (one of whom (W.H.
Smyrl) also participated in the
PEM, RED,and TEM studics) rknowldgcd diis discnpancy and o f k d four possible
cxpianations: diffmnces in oxide thickncsscs; diffmnt sufacc prcûeatmcnts; effects of
elcciron beun damage or heating; or diffctcnces in crystailojpphy, sincc the latter

studies w m carricd out on singie c y d s whik the former employed polycrystallUle Ti.

In al1 cases, the epitaxially grown oxide crystals were larger than those grown by fast
potential sweep or potential step growth techniques. It was suggested [Il51 that anodic
oxide films on Ti initially grow by a nucleation and growth mechanism and that grain-to-

grain differences in oxide crystallization result fkom differences in the nucleation rates
and oxide growth ratcs on grains of different crystallographic orientation.
'Native" passive films and rapidly grown anodic films at temperatures below 330 K and
potentials less than about 4-8 V have generally k e n considered amorphous by scientists
examining them by optical microscopy [87], photocurrent spectroscopy [89, 1101, TEM
[84, 1171, ellipsometry [87], SERS [91], and normal Raman scattering [84, 86, 901.
Controversy arises here, too, since others have observed crystallk oxide (rutile) in

rapidly grown anodic films by RED and TEM [ 1 12, 1 13, 1 151, although they saw more
morphous-looking patterns ptior to etching these surfaces. As pointed out by Wiesler et
al. [Ill], this uncertainty is partly due to a lack of appropriate structural probes with
which to examine the films. A suitable structural probe should be surface-sensitive
enough that the signal fiom die thin film is not overshadowed by that fiom the buk metal

beneath, yet not so surface-sensitive that it does not penetrate the whole film. Traditional

structural probes suffer the former pmblem, others, such as RED. the latter. TEM is
suitable for examining thin oxide films,but is a destructive ex situ technique that requires

potentially structure-aite~gsample preparation and may be prone to ekctron bem-

induccd smicau~lchanges. The other techniques mentioned above @hotocun«it
spcctroscopy, ellipsomeûy, SERS, and normal Raman scattering) am al1 non-structural

prokr h m which struchinl conclusions sn àrawn by i a f i n c t h m optical propcrtics
(ie., band gaps, indices of reartion, and vibrational band brodening). Kozlowski et al.

[115] counter the inferences fiom optical measurements by suggesting that a very thin
crystalline Film might also exhibit electronic properties generally associated with
amorphous meterials. The latter authors do agree, however, that less long range order is

present in films grown at higher oridation rates [ 1 12- 1 1 51.

The application of heat or suficiently high potentials io oxide films on Ti is widely
known to induce drastic changes in theu properties [83-91, 110, 1 12, 1 17-1 191. The
exact nature of these changes and the conditions tequiml to trigger them are still the
subject of some debate. Those who accept the formation of an initially arnorphous oxide

film contend that the film undergoes a breakdown and crystallization process [83-91, 1 10,
1 17-1 191. Those who viewed the oxide as always crystalline claimed that heating

resulted in no structural changes (1121 because there were no correspondhg changes in

the diffraction patterns they recorded. They did, however, observe changes in the oxide
photonsponse, which they attributed to changes in the donor distribution within the film;
application of a 10 V potential to the film (1 151 generated an additional well-defined ring

in the RED pattern, which the authors suggested was an indication of secondary oxide
phases (but not anatase).

"B&down

crystallization" [119] of anodic oxide films hm bmi observeci for other

passive maal systcms, including Al [119], Ta 1119, 1201, and Nb [120]. Brcakdown

crystallivtion has k e n found to occur on Ti at applied potentials in the 4-8 V range [8487, 89, 1 10, 117, 1191, or at tcmpcmhircs grcater than 333 K [84], in a wide variety of

solutions.

In some cases, breakdown crystallization potentials as high as 12-80 V have k e n
reportai [90,9 1, 1 181. It has ken suggested [89] that these discrepancies arise fiom the
effect of formation time (crystal growth tends to occur over time by a field-assisted

annealing prwess, see Section 1.3.4), and the different sensitivities of electron difhction
and photoelectrochemical methods. The latter methods are able to observe an Urbach tail,
Poole-Flenkel behaviour, development of a direct bandgap, and changes in quantum
efficiency before changes in the dihction pattern becorne evident. It has been noted that

the apparent breakdown crystallization potential depends on the solution composition [89.
90, 1 10. 119, 1211, current density [83, 88, 1221. oxide film thickness (1 18. 1211, and

tirne [89,90, 1 10. 1 181. After the breakdown crystallization has occumd, the crystallized
oxide has been observed to have a crystallography corresponding to anatase [84, 86, 90,
91. 1 18, 119) for potential-induced crystallization, and a mixture of rutile and anatase for
thermally induced crystallization [Ml. At very high potentials (>1 10 V) some rutile
formation was observed with the anatase [88,90,91].
Some gross morphological changes have also been observed to coincide with the
breakdown crystallization. It has been reported that as breakdown crystallization begins,

the surface develops a ''crateoed" appcarance [85, 86, 1191, and that afler breakdown

crystallization it is "wrinkled" or "cracked'~84-86,1 10, 119, 123). M h l a et al. [88]
nomî a colour change to duIl grey and a decrcase in surfâcc reflectivity a h r breakdomi

crystalliration The mcchanism of transformation h m amorphous to crystalline films and
possible bmkdown modes giving risc to such changes in surface texture [121] are

discussed in the following section on tihn formation.

1.3.4 Film formition and bmkdown cystalliaitioo

The formation of a passive film happens spontaneously upon exposure of Ti to oxidants

such as air or water. Even in deaerated solution, a pH 5 3 is required if spontaneous

passivation is to be avoided, as shown by the Pourbaix Qmtential-pH) diagnun (1241and
other experimcntal studies [IO].

Even under these acidic conditions. anodic film

formation passivates the metal if potentials positive of about -0.3 V an applied [10].
Several general overviews of metal passivation are available in the literature 1120, 125,
1261.

In contrast to the disagmment on the composition and structure of oxide films on Ti,it is
genenilly accepted [85, 87.89,95,96,104, 105, 1 10, 1 14, 121, 127. 128, 130, 13 11 that
anodic oxide film growth on Ti occurs by a field-assisted ion transport mechanism' 1120,
1321,fvst suggested by Cabrera and Mott [133]. In fact, an understanding of the film
growtb mechanism may help explain some of the apparent discrepancies in the reports of

film composition and structure.

Imagine a freshly exposeci Ti suiface reacting with a source of oxygen (H20.
02,etc.) in
direct contact with the metal surface. As the fmt thin continuous layer of oxide is formed
(perhaps by a two-âimensional nucleation and growth mechanism [115]), it irnrnediattly
bccomcs a physical W e t separating the two reactants [126] (Le., the s w c e of Ti is

found on the metal sidc of the oxide loyer, the source of oxygen on the other). This, of
course, inhibits ftrthtf oxidation of the metal. In orda for oxidation to continue, dut is,

for the oxide film to thicken, the two components of the film, Ti and 0, must corne
together. This requues that one or both be transported through the existing surface oxide.
This process is further complicated by interfacial reactions at the metal/oxide.
oxide/solution, or oxide/gas interfaces that convert the reactant sources (Ti metal, H20,
Oz, etc.) into species suitable for eanspon through the oxide ( e g . , ~i*', O*., OH-). In

addition, whatever film thickening does occur serves to enhance the barrier to M e r
oxidation [120]. Thus. oxide film growth is largely controlled by the solid-state
properties of the film itself These properties will be discussed in detail in this section.
Although oxide film growth may occur on Ti exposed to oxidants in the gaseous, solution

or solid States, for the purpose of this Thesis. only the film gruwth occumng on Ti

immersed in solution will be considered. In this case, as stated above, the growth
mechanism is widely thought to be field-assisted ion transport (FAIT).

A concise

description of the FAIT'process is as follows: if an anodic current is applied to the oxidecoated metal, it causes an electrostatic field to be established in the oxide (or increases the
field already present) thereby âriving metal cations or oxygen anions through the film and

producing continued film growîh [ 1201.

Since the ionic conductivity of the oxide dominates its growth 11201, and, as will become
apparent, also influences the film composition and structure, it is worthwhile to descrik
the FAlT mechanism in some dcîail. Let us begin by considering an ideal system
composeci of a continuous, homogencous. paralkl-sidd, defea-ûce, cystalline oxide

film on a metal surface in solution. The reality for many metals, in fact, is not far fiom

this idealized description [ 1201.
In the absence of an electric field across, or a concentration gradient within, the oxide, the

potential energy of a mobile ion should Vary with distance within the oxide as shown
schematically by the solid line in Figure 1.3.4-a. This picture was drawn assuming a
positively charged interstitial mobile ion. but a similar treatment is roughly adaptable to
the movement of any kind of defect [120]. In this mode1 an ion would require sufficient
thermal energy to mount a barrier of height W in order to reach the next site. According

to kinetic theory, the proportion of ions possessing sufficient energy to make the jurnp is

temperanite. It is assumed that the application of an electric field, Ë, would reduce the
potential energy barrier fiom W to W - qaË for ions moving with the field and increase
the bamier fiom W to W + qaË for ions moving against the field, where q is the charge
on the mobile ion and a is the distance between adjacent potential energy minima and
maxima (assuming symmetrical sites and a periodic structure). The effect of the electric

field is illustrated schematically by the dashed line in Figure 1.3.4-a.

The movement of ions of charge q h m one local potential minimum to the next (a
distance of 2 a ) cm k expresscd as a c u m t flow. Assuming that the mobile ions make

"atkmpts" to cross the inter-site krrier at a frrqucncy v (1201 ( v could k a phonon

firquency [132]), and definhg n to k the numkr density of mobile ions at a point in the
oxiâc, then the cumnt b i t y flowing with tbe field w w M k

2
Distance (lattice positions)
1

Figure 1.3.4-0 The potential energy of a mobile ion in an ideal oxide crystal as a
fwction of distance in the absence (solid curve) and presence (dashed curve) of an
electrostaticfield. me dotted lines indicate the electrostutic potential when the field is
present (sloping line) and absent (horizontal line); a LP the distance between djucent
potential energy minima and maxima, and W Lr the potential energy barnier height in the
absence of an electmstaticfield.

and against the field,

where x is the distance within the oxide' and

th
a represents the mobile ion concentration

gradient. The net film growth cunent density is the difference between these two cunrnt
densities. Usually, for thin anodic films and passive layers, the electric field is extremely

high (Ë > 10' V-cm"), which makes the exponential factor in equation 1.3.4-b so small
that even the presence of a large concentration gradient is insufficient to yield a cumnt
flow against the field that is significant compared to the cumnt flowing with the field.

Thus the cumnt due to film thickening is adequately represented by equation 1.3.4-a.
This approach has been termed the "high field approximation" [120].

The rate of film thickening is then:

w h m d is the fihn thickness, r is the the,

M is the molar mass of the oxide, z is the

number of moles of elecmns t r u i s f d pcr mole of oxide formed, and p is the oxide

density [128]. Integiation of this expression yields the so-called inverse logarithmic
growth law, a relation wiîh the fonn [120, 128. 1321:

At constant electrode potential, the thickening of the film causes a continuous decrease in
the field strength, and therefore a decrease in ionic current.

As indicated by

equation 1.3.4-c,there is no mathematical limit to the film growth period, although for

many practical purPoses'the film growth rate eventually becomes negligible or equal to
the film dissolution rate [ItO, 1261. For oxide films grown under constant current
conditions, the potential drop across the film must increase as the film thickens in order to

maintain the elecûic field required for continued film growth at a constant rate.
Measurements of the anodic film tbickness on Ti as a function of applied potential using
ellipsometry [85, 87, 104, 1 14, 1181, EIS (capacitance measurements) [13 1, 1351, RBS
[IOSI, XPS [84], coulometry 187, 104, 1271, and optical interference [88] are surprisingly

consistent in indicating an andkation ratio of about 2.5I0.5 nmW" for formation
potentials up to the breakdomi crystallization potential. That is, the Ti oxide film

thickness incrrases lintarly with potcntial up to the point of bnakdown crystallization
according to the cmpirical nlationship [1301:

where a,is the anodization ratio and U Jthe change in oxide formation potential. Afier
breakdown crystallization the anodization ratio has k e n observed to increase [84. 85, 87,
1 141. The latter phenomcnon will be discussed later in this Section.

Although FAIT theory was developed assuming metal cations to be the mobile species, it
has been determined experimentally that for the growth of the oxide films on Ti, both the
Ti cations and oxygen anions are msponed through the oxide (1 1 1, 1351. The fraction
of the total arnount of ionic movement attributable to cation transport during oxide
growth, termed the transport nurnber for the metal, r,, was detemined to be 0.35-0.39
for Ti by radiolabelling experiments [ 1351. A value of

t,

= 033 was inferred from X-ray

scattering studies of cpitaxial film growth [ l o t ] , consistent with the former
measurements. m i s relatively low value of r, implies that most of the oxide formation
occurs close to the metal-oxide interface. A value of t , approaching unity should result

in a large fraction of the oxide king fomed at the oxide-solution interface, yielding the
grcatest possibility for inclusion of solution species in the film. Film growth at the metaloxide interface should generate pum oxides. n u s , it is not surprishg that Ti anodic

films contain few impunties origiiuiting h m the solution, including water (except in the
vicinity of the oxidelsolution interfece) [93,96].

The anionic and cationic transport pmpcrties of different metal oxides have been
rationalked by classifying the oxidcs as networic forming or network modimg oxidcs
[132]. Network fonmrs tend ta have an o p reticulateâ structure that contains channcls
h u g b which thc large anions arc abb to move. nie small and highly chargcd cations

arc hcld more tightly by the network structure and are thmefore less mobile. Nctwork

modifiem. by contrast, have a more compact reticulation through which the motion of the
large anions is diffcult. In this case the small cations are loosely bound and more mobile
[132]. Ti has been described as a network former [132], a classification that is consistent
with the small reported values of

t,

[ I l l , 1351.

Some anodization ratio values significantly different fiom the comrnon 2.5 mV1have

also been reported [84. 87, 93. 107, 108, 1 14, 1 16, 13 11. Some variation in the
anodization ratio reported by different researchers is expected, since this parameter
depends on the film growtb rate, temperature, and other conditions [84, 1301. As
mentioned previously, the duration of film growth before the thickness measurement is
made is probably important since FAIT theory predicts no limit to film growth. The
solution composition could also affect the measured value of the anodization ratio, as it
influences the rate of film dissolution during anodization.
The stability of the oxide film and the reproducibility of the relationship between the

anodization potential and the amount of film growth have been demonstrated by cyclic
voltammetry experiments in which the positive potential limit was incrrased on each
potential cycle 1114, 1301. Very little cumnt flowed on either the foward or reverse
sweeps at potentials p~viouslyexperknced by the electrode, but once the potential
excceded the anodic limit of the previous sweep, sipificmt anodic c m n t s wem

generattd as the cxisting film thickencd h rcsponse to the increased potmtiai &op.

The frct that metal cations arc pmducod at the metskide interfie and oxygcn anions et
the oxiddsolution inWhcc mults in

dK film king locally non-stoichiomttric whilc

growth is under way. Thrt is, ncu the mctaVoxidc interface, ,the growing o d e will

contain an excess of metal cations and a deficiency of oxygen anions (i.e., oxygen
vacancies will be present). Sirnilarly, near the oxide/solution interface, the film will
contain an excess of oxypn anions (on theù way to combine with the excess metal ions
deeper within the film) and a deficiency of metal cations (represented as cation
vacancies)'. It is possible that some of the controversy over the composition of anodic
films on Ti, reported in Section 1.3.2 above, arises f h n observation of excess metal

cations, including Ti(II1) [97] and perhaps Ti(l1) interstitial ions. within the film.
The differences in stnicture betwnn slowly grown (crystalline) and rapidly grown
(morphous) films on Ti described in Section 1.3.3 rnay also be a consequence of this
mode of film growth. Interstitial anions or cations and anionic or cationic vacancks are
agents of disorder within the solid oxide. Given sufficient tirne, under conditions that
allow these defects to be mobile, interstitial anions and cations should meet and fil1 anion
and cation vacancies, respectively, thereby restoring order within the film. If, on the
other hand, large numbers of such defects are created in a short period of tirne and theu

mobility is denied or at least mstricted, then the film may remain in a highly disordered
state. These two scenarios may mflect the situations occurring during slow

and rapid

oxide growth, respectively. The driving force for defect mobility, according to FAiT

theory, is the high electrostatic field. This field would be expected to have an annealing

effm on slowly grown oxides, allowing the small numbcr of defects to annihilate each
other and a crystsllhe oxide to fomi. A strong, rapidly applicd field, by contrast, would

' Thir implicr the existence of r poliriacd film in the 8bscncc of an eicctmchemiclllyimpascd poccntidmieni. This
should not seun \iiirrrwiublt ifont camidcn tht urh poluizuion m u t ckvclop q m t a m u l y during oxi& film
p w t h by FAfT indcr W oxidirion d i î i a t s .

generate many defects in a short t h e , but the thickening of the film, and perhaps the
experimental procedure as well, may cause the field smngth to drop, thereby "fieezing"
the defect structure in place and creating an arnorphous oxide. This is analogous to the

melt-sphing process whereby molten metal alloys are rapidly quenched (>1o~~c*s'')
to
yield glassy metals [ 1361.
Evidence to support the idea of a field-driven annealing process was given by Leitner et

(il. [89] who showed that the sustained application of a potential slightly less (1 V less)
than the oxide formation potential. resulted in a decrease in the number of defects' and
the crystallization of the oxide. Field annealing had a much greater effect on films

formed at lower potentials (6.8 and 17 V) than it did on oxides grown at higher potentiais
(55 V), probably reflecting the greater degm of ctystallinity already present in the latter,
as discussed in Section 1.3.3. This field annealing effect was not observed when the
applied ageing potential was only 1.3 V; the authoa suggested that at this potential the
field was too weak to enable suficient ionic mobility for crystallization to occur.
One cm draw furthet analogy to the formation of glassy metals that relates the formation

process, structure and composition of the oxide. Glassy metals cannot be fonned h m

pure metals, but require the prescnce of alloying elements, preferably at a concentration
comsponding to a decp eutcctic point on the phase diagram, to help preserve the

metastable arnorphous structure [136]. Crystdlizstion is slower in the presence of
irnpuities [83]. Similarly for the passive film, the prrsence of "impurities", in the fonn

of reduced metal defects' (Ti(lI1) and perhaps Ti(l1)). interstitial ions, and vacancies may

help stabilize the oxide in an amorphous configuration by occupying awkward sites where
unusual bond lengths are called for.
Although FAIT theory is clearly useful in describing anodic film formation on Ti, it has
some shortcomings. The assumption of evenly spaced potential energy maxima and

minima of identical shape cannot be totally correct in this case since the oxide is ofken
amorphous [120].

FAIT theory also does not allow for the possibility that ionic

movement might be blocked by other interstitial ions, nor does it deal with the possibility
that the mobile species in the oxide envuonment may have an effective charge different
fiom its formal oxidation nurnber [120].

ûther passive oxide film growth mechanisms have also been proposed (though not
specifically for Ti). niese include the placeexchange mode1 [137, 1381 and the point
defect model [126]. In the place-exchange model, oxide film growth is envisaged to
occur by a repeated sequence of shultaneous rotational steps. That is, oxygen would

adsorb at exposed metal centres, then the metal-oxygen pairs would undergo a 180°
rotation, thereby exchanging the anion and cation positions, creating new metal-oxygen
pairs klow the surface, and rcgenemting the surface-exposed metal centres for M e r

oxygcn adsorption. In subsquent growth steps, al1 underlying maal-oxygen pairs would
exchange places simul~~eously,
thickening the oxide one atornic laycr at a t h e .
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Figure 1.3.4-b Schemutic representution of oxide filn growth (progrcssing lefi to right)
by the place-exchange mechanism [137]. The bure metal sur/ace (stage a) adsorbs a
layer of oxygen (stage b). ï7te metal-oxygen pairs then trade places (step b-c),
regeneruting the layer of exposed metal centres on the exposed surface (stage c).
Another oxygen layer can then a h r b ut the re-exposed metal centres (stage d). The next
step requires simul~uneousplace-exchange between two layers of metul-oxygen puirs
(step d-e). &ide thickening would then occur by repetition of these steps. Note that,for
simplicity, an oxide of 1: 1 stoichiometry is shown in this scheme and the third spatial
dimension is ignored.

Unlike FAIT, this model does not rely on an electric field to overcome potential energy
barriers and drive ions through the film for continued growth. Instead, because of the
requùement for simultaneous place exchanges in underlying layers, the activation energy
requued would hcrease Iinearly with oxide film thickness, makiiig hirther film
thickening more dif'ficult. Such a mechanism would lead to the following growth rate law

(expressed as a current density):

where E is the applied potential, Q the total charge passed during film growth
f

( Q = lidt ), and

k , f l , and B, are constants (1 371. This integates to y ield a logarithmic

growth law of the form:

The point defect model depicts the passive oxide as a bilayer cornposed of an inner
"barrier layer", which acts as the primary passive film, and an outer porous precipitated
layer. The transmission of ions through the barrier layer is accomplished entirely by the
movement of anion and cation vucuncies. This scheme is illustrated in Figure 1 -3.4-c.
At the metaübarrier layci intcrfoce, metal cations ionh and becorne part of the oxide,

cither by filling cation vacancies arriving at the metal surfhce (Reaction 1) or by
paoducing anion vacancies (Rmction 2). At the buMr laycr/pwous layer interface, metai
cations mry quit the barria oxide by dissolviag into solution, kaving khind cation

vaancies (Reoction 3), or the oxide may dissolve stoichiomctridly (Reaction 5). Somc
t9

Metal

Barrier
Loyer

Porous, Precipitated Layer

Figure 1.3.4-c Schemutic representution of oxide growth &y the point defect mechanism.
m signfles a metal atom, Mm a netal cation in a cation site in the oxide, V: a vucuncy

in the metal phase,

thefomal oxidolion stute ofthe rnetol in the oxide, eé an electron,

Y, un oxygen vacuncy, M
:
, a dissolved metal ion, 6 the charge on a dissolved metal
ion, Y, a metal vacuncy in the a i d e phase, and 0, an oxygen union in an anion site in
the oxide [126].

of this dissolved metal would precipitate as oxide to form the potous outer layerl. Also at
the barrier layer/porous layer interface, oxygen may enter the lanice by filling anion

vacancies (Reaction 4).
Overall, cation vacancies would be produced at the barrier layerlporous layer interface
and consurned at the metaübarrier layer interface, anion vacancies would be produced at
the metaihanier Layer interface and consumed at the barrier layerlporous layer interface,
and the oxide would thicken by accumulation of precipitated oxide in the outer layer
[126]. This model yields a growth law of the form

which, for large valws of d

(2 5

A), can be reasonably approximated by:

This can be rearranged and expnssed as another logarithrnic growth law of the form

which would manifest a cumnt density of fom:

Various diagnostic criteria aimed at distinguishing these mechanisms using

expcrimtntally merisurrd parametcrs have k n tabulated [126, 1391. Unfortunatcly,
expcrimtnts scldom allow a clear distinction (1 391.

Breakdown crystallUation is an important phenomenon in t e n s of the oxide growth rate,
composition, structure, and, because it creates grain boundanes and cracks that can act as
low-impedance pathways for ion transport (1 10, 1 191, reactivity of the underlying metal.
This phenomenon has k e n observed on other valve metals such as Nb [IZO], Al [Il91
and Ta [119, 1201. As previously stated (Section 1.3.3), breakdown crystallization is

observed for rapidly grown films on Ti at potentials in the 4-8 V range [84-87, 89, 110,
117, 1191 or at temperatures above 333 K [84], although breakdown crystallization
potentials as high as 12-80 V have been reported [go, 91, 1 181. lt has been suggested that
neither current density nor formation potential directly detemine the point at which
breakdown crystallization is triggered, but rather that the process occurs once a critical
oxide thickness is achieved (or, synonymously, once a certain amount of charge has

passed) [ 1 191. Breakdown crystallization is characterized by a drop in the coulombic (or
c m n t ) efliciency for oxide growth (implying increased conductivity and electron
ûansfer to or fiom water, or other available reducible or oxidizable species) [87, 110,
1191, an increase in the apparent anodimtion ratio (84, 85, 87, 1 141, the appearance of a
direct banâgap [89],changes in the rehctive index [87, 1 18) and dielectric constant [84,

1O

1 8 , 1401, a decrease in the dope of the potential transient under galvanostatic

conditions (83, 87, 1191, gross morphological changes (i.e., the appearance of ripples,
b'craters'' and cracks on the surface) [84-86, 1 10, 1191 and, of course, the development of

crystallim oxide on the Ti surface [84,86,87,90, 117-1 191.

As with many aspects of passive films on Ti, there remains much uncertainty about this

phenornenon. In this case there is a "chicken-and-egg" type problem; that is, it is unclear
whether ionic breakdown precedes and induces crystallization, or whether breakdown is a
consequence o f the crystallization process [119].

The activating process for

crystallization fiom the metastable arnorphous state is also in question. Some authors
have concluded that film breakdown pemits a large increase in the ionic current density
[87], which, in tum, causes sipificant local heating, thereby promoting crystallization of
the oxide [83, 1191. Evidence to support this view has been taken fiom experiments in

which an electron beam. in vacuo, was shown to cause local heating and ciystallization of
Ti02 films [83,119].
Some authors [83-85, 1 19, 121, 1221 also contend that crystallization occurs in response
to high compressive stresses that develop within the oxide, and the grain boudaries and
cracks generated by crystallization offer low-resistance cumnt leakage sites and short

difision paths for ion transport [110, 1191. The compressive stresses required for
crystallization of metal oxides or hydroxides, though not reported specifically for Ti, have

been shown to be in the range of 10-100 MPa [121]. Stress in anodic films can result

h m interfscial tension, electrostriction, volume expansion upon oxide formation,
atmosphcric pressure, hydration, dehyâration, or impurity incorporation [12 1). The fint
four sources of stress are discussed klow, but no specific treatment of hydration,
dehyâration, or irnpudty incorporation could k f o d in the litcranuic.

Electmmiction, th.1 is, constriction of the film as a consquence of the intense potential
grdient rcroos it ( e l 6 V T ~ " ) ,and intcrfiiai tension effkcts have km thomughly

treated by Sato [121]. The goveming equation for the film pressure at the oxide/solution

interface, n, ,derived by Sato is

where Po is the atmospheric pressure.

6

the dielectric constant of the film, Ë the electnc

field strength, y the interfacial tension at the oxide/solution interface' and d the
thickness. (This treatment ignores contributions to the film pressure from volume
expansion upon oxide formation. hydration, dehydration, and hpwity incorporation.) In
equation 1.3.4-1. one can see that the fmt term corresponds to the electrostriction pressure

and the second to the interfacial tension effects and, in the absence of these, that the film
pressure would simply be equal to the atmospheric pressure. This dependence on
interfacial tension is consistent with reports thai. the solution composition affects the
potential at which breakdown crystallization occurs [IZl].

Shibata and Zhu [84]

attcmpted to determine the value of 5, for the titanium oxidelsolution interface using
equation 1.3.4-1. Unfortunately they could not obtain an accurate value of y for the
titanium oxide/solution interfice. However, using an estimated value of y = 0.2 Nm" (a
middle value in the range 0.01-0.5 ~ * r n - 'report4 for metal oxidcs [121]), they

determined values of n, as a function of temperature2betwcm 303 and 353 K. They

found that at low temperatures ( ~ 3 2 3K) the film pressure was small, perhaps even
yielding tensile stress at 303 K, but at T 2 323 K jumped to very high values, generating
compressive stresses > 150 MPa snough to exceed the critical stress required for
breakdom (1 0-100 MPa [12 11). This radical increase in film pressure mughly coincides

with the temperature at which Shibata and Zhu observed breakdown crystallization on a
film maintained at a potential of 1 V (AdAgCl) [84].
Nelson and Oriani [122] presented a somewhat different treatment of electrostriction in
anodic films of Ti, which they used to calculate the electrostrictive component of the film
stress. They then subtracted the electrosnictive stress fiom the values of the total stress
determined fiom measurements of the stress-induced deflection of a thin metal foi1
undergohg anodization. This procedure allowed t

h to determine the stress associated

widi other film phenornena. Accordhg to theù experiments, the total stress, and therefore
the stress associated with the other processes, was always tenrile in nature at potentials up
to 2 V. Unfortunately these measurements were not extended to the potential range
where breakdown crystallUation is observed (4-8 V) to establish whether high
compressive stresses exist under the latter conditions.

Nelson and Oriani 11221 also offereâ an interesthg discussion of the volume expansion

duMg oxide formation and the relationship b*we«i die ionic ûansport numbers and the
dcvelopment of stresses within the film. The ratio of the volume of an oxide containhg a

given nurnkr of metal ions to the volume occupkd by the same number of metai atoms in
theù metaîlic statc, cdled the Pilling-Bcâworbi ratio. is giwn in Table 1.3.4-a for #eh of

the TiOz polyrnorphs'. It seems reasonable to assume that most Ti oxide formation
occurs at the surfaces of the oxide and not within its bulk, where no free space is

available.

This assumption has k e n verified explicitly for Ta205 by experiments

employing implanted radioactive noble gas marken [141]. The fact that the PillingBedworth ratio for al1 T i 9 polymorphs is greater than unity means that if al1 oxide
growth took place at the metaVoxide interface (Le., t , = O), the volumc required to
accommodate the oxide would be much greater than the free space created by oxidizing

the Ti substnite; enonnous compressive stresses would be generated [ 1221 (greatly

exceeding the elastic limit of the oxide [Roger Dutton, personal communication]).
Conversely, if al1 of the film growth took place at the oxide/solution interface ( i e . ,
t, =

1), then a large amount of fiee volume would be generated at the metaYoxide

interface and tensile stress would arise [122]. Since the oxide/solution interface is

uruestrained, there would be no stress generated there due to oxide formation. Thus,
there should exist a critical transport number,

t:,

for which the amount of oxide fomed

at the metauoxide interface would exectly fil1 the fm volume created by metal oxidation

and no stresses due to volume considerations would arise. This critical value is given by

w h m W,

is the Pilling-Bedworth ratio. For

t,

< ti, more oxide would fom at the

metayoxide intcrf~~~t
thiui the fke volume could accommodate and compressive stresses
would develop. Convciscly, for t, > ti,tcnsile stmscs would pmail [122].

Table 1.3.4s Pilling-Bedworth Ratios and Critical Metal lm Transport Num bersfor
Ti02

:

Form

Specific Gravity

Pilling-Bedworth
Ratio

Rutile

4.26

1.77

0.44

Anatase

3.84

1.96

0.49

Brookite

4.1 7

1.80

0.44

calculated for the three crystalline polymorphs of Ti02 are given in

The values of

Table 1.3.4-a.

These values of t:

are reasonably close to the values of

t , = 0.35 - 0.39 f 10% measured by Khalil and Leach [135] and,

than

t,,

t:

king slightly larger

suggest compressive stress should be generated within the oxide film. However,

tensile stresses were obsmed by Nelson and ûriani [122]. An explanation for this
apparent contradiction might be that the values of t , and

t:

change with film growth

conditions or thickness. Tensile stresses could be superseded by compressive stresses if
1:

increased or

Z,

decreased. Indeed

t,

has been observed to depend on the electrolyte

as well as the applied cumnt density in constant cumnt growth experiments. Both of
these parameters have independently been observed to affect the potential nt which

breakdomi crystallization occurs [L 2 11. For Ti02 films,

f,

incrcased h m 0.35 at an

applied cumnt density of 6 mkcnf2 to 0.39 at 50 rnkcrnJ [135]; the value of

t,

in

A12Q films ranges from 0.35 at 0.1 m~*crn-*
to 0.72 at 10 mA-cmœ2in 3% aqueous

ammonium citrate, but remWis nwly constant at 0.6 over the same range of curent
dmsity in tctraboratt-glycol solution [141]. One might aiso expcct

t,

to k different

dcpending on wkther the oxidc is c y d l i n c or morphous, sincc the solidaite

transport pathways may be radically different in the two cases. In addition,

t,

might

change as the oxide thickens and the transport path length increases.
1t has k e n suggested [ 14 1] that t ,may be field-de pendent . The equations describing the

anionic and cationic motion derived tiom FAIT theory are

where na and n, are the number densities of moving anions and cations. n: and n: the
concentrations of anions and cations available to move fiom an interface, and Waand WC

the barrier potentials for anion and cation movement in the absence of an electric field,
respectively. The transport number for the metal would then be given by

which will change with the electric tield strength and surface conditions.
The value of

t:

could also change with growth conditions through its dependence on the

Pilling-Bedworth ratio. This should rrsult in a small decreasc in
ekctrostriction, but would also yield higher values of

t:

t:

with an increase in

for amorphous oxide (if it is

more dense than the crystalline oxides). As reportai in Section 1.3 -3, the oxide may k
uaorphous or cystailhe dependhg on the p w t h conditions. The Pilling-Bdworth

ratio for arnorphous TiOz may be as high as 2.4 (871, which would put

ri

at 0.58 and

make compressive stresses more likely in the arnorphous film. Since it is the relative
values of

1,

and

1
:

that detemine whether the stresses due to volume change on

oxidation are compressive or tensile, it seerns quite plausible that under different
conditions the stress may change sign. This may explain why there is controveny in the
literature [83] over whether the stress is compressive or tensile.
Other evidence that supports the theory of stress-induced crystallization is found in
microscopy results that show ripples, cracks and "cratea" in the oxide film afier
breakdown crystallization [84. 86, 1 10, 1191. Whether induced by resistive heating or by
stresses, the ordering of material into crystals requires a high ionic mobility. An increase

in ionic mobility associated with breakdown crystallization has been reported [87, 11O].
1.3.5 Reactivity and dissolution

The passive film on Ti is a wide-bandgap semiconductor, known to have n-type
semiconducting characteristics [92, 97, 101, 105, 1 10, 1 14, 125, 129-13 1, 1421. When
the oxide is intact, the reactivity of Ti is detennined by the ability of the oxide to transport

electrons between the solution and the underlying metal. Thenfore, the reactivity of Ti is

controlled by the oxide film's semiconducting properties. The implications of this
statemtnt [125] are illustrated in Figure 1.3.5-a.

nie movemcnt of ekctrons in a snniconductor is dependent on potmtial in an extmncly
non-lineu f d i o n . Frime c of Figure 1.3.5-a describes the electronic band structure of

the n-type scmiconductor undet flatband conditions, t h t is, at a potcntial, called the

Figure 1.3.Sa The effect of applied poteritial on the band structure of TiO*. The applied
potentzàl increasesfiom a tu e across the Figure. (Note t k t the potentiul energy scale in
this diagram b inwrted with respect to the uswl electrochemicuf sign convention.)
F m e c represents fluthnd conditions. fiames b und d indicate sorne band-bending ut
moderate pentials, and fiames a and e represent conâuction bond und valence band
degenerucy ut more extreme low a d high potentials, respecrively [125]. For n-rype
semicoductors, such as Ti02, conduction banà degenerucy parne a) should require less
poiurùation than valence band degeneracy m e e) because the lower edge of the
conduction band is closer to EF ut E = E, .

flatband potential, E,, ,at which no net electric field, and therefore no space-charge layer,
exists within the film. At E = E P , the energies of the conduction band and the valence
band are constant with distance within the film (i.e.. the bands are "flat"). The Fermi

level. EF is the energy at which the probability o f finding an electronic level in the
occupied state is 0.5 [143]. At E,, ,the Fermi level lies within the bandgap, that range of
energies between the largely unoccupied conduction band and the fully-occupied valence
band. Within the bandgap, the number o f electmnic levels (i.e., the density of states) is
low, and the levels that are available tend to be localized in nature brobably
corresponding more closely to atomic orbitals than to the long-range, delocalized
continuum of levels associated with a band). Since neither the fully occupied valence
band nor the localized states at energies within the bandgap have a strong ability to cany
electronic cumnt, the oxide displays a highly resistive behaviour. When a potential bias

is applied to the semiconductor, an electric field develops and E , changes accordingly.

Band-bending anses because the applied potential creates a space-charge layer in the
surface of the semiconducting oxide and the valence and conduction band energies are

"pinned at the oxide/solution intedace, but change with potential in the interior of the

film'. If EF remains fùlly within the bandgap, then the potential change occurs only
withh the oxide; the Heimholtz layer potential dmp remains constant (i.e., an ion in

solution near the oxide surface experiences no change in potential, and the rates of

electrochemical reactions are not affected). Figure 1.3.5-a shows the band bending that
occun when potentials E < E,, and E > E, are applied.
An exception to the display of resistive behaviour at potentiols for which E F lies fully
within the bandgap occurs when the semiconductor is exposed to light of sufficient
energy to excite electrons fiom the valence band to the conduction band. Once in the
conduction band, electrons formed within the space-charge region may travel to the
oxide/solution interface (if E < E , ) where they could participate in redox reactions with
solution species, as could the corresponding holes created in the valence band (if

E > E,, ) (1 151. The key requuement of this process is that the exciting radiation be of
energy equal to, or greater than, the bandgap energyl, E, , which, for Tic)?, corresponds
to violet/ultraviolet (UV) light. The values of E, for crystalline and amorphous2anodic

films on Ti are -3.2-3.3 eV and -3.3-3.4 eV [89, 1151, while those of single crystal rutile
and single crystal anatase are 3.O ev3 (88, 89, 1 15, 1421 and 3.2 eV [Ba, 1 151,
respective1y.
Arriv h g at the oxide/solution intefice, photo-excited electrons or energetic holes are
capable of effecting high-energy chernical reactions such as the decomposition of watet

For morphousor highlydeficctivcsemiconductoo thrt I r k well-dcfincd bud dgcs, ud have 8 ntk bmd
distribution of rtucr tbt ut not ncccuuily identicai or complcicly ôeldid, it is mort comct to use the tcmi
ïnobiiity pp" in lieu of tht term budpp. Mobility gap nfm to tht cm%y gap bcîwecn thc uppcr dloww
encrgicr ô e y d which enough orbitil o d r p exiris cht chugc curicn rn able to move thmgh the nu!crid(143].
Tht upper and lower bounQ of dK inability gap couid, in 8 sense, k vieMd u the mition points ktwcm
mdsculu orbitais ud W. For simplicity, the tcmi bdgap will be useà in this W i s .

[88, 1441. This principie has k e n put to commercial use in Japan in the fom of passive,

self-cleaning items such as clothing or ceramic tiles that use T i 9 and UV light to break
down organic "din' or to kill micro-organisms. Tsujikawa [144] has even proposed this
photoelectrochemical effect as a means to cathodically protect stûinless steel or copper
nuclear waste containers. In his model. X-rays emanating fiom the radioactive waste
would be absorbed duectly by a TiO? coating on the containers, or by glass scintillators
that would conven their energy to UV light, which would then be absorbed by the Ti02.
In either case. the holes generated in the TiOl valence band could then be used to oxidize
water, while the electrons would be supplied to the metal, iowering its potential and
protecting it from corrosion.
In the absence of light, at potentials for which E , remains hlly within the bandgap, a
lirnited amount of reactivity should still be obsewed on TiOz since the conduction band is
partially occupied, due to the presence of defects in the oxide. The degree of reactivity
will be controlled by the density of available charge camers, a value detemined by the
number and types of defects and irnpurities in the semiconductot. For passive films on
Ti, the major contributhg surface defects have been show by scanning tunnelhg
microscopy and tunnelkg spectroscopy to be oxygen vacancies [109], which are electron
donor States located -0.7 eV below the conduction ôand [101, 1091. Oxygen vacancies

have k e n pmpod to consist of a missing bridging oxygen atom and a pair of adjacent
~ i ions
~ '[ 100, 101, 1181. Interstitial ~ i "ions have also k e n suggestcd to be among the

important d e f in
~ the films [97, 109, 115, 1451. ûxiâation mictions under these

conditions should procced much more slowly than duction rcactions, sincc the holcs
rcquhd for oxiâation are the minority charge c a K m in the n-type fih (i.e., the
93

concentration of holes in the valence band is much less than that of electrons in the
conduction band). The charge carrier density, N D ,for passive films on Ti has been
detennined fiom the slope of Mon-Schonky plots and usually found to be on the order of
-1 019-1

[89, 95-97, 1 10, 1 14, 1 17, 13 1, 1421. Tomesi et al. [ 1301 have tabulated

values of N D fiom 5 x 1O" cm"

to

1.5 x 10" cm", showing the dependence of N D on

film growth rate and anodization potential.

Figure 1.3.5-a illustrates extreme conditions of polarization in which E F is pushed into
the conduction band ( E < E,, ) or valence band ( E > E / , ) at the electrode surface. Once

this occurs the semiconductor is said to be degenerate; the conduction band will have a
continuous supply of electrons ( E < E,, ) or the valence band will have a continuous
supply of holes ( E > E,, ) at the semiconductor/solution interface, where they may
participate in redox reactions with solution species [125, 1301. At this point, the oxide
conductivity is nearly metallic, and further changes in E will begin to change the
Helmholtz iayer potential. providing an increasing driving force for electrochemical
reactions [ 1251. For an n-type semiconductor, E,, resides slightly below the conduction
band, so achieving degeneracy quires less band bending at E < E , than at E > E / , .

Wholesale electronic breakdown of the semiconductor leading to very high conductivity

may occur under extreme levels of polarization.

Two mechanisms of elecmnic

brcakdown arc known: Zencr and avalanche breakdown. Zcner breakdown occurs whcn
the band knding in the semiconductor is so g

~ that
t

for two physically marby points,

ckctrons having the same eaergy will k l o d in diffcnnt bands (ie., in the valence

band at one point and in the conduction band at the other point). If these points are close

enough (3 nrn or less), then the electrons c m tunnel from the valence to the conduction
band and provide high current densities. In avalanche breakdown, the very high electric
field accelerates charge carriers to energies at which. upon collision within the
semiconductor, thcy can excite an electron fiom the valence band to the conduction band.
Either member of the newly-created electron-hole pau could also be accelerated. collide
and create a new electron-hole pair in a cascading or "avalanche" fashion, again
providing high cunrnt densities.

For the avalanche to occur, the charge carrier

acceleration must occur over a short distance ( i e . , before a collision robs the carrier of
kinctic energy). For example, if an electron has a "mean fm path" of 10 nrn before
collision. and E, = 3 eV, then an electric field of at least 3 x 106~ x m "would be

requùed to initiate avalanche breakdown [143]. Elechic fields of sirnilar magnitude are
generated during film growih on Ti (see Section 1.3.4), irnplying that the oxide is on the
verge of bnakdown as it grows, and possibly explainhg why it is difficult to determine
whether or not breakdown precedes crystallization (sec Section 1.3.4).
Mott-Schonky plots and photocunent onset potentials have been widely used to

determine the value of E,, for anodic films on Ti. A large nurnber (187) of E,, values

for TiOI (including, but not lirnited to,

MO&

films) have k e n compiled ( h m 82

rcfmnces) by Finklca [147]. The value of E,, is dependent on both ND and pH,

yielding a -60 mV shift for cach decade incnrsc in N D or unit change in pH.
Considering the entirc set of EE data collccted by Finkiw die differcnce ktwecn the

-

minimum and maximum rrported vdues wrs 1.5 V, with a variation in E,,, a! aach pH

of -0.7 V. The latter distribution was roughly centred on the standard potential for proton
reduction at each pH. The isoelectric pH (i.e.. the pH at the point of zero charge at open
circuit) was reported to be -5.8.

Mott-Schottky plots and potential-modulated reflectance spectroscopy specifically for
anodic films on Ti have indicated E,,

values correspondhg to' -0.6 V in

0.5 moldm" H2S04 [ 1301, -0.38 V (sic)' in 0.5 mol*dm" H2S04 [97], -0.65 V (SHE)
(sic)3 in phosphate buffer

(pH= 7) [96], -0.74 to -0.67 V in NaOH (pH= l2.8), and

-0.8 1 to -0.58 V in 0.1 rnol*dm" NaOH [148]. Oxide film degeneracy leading to high

rates of proton reduction has been observed at potentials just negative of E,, [130, 147).
Reduction reactions involving other solution species also occur once E < E / , [143].
Positive polarizations resulting in valence band degeneracy and oxygen evolution (fiom

HzSOd [105],
water oxidation) have been reported for potentials of -2 V in 1 rnold~~f'
2.76 V in 0.2 moladm" HCl or 0.1 rno~*drn'~
HzSOI [85], and 2.46 V in HCVNaOH
mixtures

(pH= 0-10.5)[127]. At this point the current ef'fïciency for oxide growth

decreases fiom 100 % due to competition h m oxygen evolution [85].The difference

between the potentials of hydrogen and oxygen evolution roughly corresponds to the

' A M c t y of diffèrent refmncc clcctrodw w m uscâ in the origirul rcfeimccs. Except w h m noicd orhenuisc, valws
rrported hm have kmconvcr\cd to ihc SCE scaic to ficiliwc casy compuisoru.

This d
a
m is out of lint with the o\hcn uid secm to indicrtc ui emw in the original papcr [971, pcrhmps vising h m
r confirsion o f rcfmncc porcniidd e s . If the mdt of iconhion k m SCE anâ SHE sales, the comct vduc
is prokbly 0.62 V (SCE), which would put it in linc with thc othcr values.

bandgap energy (851. Shilar behaviour has also been obsewed for oxide films on Ni and

Fe [125]. It should be noted that degeneracy is also possible when E , corresponds to the
energy of a dense cluster of surface states within the bandgap [125]. Such degeneracy
might be of a transient nature if the physical defects giving rise to the surface states are
eliminated by reaction or dissolution once degeneracy is achieved.

Once degeneracy is achieved in the conduction band at the oxide surface, compositional
changes begin to take place in the oxide film and hydrogen evolution becomes important.

The film becomes loaded with hydrogen possibly in the form of TiOOH [13 1. 149. 1501.

-

This would associate absorbed hydrogen with the existence of Ti(II1) and hydrated oxide
[13 1. 1491. The sarne effect has been noted for sputterin the film ( T I O H Ti203*H20)

deposited Ti02 in 0.1 mol*dm" NaOH [148]. Ohtsuka et al. [150] determined that the
absorbed hydrogen concentration in the film does not depend on oxide layer thickness but
on the cathoâic potential, attaining a maximum value of 1 H atom pet Ti atom at

E = -1.14 V (suggesting a complete conversion of the oxide film to TiOOH).
The introduction of hydrogen results in a peak in film capacitance at potentials near E,,

and a h a t i c decrease in film irnpedance at lower potentials [148, 1491. it appears that
hydtogen acts as a donor state, increasing film conductivity [149]. The value of the
dielectric constant,

6 , for the

fiim increascs with increasing hydrogen content [13 1, 1481.

Only a small fraction (S 0.01% a 2 x 1O" cmo3)'of the hydrogen species formed act as

electron donor states, however, suggesting thot the encrgy levels of the electrons

' Dncmiinsdûcnn rht difnitnce in dopes of Ma-Schoüky plots ultcn in the prrscrw anâ .brcncc ofr lmown
unoimt of hydrogcn in thc film.

associated with the absorbed hydrogen are well below the conduction band edge [148].
Ohtsuka et ai. [150] reported a new absorption band in the bandgap region of their anodic
oxide films after hydrogen absorption. The peak in film capacitance was surmised to be
due to a hydrogen absorption process or a bulk dielectric effect associated with dielectric
saturation' in the film (1481. The increased doping caused by hydrogen absorption also
results in the appearance of a blue/violet colour in the film 1131. 147, 1501.
Weber et al. [148] found that some of the hydrogen is reversibly absorbed, while some
can only be removed by anodic photo-bleaching (i.e., oxidizing in the presence of light),
which presumably means that this 1st portion of the hydrogen must be ionized before it

can be expelled from the film [ 1481. Ohtsuka et al. [1501 also recognized revedbly
abwrbed hydrogen, but suggested a third ''type" of hydrogen, which could be resxidized
from the film only very slowly. This was thought to be hydrogen absorbed into the metal
substrate that escaped slowly through the oxide overlayer. This interpretation is at odds
with the neutron reflectometry observations of Wiesler and Majkrzak [108] who found
that hydrogen, once absorbed through the oxide into the metal, did not escape back

through the oxide, even after achieving signifcant concentrations. Dyer and Leach [149]
detemined a diffision coefficient for mersibly absorbed hydrogen of 3 x IO-" c m 2 d ,
which, they concludeâ, could only be amibutecl to mobile protons.

One of the pmperties that make the oxide film on Ti

so protective is its very low

solubility over a broad range of conditions and solution compositions. Anodic dissolution

of the passivated metal must take place îhrough the oxide film when the latter is still
intact. As described in Section 1.3.3, with respect to film fozmation by FAIT, oxide film
growth proceeds until the film thickness reaches a steady state condition at which the film

formation rate is equivalent to the film dissolution rate. The metal dissolution rate,
according to Sato [125] is equivalent to the oxide dissolution rate, which is controlled by
the Helmholtz layer potential.

According to the description of semiconductor

electrochemisûy offered earlier in this Section, the Helmholtz potential is unaffected by
the applied bias as long as E, remains h l l y within the semiconductor bandgap. It is well

known that the cumnt on passive Ti electrodes is very low and depends linle on the
applied potential with EF in this range (see, for example, Figure 2 of [Ml). The match

between metal and oxide dissolution rates under constant andic bias was elegantly
confmed by the neutron reflectometry experiments of' Wiesler and Majkrzak [108]. The
dissolution rate they measured in 0.2 mol*dm" HzS04 was 7 x

1v2nm4f'

at

1 V 5 E a 5 V. In aqueous solutions, strong anodic polarization (E > 7 V at 90°C) may

lead to pitting of Ti, but this occurs at potentials beyond the point of breakclown
crystallization when the film is no longer intact. Pining has been discussed in detail in a
ment review by Shoesmith and Ikeda [52] and need not be discussed fûrther hem.

In acidic solution the oxide film on Ti may dissolve "reductively" [104, 116, 13 1, 150,
1521 or "chemically" [l 04, 107, 108, 116, 125, 1521. In neutral solutions, cathodic

rcduction of the oxide to TiûûH occurs, but does not resuIt in film dissolution [ 1501,

sincc neithcr T i 0 nor Ti@) is solubk in neutral aqueous solutions. Reductive
dissolution, as its name suggcsts, involves the rrduction of Ti(IV) ions in the oxide to

Ti(lll), perhaps in the form of TiûûH [116, 1501. The Ti(II1) then dissolves in the acidic
solution. It has been suggested that the soluble fonn is T~(oH)~'[116]. Reductive
dissolution cornpetes with proton reduction for the cathodic charge [ 1 16, 13 1, 150).
Chernical dissolution takes place wiihout the need for redox transformation; the Ti
dissolves in the Ti(1V) state. The dissolution reaction

has been suggested (1 161. The rate of chemical dissolution is much less than that of
electrochemical dissolution and is strongly dependent on the pH of the solution; stronger
acid (or strone base) increases the chemical dissolution rate over that of intermediate pH
solutions. Blackwood et al. [116] reported chemical dissolution rates in a wide variety of

nm4f1) were found in near-neutral oxalate
solutions. Extremely low rates' (7 x 10'~
solution (1 .O moldm" K2C204),even though oxalate is expected to compiex Ti(1V).
Higher

dissolution

rates

(>2nm-h-')

were

observed

in

strongly

acidic

(3.0 rno~*dm~~
HzS04)and strongly basic (1 .O rnol*dm" KOH) solutions. By cornparison,

reductive dissolution in 3.0 mol*dm"H2SOIyielded dissolution rates of 6.2 nrn~h".

The oxide structure also has a strong influence on the dissolution rete. Slowly grown
films (i.e., highly crystalline oxide, sec Section 1.3.3) dissolve about ten times more
slowly than the rapidly p w n films [116!. Uniform dissolution has bem observed for

chemically and reductively dissolved films on Ti [104, 1161; however, localized ottack of
the oxide is somctimes obsmed (107, 108, 1521.

It is not cleu what conditions

determine this behaviour; however, the results of recent anisotropy rnicroellipsometry
measurements on Ti at the single-grain level have shown that the electron donor densities
(i.e., the number of defects, which tend to be sites of easier attack dunng dissolution) of

slowly grown oxide fihs are texture-dependent, while those of fast-grown oxide films
are not [114, 153-155). Films of the former type may be more prone to localized oxide

dissolution, while the latter may tend toward unifom attack.

The relationship between film thickness and potential for reductive dissolution is linear
with a dope equal to the anodiation ratio for very thin films.but deviates substantially
for films grown to E > 1 V (HgRlgSOd) [116]. According to ellipsometiy experirnents,
the oxide film can k removed completely by reductive dissolution at E 5 -0.9 V [152].
An oxidative dissolution mechanism has also been proposed for TiOI (1 251

but does not seem likely to occur in aqueous solution, where water oxidation should take

precedence.
The passive dissolution of Ti has become a concem in biomedical implant applications.
Surprisingly high in vivo corrosion rates, not expected firom initial in vitro testing, have

kd to investigations of potcntially aggrrssive components of human bodily fluids. such as
complexing biomokcuks (1061 and hydrogen pcroxide (Hz@) [%, 1561. Solution
ligands

such

as

human

serum

molecules (protcins) and

even

EDTA

(eihyknediamimtetraaceticacid) w m found to enhance the dissolution of the oxide film
by campltxing, and thenfore solubliziug, the hydratecl outcr oxide [106].

Exposure of passive Ti to low concentrations of H202(a 0.1 rnoldm") appeared to make
the film clectronically defective and porous. The film thickness and roughness increased

with time, and a porous, hydrous precipitated oxide layer accumulated, incorporating
minenil ions fiom solution [96, 1561; a blue colour also developed. Eventually, as the film
thickened, the pores became sealed, perhaps by precipitated deposits, and the high

corrosion resistance of the metal was renewed.
The latter biomedical reports have been included at the end of this review because,

although in vivo conditions are beyond the range of consideration of this Thesis according
to the objectives as defmed in Section 1.1.2, complexing organic molecules may be
present in the buffer and backfill materials proposed for the nuclear fuel waste disposal
vault, and H202will be cnateâ in small puantities at the waste container surfaces by
water radiolysis [l].

1.4.1 Introduction
In addition to metal wastage by corosion processes, Ti stnicnins are vuberable to failure
by cracking. The types of Ti alloys discussed in this Thesis (see Section 1.1.3) are

immune to stress corrosion cracking in aqueous environrnents [40], but could be
susceptible to hydrogen-induced cracking (HIC) [40, 1571. HIC is a phenornenon

involving fast crack growth in a rnetal under tensile stress, and is a consequence of the
build-up of absorbed hydrogen in the metal as particles of brinle metal hydride phases
[i 57-160).
Previous work by Clarke et al. [158] has show that there is a thrrshold hydrogen
concentration (-500

at room temperature) below which fast crack growth does not

occur in Ti. At hydrogen concentrations below this critical value. only ductile tearing
occurs, provided the tensile stress is high enwgh [157, 1581. However, once the

appmpriate combination of tensile stress and hydrogen concentration is achieved. the
material will fail rapidly (relative to the long lifairnes requkd for nuclear waste disposal

containers) by HIC [lS8].

The critical parameters dut determine whcn HIC could occur are: the tcnsik stress
intcnsity; the value of the aiticai hyâmgen concentration (Mc);
the rate of bydmgen

absorption into the metai (Riu), including the surfire adsorption stcp; and the rate of
hydrogen redistribution within the metal (JH) [Ml]. The relationship ktwem the Iam

duce foctors is illustrateci piCtOlj.lly in F i p 1.4.11. Of these parameters, this Thesis

Figure 1.4.14 Thr relutio~~~hip
ktween the critical putameters that determino w l m
HIC
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focuses mainly on hydrogen absorption, since this is a project on Ti electrochemistry;
hydrogen absorption fiom aqueous solution hvolves the electrochemical reactivity of the

surface and can be probed ushg electrochemical methods.

Industrially, hydrogen

absorption is expressed as the hydrogen uptake esciency, also called the hydrogen
absorption eficiency. This quantity can be defmed as the fraction of the electrolytically
proâuced hydrogen that is absorbed into the metal, expressed as a percentage.

Since the hydrogen that is absorbed during corrosion or cahodic polaridon is of
ekctrochemical origin, it would be usehl to discuss the mechanism by which it is
produced. Hydrogen evolution in acidic solutions is accomplished by the reduction of
hydronium ions or protons following the reaction scheme

where

w-1

refers to a sutface-edsorbed hydrogtn atom. This is known as the hyhgen

evolution reaction (HER), the most well-studied electrochemical maction scheme (101
and the stuff of stanâard ekctrochemical textbooks [12,99].

Hydrogcn gis evolution consists of the "discharge" (Volmcr) nrction (quation 1.4. La),

followcd by cithcr the "elCCfCOdicdischargc"(Hcyrovsky) rcaction (equation 1.4.1-b), or
the "recombination* (Tafcl) reaction (quation 1-4.14) (1 2.991. According to Kelly [1O],

diag~osingthe ârvoinrd ceaction prtbway and catcdetcrmining s t q (RDS) of the HER

on a psuticuiar type of metai sur fi^^ is iargely rccomplished by detcnniniog the value of
105

the cathodic Tafel slopeU and the reaction order with respect to proton activity at a
constant ptentia13, as well as other les-prominent diagnostic criteria. Bockris and
Reddy [12] point out, however, that the reaction order, while often a good criterion for

detenniniag reaction mechanisrns, is not generally very helpful in determinhg the
mechanism of a HER,shce many of the possible mechanistic paths and rate-detemining

steps predict the same dependence of the cuirent density on the hydrogen ion
concentration. A similar argument could be made in the case of the Tafel siope (see
Table 1.4.1-a). The parameters in Table 1.4.1-a indicate how the favoured mechanism
and RDS relate to the measured values of the Tafel dope [12]. The details of these

diagnoses are well-presented eisewhere 112, 991, but have not proven as simply
applicable to Ti [1 O] as they have to metals such as Pt, Ni, Hg and many others [12].
Concluding that the mechanism of the HER on Ti requires M e r investigation, Kelly
[10] noted that the relative lack of information on the HER on Ti is not the mit of

disinterest by electmchcmists. but stems fiom the fact that, in Kelly's words, Y.. this
reaction has proven in the past to be singularly unyielding to the onslaughu of competent

* Altcrnrtiwly, anc couid use the vrlue of the truufcr cœfficimt (a),which is relurd to the TdkI dope @) by

investigators." The apparent difficulty in veriQing the mechanism and RDS of the HER
on Ti results fiom uncertainty in the rneasured values of the cathodic Tafel dope and
reaction order with respect to proton activity, which were found to vary between
-0.060 V-decade-'and -0.180 vedecade", and between 0.6 and 1, respectively [1O].

Table 1.4.I i r Diagnostic Criteria Used to Determine the Favoured Mechanism and RDS
of the HER

Tafel Slope' (~wdecade'~)

Mechanisrn
Volmer =action RDS, followed by

1 Tafcl reaction

0.118

1

Volmer reaction, followed by Tafel
reaction RDS
Coupled rate conml by Volmer and
Tafel rcactions
Volrner reaction RDS, followed by
Heyrovsky =action
Volmer =action, followed by
Heyrovsky reaction RDS
Coupled rate control by Volmer and
[ Heymvsky =actions
1

1

/

0.030
0.1 18

0.118
1

0.039

0.1 18

1

aAssumingrsynunmyhicwfl-0.5.

A fourth rsaction involving hydrogen on Ti is the hydrogen absorption reaction (HAR)

[162, 1631:

The HAR occurs simulîaneous with the HER, consuming adsorbcd hydrogen atoms
pduccd by the Volma m i o n (equation 1.4.14). In so doing, it must competc with

the Hcyn,vdry (quation 1.4.1-b) and Tafcl (equation 1.4. lc)nrctions for the supply of
adsorbcd hydrogcn atoms, thmby possibly influcncing the appumt kinetics of the HER,

a possibility not notai by Kelly [IO]. As more and more hyQosen is absorkd by the

metai, inotha effcct dut could influenec the HER Lmctics is a change in the niam of the

substrate, that is, the test ekctroâe evolves h m metallic Ti to titanium hydnde phases,
TMx. The presence of an oxide film, as a phase oxide or adsorbed monolayer species,
would also affect the HER kinetics [164].

1A.2 Factors influencing hydrogen absorption
Hydrogen absorption by Ti may be infiuenced by a number of environmental and

materials factors, including the pH, temperature, electrolyte solution composition,
ekctrochemical potential, cathodic cumnt density, polarization t h e , metal surface
condition, and alloy composition. The effects of each an summarized briefly in the

sections that follow; they have also been the subject of short reviews by Shimogori [159,
1651. Industrially, hydtogen absorption is expressed as the hydrogen uptake eficiency or

hydrogen absorption eficiency. This qusntity cm be defmed as the hction of the
hyhgen produced at the metal surfbce that is absorbcd into the metal, expressed as a
pcrcentage.
2.4.2.1 pH

Passive Ti-2 luis a poor hyâmgen absorption efiiciency (40, 1661, largely due tu the

performance of the oxide film as a hydrogen barriet; in neuûal solutions no mcswrable
hydrogtn absorption occurs cxccpt whcn v e y negative potentials am applicd (e.g., during
excessive caîhodic prooc~tionor as a nsuh of galvanic coupling to an active marl such as

carbon steel). Hydrogen absorption is pmenutd in industrial situations by avoiding

cathoâic protection potcntiils klow about -1 V lad by electricaiiy iooliting dissirnilu
metals [a,
1591.

Active Ti, on the other hand. dues absorb easily measurable amounts of hydrogen. For
example, hydrogen precipitated as hydride needles cm be seen by optical microscopy
below the surface of crevice-corroded Ti coupons [ 161, 1671.

Although hydrogen

absorption occurs nadily under the acidic conditions developed within crevices during
crevice corrosion, Clarke et al. [161] have suggested that during rapid crevice corrosion
attack the dissolution of metal and hydride h m the crevice interior may occur faster than

the accumulation of sufficient hydrogen for embtittlement of the material. However, they

also concluded that hydrogen uptake during crevice comsion might be important if the
corrosion process was slow relative to the hydrogen absorption process.

Hydrogen absorption by Ti under acidic conditions has been quantified by rnany
researchers [5 1, 160. 162, 168-1701.

In these studies, hydrogen was generated

elecaolytically at a Ti elecarode exposed to solutions at various pH values, and the
arnount of hyârogen absorbed by the metal was measured. From a knowledge of the total
charge p a s 4 and the amount of absorbed hydrogen measured at the end of the tests,

average hydrogen absorption eficiencies could be calculated. The hydrogen absorption
efficiency d e c d dramatically with increasing pH on pure Ti specimens' [159. 160,

162, 1691. For pH 1 solutions et m m temperature, average hydrogen absorption

efficiencies of 7024% [5 1, 162, 1691 wcrc o b e d . These values declimd rapidly to
< 5% at pH 2 and above [162,169].
A number of explanations for this pH depencùncc have b e n put forth. Shimogori [159]

pohted out that the qumtity of hydrogm p d u e t d per unit of charge passeci is not

thought to depend on pH in deaerated solution. Therefore, the change in eficiency must
be limited to changes in the factors that detemine whether or not the hydrogen produced

is absorbed or evolved as gas. Shhogori offered thai the mechanism of the hydmgen

reactions changes with pH, but did not suggest in what ways. Oka& [ 1 621 proposed that
the absorption eRiciency was related to the surface covcrage by Hd, (O,), with

absorption rates increasing with increasing 8,. The value of O,, would be strongly
affécted by any oxide layer present on the surface; the nature of the oxide present would
also be highly dependent on pH. ûther authors 1171, 1721 have proposed that two

differmt foms of adsotbed hydrogen exist, one of which participates in the HER and the
other of which favours the HAR.
Foroulis [MO] also observed changes in the morphology of the Ti hydride phase with
changing pH. In acidic solutions, the hydride fonned in a conthuous Iayer acmss the
metai surfie, whereas in mildly olkalim solutions only isolatd patches of hydrick were

detectable, with most of the surface mnaining k e of hydride.
1.4.2.2 Tempcnatun

Oka& [162] found that temperature did not innuence the hydrogm efficicncy on pure Ti,
while Phillips et al. [170] obscned a c h incresse in absorption efficiency with

incmasing temptrsauts. Okada [162] did sce an increasc in hyhgen absorption

efficiency with temperature on Ni-modifid Ti, howcver. Accelcratd diffusion of
bydrogen in the metal at hi*

tempcmturcs was thought to play r rok in the i n c d

rbsorption efliciencies [159,162, 1701.

1.4.2.3 E I e c ~ I y t esolution composition

Species that are known to influence the hydrogen absorption efficiencies of Ti cm be
divided into two classes: oxidants and "promoten". û x i h t s (other than hydrooium)
present in solution tend to reduce the apparent hyârogen absorption emciency by
consurning electrons that might have gone toward hydrogen feduction [159, 165, 1731 or
by passivating the Ti surtàce, making hydrogen penetration more dificult [165].

A number of species, in particular certain compounds containing elements from Groups V

and VI of the periodic table, have been fowid to increase the efficiency for hydrogen
absorption by Ti [160]. Their activity in enhancing hydrogen absorption on Fe under
cathodic polarization had previously been noted. Because of this action, they have b e n
dubbed "promoters". The list of promoters for Ti includes SH', pyrophosphatc ( ~ 2 0 , ~ ) ~
AS%, SbO?. [160], and Fe(OHh [16S]. The strongest of these appears to be

~ 2 0 , ~ ;

hydmgtn absorption by Ti cathodicaîîy polarued at 10 mA+crn'*was increased by -3Wh

in 0.05 mol*dm"H2S04solution when 3.1 x

1v3mol-dm" N a P z 0 7was present [1601.

The mechanism by which promoters bction to enhance the hydrogen absorption
ef'ficiency is uncertain, as is the form of the surf~t~esdsorkd
species actually responsibk

for the phenornenon. Several idcas have b e n put forth [160]:tha! the pmmoter incrcascs
the Ti-Hadsorption bond strcngth, thcreby incrcasing 8, and UK hydmgcn absorption
efficiency; that the hyhgcrt enûy stcp is frrilitatcd by prim fmariion of a bond bttwe«i

the hydmgen atom snd the promotcr spccies; or t h t the pmmotcr spccics inhibits the
Tifil mction (quuion 1.4.lc), resuhing in a highcr value of 8,. Fc(0Hk w u

hypothesizbd to promote hydrogen absorption by generating hydrogen at the metal surface

via the Schikorr reaction,

or by lowering the value of E , [16S, 1671 (see Section 1.4.2.4).
Hydrogen absorption is also enhanced by the pnsence of dispersed sand or dissolved
chlorine gas [173].

These two were thought to act by thinning the passive film

-mechanically, in the case of the sand, and by lowering the pH via the disproportionation
teaction,

CI, + OH' -,CI- + HCiû

in the case of chlorine.
i.4.r 4 Electtocbemicol pknw
It has been widely rccognized [40, 78, 148, 159, 165, 167, 173) fiom empirical

observation that a thrcshold potcntial for hydrogcn absorption by Ti seems to exist at
around -0.6 to -0.9 V, evcn though the HER proceeds at much more noble potentials.

Signifiant hyhgen &mage gencnlly occurs only when the metpl expcriences sustained
exposurc et potentials k l o w about -1

V. Thcrcfore, the range -0.6 to -1 V is considcd

the practid lower potcntial limit for cathodic protection of meas in contact with Ti in
industriai applications [40.159].
It bas kca suggested [173] that a s u r f a oxide layct (thai cxists even in acidic solution a!

potmtirrls in the range 4.6 to -0.9 V [10]) pments hydrogc11 absoiption by Ti at

pateatUls above iht thrrsbold potmtiai. At potcattls klow tbc thrrsbold (wbich am
112

also below the tlatband potential, E,, = -0.54 V [130]), band bending within the

semiconducting oxide kads to electronic degeneracy at the oxide surface. Degeneracy
seems to be accompanied by chemical changes in the oxide. as hyhgen penetrates the

oxide, eventually entering the metal [ 130. 13 1, 148- 1501 (see also Section 1.3 3).
1.4.2.5 Corliodic current densi@andpolaritotim timc

Papers by Okada [162] and Phillips et al. [169] both reported that the hydrogen
absorption eficiency of Ti decreased with increasing cathodic cumnt density, although
the rate of hydrogen absorption i n c r e d . Okada [162, 1681 offered an explmation

based on the cornpetition for Hdr bctween the UER and the HAR. Calculating the
dependence of each on O,,

Okada showed that the rate of the FER inmases more

rapidly with mcrcasing 8, than does that of the HAR. Thenfore, at higher cathodic
cumnt densities, whm 8, is higher, the hydrogen absorption efkinicy would be

expected to demase, evm though the rate of hydrogm absocption would inmase.

The hyàrogen absorption eficicncy appeusd to be constant with tirne at a givm applied
cumnt density initially (for > 6 h [169] or > 14 C [162]). but eventually decrrsscd with

tirne on pure Ti [169]. Such an initial period of constant absorption efficiency was not
o h c d on Ni-modified Ti, which showcd a very high, but dccrcasing efficiency for

hyârogtn absorption, cven afta short chuging paiods [162]. Phillips et uf. [Mg]
suggcstcd thas the mithi stage c ~ r t t ~ p ~ n dtoo dthe f d o n of a uniform iayer of

hy6idt klow the elcctmde siirfre d tbe dcvtlapmnt of an quilibriun hydiogcn
concentration gradent in the hy&& iayer. The second stage, in which the hydrogen
rbroiption rate deCrriscd purbolicaiiy with t
h
,
was asaibutcd 0 -bol

of the

HAR by diffision of hyârogen through the existing hyâride layer, leading to thickening at
its h e r boundary. This proposal was supported by the observation that the surface

hydride layer thickness was dkctly proportional to the square root of the polarization
time. A diffusion coefficient, D, for hydrogen diffision in the surface hydride was
&termine& including ie temperature dependence in the range 25- 100°C [170]:

where D is in units of cm2d, R = 1.987 cal-mol%", and T is the absolute temperature
in Kelvins. At 25OC this corresponds to D = 1.6 x 10'" c m 2 d , slightly lower than the

value of 4 x 1 0'12c m 2 d reported in an earlier paper by the sarne authors (1 691.
Phillips et al. [169] also suggested that, due to the establishment of an equilibrium
concentration gradient, the average H:Ti ratio in the hydnde layer (ie., the mean
composition) should m i n constant with time but increase with increasing cathodic
cumnt dmsity. Their measurcments. which show an i n c m in the average H:Ti ratio in
the hydride fiom 1.21 at a c m n t density of 0.1 m ~ e c n f to
* 1.48 at 3.0 rn~*crn-*,
support

this idea.
1.4.2.6 M

d surface

condiaon und dloy composMom

The s u r f r c condition of the mctal has a vcry m n g influence on the absorption of
hydrogcn by Ti [159, 165, 1701. This mflwnce appurs to corne h m two sources,

n i w l y the quality of the surfillcc oxidc füm d the contamination of the s u r f ~ ~oxidc
e
film with foreign metais. The Laa cffect is closely nlrtcd to the influence of doying
4xmsthmts.

The dependence of the hydrogen absorption eficiency on the quality of the oxide film
present on Ti is in keeping with its roi1 as a barrier to hydrogen penetniiion. Freshly
abraded Ti surfaces absorb hydrogen most readily while vacuum-annealed and pickled
surfaces have much lower absorption efficiencies [165, 1701.

These rankings are

rnaintained across the entire pH range h m 0.3 to 13 [170], an observation that supports

the suggestion that Ti is always covered by an oxide layer [1 O]. While ditferences in

sNace roughness, and therefore me surface area, on electrodes prepared by different
treatments could change the apparent hydrogen absorption eficiency, the magnitude of

the observed changes couM not be explained solely in tenns of variations in the tnie
surfixe m a [ 1701.

Ageing abraded surfaces in air at m m temperature decnascs the hydrogen absorption

eficiency and the absorption efficiency demases widi mmased ageing tirne [ 1701. This
observation is consistent with the results of Anâreeva [71], who showed that the air-

fomed oxide

tilm on Ti thickens with time over an eldeaded period of air-exposurc at

room temperature. In addition to film thickcning, ru exposuif is also thwght to repu
defects in the passive oxide lrycr [170]. M i c oxides and high-temperature au
oxidetion fihs also effèctively Uihibit hydrogcn absorption by Ti (159). Air oxiâation

films am mon e f k t i v e at prcvcnting hydrogcn absorption in acidic solutions t h am
modic oxides, sina the h c r arc l a s mistant thui the former to dissolution in acid
(1 591.

E m p W evidcnce bu demonsûatcd dut the prr~tnceof fwcign metai contruninants on

Ti surâces tends to enhiife the bydmgen aisoption efficicncy and rate (165,168, 1701,

although some metals also act as inhibitors of hydrogen absorption [73, 1681. The most
common foreign metal surface contaminant appears to be Fe, which finds its way onto Ti
suditces when they are contacted by Fe or steel tools [i 59, 1651. Contaminant Fe greatly
enhances hydrogen absorption by Ti as does Pt, while Cu has linle or no effect [159,
1651. Anodizaîion or pickling were found to restore the hydrogen absorption iesistance

of Fe-contarninated Ti surfaces by oxidizing and dissolving the contaminant [ 159,1651.
A ditferent influence of surface "contaminant" rnetals was found in experiments

involving Ti surfaces ont0 which had been deposited a complete layer of fmip metal
atoms [162, 1681. In this case, Pb inhibited hydrogen absorption, while Au, Ni. Fe, and

Cu increased the hydrogen absorption eficiency'. These observations were explained in
ternis of the ability of d-metals such as Au, Fe, Cu, and Ni to absorb hydrogen
themselvcs, and transmit it to the underlying Ti, and the rcsistance of sp-mals (Pb m this

case) to hydrogen uptake [168]. Au was olso notd to have prcvented the formation of an
absorption-inhibitiog oxide Om.
Pt-modifieâ Ti displaycd very sûange hydrogen absorption behaviour [162, 1681. At

pH 0.3 its hyhgen absorption efficicncy was less than that of unmodified Ti. but it
bccamc grcatcr than the latter at pH > 1 [162]. Furthemore, the absorption efkicncy of

Pt-modified Ti pclked at > 40./0 at -pH 2 bcforc declinmg to < 5% above pH 3. in
discuosing this unusual khaviour, Olrodr [162] invd<ed an expluiatioa involvhg a
patbway for the HER diit does not Uicludc the Volmer d o n (equation 1.4.19):

lt was proposed that this pa!hway. which does not produce the H& q u û e d for the HAR
(equation 1.4.1-ci), dominates at low pH, with the Volmet maciion (and therefore O,,)
increasing in importance at higher pH. At even higher pH values, the low availability of

H'causes 8,

to decline again. This would produce a maximum in a plot of the hydrogen

absorption efficiency as a function of pH.
Alloying Ti with Pd or Ni Uicreases the hydrogen absorption eficiency [40, 159, 1651,
although ushg Ti-Pd or Ti-Ni alloys can d u c e the incidence of hyhgen damage under

fm corrosion conditions (as opposed to polarized conditions) since the corrosion rate on
these alloys, and thmfoce the absolutc amount of hydrogen produccd, is much lower than
on mlloyed Ti [40, 1591. In strange con-

to its enhancement of hydrogni absorption

whcn presmt as a surface contaminant, Fe was reported to have ahost no effect when
present as an alloy constituent [165]. No explmation was offeted for this behaviour.

2. Experimental
2.1 PrincpIes of seIected &chniques
As a prelude to the detailed experimental procedure, this fust part of the Experimental

Section is meant to provide a basic outline of the principles of seveml techniques that are
important to the project, but perhaps not well known to the reader. The descriptions that
follow are intended to enhance understanding of the results obtained and their
interpretation, not to offer an exhaustive exploration of the techniques themselves, since
these were not developed, only employed, during completion of this project. A nwnber of

other techniques were also used in this work, but M e r background and theoretical
descriptions of these were deemed unnecessary.

The open circuit potentiel, E , , is the measured potential difference between the working
electrode and the refercnce electrode, with the counter elecaode at open circuit, that is,
without any net extemal cumnt applied to the system. Also called the (fm)corrosion
potential of the working electrode, the value of E , indicutes the electmde poreniid at
the balance point where the sum of the partial currentsfiom d l anodic and cathodic haIfreuctions occurring on the elechode surfoce is zero. The establishment of E,

is

bimforc a maniftstation of the Lw of conservation of charge. This is NOT an

equilibrium potcntiai, except in vcy specific situations (ie., syst«iis
Coding systtms are not

ri

at

quilibrium).

cquilibrium (othenvise no corrosion would occur) and

considerabie net chcmid conversion at (sometimes) very high ntcs can occur at

E = E,. The value of E, relative to the reversible potentials of the relevant anodic and

cathodic half-reactions can sometimes give an indication of the balance in kinetics
between these two.

The value of E, is a diagnostic indicator of limited use. It is determined by the types
and concentrations of redox species available and the reactivity of the electde surface
toward these species, variables that are often not precisely known. In these experiments,

E , is thetefore most usehl as a qualitative factor for cornparisons between similar
experirnents. especially to indicate whether a reproducible set of conditions had k e n
achieved pior to starting another type of experiment (EIS,XPS, etc.). Figure 2.1.1 -a
illustrates schematically, for thm arbitrary concentrations of the oxidant species, how

E , is established h m the combination of al1 redox reactions occurring on the surface,
determines the corrosion cumnt, 1,

(which is direcily proportional to the corrosion

rate), and differs h m the reversible potential, E ,

.

XPS measurements on diffemt Ti alloys wem undertaken to evaluate the composition of

the passive A h on each specimen afier cxposure to 0.27 moldm" NaCl solutions at a

series o f diff't tcmpccatws. The principle khind XPS is dcscribed bnefly hem, but

more extcnsivc r e f ~ c e arc
s available [174,175].
This technique involves bombarding the sampk surface, in vacuum, with X-rays that

ionizc atoms, or fivther ionize ions, within the runpk. The ionizations in question arc
n d l y those tbat remove an elcctron b m a con energy l m l in the atom or ion (as

Figure 2.1.1-a Schemutic illustration of how the value of E, is established by the
cornbinution of redox reuctions occuring on the surjàce. ïhe solid line represents the
partial current due to metal oxidation and the d d e d Iines represent

that due

to

reduction of an oxihnt, Rm+. The three dashed lines represent three d~rereni
cowentrations of Rm+: CI < C2 < C3. Assuming the archange current density for the
oxidant,

is constant, euch concentrolion of Rm+ generates a diflerent value of

lF*lR,

E,, E , , and the corrosion current, 1,.

Core
orbitel
Figure 2.1.2-41Photoelec~rongeneration procas in XPS. ï k kinetic energy (KE) of the
emitted phtwIectn,n is the diference between the ionislrg photon energy (hv) rmd the

binding enorg~of tk eiectmn in t k c m orbital (BE)# las the wonC jbction of t
k
surface,

k

opposed to a valence electron). The energy required to do this, called the binding energy

(BE), is characteristic of the type (atomic number) of atom ionized as well as ils chernicul
environment. Since the X-rays used to generate the photoelectrons are monochromatic
(ive.,of a single, known energy), the BE can be detemined from the difference between

the energy of the impinging X-rays ( h v ) and the resulting kinetic energy of the ejected
photoelectrons (KE), less the surface work function ( 6, ) (see Figure 2.1.2-a).
Cornparison of the measwd BE values with standard spectra [175], in combination with
curve-fitting procedum, reveals the sarnple's chemical composition.

Aldiough X-rays penetrate the sample surface to a depth of 1-10 Pm, X P S is a highly
surface-sensitive technique, since the kinetic energy of the photoelectrons is low and
therefore their maximum escape depth (without energy loss), detcrmined by their
"inelastic mean f
k path" Ui the wnple, is very small ( 4 0 A [175]). The depth probed
by XPS also depends on the angle between the sample surface and the electron energy
analyzer, again because of the lirnited electron escape depth. Photoelcctrons ernitted from

deeper within the sampk have much lcss likeiihood of escaphg at shallow angles thm at

high angles because the path Iength through the sample is greater at shallow angles.

EIS mats electrochemical systems as clectrid circuits (which diey are) and reprrsents
thcm in tenns of a nctwork of passive circuit clemcnts such as resistors, capacitors, and
inductocs. In diis technique, a fluctuating voltage or cumnt perturbation is applied to an
electrochernicai system, the comspoading cumnt or potentid respoasc m c a s d , and
the tmiaer hiaction rrlating the perturbation and mpauc deteminui, as a function of

the perturbation fiequency. In the special case when the system is linear, stable, causal

and fmite, the transfer function is the system impedance in the representation

where w is the angular kquency, E the potential, I the current and Z the transfer
function (Le.. Unpedance) [l76]. This is a more general, fiequency-domain expression of

the well-known Ohm's Law [8],
E = IR,

2.1.3-b

where R, is the apparent d.c. resistance. Equation 2.1.3-a, however, takes into account
the frequency dependence of the impedance. Thus,the perturbation and response sipals

may differ by both an amplitude change and a phase shift. Equally, one can tnat the
transfer function as a tensor having rcal (in phase) and imaginary [out-of-phase)
components.
Cumnt-potential relationships of interest in electrochemistry are not nomally linear. In
fact, thcy are usually exponential, accordhg to the Butler-Volmer equation 11771,

whem n is the number of opuivalcnts of elcctmns, F Faraday's constant, A the s u r f i
I

a m , & O the standard rate constant, a the transfer coefficient, R the p constant, E*
tbe formal poteatial, r n d ~ , ( ~ , t )a d
ductant, mpectively,

c,(o,~) the

concentrations of oxiâant and

u the electroâe surfhcc at any time, t .

Howevtr, for small

changes in potential, AE, the change in the current, hl , is nearly proportional to M .
Thus, an electrochemical system can be made to appear approximately linear for the
purpose of EIS by using a small-amplitude perturbation signal.

Although srnaIl

perturbations often result in small response signals, the precision of hpedence
measurernents can bc improved by signal averaging over long1t h e periods.

EIS

has also ban called "a.c. impedance", however this is somewhat of a misnomer

because, in addition to sinusoidally varying alternathg cumnts, many other types of
stimuli (such as single step functions and white noise) have ken used to detemine
electrochemical impedances [178]. EIS measunments, like the diagnostic irnpedance
meawements made on electrical circuits, allow one to build a representation of the
electronic pathways present in the electrochemical system in terms of individual passive
cucuit elements, such as resistors, capecitors, inductors, etc. In EIS, one attempts not

only to defme an adequate network of circuit elements to npresent the cumnt-potential

tmsfer fùnction, but also to assip physical significance to these elements. For exampk,
an apparent rcsistance to cumnt flow in an elcctmchemical system may arise due to the
ptesence of a poorly-conductive passive film on an ekctrode, and an apparent capocitance
rnay be the symptom of a chargeable intcrfact, such as the electrochemical double layer.

EIS measurcmcnts can be used to detemine intcifacial parameters (such as mction n i e s
and rate constants, intcrfbcial capacitances, diffusion coefficients, and reaction
mechanisms) and materials pmpcrtics (such as conductivity, diclcetric constants, film

and charge-chcr generation or mombination
thickntssts, c h u g c ~ c mobilitia.
t

rates) [176]. Many of these properties can be evaluated using other "conv«itional"
electrochemical techniques (such as cyclic voltammetry, potential or current step
experiments, or steady-state polarization methods), but these generally require that the
system be driven far h m the natural corrosion conditions, to exberne conditions that may
irreversibly change the system under study. By conh~st.EIS is (ofien) a non-destructive
technique that is easy to automate'. It can be used effectively in low-conductivity
electrolytes since the electrolyte resistance simply adds an easily measurable resistive
component in series with the nst of the system response. This feature alone gives EIS a
major advantage over other electmchemical techniques, in which the electrolyte

resistance is not so easily deconvoluted fiom the desired signal.
Interpretation of EIS data must be dom with caution, since it involves fitting a mode1
with a changeable number of adjustable parameters to the data.

Witb this type of

procedure. thcre exist an infmite nurnkr of solutions that would fit the chta equnlly well.
Therefore the mode1 must be limited to the ban minimum nurnber of adjustable

parameters. Al1 of these mut make nasonable chernical and physical sense, and
independent complcmentary information should be used to supplement EIS data.

Neutron mflcctomttry is a sdl-angle neutron scaîkring technique bascd on specululy
mflected neutrons2. It knefits h m the relative ew with which neutrons can pass

through many types of solid matter. Reflection of a highly collimated thermal neutron
beam h m a tlat sample occurs at the sample surface and at other interfaces within the

sample, since. in the absence of total extemal reflection, part of the bearn is reflected and
part transmitted at each interface present within the sample. Specular reflection is
vimially limited to atoms close to the interfaces. making neutron reflectometty a surfacesensitive, rather dian a bulk, technique, but one that is different fiom most other surfacesensitive techniques in that it probes each sut-jtiace within the sampIe, not

jusi

the

outennost one.

The reflectometry experirnent involves measuring the reflected intensity of the neutron

beam as a furiction of the scattering vector, Q. The scattering vector is the difference
between the incident neutron wavevector and the reflected neutron wavevector, and is
related to the scattering angle ( B = 8, = Bf ) by [1081

where A is the de Broglie wavelength of the neutrons. For each medium, the= exists a
critically smnll value of Q,denotcà Q,,below which total extemal rcflection occw; that
is, al1 neutrons are refleaed 6mn the surfsce of the medium and none pass through. The
value of

Q, is dependent on the scattering lmgth density (SLD)of the medium, which is

relaîeâ to tbc medium's neutron rcfirtive index. The SLD is dctenined by the product
(which m
y k a function of deprh, z,into the sample. hence A r ) ), w h m p is the

number density of atomic nuclei' (per unit volume) and b is the coherent neutron
scattering length, an empirically measured property of each isotope [179]. For media

other than isotopically pure elements, the effective &z)

is the sum of pb for al1

constituent nuclei at that particular depth. The value of Q, is given by [107]:

Since b may have either a positive or a negative value, Qc may be either real or
imaginery. If Qc is mal, then an angle 8, exists at which total extemal reflection is
observable. For media with imaginary Q,, total external reflection is not observable;
however Q, may still be estimated ftom the reflected intensities2. Knowing Q, and
either p or 6, one can determine the third parameter from Equation 2.1.4-b, thereby
gleaning information about the sample coniposition or structure.
In the case where multiple intedaces are present within a sarnple, constructive and
destructive interfmnce betwcen neutrons ~flectedfiom each interface genemtes an
interference pattern3in the reflected beam (for Q > Q,).Thus. as the angles4are changed

during a neutron reflectometry scan, a series of interference minima is observed in the
rcflected intensity values. The layer thickness, ci, within the sample (i.e., the distance

' Neutra ruaeriry ruulti ban ncutmn-nuclauhmctim. X-my &ng.

wry fbr X a y reacctomCty [l I Il, involves Xny-ckctFori imenetiolls.

which m y bc incd in an iiulqour

between adjacent reflective interfaces) can be determincd fiom the interference pattern

using the Bragg condition [146],

where n, is an integer that refers to the order of the interference minimum.
Since only specular reflectivity is measured, and the neutron barn footprint on the sample
is large, the technique is unable to distinpish features distributed laterally across the

sample surface. Instead. the sarnple must be Bat and homogeneous in the latetal direction
(x-y plane). The de Broglie wavelengths of thermal neutrons (a few

A) and theù ability

to pass through many buk materials make hem ideal for probing thin film and atomic-

-

length structures (5 2000 A) [107], with high resolution in the direction normal to the
sample sufice (2-direction). A few elements (such as boron) cannot bc studied in this
way by neutron rcflectometry because of theù high neutron absorption cross-sections.

A numkr of diffemit Ti materials were used for worbg electrode fabrication: high-

pwity Ti (AESAR, 99.99?!%), Grade-2 (TIMET, c.p.Ti), Grade-12

(Ti Titanium,

Grade-16 (RMI Titanium, Ti-O.OSPd), and Ti*. 1Ru (RMI Titanium,
T~-o.~N~-o.~Mo'),
special experirncntal ingot). For bmvity, these will k refend to as high purity Ti. Ti-2,
Ti-12, Ti-16, and Ti-0.1Ru, respcctivcly. The composition of each materid is given in

Table 2.2-a. Figure 2.2-a displays photomicrographs showing the microstmcture of each
alloy. Sample surfaces were prepared for photomicrography by carefbl polishing and
etching, following standard metallographic procedures [180]. Al1 of these materials are

categorized as a-alloys of Ti, with the exception of T i 4 2, which is designated a near-a
alloy because it contains small amounts of P-phase [40].
One can see fiom these photornicrographs that the grain size is rather large (> 100 pm) in
the high purity Ti sample by cornparison with the othen. The grains in the Ti-2 sample

are generally in the range of 20-50 Pm, whik those in the Ti- 12 are smaller still. It is
much more difficult to make out individual grains in the Ti-1 6 specimen, but they seem to
be of similar size to those of the Ti-2. Many of the grain boundaries in this specimen are

decorated with tiny black spots; these appear to be anas that were more aggressively
attacked during metallographic etching than the rest of the surface.

A possibie

explanation for theu appearance is that they resulted fiom localized anodic attack during
etching adjacent to the cathodes provided by even smalkr noble metal pmipitates present
along the grain boundaries. The numbcr density of such spots on the photomicrograph of
the Ti-O.1Ru surface is much higher than on Ti-16. in this case they appear to run in

oriented strings, but no underlying grah structure is apparent in the photo. This may
indicate a much smsllcr grain size in this piece of Ti-û.1Ru. It is not a conscqucnce of

lwking at the microstructute h m a different orientation with respect to the rolling

direction of the plate h m which the samplc w u cut, sina al1 of these surfaces show the
roliing plane (except tlut of the high purity Ti, which came b m rod rathcr than piate

stock).

Figure 2.2-a Photomicm1p1apIzsofpdihed svrfuces ofi a) higli prity Ti, b) Ti-2,

C)

Ti-12, d) TI-16,

Table 2.2-0 Compositions of Ti Afloys Used os Efectrode Muterioh

Element

Ti

High purity Ti

Ti-2

99.9!Jd

Balance

Ti- 12

Balance

6

Balance

Ti-O.1Ru

Balance

Saurccs of chernicd anaiyscs:
' Manufhcturcr*s miil report.
IBM Anaiytical Services, East Fishkill. NY.
AECL Analytical Sciences Branch, Whitcsbcll Laboratories, Pinawa MB.
Alfa AESAR, W d Hill. MA ( m d s b W s anslysis).

ND = clcmcnt lookcd for but not dctectcd in analysis.

Four diffemit fonns of Ti electrodes werc used in the different types of experiments

reportcd in this Thesis: disk elccaodes, crevicc coupons, thh film electrodes, and
hydrogen absorption coupons.

Disk elcctrodes, 6 mm thick and 10 mm in diameter were

cut h m %-inchthickl plates of Ti-2,Ti-12, Ti-16,and Ti-O. 1 Ru. High purity Ti dish

of the above dimensions wem niachined h m a 12.7 mm diameter rod. W h disk had a
centrcd hole, 3 mm d e q , on one citcular fax, trppcd to acccpt a 3148-thrcaded Ti

weldhg r d for suspension in the clectrochemical cell and for elecaical contact (see

Figure 2.3.1 -a). The welding rods were made of Grade- 1 Ti. They were not analysed for
composition. but the specifications for Grade4 Ti welding rod [181] are given in
Table 2.3-a. The welding rods did not generally contact the electrolyte solutions during
experiments employing disk electrodes, except for experiments afier which XPS analysis
was performed (sec Section 2.6.3).

Table 2.3-a Compositional S ' f i o n sfor Grade- l Ti WeYelding Rod [18 11.

Element

C

O

H

N

Fe

Ti

Crevice coupons were cut fkom '/-inch thick plates of Ti-2 and Ti-12 and had nominal
dimensions of 50 mm x 22 mm x 6

with two 5 mm unthreaded bolt holes drilled

completely through the 50 mm x 22 mm faces, one near either end, to enable assembly of
artificially creviced electrodes (see Figwe 2.3.1 -b). Ti bolts and nuts were fsbricated
from the same plate materials as the cmice coupons to avoid any galvanic coupling due
to dissimilar metal contact or surface cross-contamination due to diffemt alloying

constituents. The bol& w m 35 mm long, thcadeci 10124, and the nuts w m 10 mm
square, 6 mm thick, and tappcd to fit the bolts (sec Figure 2.3.1-c). Each bolt hod a 5 mm

d m , 3/48-tiipped hok in one end to acccpt the Ti welding rod uscâ to suspend the
crcvice assemblics in the electrochemical cell and to make elcctncal contact, as was done

with the di& clectrodcs.

Figure 2.3.1-a Scale diagram of u dis&electrode. Dimensions given in millimetres.

/-
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Figure 2.3.1-b Scale diagram of a crevice coupon. Dimensions in millhetres.

Figure 2.3.1-c Scale diagram of nui and bolt used in assembling art$cial crevices.

Dimensions in m illimetres.

Thin fiim elecnodes (prepared by Zaven Altounian, McGill University, Montreal)
consisted of a Ti film (norninally 150 or 300 A thick) sputter-deposited ont0 the polished
(1 11) face of a '/1 inch' (6.35 mm) thick, 4 inch (100 mm) diameter, phosphomus-doped,

single crystal Si slab (Semiconductor Processing Co.). Film deposition was carried out
by s p u t t e ~ gTi in a low-pressure Ar atrnosphere (base pressure = 5

x

IO*' Torr) at a rate

of 0.56 A-s-'. No attempt was made to prevent au oxidation of the Ti film surface upon
mnoval fiom the sputtering chamber.

The thin film elecrrodes w e n designed specifically to meet the requirernents for neutron
reflectometry experiments. Single crystal Si slabs provided an ideal substrate for this
purpose for several reasons. Si is highly transparent to neutrons, and the single crystal
has no intemal grain boudaries (ie., unwanted interfaces that may scatter neutrons).

Thus, a loss of only -1 3% of the neutron flux was realized afier the neutron beam passed
through the entire 100 mm of Si. Since reflectometry only yields an averaged scattering

length dmsity in the plane of the nflccting interface, and is intended to measure
nanometer-sale feotures perpendicular to that plane, it is crucial h t the samples bc as

flat as possible. Fortuitously, large, flat, highly polished Si slabs fkom the electronics
industry are rcadily available.
Highly do@ slabs werc used in otda to minirnize the clcctrical resistivity of the
submte, since electrical contact was not mide on the metaIl# film sUtf8ce but thrwgh
the Si backing of the clectrode. The d.c. rcsistivity of the electrodcs

WPP

4 0 Qwn.

Phosphorous doping was chosen over boron doping because boron has a high neutron
absorption cross-section.
Hyârogen absorption coupons were cut h m %inch thick Ti-2 and Ti-12 plates. Their

nominal dimensions were 6 mm x 6 mm x 1.5 mm. Each electrode had a 1 mm diameter
hole through the 6 mm x 6 mm faces for suspendhg it in the cell fiom a 0.6 mm diameter

Ti-2 wire (Metron Incorporated), which was simply pinched ont0 the coupon to give a
good electrical contact (see Figure 2.3.1 -dl. Such relatively small, thin specimens were

required for the hydrogen absorption expriments dw to limitations of the hydrogen
extraction device used to measure the amount of absorbed hydrogen afier charging.

2.4.1 G e i e m l - p ~ r p ecell

For identification in this Thesis. the electrochernical cell desiped for general-purpose
electmchemical tests and used in this project for most of the open circuit potential (E,)
rneasurements and polarization curves, and al1 of the EIS experirnents, will be called the
general-purpose cell. A schematic diagram of the cell is show in Figure 2.4.1-a. This
ceIl was a double-walld, cylindrical Pyrexa vesse1 with an open top. The gap between

the inmr and outer walls served as a jacket thrwgh which water could k circulated to
provide tcmpemturt contml during expcriments. The o p top was scaled with a 13 mm

thick poly(tetrafluoro*hylme) (PTFE) üd, which had circular entry hoks for the w o h g
a d counier ckcctrodts, the refcrence clcctrode cornpartment, and the purge gis inlet and
outkt. 'Ibt cc11 volume was -750 cm3. nie counia eICCtrOde w u a piccc of Pt gauzc

i

Figure 2.3.14 Hydrogen absorption coupon shown st(spendedfloma sheathed wire.

Working
Electrade

Gas

Pt Counter
Electrode

l ouna
Gas

Figure 2.4.1-a Schemutic diagram of the g e d - p u r p o s e electrochical cell.

(45 mm x 120 mm) attached to a bare, 1.5 mm diameter Pt wire for the electrical lead.

The gauze was positioned -10 mm from the cell bottom, oriented parallel to the working

elecaode in order to provide the most uni fonn distribution of cumnt pathways possible.
The reference slectrode was a commercially produced saturated calomel electrode (SCE)
(Fisher) housed in a separate glass cornpartment within the main cell. This ensured that
the SCE was maintaineci at the same temperature as the other electrodes and the
electrolyte, thereby avoiding development of thermal liquid junction potentials (set
Section 2.4.4). The reference electrode cornpartment was filled with the same electrolyte
solution as the main cell. A Luggin capillary provided the electrical connection between
the solutions in the main ce11 and reference elecwde cornpariment. The Luggin tip

(orifice diameter 0.5 mm) was positioned -5 mm fiom the working electrode surface to

minimize the uncompensated solution resistance during the experirnents. A 3.5 mm inmr
diameter glass tube served as an inlet co~ectionfor purge gas. The inlet tube terminated
in a glus frit that disperscd the purge gas into small bubbles, giving the gas incrraxd
contact with the solution. The gas outlet was a simple 5 mm hole in the ce11 lid, over
which was placed a pkce of TL2 as a cover.
Al1 glas cornponents of the ce11 wcre cleaned by saaktig ovemight in a 1:l mixture of

concentratal H2S04 and HN03, followed by several rinses with MiIlipore water
(18 Mn.cm). The SCE wrur rinscd well with Milliporc water beforc erch use. The Pt
countcr ekctmde was cleancd by rinsing in Millipore water, flaming to rcâ heat in a

pmpanc-air Bunsen bumer, âhen Nising again in MiNiporc wotcr. The PTFE ce11 lid was

soaked in m*hsnol (Anrbcmir, HPLC grade) for 1 h tben rinsed with MiIliporc water to

clean it. Electrolyte solutions were prepared in 1 dm3 Pyrex volumetric flasks that had
previously been acid-cleaned and rinsed with M illipore water as described above for the
cell. All cell components and glassware were handled with PTFE-coated steel tongs or
latex surgical gloves that had been rinsed well with MiIlipore water, to avoid
contarnination by fmgers.
Ce11 temperatures during experiments were controlled to f 2OC by purnping water fkom a
cùculating bath (Lauda, K-ZR) through the ce11 jacket. Before each experiment the
potential of the refennce elecwde was checked against that of a master SCE that was
maintained as a stanâard. The potential difference was always found to be less than

1 mV.
2.4.2 Rellectometry cell

The electrochemical ce11 dcsigned specifically for neutron reflectornetry experbnents -the
bbreflectometry
ceIl'- was, like the general purpose cell, a doubk-walled Pyrex vesse! with
the gap between the two walls sewing as a jacket through which water could k

circulated to provide temperature control d u h g experiments (although this has not k e n
done in any cxperirncnts to date).

The cc11 volume was approxirnately 800 cm3. A

schemptic diagram of the ce11 is s h o w in Figure 2.4.2-a.

The inner cell wall was shapd like "a football' with the ends cut off. The opcnhgs at
e i k end w m -90 mm in diameter. The two open ends w m closcd off by the working

and cornter electmâes; a neopme gasket mPde the seal bctween the ce11 and cach

Gas outlet

Water

1 Gas inlet /

' ~ h i nfilm electrode

\ Aluminurn foi1

U

Drain

electrode
Aluminurn foil

Quartz
Al end plate
with Al faat

Al end plate

Figrve 2.4.2-0 Schematic diagram of the neutron reflectometry cell. ïïae e l e c t r d
assemblies ut eitkr end arc shown in an q f & d

arrangement for clurity.

The four

long bolts that mn ktween tk alumimun end plates to hold the assembly togetkr are
no! shown.

electrode. The ce11 and electrodes were configured this way because of the need to
maintain the working electrode in the vertical plane to align it with the neutron beam,
which was a thin "ribbon h"
orientated
,
vertically.
The innet ceIl wall was designed in a "fwtball" shapc so that at every point then existed
a smooth continuous dope toward the cell equator. This shape ensured that gas bubbles

formed at the electmde surfaces (e.g., by electrolysis) would be transported away from the
electrodes, and that they and the purge gas bubbles would ôe channelled to the gas outkt
positioned at the highest point on the inner wall. This design also helped keep the
electrodes totally submerged, even if the cell was not completely full of electrolyte
solution. The cell was easy to drain while in place (i.e., without having to move it and

lose the carefùlly-established alignment with the neutron kam) through an outla
positioned at the lowest point on the inner wall.

In addition to the gas outlet, which was a glas tube ending in a ground glass joint, and
the drain (a glas tube with a PTFE stopcock), thm other penetrations ending in ground
glas joints were built into the cell. One of these petrations allowed entry of a gas inlet
tube, and anothcr the Luggin capillary fimm the rcference electrode comparûnent. The

biird was an auxiliary port that was not uscd in the expcriments reportcd here.
The countcr elcctmde w u a 25 pm thick Pt foil (AESAR, 99.99%). 100 mm square.

Elecftical insuluion and mechurical support werc providecl by a 4 mm thick quartz disk,
100 mm in diameta, &king the foil. Becruse of the dclicatc nature of such a thin foil,

electrid contact was ma& by piacing a picce of alumitlun foil (Reynolds) ktwcen the

Pt and quartz backing, leaving a tab of Al foi1 sticking out for easy attachment of

electrical leads.
The working electrode was always a thin film electrode (see Section 2.3) positioned at the

end of the rcflectometry cell opposite the counter electrode, with the sputtered Ti side
facing the cell interior (of course). Electricai contact was made. as described above for
the counter electrode, by placing Al foi1 between the Si slab and another quartz disk. The

entire assembly was held together with a clamping system comprising two parallel

alwninurn plates and four long bolts nuining bctween them. The bolts were tightened to
sandwich the ce11 and electrodes f m l y between the plates. The bottom edge of the plate
closest to the working electrode had an alwninum fwt that was used to secun the clamp
and the entire assembly to the neutron spectrometer table, holding the ce11 at the proper
height and preventing any movernent that would destroy the a l i m e n t between the
working electrode and the neutron kam.
The refemce electrode was a SCE electrode, as used in the general-purpose cell, housed
in a separate glas compartment outside of the main cell.

The refetence electiode

compartment was filled with the same ekctrolyte solution as the main ccll and connected
to it by a glas

frit and a Luggin capillyr with a ground g l a s joint. The Luggin tip

(orifice diameter * 0.5 mm)was lwWd -50 mm h m the working electroàt surfbce.

A 3.5 mm innet diameter glass hik with a ground glass joint scwd as the inlet

comection for purge p.The inlet tube tenninatcd in a glass fiit that dispersed the gas
into d

l bubbles. The gas outlct port h m the ce11 WPP fittcd with a small, giass, water-

filled bubbler that acted as a one-way airlock to keep air out of the cell. The unused
auxiliary port was closed with a ground glas stopper.
Since the seal between the inner and outer ce11 walls was made with transparent silicone
caulking (General Electric), the acid washing procedure used for the general-purpose cell
was not performed on this cell. Instead, the cell, other glass components, neoprene

gaskets, and stopcock were washed Ui a solution of detergent (Alconox Inc.) and carefully

ruised with Millipore water. The reference and counter clecwdes were simply rinsed
with Millipore water. Electrolyte solutions were prepareâ in 1 dm3 volumetric flasks as

described in Section 2.5.

The ce11 used for cmvice comsion experiments was made h m a Ti pressure vessel (Parr
Instrument Co., 236HC10),and is similar to the crevice comsion cells already in use at
Whiteshell Laboratories [16]. The vessel and the lid, or head, (Parr Instrument Co.,

942HC75)were made of ASTM Grade4 Ti. A PTFE gasket provided the seal between
the body and the hcad, which werc held together with a split-ring clamp and drop band.

The lid was modifieci to accept four scaling glands (Conax Buffalo Corp., type

MCH-040-A2-T)
for electrode fdthroughs, a puge block (Parr Instrument Co., 43 17),
and a thennocouple well (Parr Instrument Co., A256HC2) as show in Figure 2.4.34.
The gauge block assembly consistcd of a stainlcss steel concâ pressure fitting, a n d k
valve and hlet fitting for pressurizing the vesse1 and relieving pressure, a pressure gauge

(Asbcrofl, Dmguagt), and a s a f i rupture disk (Fike, 526HCPD) r a t d to burst at
1027PSIG @ 72OF. Th thermocoupk well was mde of ASTM Gmle-4 Ti and made a

-

-

Fi-

Tefion
liner

Counter
awtmde

2.4.3-0 Schemutic dicigrom of the crevice cormion ceU with electrodes in place.

~ o c o u p l welf
e ominedfor clmity).

pressure-tight seal with the lid via a gold gasket.

The sealing glands. made of

316 stainless steel, contained modified inner seals for the feedthroughs. The original

inner seals were replaced with a PTFE sealant with a single 3 mm centred hole in it (to
accept the Ti welding r d used to support the electrodes, or the Ag wire from the
nference electrode) and two 3 16 stainless steel followers, each with a single 3 mm hole.
The pressure vesse1 was cylindrical in shape with a 100 mm b e r diameter and a volume
of 1000 cm3. It was lined with a 3 mm thick, cylindrical PTFE liner with a 93 mm inner

diameter, 130 mm hi@.
The working electrode -calleci the "crevice electrode" in this cell- was suspended near the
centre of the cell fiom a Ti welding r d that was sheathed in 4 mm diarneter heat-shrink

PTFE tubing that had been shnuik tightly around the r d ' . The sheathed welding rod was
held in place and sealed by a sealing gland.
The counter electrode, also suspended h m a PTFE-sheathed Ti welding r d held by a

sealing gland, was a piece of Ti foil, 0.3 mm thick, spot-welded to form a cylhder 50 mm
high and 67 mm in diameter. The foil was a f f i to the rod with a small Ti screw clamp.

This electrode was ccabed in the ce11 encircling the crcvicc electrode to try to provide the
most unifonn distribution of cumnt pathways possible baween the counter and crevice
elcctmdes.

To avoid the cstablishmcnt of classic galvanic couplhg (Le., an

clectrochcmical driving force between dissimilpr metals in contact with each other), a

d a camion did mioau bawon, the dw*h ud wlding iod in
Fofitmtely, ad pihpa liük
u i y o f k clcprimenlr gcrfiomicd in thir type of œll.

counter electrode and screw clamp made of Ti-2 were used with Ti-2 crevice electrodes

and ones made of Ti42 were used with Ti-12 crevice electrodes.

The reference electrode was a rugged hi& temprature Ag/AgCI electrode made
according to a procedure developed in our laboratories [182]. This reference electrode
was composed of a 2.4 mm diameter Ag wire (Alfa AESAR, 99.9%, sprbg hard grade)

ont0 which a layer of AgCl was anodically electrodeposited. The Ag wire was sheathed

in heat-shruik PTFE tubing and sealed in a sealing gland. A small PTFE via1 containhg
about 5 cm3 of 0.1 mol-dm" KCI surrounded the AgCI-coated tip of the Ag wirc. A

Luggin capillary made fiom a KCI-saturated asbestos string sheathcd in heat-shrink PTFE

tubing provided an ionic link between the reference cornpartment and the electrolyte in

the main cell. The Luggin tip was positioned within 5 mm of the crevice electrode.
Before each experiment the potential of the AdAgCl reference electrode was checked

against the potential of the master SCE described above (Section 2.4.1) and always found
to be -40 f 3 m ~ ' .
A fourth electmâe was used in the crevice corrosion ceIl.

It was a Ti coupon,

20 mm x 6 mm x 6 mm,refemd to as the "plam electrode" because it had flot-plished
sutfaes with no mevices. In each e x ~ e n t a, planar elecaode having the same

composition as the crcvice electroâe (Ti-2 or Ti- 12) was UA.
The purpose of the planar

clcctrode was to provide another elcctrode of the

siw

composition as the mvice

clectrodt9 immersed in the sune solution, but not undergohg cmicc corrosion nor

coupied to a c m i c e c o d i n g eltctrode, for compuisoa of ptcntiols with those of the

crevice electrode/counter electrode couple. One square face of the planar electrode had a
3148-tapped hole that was used to suspend it from a PTFE-sheathed Ti welding r d .
The interior of the pressure vessel body was cleaned by abrading lightly with wet 600 grit
silicon carbide paper (Buehler), to remove any stains, then rinsing with Millipore water.
The pressure vessel head, with reference elecwde and sheathed welding rods in place
was just rinsed with Millipore water. The PTFE liner was washed with detergent
(Alconox Inc.), then rinsed well with Millipore water. The counter electrode was nibbed
with 600 grit silicon carbide paper until any brown stains were removed, then rinsed with
Millipore water. The planar electrode was polished with wet silicon carbide paper (120,
240, 400, then 600 grit the fmt t h e it was uscd, then with 600 grit thereafk). AAer

polishing, it was rinsed well with Millipore water. Solutions were prepared in acidwashed volumetric flasks. Al1 cell components, glassware, and electrodes were handled
only with forceps or Millipore-Nsed latex gloves.
2.4.4 Hydrogea absorption cell

The hyârogen absorption cell, as one might guess, rcfers to that which was used for
hydrogcn absorption experiments. This was another double-walled Pyrex ceIl with the
inter-wall gap sming as a jacket for temperature control by circulating water.

Temperatures werc controllcd to f 2°C by water h m a circulating bath (Ha&. mode1
DC3). This was a luge one-piece (Le., no separate lid), cylindrical ce11 of about 2.5 dm3
capacity. The ceIl body M pnetrations, with gnwid glass joints, for the Luggin
capillary. working elecbcodc. counter elcctcodc, and purge gas inlet and outlet, along with
one muscd auxiliary port. The ce11 is shown scbematicaily in Figure 2.4.4-a.

The ports

Gas inlet
Pt counter
electrode

reference

Air jacket

Water jacket
Figure 2.4.4-a Schemutic diagrum of the hydrogen absoption cell.

for the Luggin capillary and counter electrode were located on opposite sides of the cell,
while the others were positioned on the flat cell top. The reference electrode was a
commercial SCE (Fisher) that was checked against the master SCE before each use, as
described in Section 2.4. i . When in use. the reference electrode was lwated in a separate
jacketed compartment co~ectedto the main ceil by a glass f i t and a Luggh capillaxy.

The nference compartment was filled with solution from the main cell. The reference
compartment and electrode were maintained at room temperature during ail experirnents
by tlowing compressed air through the jacket. This was done to prolong the life and

increase the stability of the SCE,botb of which deteriorate at temperatures >80°C. The
Luggin tip (orifice diarneter a 0.5 mm) was positioned -5 mm from the working electrode
to minimize the uncompensated solution resistance. No corrections were made to the
measured potential values to account for the temperature differencc between the cool
electrolyte in the reference compartment and the wamer elcctrolyte in the main ce11 body
however, they are of minor significance to the results and conclusions derived fiom them.

The emr in reporteci potentials due to the temperature difference between the working
and reference electrodcs can be brokcn into thm components: the thennocouple
potential, the temperature dependence of the nference elcbode. and the thermal liquid
junction potential 11821. The thermocoupk potential. cuishg h m mctal junctions at

différent tcmpcmturts in the circuit, is on the order of a few millivolts or less [8]. and so
can bc ignorai. The temperature dependence of the SCE is kwm [ l n ] and amounts to

-

55 mV for the kgest tmiperature diffctcnct uscd in these expctimcnts (-70 Celsius
dclprcs).

The thermal liquid judo11 pofential is a mult of the Som effect, t h t is the

tendency to fom a concentration gradient as a mult of thermal diffusion in a temperature
153

gradient [182, 1831. The concentration gradient established is different for ions of
different mobility, and thewfore a potential diffetence arises at the thermal junction. The
severe thermodynamic calculations required to determine the thermal liquid junction

potential are kyond the scope of this Thesis, and the necesscvy experimental data does
not exist for the electrolyte solutions employed.

However, MacDonald [184] has

estimated the temperature dependence of the thermal iiquid junction potential for a
number of solutions. For acidic solutions reasonably similar to those used in the
hydrogen absorption expeiiments, the thermal liquid junction potential varies with
temperature at a rate of roughly -400 p ~ K "This
. would yield an error of about -28 mV
for experiments at 9S°C.

Therefore, the total temperature based correction to the

measured potential should be in the n e i g h b o h d of -80 to -90 mV.

The counter electrode was a piece of Pt gauze, 57 mm x 124 mm, which was rolled up to
fom a cylinder. It was placed in a separate cornpariment that was c o ~ e c t e dto the main
ce11 by a glass frit, in this case to minimize the contamination of the cell with chlorine
(Cl2), the p d u c t of the anodic half-reactian during electrolytic hydrogen charging

experiments in chloride-containing solutions. This compartment was also filled with
electtolyte from the main ccll. The counter electrode compartment was not actively

coolcd during expcriments, as was the refercncc compartment, but it would k exptcted
to k somewhat coolcr than the main ccll because it was outside the water jrket

and not

actively hcatd either. The temperature of the countcr clectmie cornpartment did not
affect the experimental mults.

The purge gas inlet tube was a glass tube with a f i t on the bottom to disperse die purge
gas into srnall bubbles. The purge gas outlet was a veitically positioned Pyrex condenser
tube, cooled with cold tap water circulating t h u g h the jacket to reduce solution loss

h m the ce11 by evaporation. The condenser terminated in a water-filled aulock to
prevent oxygen entry. The working electmde was suspended fiom a 0.6 mm diameter Ti
wire (Metron Incorporated, Ti-2) threaded through a PTFE plug that sealed the ce11 entry

port. The Ti wire was sheathed with 1.5 mm heat shrink lCynara tubing (Paisley Products

of Canada Inc.) that had beeii tightly shrunk around the wire to help ensure that most of

the cunent passed during experiments flowed through the working electrode and not the
support wue. The auxiliary port was closed with a glas stopper.

The main cell and glass components were cleaned by soaking ovemight in chromic acid',
followed by several rinses in Millipore water. m e r components were cleaned by rinsing
w ith methanol (Anachernia, HPLC grade), followed by Millipore water. Electrolyte

solutions were made in chromic ad-washed volumetric flasks, using acid-washed glas
pipcts.

2.5 Solutions
Most of the solutions used in the experiments descrikd in the following sections w

m

made with various concentrations of HCI and NaCI. since one would expect these to k
prrscnt in the anoîytc within the occluded region of an actively c o d i n g crevice on Ti

(in the d h e graundwateft of the Canaâian Shield). A few experiments employed

sulphuric or perchloric acids to help distinguish potential anion effects and, in the case of
the former, to provide a direct comparison with published snidies fiom other laboratories,

many of which w e n done using sulphate solutions. Most of these solutions were
deaerated before use, also to simulate the conditions expected within an actively
corrodlig crevice', or within a waste disposal vault. Anoxic conditions are expected to

prevail over the long tenn in a waste disposal vault afier the oxygen, introduced by
hurnan intrusion into the rock and cntrained in the buffer and backfill upon vault closure,
is conswned by container corrosion and reactions with oxidizable rninerals and organic
material within the backfill and buffer [l]. Although dissolved Na' concentrations fiom

2 x 1og3to 0.18 rnol*drd3and Cr concentrations from 1 x 1w3to 0.72 mol-dnf3have been
found in the groundwaters of the Canadian Shield, and many other soluble ions such as
ca2', S O ~ ' ,

HCOi, etc. have also been reportecl [185], when NaCl was used in the

present experiments, solutions containhg 0.27 rnolxhf3 NaCl were chosen for simplicity
(concentration and composition were eliminated as variables) and to make the results
more easily comparable with the bulk of relatcd work aiready perfomed in these
laboratories [2,16, 19-2 1,29,32-34, 1861.

Hydrochloric (BDH,AnalaR gnde), sulphuric (BDH.Anal& grade), and perchlonc

(BDH,AnalaR grade. 7W) acid solutions werc pttpared by pipethg appropriate
volumes of the concentratcd acids, using ad-washed volumetric and graduated pipets,

imo acid-washed volinaetric flasks and diluting to the mark with Millipore wrter. The
pH of each electrolytc solution wss m e a s d kforc use with a pH meter (Fishct

Scientific, Accumet 910) that had undergone a temperature-corrected two-point
standardkation with standard buffer solutions (BDH,pH 2 and 6) immediately prior to

the measurement, although this measurement was of limited value due to the difficulties
in accurately measuring very low pH values.

Sodium chlotidetontaining solutions were prepared using NaCl crystals (Fisher,
Certified A.C.S. grade). Solutions prepared for XPS, neutron reflectometry, EIS, and
crevice corrosion experirnents contained only NaCl and water and were neither pHbuffercd nor pH-adjusted. This preparation resulted in solutions with pH = 66.5. For
experimcnts in deaerated solutions, deaeration was accomplished in the electrochemical
ce11 by bubbling Ar gas (Canadian Liquid A u Ltd., U.H.P.grade) through the electmlyte

and excluding air from the cell. Dissolved oxygen concentrations in these solutions after
20 minutes or more of Ar bubbling were lower than detectable using visual colourmetric
test vials (Chemetrics Inc., CHEMets mode1 0-40) designed to be sensitive in the 1-5 ppb

range.

The t c m "activation experiments" will rcfct to tests in which the evolution of E, with
time was measurtd on Ti tltctrodes in acidic solutions. The term "activation" was

chosm sincc it nprt~tntsthe expected khaviour of the Ti duriag the expriment, i.e.,

dissolution of the native passive oxide film, followed by active unifom corrosion of the
underlying Ti.

Activation experiments were perfomed using Ti-2 and Ti-12 disk electrodes and
hydrogen absorption coupons. The procedure used for the disk electrodes will be
described fust. The disk electrodes were degreased by immersing them in a mixture of
90% methanol (Anachernia, HPCL grade) and 10% water in an operating ultresonic

cleaning bath for about 15 minutes, then rinsing well with Millipore water. After drying,
each disk was centred in a cupshaped PTFE holder with a 6 mm hole in the bottom,
through which a support rod was inxrted and screwed into the back of the disk. A

diagram of the holder is s h o w in Figure 2.6.1-a. The disk was then sealed into the
holder with epoxy ( 10 parts Hysol EE4183 min and 1 part HD3615 hardener). This was

a silica-filled resin specifically selected for these cxperiments because of its high hardness
(87 Shore D), low water absorption (0.14% afkr 24 h), long pot life (8 h), high electrical

resistivity (4 x 1 0 ' ~Racm), high heat resistance (180°C), and low shrinkage (0.9%) [134],
which made it easy to work with, nlatively inen in the solutions used, and resistant to
separation from the disk walls, even after temperature changes.

The cpoxy was cured for 2 h at 80°C followed by 2 h at 150°C in a Blue M oven. Next,
the electrode was polished in the holder with wet 120 grit silicon carbide paper until any
epoxy c o v e ~ gthe facc of the metal disk was mnoved. Polishing continucd on wet

silicon carbide paper in the sequcnce 120,240,400,600 Nt. A h the fuis1 polishing
stage, the disk and holder were rinscd well with Millipore water. This prrpsrption

pmccdurc was only rcquirsd on the fm use of #ch disk. The elecbodes werc h d l e d
with MiIliporc water-rtosed gloves only.

Figure 2.6.14 Scafe diagram of dis&elec~odehotder. Dimensions in millimetres.

The general-purpose electrochemical ce11 was assembled, with al1 components in place
except the working electrode and its support r d , and filled with -600 cm3 of electrolyte
solution. The electrolyte was deaerated in the cell with a 20-minute Ar purge. Solutions
with acid concentrations ranging h m 1 .O x 1 0 moldm-'
~
to 2.0 mol*dm" werc used in
these activation experirnents. For HC 1 solutions containing 1.O rn01dm'~acid or less, the

chloride concentration was maintained at 1.0 molmdm" by prepiuing the electrolyte
solutions fiom appropriate mixtures of previously prepared 1.O rnol*d~n'~
HCI and
1.O rn~l-drn'~
NaCI.

When the ce11 and electrode were ready, the working electrode was threaded onto the
support r d , given a fmal poiish on wet, 600 grit silicon carbide paper, rinsed again with

MiIlipore water, and immediately (within one minute) immersed in the electrolyte
solution in the cell. Deaeration was conthued for the duration of the experirnent. As

quickly as possible afier working electrode immersion, the electrodes were connected to
the appropriate leads Irom the potentiostat (Solamon 1286) and data acquisition kgun.

E , measummnts were made with the potentiostat's intemal digital volt meter (DVM)'
and logged on a dedicateâ petsonal cornputer (PC)(Gateway 2000,486DX266)mning
in-house software and communicating witb the potentiostat through an IEEE-488 bus

controllcd by a plug-in GPIB card (National Instruments, AT-GPIB) in the PC. Data
weic scquired at a ûqutncy of -1 Hz for a periad of up to 30 hours.

For activation experiments employing hydrogen absorption coupons, the procedure was
as follows. Each coupon was polished with 400, then 600 grit wet silicon carbide paper,

measured dimensionally with digital callipers (Mitutoyo, Mode1 293-70 1, O to 25 mm in

thousandths) ~ s e with
d denatwed ethanol (J.T. Baker, Photrex grade) for five minutes
then with Millipore water, and âried in a dessicator ovemight. The exposun to au (in the
dessicator) allowed an oxide film to grow on the fnshly polished surfaces, thereby
establishing a more reproducible starting condition than could be achieved by use
immediately afier polishing. The dried coupon was weig,hed on an analyticai balance
(Sartorius, mode! R 180D-**V40)
before w.
The hydrogen absorption ceIl was filled with -1500 cm3 of electrolyte solution, either
0.1 mol.dm4 HCI + 0.27 mol-dmm3
NaCl

or

1.O moldrn" HCI + 0.27 mol*dm4NaCl,

which was then deaerated with Ar overnight. When the ce11 and electrode werc ready, the
hyârogen absorption coupon was suspendcd in the ceIl such that it was totally submerged

in the electrolyte solution. Deaeration was continued for the duration of the experimmt.
Data acquisition was be$un as quickly as possible aAer eleftrode immersion and was
carried out using the same data acquisition system used for the activation expaiments
employing disk electmdes. Data were acquired evey 20 s in these experiments.

These tests werc also d e d out using Ti-2and Ti-12 disk electtodes and hydrogcn
absorption coupons.

Po)snPtion expcrimcnts were n o d i y carricd out upon

compktion of rn activation expriment, without nmovbg the ckectrodc h m the WU.
AAcr E , measuIcmcnts w e n halted, the PC softwuc w u set up to nm a polarizstion

experiment, controlling the potentiostat and recording the data returned from it. The
software comrnanded the potentiostat to apply a fixed potential to the working eiectrode
whik the corresponding current, measured by the potentiostat's intemal DVM, was
recoided, along with a t h e stamp produced by the potentiostat's intemal clock. The
applied putential was held constant until the software determined that the cumnt had
reached a reasonably steady state or until a the-out period had elapsed, whichever
occumd fmt. The tirne-out period was nomlly set to 1000 S.
The software used the standard deviation in the cwrent values to establish whether the
cumnt had achieved a reasonably steady state. If the standard deviation exceeded a
critical value, then more measurements were taken and the standard deviation
recakulated, based on the new &ta. ûtherwise, the current was deemed to have achieved

a steady state. The number of measurements included in the standard deviation
calculation, and the value of the critical standard deviation, were user-selectable; in these
experiments a critical standard deviation of 4 pA over the last 50 points was specified.
A cornputer-calculabk defmition of the steady state currcnt was used so that polarization

experiments could run (largely) unaîtcnded, lke E , and EIS measurements. This
allowed some experiments of very long duration (ie., several days) to be performed
witbout interruption. A definition of the steady statc cumnt bascâ on the standard
deviation was sclcctsd over other definitions bascâ on the siope of the current-time
mlationship or the mgc of c m t values over the specified intmal becausc the slopc is
too insensitive to noise or otha symmctrid fluctuations, and the range can k overly

aobscnsitive. S o m of the pibilities are iliustrated in Figure 2.6.2-a. The tnasicnt

Figure 2.6.2-a Eramples ilIustrating the advantuges of deflning the steady-stute current
h e d on the s t u h r d deviution ratkr than the slope or range of current &tu. (a) niese
mm-steaày state &ta have a low regression dope of 0.03 ph'' (the fineor regression is
indicated by the sofid line), but t k i r s t a h r d dwiation b high ut 7.3 pf. (b) These &tu
represent a s t e 4 state with m e noise.

standard deviution is on& O.6 pi.

l ï w range of the &rfa h high ut 4 @, but the

c m n t data were al1 saved to veriQ, after the experiment, whether the conclusion
regarding the establishment of a steady state cunent was reasonable. In al1 cases for

which a steady state current was identified by the program, it was.
Once the program detennined that the cumnt had reached a steady state, or the timeout
pend had elapsed, the applied potential was changed, in a single step, to a new value and
the process repeated. In this way a potential staircase function was applied, with steps of
(possibly) variable duration and user-defmed height, beginning at the user-entered
starting potential and ending at the user-entered fuial potential.
It wes also possible to string together several different applied potential sutircase

functions in order to chsnge the step size or direction (ascending or descending). Data
were acquired at a frequency of -1 Hz in the experirnents employing disk electrodes and
at 4 . 0 5 Hz when hydrogen absorption coupons were used.

These experiments were pcrformed on disk ekctrodes of high punty Ti, Ti-2, Ti-12,
Ti-16, and Ti-O.1Ru. nie samc procedures and set of test conditions were used with

sampks of each Ti material. Disk elcctrodes w m fust degrcascd hy soaàjng in a mixtwc
of 10% Millipore watcr and Wh mahpriol (Anachda, HPLC gndc) in an ult~soaic
cleaning bath for about 15 minutes, thm rinsed well with Miilipore water. Ne* on each

disk, the circular face without the tappcd hok w u polished on wet silicon b i d e paper

in the squcnce 120,240,400,600 grit. The di& was thm rinsed with MiIliporc water.

This pnnedm w u only quircû on tbe first use of a h di&. Disks were b d l d only
with stainltss steel forceps and Milliponlrhsed latex gloves.

The genetal-purpose electrochemical ceIl was assembled with al1 components in place,
except the working electrode and its support rod, and filled with -600 cm3 of

0.27 rnol*drrf3NaCl solution (not pH-adjusted). The circulahg bath was brought to

temperature and water circulated through the cell jacket to heat the electrolyte solution to
the desired temperature. While the electrolyte was king heated, it was also deaerated by

vigorously bubbling Ar gas through it. It normally required 1-2 h to heat the electrolyte
to the desired tempe-.

When the ce11 was ready, the working electrode was threaded ont0 the support rod, given
a final polish on wet, 600 grit silicon carbide paper, rinsed again with MiIlipore water,
and immediately (within one minute) immersed in the electrolyte solution in the cell. The
electroâe was suspendcd with the polished face pointing downwards and the electroâe
walls only partially submerged to minimize the area of unpolished electrode surface
exposed to solution and to avoid immersing the Ti welding d.Splashing fiom the gas

bubbling, and condensation r u ~ i n gd o w from the cell lid, kept these surfaces wet,
however. Deaeration was continued for the duration of the experiment.

Readings of E , were taken every 20 s for a pcriod lasting ovemight (16-18 hours).

When E , messurement was hahed, the working electrode was immediately emcrsed,
rinseà well with MiIliporc watcr, removeci h m the support mi, mounted on the XPS

sample stub using the tappcd hole on the reverse side of the disk, and cntered into the
vacuum system as quickly as possible to rninimize the air exposure of îhe sample s ~ ~ c c .

The t m f a time âid not excecd 10 minutes and the disk was handled only witb clean

stainless steel forceps. These contacted only the side walls of the disk. The polished disk

face did not contact any solid surfaces during transfer.
The disk was held in the antechamber of the XPS vacuum system or in a special vacuum
transfer flask in an auxiliary pumping system for 2-4 hours to allow for outgassing and
water evaporation

from the sample. Both the XPS antechamber and the transfer flask

wem pumped with turbomolecular pumps (Baltzers, TMU 065). Afier evacuation in the
antechamber, the sample stub with the disk electrode was entend into the XPS ultra high
vacuum (UHV) chamber. The elapsed time between entry into the UHV chamber and
recording of the XPS spectrum varied from -1 to 17 h. The effect of prolonged exposure

to UHV conditions was tested and found to be negligible in an expriment in which the
same sample was re-analyzed by XPS at intervals over a sevenaPy exposure peiod.
XPS spectra were recorded on a

PHI ESCA 5300 spectrorneter using MgK, radiation

filteted hough an Al window. Specimens were analyzed as generatcd by the prcparation
treatment describcd above, without sputtering. The binding energics were comcted for

surface charging effects with respect to Cl, = 284.8 eV [175].
covering BE values

XPS swvcy spcctra

h m O to 1 100 eV were morded h t , followeâ by high resolution

spectra that examined the Ti2,,ngion (BE = 450-470 eV), O,, region (BE= 525-545 eV),

and Ci, ngion (BE = 280-30 eV). XPS spccûa were rccorded for disks of al1 five Ti
materials, as polished (without cxposw to the elcctrolyte solution), and &er E ,
mcasuremcnts in electroIytcs held at 20.40.60. and 80°C.

2.6.4 Electroehemicdimpcdance spectroscopy

These experiments were performed to complement the electrochernistryB8S
experiments, and therefore used the same exposure conditions (set Section 2.6.3). In the
present experiments, however, the disk electmdes were mounted differently and, instead
of emenion afler completion of the E , measurements, electrochernical impedance
spectroscopy (EIS) was performed.

Disk electrodes of high purity Ti, Ti-2, Ti-12,Ti- 16, and Ti-O. 1Ru were mounted in
holders with epoxy as described in Section 2.6.1. The general-purpose electrochemical
ce11 was set up and E , measwments were made as described in Section 2.6.3. At the
end of the period of E , monitoring, EIS measurements were made using the sarne
potentiostat, now coupled to a kquency respnse analyzer' (FRA) (Solartion, 1250).

The instruments were controlled, and the EIS &ta acquired by the PC. this time m i n g
2-plot software (Scribner Associates, version 1.2b). EIS spectra were recorded with the
base potential set to the last recorded value of E , ,the applied potential stimulus varying

sinusoidally at a (logarithmically spaced) series of single fkquencies over a hquency
range of 0.01 to 2 x 10' Hz, with the FRA autointcgmtion function set to "short". A.C.
voltage amplitudes of 10.20, and 30 mV were used in these initial spectra to detmnine

whahcr potcntial stimuli as large as f 30 mV would still pmvoke a lincar curmit

mponse from the test systtm. With passivatcd electrodes, such as Ti in neutral solution.

a sdl-amplitude potcntial stimulus results in a vcry smll cumnt msponse, so it is

advantageous to use as large an a.c. voltage amplitude as possible to increase the signal-

to-noise ratio of the cunrnt response. However, the choice of an overly large as. voltage
amplitude may result in a non-linear c m n t response and therefore an invalid EIS
measment. A.C. voltage amplitudes of 10.20, and 30 mV were found to yield the

same impedance spectrum for a given electrode at a given temperature over the range of
materials and conditions used. After this was confumed for each experiment, an EIS
spectrum of much longer duretion was recorded over an a.c. fkquency range of

lo5 to 2 x 10' Hz with the FRA autointegration function set to "long" and with the
potentiostat's low-pass filter tumed on at fkquencies below 5 Hz.
2.6.5 I n situ electetraehemistylaeutrw mfltctometry

In sihr neutron reflectomctry experiments were based on the work of Wiesler and

Majknak [107, 1081 at the National Institute for Standsrds and Tcchnology (NIST)in
Gaithersbug, MD. The current experiments were carried out using the CS DUALSPEC
triple-axis neutron spcctrometer facility at the NRU reactor, Chaik River, ON.

A

schematic diagram showing the neutron becun path is given in Figure 2.6.5-a. Theml
neutrons generated within the rcactor were collimated, then reflected by a pymlytic
graphite monochromator (using the (002) Bragg reflection), before passing dyough a

graphite low-piss filter. This proâuced a collimateâ, monochromtic, incident neutron
kam with de Broglie wavclcngth A = 2.37 A. The neutron bcam was M e r collimateci

and lcduced to a nurow ribbon bcam of cross-section 0.2 mm x 50 mm using two dits in
series. The fkst dit consicted of a pair of Be jaws bat could k accuntdy positioned via

computer~nttolldstepper motors, yielding a variable-width dit. Thc second was a

Figvn 2.6.5-u Sckmatic diogmm of a nmtmn rejlectometer indicdng the
bmm path and tlw i m h e (9,yîlection (8 and cdetector (29 mglu.

netcnu,n

fvced-width slit cut in a piece of Be foi1 positioned on a computer-controlled slide that
allowed lateral translation of the slit position. Two more dits defuied by the gaps
between another two pairs of computer-controlled Be jaws, positioned on the opposite
side of the sample table. collimated the neutrons scattered fiom the sample before they
wete counted by the neutron detector. The slits and detector were aligned using the

neutron beam, fming the zen, position of the detector (i.e., 26 = O ).

The neutron reflectomeüy experiments began with a characterization of the as-prepared

thin film ekcaode without the neutron reflectometry cell in place. A holder was mounted
on the sample table and the electrode clamped in it, in one of two orientations: fmt, such
that the neutrons were incident on the Ti thin film h m the au side; and, second, such that
the irnpinging neutrons passeâ through the Si slab before strüting the Ti film (see
Figure 2.6.5-b). This second orientation is also the configuration used for thin film
electrodes mounted on the electrochemical cell for in situ neutron reflectometry
experiments. Once in place, the sarnple was carefully adjusted to k at the same elevation
as the neutron km and aligned such that the fih was paralkl to the incident ribbon
bearn and bisecting it.

(Le., O= O).

This fmd the zero position of the rotating sample tabk

The alignment was perfotmed using the neutron bearn and verified by

checking that, with the spmple (and smpk tabk) mtated an apparent angle û with
respect to the incident beam, the maximum intensity of spccularly-reflected neutrons was

foimd witb the dctcctor positioncd at an angle 28 h m the incident bum (sec

Figure 2.6.5-a). This aiignment procedure, followed with pinstaking c m , n q u M
mughiy a dry to complctc and yieldcd an cmir of lcss thn 0.001 degrces in the value of
B (co~ttjpondingto an cmn in Q of f9x 10'~k').With the sample in position and
170

aligncd, its specular reflectivity was measad by scanning the angles 19 and 28 in a

stepwise fashion', in increments correspondhg to evenly-spaced steps in the magnitude
of Q, and counting the number of neutrons that were specularly reflected ai each angle.

The counting period at each angle was of variable duration, based on the neutron flux,
and comsponded to the t h e required for a certain number of neutrons (the base count) to
be emitted fiom the reactor. This nonnalization of the neutron count to a known base

count of emitted neutrons compensated for variations in the reactor power and allowed
direct cornparisons between scans acquired at difierent rates simply by scaling the

neutron counts in each scan by the ratio of base counts. The sans were relatively slow,
requiring several hours or even ovemight to complete, depending on the parameters

selected and the reactor power. The neutron spectrometer was fully autornated, m i n g
under the control of a dedicated DEC pVAX computer.
After reflcctometry sans had k e n recorded on the as-received thin film electrode in the

clamp holder, in both orientations, the elatmde was mounted on the neutron
reflectomeny cell, assembled as descnbed in Section 2.3.2.

After the sarnple was

rcaligned in the specttomctcr, another rcflcctometry scan was recordal to ensure that

neitha the thin film nor its rcflcctorncûy profile had b a n changed in any way by
mounting on the ccll. Once this scan was completed, the ce11 was filleâ with elcctrolyte

( d ~ r a t c d ,0.27 mol~dni3NaCI)and E, recordcd every 20 s as dedbcd for the
electroehcrnistry/XPS expcrimeats in Section 2.6.3. The Ar purge gas was kept bubbliag

biriaugh the ceIl for the enth sequaicc of rcflectomctq expriments. While E, was

king measured, series of in situ neutron reflectometry scans were recorded (over the next

two ûays) to monitor any changes in the thin film with exposure t h e .
Next, the electrode was anodized at +2.O V, applied in r single step using a
Solartton 1286 potentiostat under computer control. While the constant potential was
maintained, the current flow was measured by the potentiostat and recorded by the
computer (Compaq, 386116s) every 20 S. and repated neutron reflectometry scans were
acquired. These scans were relatively rapid (requiring -4 h each) because they had a
limited scan range ( Q < 0.08 k').
Cornparisons of the sequence of rapid scans allowed
one to determine when the rate of change in the film reflectivity had becorne negligible.
Once a pair of sequential scans l d e d identical (usually the second and third scans) an
extended scan ( Q 5 0.16 A") was recorded, requiring a period of -1 5 h.
This procedure of applying a constant potential, rccording the cumnt, and acquiring

neutron reflectometry sans in situ was repeated for a series of lower potentials fiom
O to -1.8 V, stcpped down at intervals of 0.2 V.

A little ovcr one day was spent

prrforming neutron reflectomehy scans at each fured potential. The cell was kept topped

up with additions of deacrated 0.27 mol.bn" NaCl solution to replace electrolyte solution
lost by evaporation or through a slow le& mund the gasket sealing the working

eltCtMde to the ccll.
Analysis of the reflcctomctry scans to determine the diickness and pb value (sec
Section 2.1.4) of c r h Iayer was p & o d by -1

squares fiming of m o k l hyer profiks

using die MLAYER computcr p g m m [181] developed at NIST. The technique of
rnilyzing reflcctometry daîa to deteroiine pqz) has been dcscriùed prcviously (1 881. The

program requires that an estirnated trial layer profile be input as a starting point, along
with the observed nflectivity data, R,(Q) . This approach mats the sample as a series of

layers of constant pb and d . Rough interfaces between layers are modelled with a
sigrnoidal' variation of pb betwwn the two media over an interfacial distance, d, . The
user may include as many layen as required to fit the data, and the values of pb , d , d, ,

and other factors may be set as fwed or variable during the least squares fitting procedure.
Therefore, care must be taken in the interpretation of reflectometq data, since gooâ
agreement of the model with the experimental data cm be achieved with models that do
not accurately depict the

hue

state of the sample surfaces. Caution was exercised in

analyzing the data h m these experhents by starting the fitting procedure ushg the
simplest possible model of the sample and adding no feahires to this model unless they
led to significant improvements in the fit, by supporthg the mode1 profile with
independent evidence (e.g., fiom XPS or AES) when possible, and by considering
whether the fitted model was chemically and physically reasonable.

The thin film electrode was subsquently inspected (ex situ, in vacuo) by Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES).

AES was performed ushg a Physical Electronics mode1

590 A SAM spectmmeter. nie elcctmn beam energy was 3 keV; a low cumnt (3 nA)

and beam fastering werc uscd to d u c e electmn-sthulatcd desorption of oxygen. Auger
spectra werc neorded at intervals, altematcd with 30 s periods of At' ion bombadment at

4.5 keV with an average cumnt dnisity of 15.1 p ~ a n œto2 generate
,
a dcpth profile

through the deposited metal film. The electron beam diarneter was 0.5 pm and the
analyzed area -3.6

x 10') mm2.

2.6.6 Crevice corrosion espcrimeab

The apparatus and procedures for these experiments were adapted fiom those used by
McKay and Minon [19] and Ikeda et al. (161. Cnvice coupons of either Ti-2 or Ti47
wen used in these experiments. Separate electrochemical cells wen maintained for
experirnents with each of the two materials to avoid cross-contamination. Each crevice
coupon was stamped with steel' dies (Imperia1 Marking Stamps) to impress a unique
three-chmcter identification code on one of its 6 mm x 50 mm faces.
Crevice coupons, nuts, and bolts were degreased by sonication in wet m e h o 1
(containing -10% MiIlipore water). The bits were then ~ s e well
d with MiIlipore water
and dncd in a desiccator containhg -500 cm3 of anhydmus calcium sulphate (W.A.

Hammond Drierîte Company, Indicating Merite). The coupons and nuts were polished
with wet silicon carbide papcr in the seqwnce 120,240,400,600 grit on al1 flat surfaces
kfore king givm a fuiel rinse in Milliporc water. They were dien dmd in the
desiccator. A smdl block of PTFE, 12.5 mm x 25 mm, to k sandwichcd betwcen the
crevice coupons as a "crcvice former", was eut with scissors h m a 0.8 mm diick PTFE

sheet. The cmvice former was sonicated in wct methanol, riased with Milliporc water

and drid in the desiccator.

After the coupons, nu&, bolts, and crevice fomer had dned in the desiccator for a p e n d

of between several days and several months, they were carefully weighed to 0.0 1 mg on a

digital analytical balance (Sartorius, mode1 RlBOD-**V40). Each of the two crevice
coupons requùed for an artificial crevice assembly was weighed individually, while the
two bolts, four nuts, and crevice former were weighed together as a group. All parts were

handled only with stahkss steel forceps. T k separate weighings of each part or group
of parts, taken four hours or more apart, were recorded to ensure the mass was constant

and precisely measured. The usual variation in mass was < 0.15 mg.

AAer weighing, the coupons, nuts, bolts and crevice former were assembled into an
artificial crevice by sandwichhg the crevice former betwcen 25 mm x 50 mm faces of the
two crevice coupons and bulting the assembly together using the nuts, bolts and the bdt

holes on the crevice coupons. The crevice former was centml baween the bolt holes on
the coupons such that it was kept away fiom the coupon edges as well. This helped avoid

"edge effectsl' during crevice corrosion. The nuts were tightened carefûlly and evenly

using open-faced menches while trying to keep the coupons parallel to each other. The
tightness was adjusted with the help of a PTFE "feeler" strip cut Erom the same sheet as
the cmrice former. The nuts were tightenai such that the gap between the coupons was

cvm around its periphciy and just s m l l enough that the

PTFE fceler strip could no<k

inserisd. This pssembly produccd two artifici81 cmvices -one betwecn the crcvice former

and cach coupon. In order to e n s a wettilig of the cmice interior, thercby aiding the
initiation of cmice wmsion, the entire utificial cmicc asscrnbly procedure was
pafbmcd with all components submergeci in a sepamte qulliltity of the same elcctmlyte

solution to be usai in the cell.

Before the ceIl was filled, about 400 cm3 of clectrolyte solution was measured out in an
acid-washed, 1000 cm3Pyrex gmduated cylinder, then poured back and forth between the
PTFE pressure vessel liner and the graduated cylinder about ten times with liberal
splashing to help aerate the solution. Next, the refemnce electrode potential was checked
against the master SCE potential, and the artifcial crevice was mounted on the pressure
vessel head by theadhg the welding rod support (alnady mounted in the sealing gland in
the head) into the tapped hoie in one of the bolts holding the crevice together. The planar
electrode was threaded ont0 its support r d and the counter electrode clamped in its
holder. The liner was placed inside the pressure vessel body and filled with electrolyte
solution, then the head, with al1 electrodes in position, was lowered ont0 the body. The

three Ti ekctroâes and the Luggin tip were completely submerged in the electrolyte when
the head was in place. The assrnibled cell is depicted in Figure 2.3.3-a.
Finaily, the head was f m l y sealeci ont0 the body with the clamping system provided by

the rnanuf~ctuter,and the vessel pressurized with 60 psig of Ar gas. The latter procedure
prevented boiling of îhe electrolyte solution upon heating. The Ar was added without
flushing out the au that occupied the vessel headspace when it was closed. This a u
( 4 5 0 cm3at m m temperature and atmosphcric pressure), along with the air-saturated

electrolytc solution, providd the supply of oxygen necesssry to drive crevice corrosion

within the cell.

The sealcd and pressurizcd cc11 w u thcn placcd in an autoclave heater (ParrInstrument
Co., mode1 4913) and fibreglpps insuktion was adàed sroimd exposai psrts of the

pmsuh vesse1 hcrd to ry to maintain a uniform tcmpmturc within the cell. A chrome-

alwnel thermocouple, covered with heat-shrink plyolefin tubing to prevent electrical
contact with the metallic vessel. was inserted into the cell's thennocouple well and the
well openhg stuffed with Al foi1 to reduce heat loss. The thermocouple was co~ectedto

a Type K "themocouple-to-mV" convening panel meter (Omega Engineering Inc.,
mode1 DPI 16-KC-GR) with a digital display in Celsius degrees and an analogue output.

The working and counter electrodes were coupled together through an electmmeter
(Keithley, mode1 6 17) operating in current-measurement mode. The electrometer's input
voltage burden in this mode was < 1 mV. This configuration allowed the rneasurement of
the current flowing between the crevice electrode and the counter electrode, called the

"coupled current" by Ikeda et al. [16]. This coupled cumnt results îkom the physical
separation of anodic and cathodic sites widiin the cell, i.e., from electrons produced

within the crevice by metal oxidation flowing to the counter electrode to be consumed by

oxygen reduction. The electrometer was controlled by a computer (Gateway 2000,

486DW50)through an IEEE-488 bus (National Instruments, AT-GPIB). The in-house
software adjusted the electromctet's cumnt measumnent range such that the measured
cumnt was always in the range 5 to 95% of full scale.

Potential messmments werc made with a higb input impedance (NO'
R) analogue-todigital converter (ADC) (Iotech, ADC488/16A). This device offercd optical isolation
betwcen the analogue inputs and the amplitnrs, which eliminated common mode signals

and protcctcd the instrument up to 250 V. The ADC had 16-bit molution ovcr a user-

selectabk input range of f 1, f 2. f 5 or f 10 V. An internai 1 MBytc sampk storage

buffcr and a tirner on boud the ADC aIlowed data acquisition to ptocccd at a poecise,
rrgukr rate, usynchronous with data trmsfcr to the cornputer. 'Ibis âed bK cornputer to
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perfom other tasks, altemated with reading data fiom the ADC buffer. All data in these
experiments were acquired at a rate of 1 Hz, with a channel-to-channel offset of 4 0 ps
(per channel) since this device was not equipped with simultaneous sarnple-and-hold
cùcuitry.
The ADC was operated in differential input mode. meaning each input channel required a
''hi&" and a "low" input lead. The output datum was the potential difference between
the high and low inputs. Thus, the planar electrode potential measurement requùed a lead

fiom the planar electmde for the "high" signal and one h m the reference elect.de for
the "low".

Shilarly, leads fiom the crevice electrodelcounter electrode couple and the

reference electrode yielded a potential measurement temed the "crevice ptential'". The
current measurements and temperature values were also digitized by the same ADC, via
leads fiom the analogue outputs on the electrometer and thermocouple converter,
respectively. The input voltage range on the ADC was fmed at f l V for the planar
electroâe potential, crevice potential and teml>ennin measurements, yielding a
digitization error of f 33 pV in the potential and f 0.03 Celsius degrces in the

temperature.

The f 2 V input range was selected for the conversion of cumnt

measucements to match the k 2 V full-sale analogue output of the electrometer. n i e
absolute digitization an>r in the cumnt mcasurcments depended on the eltctromcter's
cumnt measumnent range senin& and varid

h m 6.6 pA at the highcst current range

(2 to 20 mA) to 6.6 x 10'" A at the most sensitive (< 2 PA). Al1 analogue inputs to the

ADC wece filtered through low-pass RC filteru with a 2 s t h e constant to prevent
aliasing of noise and other high-kquency signals beyond the Nyquist sampling

hquency .
When the electrical leads were al1 conmcted and data acquisition started, the autoclave
heater was tumed on to heat the ce11 to the deskd temperature. The heater was
controlled by a programmable PID temperature controller (Parr Instrument Co.,
mode1 4824), which maintained the heater temperature constant to f 3OC once the desired
temperature was reached. The temperature controller received temperature feedback
signals via a Type J (Iron-Constantan) thermocouple projecting into the centre of the
heater and positioned just below the bottom of the pressure vessel. A second, identical
themocouple, located just bclow the fmt, provided temperature signals to a hi&-

temperature safety cut-off circuit in the temperature controller.
Two different methods of heating the ceIl were used in these tests. In one, the "slow-

heat-up" method, the temperature contmila was aâjustcd manually, as required, to induce

incrcmental changes in the ce11 temperature ovcr a pend of days to weeks. In the other
heating rnethod, the "rapid-beat-up" methoci, the cell was heated to the desircd
temperature as quickly as possible. Rapid-hcat-up was desirable in some experiments to
ensure maximum temporal scpamtion bawcen changes in the clectrochemical signals

reîatd to the increming temperature and those relateci to the initiation of cnvicc
corrosion. Rapid-heat-up w u able to achhe this, since the latter signais wcrc pttccded

by an "induction pcriod". For dK -lOO°C temperatures used in the expchents nponed
in this Thcris, it wrs cietennid by trialinderor thrt die most npid ce11 heatiip.

without temperature overshoot, could be obtaineâ by setting the temperature controller to
heat the cell at 250°C (heater temperature) until the interior cell temperature, as indicated
by the thermocouple in the cell's thermocouple well, read 80°C. At this point, the
temperature controller setting was reduced to -130°C, which, when combined with the
latent heat of the heater at 2S0°C, resulted in the cell temperature levelling off at

1ûûî3°C. The temperature response of the crevice corrosion ce11 was very sluggish, due
to its large mass and the poor heat ûansfer properties of the PTFE liner, PTFE
thermocouple well sheath, and polyolefm thermocouple sheath. In fact, the actual
tempe-

of the crevice electrode inside the cell during heat-up was not accurately

known because of this slow response. Even the steady-state temperature of the crevice
electrode was somewhat uncertain k a u s e neither the temperature controller feedback
thermocouple (which indicated -130°C) nor the measwement thermocouple in the
themiocoupk well (which indicated -lûû°C) was in direct contact with the electrode.

However, for the purposes of this expriment, the temperature measured inside the
themocouple well was assumed to be yual to the cnvice electrode temperature under
steady-state conditions. This is a reasonable assumption since the thennocouple well
extended decp witbin the cell, adjacent to the cmice electrode, the thermocouple was
positioned at the bottom of the thcmioeoupk well, d the enth system was well

insuiated to minimize any stcady-state temperature gradients within die cell.

When a crevice corrosion experiment was completed', acquisition was halted, the crevice
and counter electtodes were immediately decoupled, the other measurement leads and

themocouple removed, the pressure vessel lifted out of the heater (by hand, using thick
leather gloves), the gauge block valve opened to relieve the ptessure, and the ce11 opened.
The ekctrolyte solution and PTFE ce11 liner were bnefly examined for milky, white Ti

corrosion products or rustsolourrd deposits, the latter king a telltale sign of Fe
contamination from corrosion of the steel feedthroughs or unseen pieces of tools broken
off inside the holes in machined Ti parts. Only one case of Fe contamination was noted
and the results rejected. The electrolyte solution was reserved for pH measurement once
it had cwled.

The pressure vessel head was removed fiom the body and al1 interior components rinsed
well with Millipore water. The crevice elecwde was unscrcwed h m its support rod
(handling only with latex gloves and stainless steel forceps) and visually examined for
outward signs of corrosion or mechanical damage before rinsing again for several

minutes with Millipon water and, fmally, with methanol. It was then dried in the
desiccator for several days beforc king weighed several t h e s , as was done before the
experiment, in this case widiout disasscmbling the crevice. Whm three consecutive
weighings gave masses within f 0.2 mg of each other, the artificial cmice was opencd

and the intctior surfàccs nwiincd visully and with an optical microscope (Olympus,

BXoOM). Corroded coupons w m photographed with a camera (Polmid, MP-4 Land
Camera).

Used cmice coupons, nuts, bolts, and the crevice former h m each

experhent were preserved in th-plated canisters for later reference or metallographic
image analysis.
2.6.7 Hydroa,a absorption cxpcrimcats

These experiments were perfomed using hydrogen absorption coupons made of Ti-2 or

T i 4 2 as the working electmdes. The coupons, hydrogen absorption ce11 and electrolyte
were prepared as described in Section 2.6.1 for the activation experiments with hydrogen
absorption coupons. The cell temperature for these tests was held at either 25 or 9S°C.
Electrochemical measurements were made with a Solartron 1286 potentiostatlgalvanostat
working in the the-elechode configuration. The potentiostat/galvanostatwas controlled
by a Compaq 386/16s cornputer through a National Instmnents

AT-GPIB IEEE-488.2

interface m i n g in-house software.
Each hydrogen absorption expriment began with an activation experiment, in which E ,
was monitored for about six hours. This procedure allowed the electde to corne to a

reasonably steady condition before hydrogen charging was begun.

Any hydrogen

generated by corrosion reactions whik the electrode was at E , was not separately
quantified, as it generated no measutable extemal cumnt. Consequenily, any hydrogen
absorbed by the metal during this pend would contribute to an overestimation of the

hydrogen absorption eftïciency. T h rcsuhs of galvanostatic (Le., constant cumnt)
hyâmgen absorption expcriments at 9S°C dernonstratecl that hycûogcn was not absoikd

under the usual open circuit conditions at 9S°C (sec Section 3.4.3). It has not yet km
detemincd how sigdicant this absorption may have kca in 25OC experhents.

Subsequent to completion of the E,

measwements, electrochemical control was

established and the hydrogen absorption part of the experiments petfomed. This was
done galvanostatically (i.e., by applying a constant current) while the resulting electrode
potmtials wen recorded, at approximately 20 s intervals. In each experiment a single
futed cunmt was applied to the working electrode for a known period of tirne in order to

p a s a known amount of charge. Argon gas continually purged the cell throughout these

expcriments. Upon expiration of the charging period, the application of extemal current
was irnmediately stopped and the hydrogen absorption coupon emersed fiom solution,

rinsed with Millipore water, cut fiom the Ti support wire along with the small arnount of
bare wire that had been exposed to solution, dried, weighed and submitted for absorbed

hydrogen analy sis.

Absorbed hydrogen analysis was performed by a hot vacuum gas extraction technique. In
this analysis a Ti coupon was inserted into a vacuum chamber, which was subsequently
evacuated, and inductively heated to -900°C. At this high temperature, the Ti-H phase
quilibriurn strongly favouts hydrogen in the gascous phase over dissolved hydrogen in

metal [189], and the hydrogcn rapidly exits the metal. After the hydrogen had k e n
extracted h m the coupon, the pressure of the gas

released by heating was measured in a

known-volume vesse1 in the vacuum system. The concentration of h y h g m in the metil
wis caiculated h m the amount of gas telcascd and the mass of the coupon. The
accuncy of this technique wm f IWOand the prccision was f 5%.

Thc detcction limit

was b u t 1 pg.gw'aûsorbed hydrogcn in metai. Coupons that hid not undeqone MY

elecüochemical trcabmcat wece also submittcd for analysis to determine the hydrogen
concentration of the as-rwcived mitriLI. Thcse vducs are reportecl in Table 2.1-a.
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1 GenemI electmchemistry of tltanium in equeous chloride
so/utions
3.1.1 Activation experiments
Figure 3.1.1 -a shows a series of activation transients recorded

on Ti-2 specimens

in

deaerated 1.O moldm" HCl at 25°C. Before immersion in the acid, each sample was
polished then exposed to air for a period of between O and 20 h. In each case, the

measured value of E , was observed to decrease fiom its starting point of -0.2 to -0.3 V
to a value of -0.6 to -0.7 V. This can be explained as an activation event [Il], since E,
decreases fiom a value associated with the passive region on Ti in acid (E > -0.3 V) to
one associated with the active dissolution region ( E 5 -0.5 V, see Section 1.2)'. For

activation to occur, the passive oxide film that foms spontaneously on the fksh Ti
surface when it is exposed to the air must be penetrated or thinned to a degree that renders

it non-protective. In the cumnt experiments it is masonable to think that the highly

acidic solution dissolves the oxide fiim, ucposing the underlying metal, which then
undergoes active corrosion [Il]. These results an consistent with diose of experimcnts
p e r f o d by Kelly [Il], Thomas and Nobe (1511, and Brauer and Nsnn [190].
As Fi-

3.1.1 -a shows,the tirne q u i d for activation to occur depcnds on the Iength

of tirne that the sUff11ccwas cxposcd to sir. This is an expected result. rince it shouM take

longer to dissolve the thickcr, less defectve oxide films that should k produccd by
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Figure 3.1.1-a Activation m i e n t s jar Ti-2 in deaerated 1.0 mobdm" HCl ai 25OC
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aper the electrode surjiaces had ken exposed to air for < l min (--),
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longer periods of air exposure [7 11.

A sirnilar series of pre-treatment-dependent

activation transients was acquired by Brauer and Nam [190] in 3 moldm" H2S04after
they exposed their electrodes to a variety of diffennt envùonments with different
oxidizing characteristics. Another similarity between the two series is that the starting
values of E, were higher in those tests for which activation was slower. This
observation is also consistent with the suggestion that the longer treatments generate
oxide films of increasing thickmss and decreasing defectiveness.
The results of E, measurements do not provide suficient information to determine
whether oxide penetration occurs generally or locally. For exarnple, similar activation
transients were obsmed on magnetite-covered carbon steel or ùon electroûes exposed to

-

an acidic magnetite-dissolving reagent [ 191 1931. When these specimens were exarnined
under an electron microscope it was observed that the magnetite layer had been stripped

from only a small fraction of the underlying metal sudace during activation. Mile it has
been rcported by some authors [104, 1161 that chernical dissolution of oxide fiom Ti
occurs uniformly (see Section 1.3), localized attack has been observed by others

[lO7,

108, 1521. It is highly likely that the oxide layer formed on the cumnt specimens is not

uniforni since îheir sutfaces have a relatively rough (600 grit) fuiish. Thercfon, it seems
even less likely that activation would occur unifonnly across these sample surfaces.

In dl but one of the activation expcrirnents mporttd in Figure 3.1.1 -a,once the activation
event occurrcd, E , mnwd in the active region, suggesting thot the clectrode was
undergohg active corrosion. The exception occurmî on the ekctrode that had bcca

immened in the r i d immcdirtcly afùrpoliohiag. In this case, E, muincd in the active

region for only a short period (-4000 s) before rebounding to a value in the passive
region ( E > -0.3 V). This sort of "activation-rebound" phenomcnon was obsemd many
times on freshly polished Ti-2 electrodes in HCl in the concentration range
O. 1 to 1.O rnol*d~n'~,
but never. in spite of over 15 trials in I .O mol-dm" HCI, on

specimens that had k e n exposed to air overnight b e f o ~immersion at 25°C. This
potential rebound effect has also been observed on Ti- 12 in 1.O m o l d m HC1.
Figure 3.1.1 -b shows activation ûansients for freshly polished Ti-2 and Ti- 12 in
1.O mol*dm"HCl at 25°C for comparison. It is noteworthy that the t h e requued for the
rebound to occur on Ti-12 (-100 s) was roughly 40 times shorter than that on Ti-2.

The genesis of this potential rebound effect remains uncertain, however the comparison
between Ti-2 and Ti42 lends credibility to the following speculation. As discussed in
Section 1.2.5, built-in anodic protection is afforded Ti alloys incorporating dilute
distributions of elements or compounds that catalyze proton reduction, most notably Ni or
noble metals. Exposure of these catalytic species to strong acid at the metal surface
drives E, in the positive direction, into the passive region, to a value at which the
cathodic half-reaction is as slow as the anodic one [131. Thus, E, would &op initially,
signifying activation, and rise again soon afier as the catalytic sites were exposed.

This cxplanation secms quite rrasonable in the case of Ti-12, which contains small
amounts of Ni. largely in the fom of Ti2Ni intennetallic pmipitates at grain boundaries
[43,44]. These intermctallic wmpouDds arc known to bc catalytic for proton duction
[43,68]. Activation of the Ti42 surface would expose thest catalytic sites at the metal
sur&ccl causing E, ta k driven rapidly into the passive *on

(sec Section 1.2.5). On
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b) Expnsion of purt a) above showing the initial activation behoviour.

the other hand, the Ti-2 used in these experiments contained no detectable Ni or noble
metals (see Table 2.2-a); its main impurities are Si and Fe. The effect of these two
elements is uncertain, but intuition suggests that Si would be unlikely to offer the catalytic
response necessary to passivate Ti under these conditions. The literature contains
contradictory opinions as to the beneficial or detrimental effects of Fe on the corrosion
properties of Ti [16,33.44,80-82). The exchange cumnt density for hydrogen on uon is
about 3 x 10' ~ D c r n -[~1 941, roughly two orders of magnitude higher than that on Ti.

Then are suggestions that suflicient concentrations of Fe may help to passivate Ti [8 1,
821 but other data show that Fe contamination accelerates Ti corrosion [80], especially if
the Fe is present in the fom of embedded particles [80,81].

Bailey et al. [27] and Ikeda et al. [34,35] perfomd and reported on a number of crevice
corrosion experiments on a high-iron (-1200 ppm Fe) Ti-2 material whose crevice
corrosion performance mimicked that of Ti-12. Further investigations of the effect of Fe
concentration on Ti comsion revealed that Fe can provide anodic (corrosion) sites and

adds a degree of unpredictability when it is present incorporated into P-phase or
matensitic phases [44]. However, Ni impurities oAen accompany Fe impurities (43.441,
and it is the former that enhance the corrosion mistance of Ti, by the cadiodic

modification mechuiism describecl above (sec Section 1 .M). Even in the prcsence of Fe.
Ni, in sufficient concentrations, can providc Ti alloys with enhancd comsion rcsistance
[43]. The Ti-2 material containhg 1200 ppm Fe, mentioncd a h , was found to contain

-1 20 ppm of Ni, whicb was c d i t e d for generating the Ti4 2-like behaviour towards

crevice cornion [44]. The Ni concentration of the Fe-containhg wmsionicsistant
materials useû by otha rtservchcrs (81,821 wu, not reportai.
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Since the Ti-2 used in the experiments presented hem contained about 1050 ppm Fe and
no

detectable Ni or noble metals, yet behaved as if nndered passive by cathodic

modification, an alternative explanation must be found. One hypothesis is that active
comsion of the Ti, driven by proton reduction, results in hydrogen absorption or
adsorption by the Ti to form a surface "hydride"', which can then catalyze proton
reduction sufficiently well to passivate the Ti-2. Titanium hydnde is a known hydrogen
catalyst, witb exchange current densities on the order of 2.5-5.0 x

10"~ - c r n ' *[195], or

about an order of magnitude greater than Ti, but much less han the exchange current
densities of cathodically modifying alloying elements (see Section 1.2.5). Funhermore,

Fe present in the surface in particulate fom is known to aid in the uptake of hyârogen by
Ti (80. 811 by providing a pathway through (mund, really) the oxide film that nomlly
protects the Ti metal fiom hydrogen absorption. Pcrhaps the Fe-containing intermetallic
precipitates prescnt in this material can behave in a similar fashion under certain
ckumstances.

nie longer period of active dissolution seen for Ti-2cornparrd with Ti-12 is consistent
witb the requimmnt that a certain amount of corrosion, and thenfore proton reduction,
take place in order to generate suf'ficient amounts of surface "hydride" to effect

repassivation. Furthermore, the lower exchange cumnt density on Ti hydndes cornparcd
to that of noble m d s would mtan larger surfiacc covemgcs by hydride would k
acctssary to yieM an cquivakot level of modic protection.

In that sense, Fe-nch

prrcipitates in the Ti-2 may have a duaî mle in promoting surfwe "hydnding" in this

case, acting as both corrosion acceleraton and entry points for hydrogen. This dual effect
of Fe, along with the participation of Ni cocontaminants, may also account for some of
the contradictory evidence conceming the beneficial or detrimental eRects of Fe in Ti

alloyS.

The effect of pH on the shape of the activation transients is s h o w in Figure 3.1.1-c for
fkeshly polished Ti-2 disk electroàes at 2S°C in acidic chloride solutions with HCI
concentrations' ranging fiom 1o4 to 2.5 rnol*dm" (pH o 4 to -0.4). Three distinct types
of behaviour have been observed.

At acid concentrations stronger than about

1.0 m o l - w 3 , freshly polished Ti-2 activates and remains active. At pH values in the

range O to 1. the specimens appear to activate, then E , rebounds to the passive region as
discussed above. Finally, in less acidic solutions (pH > 1), spontaneous activation does
not seem to occur, and E , evm increases with tim. The latter observation is consistent
with the reports of Kelly [ I l ] and Thomas and Nobe [ISI] that the muximum pH for

which a stable active state could be achieveù, even afier cathodic polarization or
activation in HF, is about 2-2.5 in cbloride-containing solutions at 30°C. The observation
that E , increases with tirne in the higher pH solutions was aiso reported by Thomas and
N o k [15 11 and may indicate an ongoing repair of defects in the passive film present on

the clectrode suface.
An interesthg "ducil" or "bifiucatcd" cesponsc appears to k possible in 0.1 moldm3 HCl

(pH* 1). kpeateâ experimtnts in these solutions have show significant variabiiity.
Figm 3.1.Idshows dvcc activation expcriment trials on âwbly polishcd Ti-2in pH 1
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Activation trumients recorded on fieshly polished Ti-2 in

1.O nioldn" chloride solution ut pH

= 1, three trials.

chloride solution at 2YC. In one experiment, activation was not observed and E ,
drifted in the positive direction, similar to the behaviour exhibited in higher-pH solutions.
In another, E, dropped to values within the active region and remained there for the
duration of the experiment. Finally, in the third test, a combination ef behaviours was
observed. Initially, the electrode appeared to activate and E, temained within the active
region for about 20 000 S. Next, a rapid rise in E , was observed, foilowed later by a

retum to the previous active region values, as if the electrode was about to passivate but,
for some reason, was unable to do so and n-activated instead. AAer another period of
about 20 000 s at active region values, E , climbed, in a sornewhat noisy way. to values
within the passive region. Again, E , measurements provide insuficient information to
h w any solid conclusions fiom these observations, but hint that pH 1 is probably a

condition near the balance point of kinetics between reactions that lead to active corrosion
and those that lead to repassivation of Ti in I .O rnol*chf3chloride solution at 2S°C.

In contrast to tests perfmed on k s h l y polished samples, numerous activation
experiments (a total of 37) pcrformed in 0.1 r n o l d ~ dHCl + 0.27 mol*dm"NaCl at 2S°C

on Ti-2hydrogen absorption coupons that had k e n exposed to air ovemight showeâ little
variability (as intended by the air exposure treatment), and nom of the opecimens
exhibitcd active E, values at any point during the acid cxposure jxriod. In a xnse, then,
it wis impossible to observe any potcatial cebound behaviour in thesc expetiments
because the electrodts did not undergo any (apparent) activation.
It is difficult to mîioailize tbesc observations witb thosc for hshly polished specimms

othcr than to say that, because of the longer perid of air~xposute,the passive oxide was

probably more unifonn and compiete on the aged specimens at the tirne of immersion

[71]. One can only speculate on how this would generate the effects observed. Two

possible explanstions are that once the alloy is well-passivated, activation is too difficult
to proceed under these conditions, or that the activation is slowed enough and limited to
so few sites that it largely overlaps the "rebound" process that repassivates the surface,

and therefore no large potential change is measurable.
In Figure 3.1.19, the E, values at the end of the activation experiments were plotted
against the solution pH for fkshly polished Ti-2 disk electrodes in 25OC solutions. These

data should be viewed with caution, however, since they do not necessarily represent

steady-state conditions, nor are they wholly comparable with each other, because some
were acquired after rrlatively short perids of electrode immersion, and others after much
longer periods. The relatively wide scatter in the data reflects the consequences of these
experimental inconsistencies. In spite of this, one can see that there is a general trend to
higher E, values with increashg pH. Furthemore, there appears to be a plateau in E,
values over the pH = O to 1 range, coinciding with the series of transients that displayed

the activation-rebound khaviour illustrated in Figures 3.1.1-a and -b and discussed
above.

E, values taken at the end of the activation experiments petfornicd with the air-ekposed
hydrogcn absorption coupons arc also plottcd in Figure 3.1.1-e. These âata are much

more reliable, in the sense thit the E, values at the end of these tests were gcneraîly

close to a stedy srptc, and the dwation of the immersion pcricxl was neuly the same in
e r h expiiment. As a result, rnuch lcss scatter was oôserved in the f d E, values. As

Figure 3.1.14 E , values ut the end of activation experiments on Ti-2 in chloride
solutions ut 2S°C;

(a)

fieshly polished disk electrode, ( x ) hydrogen ubsorption coupon

exposed to air for 20 h before immersion. The Zetters indicate the nnmber of replicate
experiments in each cluster of points with synibol " x ";(A) three triais, (B) ten trials, (C)

3 7 trials.

described above, no activation-rebound phenomena were observed in 13 experiments
perfonned on air-exposed sarnples at 25°C in 1.0 mol-dm" HCI solutions (pH-O).
Under these conditions, the electrodes either activated and remained at active-state E ,

values (1 0 trials), or did not activate at al1 within the measurement period and remained at
passive-stm E,

values (three trials).

HCI + 0.27 mobdm" NaCl
In 0.1 rn~l~drn'~

-

solutions (pH 1) at 2S°C (37 trials), the air-aged electrodes did not activate within the
measurement period and only passive-statc E , values were observed.
A collection of E, transients recorded on Ti-2 hydrogen absorption coupons that had

been exposed to air for 20 h before immersion in 0.1 rnol&n" HCI + 0.27 mol-dm'J N ~ C I
solutions at a d e s o f temperatures fiorn 25 to 95OC is given in Figure 3.1.1 -f.
Unfominately, it is difficult to extract any clear pattern of temperature-related behaviour
fiom this jumble of E, transients. Active region E, values were only observed during
the acid exposure p e n d at two temperatures: 50 and 95OC. The electroâe imrnersed in

50°C solution appears to have experienced a long slow activation, followed by an equally

slow nbound to higher E , values. At 9S°C, the initial E , values on immersion were
within the active region, but E, usually clhbed quickly into the passive region. On

several occasions howcver (four cases out of 34 experiments), E, remaincd in the active
region for the duration of the experimcnt at 9S°C (sa Figure 3.1.1 mg). This apparent dual

nature of the E, khaviour was noted w l i e r in this Section for freshly polished Ti-2
disk electrodes in pH 1 chloride solutions at 25%

The values of E, at the end of the activation expcriments on air-exposed TL2 hydrogen
absorption eoupoiis in 0.1 mol*dmg3
HCl + 0.27 moldm"NaCl are plottcâ as a fùnction
200
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Figure 3.1.I - f Activation transientsfor Ti-2 hydrogen absorption couponî thut hrid k e n

exposed to air for 20 h before immersion in O. I mol-dm" HCI + 0.27 moldm" NaCl ut
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Open circuit potentiaf traasients recorded in O. 1 mol-dm" HCI +

0.27 mol*dm4 NaCi ut 95OC. N0mdlyI E, rebowded to a value greoter thon -0.3 Y

under these conditions (-1,
values (.

9).

howwer, it occusionally remained ut active region

of temperature in Figure 3.1.1 -h. This plot indicates that the fmal E, values were not
directly related to the temperature, but the range of possible values was wider at 95OC.
Insuffcient &ta exist at temperatures between 25 and 95°C to detemine the temperature

dependence of the m g e of fmal E , values; however, one might expect that it is not the
range of E , values that is influenced by temperature but rather theu probabiliiy
distribution. The range of

E , values possible should be detemined by the boundaries of

the active and passive regions under the given set of conditions. According to Kelly [Il],
increasing the temperature causes an increase in the current due to metal oxidation, but
not the potential. Thus, it seems more reasonable to consider the temperature dependence
of the fmal E , values in ternis of the likelihd of achieving active or passive
conditions'.

In keeping with this approach, the E , data ncorded on Ti-2 hydrogen absorption
coupons at 25 and 9S°C fiom Figure 3.1.1-h are re-plotted in the fom of histograms in
Figure 3.1.14. The histogram for expriments done at 2S°C shows a distribution of
values cenûed near -0.3 V. Consistent with the above hypothesis, the E, values from
9S°C experiments are most denseiy distributeci near -0.3 V, but show signs of a bimodal

distribution, with die second pcak density at active region potentials. Unfortunately, the

nwnkr of data is tw small to clearly defme the second mode and distinguish it as k i n g
separate, rather dirn just part of a long tail on the primary distribution mode.

Temperature (OC)

Figure 3.1.1-h E , values ut the end of activation experiments on Ti-2 hyd*ogen
absorption coupons thaf had been exposed to air

for

20 h before immersion in

0.1 mol*drn-'H e l + 0.27 mol-dm" NaCi ut various temperatures.

Final Potential 01)

Figure 3.1.1-i Dbtrfbution of E , valires ut the end of activation expiments on T i 2

hyd'gen absotption corrpom thot hrd bem exposed to air$& 20 h befare immersion in
O. 1 moldK1 HCl

+ O.27 mol*&" N d : a) ZSOC,

Final Potential (V)

So far, this discussion has focused on describing the phenornenon of occasional activation

at 95°C in an observational sense. Much less is revealed by these experiments about the
mechanism by which this activation takes place, but evidence gathereâ fiom other
experiments can pmvide the bais for conjecture. Clearly, the mechanism of activation on

Ti-2 surfaces previously exposed to air for 20 h is not the sarne in
0.1 rnol*dm"HCI + 0.27 moldm" NaCl at 95OC as it is in 1.O mol*dm4HCl at 25°C. As
was show in Figure 3.1.1 -a, activation under the latter conditions requires oxide film

dissolution to the point of penetration. This could not be the case for the few specimens
that activated in 0.1 moldnf3HCl + 0.27 mol-dm"NaCl at 9S°C because they activated
very rapidly (almost irnrnediately upon immersion). If passive film dissolution was so
rapid under these conditions, one would expect most or al1 of the other au-exposed
coupons exposed to these conditions to show a sirnilar activation, much Iike they did in

pH O solution at 25OC (see Figure 3.1.1-e); insteaâ, they remainecl passive for the duration
of the tests. In fact, this majority of coupons that achievad passive region E, values at
95°C al1 hitially showcd active or active-to-passive region E , values for a very short

time after immersion, beforc passive-statc E, values dominatd (sec Figure 3.1 .1 -g, for

That the surfàces of the four sarnples that nmiined active werc radicaily different than
those of the odicr specimens is possible, but rather unlikcly given dit remadcable

rrpwlucibility obscrvcd in over 60 e q c r b n t s with samples expootd o v d g h t to air.
A more üIrcly expladon, and one t h t rcoun*, for the f~ thrt activation was not
obscrvd at 2S°C undcr the owe conditions, is tM activation occurs at wcak points and

cracks in the oxidc afforded by thennally induced bnakdown crystallization. Breakdown
crystallhation (see Sections 1.3.3 and 1.3.4) can occur at temperatures abcwc 60-7Q°C
[140). Why only a small number of these electrodes should have activated on breakdown
crystallization is uncertain, but it may be that the conditions employed were suficiently
mild that repassivation at the bases of the cracks fomed by crystallhtion w u more rapid

than acid attack of the oxide or substrate metal in most cases, perhaps due. in part, to the
pnsence of catalytic sites for the cathodic reactions on the metal surface. Thus, while al1
air-exposed samples immersed in 0.1 mol*dm4HCI + 0.27 moledrn" NaC 1 at 95O C would
have undergone breakdown crystallUation to expose the undcrlying metal at the bases of

cracks, and al1 displaycd active or active-to-passive region E , values at fmt, most
repassivated. This explanation also implies that activation should not be observed on air-

exposed Ti-2 Ui 0.1 moldm" HCI + 0.27 rnol*dm'.' NaCl at temperatures below 60-70°C
and that the probability of activation at temperatures above the crystallization temperature
should incrcase with a demase in pH. This is also consistent with the observation that

temperatures in excess of -70°C arc requirrd for the initiation of crevice corrosion on Ti
[40] (sec also Section 3.3).
A similu set of activation expcriments was pcrfomcd on

coupons

dut

had km exposed

Ti42 hyhgcn absorption

to air for 20h kfon immersion

in

0.1 m o l - d d HCl+ 0.27 mol-dsn"NaCl solutions at 9S°C. In esch of the 19 trials, E,

measurtd -0.38 to -0.42 V initially, but incrtasad quickly to morr pusive potentUs. The
diibution of E, vduts at the end of the activation experimcnts is shown in

Final Potential O/)

Figure 3.1.1-jDistribution of E, wlus ut the end of activation experiments on T i 42

m g e n ubso~ptionC

0.1 n i o l * ~HCI
'

O ~ I I that
S

+ 0.27 mol-rihi''

had k e n w s e d to air for 20 h bejhre immersion in

NaCl ut 9S°C.

observed for Ti-2 coupons (see Figure 3.1.1 -i), and none of the Ti- 12 coupons activated.

The observeâ passive E , is expected behaviour, since Ti- 12 was desigmd with Ni and
Mo alloying additions specifically to nsist activation and crevice corrosion [40] (see aiso
Section 1.2.5). nie narrower range of E, values and the remarkable reproducibility of
activation üansients on Ti-12 is probably another consequcnce of having alloying
additions pnsent on the metal surface to control the electrochemical behaviour. That is,

E , would be established faster and more reproducibly by the fast kinetics at the
catalytically active sites generated by cathodic modification than it would by the slower
kinetics on a generally passive surface, or in the case where the= is a competition

between the kinetics of activation and passivation.
The differcnce in the activation üansients for fnshly polished Ti-2 at 2S°C in diffeient

HCl at
inorganic acids is shown in Figure 3.1.1-k. As previously noteù, in 1.O rn~l-dm'~
25OC, Ti-2 activated then E,

rebounded into the passive potential region.

In

1.O mol-dm" HC104, k s h l y polished Ti-2 did not show any signs of activation, and E,

mnained in the passive region for the mtire period of electrode immersion. This
experiment was repcattd twicc with the same resuh -fnshly polished Ti-2 did not activate

in 1.O mol-dm" HClO4 at 2S°C. Finally. in 1.O mol*ddH2S04 (pH O), the kshly

polished Ti-2 eleetrode immcdiately displayed active E, values, and showd no sign of
repassivating over the dmtion of the expcrhent, which, however, w u dortunately

vcry short comparecl to the lmgth of the other activation experimcnts. This information b
too limitai to k used to dnw my mjor coaclusionr, but swests that,

ia aââition to the

solution pH, the anion plays an hpftant rok in the activation pmccss on Ti-2 at 2S°C.

-0.8
O

Figure 3.1.1-k
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Activation experiments were also perfomed on air-exposed Ti-2hydrogen absorption
coupons in acidic sulphate solutions and acidic mixtures containing both sulphate and

chloride at 9S°C. The various solution compositions and measured initial pH values are
listed in Table 3.1.1 -a. In each of these ten experiments the Ti-2 activated and, with the
exception of one trial in which E , rebounded to the passive region, remained active for

the duration of the tests. The distribution of fuial E , values is shown in Figure 3.1.1-1.

Table 3.1.1s Composition and Measured Initial pH Valuesfor S ulphate-Containing
Electrolyte Solutions.

1

1 Measured 1

Solution Composition

,O. 14 rn01dm'~~a2SOd+ 0.05 mol*dmJHiS04
0.14 mol.dm3 Na2S04+ 0.1 mol-dd3HCl
0.14 mol-dm'.' Na2S04+ 0.1 moldrri3HC1

0.14 mol*dm"Na2SO4 + 0.1 molebn" HCl
,O.14 rnol*dm'"Na2S01+ O. 1 rnold~f'HCl
0.27 mol-dd NaCl + 0.05 moldnf3H2SO.

1.50
1.40
1.36
1.31
1.35
1.O3

This apparent ability to activate and remah in an active state in solutions containing as
littlc as 0.05 mol*dm3of sulphatc and at pH values as high as 1.5 is in stmng c o n m t

with the khaviour obscrved in sulphatc-&ee 0.1

mol*^^ HCI + 0.27 rnol.~tm-~
NaCl

solutions at the same 95OC temperatun. Within the range of conditions tcstcd, neithei the

pH not the concentrations of chloride or sulphrtc appeiml to influence the activation

khiviour. The rate of n o n - l d i p d wrrosion of Ti in r i d i c sulphate solutions is
known to k grrrtcr than tbit in acidic chloride solutions [Il], pcrbps dut to the p a t e r

Final Potential (V)

Figure 3.1.1-1 Distribution of E, values ut the end of activation experiments on Ti-2
hjdiwgen absorption coypoas that hod been exposeci to airjhr 20 h be/re immersion in

solrctioru containing sugiirrte or mittwes of chloride d sulphate, with wrious pH
valm ut O tentperanul~of 9S°C. The solution conpatitio~~~
and pH vualues are outlined
in Table 3.1.1-a.

ability of sulphate to complex Ti cations (see Section 1.2.3). It appears thst this
aggressiveness also translates into a more facile activation process on Ti-2 at 95OC in
acidic sulphate-containing solutions.
One may recall, however (see Section 1.2.4.3), that sulphate was found to suppress
crevice corrosion propagation, and that this effect was atûibuted mainly to its ability to
cornplex Ti cations or decrease the critical concentration of Ti(IV) ions required for
autopassivation [2]. The activation-enhancing effects of sulphate observed in the former
experiments and propagation-suppressing effects in the later nsed not be as conûadictory

as they may seern at fmt. The mechanism (complexation of Ti cations by sulphate) may
be the sarne in both cases, but the contmting outcome couid bc a consequence of the

differing solution volumes and mass transport rates in the two situations, as well as the
difference in the initial pH. In the small, mtricted space of the cnvice, the sulphate may
becorne sufficiently concenüated to be able to conml the local pH by pnventing

hydrolysis or lower the critical concentration of Ti(iV) mquircd for autopassivation, but
in the above activation expehents, the large, open volume of the generai purpose

electmchemical cell would have diluted any complexeci Ti cations. Additionrlly, the pH
inside a cmice must develop h m near neutral into very acidic on its own by metal

cation hydrolysis, whik the pH in die activation expiments was ridic by manufschirr
(i.e., the evoiution of an acidic pH could not k pwmtcd because it iIrrsdy existcd h m

tbe start).
A gnph of the distribution of E, values at the end of raivation cxperimcnts is presentcd

in Fi-

3.1. l a i to help s w m a b the m
hs of the activation ertpcrimaits pdbmcd.

Final Potential O/)

Figure 3.1.1-m Distribution of E, values ut the end of actiwrrion scperimens for al1
uctiwtion ~ ~ i m e n tperfotwted
s
in acfdlc aqumus dutions, irrespective of
temperature,pH#und elecrorb wtaterial ond type.

The data presented in the Figure consist of fmal E, values fiom al1 of the activation
experiments perfonned in acidic aqueous solutions, imspective of the temperature, pH,

and electrode material and type. In spite of the variety of conditions under which the
experiments were performed, Figure 3.1.1-mhelps to emphasize the assertion that only
two fmal steady "states" (active or passive) arc possible for Ti surfaces in acidic aqueous
solutions. The few indications of E, values outside these two behavioural regions sccn

on the graph can be explained as cases in which a steady-state E, value was not
established during the couse of the experiment.
One should also be carefûl not to over-interpet this Figure. The distribution shown must
not be interpreted in ternis of a probability distribution in this case. Because it contains
data fiom experiments p«fonned under several différent conditions, the relative intensity

of each peak is nlated to the nurnkr of experirnmts of eech type perfomed. For

exarnple, the magnitude of the peak in the active region could have becn made larger by

perfoming more experiments in deacrateà 2.0 mol-dm"HCI, a solution found to yield

.

active-region potentials alrnost exclusively

It has ôeen suggestcd that the statc disphying the lower final potential values is
characterizcd by the active dissolution of Ti metai, probably through a nsiduil monolaycr

of oxygcn-containhg species on uK metil s u r f i (as opposcd 80 bare metil) [IO]. Two
mechini~msut pmposeâ for the grneration of passive-state Mpotential values. At
pH 2 2, the s\Vfkc is probibly passivateci by a thin, p c h p s somewhat hydmus, phase
oxidc dirt epartaneously foims whcn t& ntc of oxide accumulation excceds thc rate of

oxide dissolution, or by a prwxisting oxi& film thrt couW not k stcippd by the

relatively high-pH solution. For passivation in solutions with pH < 2, spontaneous
passivation via the mechanism described for cathodically modified alloys, wherein the
cathodic kinetics are enhanced, seems reasonable for Ti42 electrodes. It is also
suggested here that a similu mechanism of passivation may operate on the Ti-2material
used. In the latter case, however, cathodic modifkation would be generated not by

catalytic or noble metal alloyhg additions, but by a surface hyâride fonned on the Ti
during the initial corrosion process. Two remaining questions are the nature of the initial

breakdown of the native oxide and how it is related to the fuial state achieved by the
surface.

3.1.2 Polarization Curves
A number of potentiostatic polarbation curves have ken recorded on Ti electrodes in

acidic aqueous electmlyte solutions. To cl&@ the discussion of the polarkation

-

behaviour, these can be divided into two types anodic and cadiodic polaridon c w e s .

The division point ktween the two types is usually E, ;i.e., cathdic polarkation curvcs
are characterizcd by a cathodic cumnt response to the applied potential (normally a
potcntial lcss than E,) and ancxîic polarization curvcs arc characteriztd by an anodic
cumnt rcsponsc (nomaliy gencratcd by epplying potcntials p a t e r than E, to the

electrode). As a consequenec of this defiaition, anodic polarization curves yicld

idomution rcgarding the kiaetics of oxidition d o n s (specificaily metal oxidation in
this case), whik cathodic poluizaticm curves convcy details of duction rrrction kmctics

(specifically proton or watm ceduction in this case). In rknowlcdgcment of these

diffmnces, discussions of these two types of polarization curve continue separately,
below.
3.1.2.1 Anodlc poluci~tioncvrws

The anodic polarization behaviour of Ti and Ti alloys has been well investigated by
others [IO]. The general shape of the polarvation curve for Ti in acidic solution and the
processes occwring at each stage have been described in Section 1.2 (see Figures 1.2.2-a
and 1.2.3-a). The anodic polarkation curves recorded during the course of this project

add nodiing to the current knowledge of the anodic behaviour of Ti and its alloys.
However, they help to support the hypodiesis, fvst presented in Section 3.1.1, that the
"activation-nbound" phenornenon observed on Ti-2 in acidic solutions is the result of
cathodic modification of the Ti-2 surface by a spontaneously f o r 4 sudace "hydride".
Figure 3.1.2.1-a shows the anodic polarization curves, including segments of the cathodic
polarization curves, recorded in deaetattd 1 .O moldm" HCl solution et 2S°C on Ti-2

aftcr activation but kfote the potentiel rcbound, on Ti-2afker the potcntiai rcbound had
taken place, and on Ti-12 (for cornparison). The andic polarization c w e for Ti-2,

rccorded after activation, but kforc the potential rebund, displayed the expccted active,
active-to-passive, Pnd passive regions commoniy reportcd in the litexanut [IO]. In

conrnst, the anodic poluizstion c w e for Ti-2 mcoidcd after the activation-rebound
cvmt M taken plicc showcd onîy a passive region at potcatiab gnrter than E, and

cadiodic cumia at lowcr potcntials; thm wcce no active regions apparent h m the
cunsnt measunmats. Furthennom, because E, was rbout 0.3 V grtater in this case

O
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Figure 3.1.2.1-a Anodic polarization m e s for Ti in deaerated 1.O moi*drn-' HCf ut

25°C (showing a portion of the cathodic polaruation); (.)

Ti-2 polarized immediately

aper activation, (A) Ti-2 polarued afler activation-rebord, ().
activation-rebound.

Ti-12 polarired *a

Points A and B inùicute the values of E, immediately afler

activation and afir activation-rebound, respectively.

- 0.3 V higher. This behaviour was quite comparable to that exhibited by Ti42 undet the
samc conditions. The spontaneous passivation and high resistance to metal dissolution of

Ti42 are generally accepted to result h m cathodic modification, as described in
Section 1.2.5. It seems mesonable, therefon, to suspect a sirnilar mechanism in the case
of Ti-2 electrodes that exhibit the sarne polarbation behaviour as the Ti-12. However,
since Ti-2 does not contain significant amounts of Ni or noble metals, its cathodic
modification must have k e n generated by something other than components of the
original alloy, possibly a surface hydride as proposed in Section 3.1.1.

3.l.X 2 Cathodicpola&ation cums
To complete the discussion of spontaneous cathodic modification on Ti-2, one should
look at evidence h m the cathodic polarization curves, which represent the kinetics of the
proton reduction reaction on Ti under these conditions. One of the underlying reasons for
the effectivemss of cathodic modification in passivating Ti was noted to be a decrease in
the TDfel dope for the HER (sec Section 1.2.5), resulting in highm cathodic cumnt

densities and a shiA of E , in the positive direction. A dramatic decmse in the cathodic

Tafel dope has k e n noticcd on Ti-2 &et activation-mbound.

The cathodic polarization curves comspoading to the expcriments that yieldecoî the modic
Cumes shown in Figure 3.1.2.1 -a arc plottcd

in Figure 3.1.2.2-4 and rc-plotted in

Figure 3.1.2.2-b in saai-log format with fittcd regession lines through the lineu rcgions.

For the Ti-2clectrode poluizcd beforc the potcntial rcbound could occur, the cathodic

-

TIfcl slopc was 9.140 v.decadë1. A vlluc of -0.1 18 V-decadet'is indicative of a
ceadon in which the fïrst elcctmn transftt is rate dctcrmming (sœTaôle 1.4.13. in îhis

Figure 3.1.2.2-a Cathodic polurùation cuwes cortesponding to the anodic cuntes

displuyed in Figure 3.1.2.1-0;(.) Ti-2 polurized immediately ofter activation, (A) TL2
polarized afer activation-rebowd, (.) Ti-I2 polarùed afier activation-rebound.

Figure 3.1.2.24 Cathodic Tafil plots corresponding tu the cathodic polarùation curves

shown in Figure 3.J.2.2-a with jitted regression fines through the lineur portions;
(.) Ti-2 polarùed immediately *a

activation, (A) Ti-2 poIurized ofter activation-

rebound, @) T i 4 2 poIarized ufer activation-rebound.

case the higher Tafel dope suggests bat this fmt electron transfer was probably rate

determining, but also inhibited somewhat. The latter conclusion is consistent with the
proposal [IO] that the Ti surface under these conditions is covered by a monolayer of

oxygcn species.

-

For the Ti-12 electrode, the apparent cathodic Tafel dope was -0.090

deca cade" and, at

fvst inspection, seemed to be constant over several orders of magnitude in the curmit.

This lower Tafel slope (by cornparison with the Ti-2 described above) is consistent with

the suggestion that the alloy surface is catalytic for the hydrogen reaction (i.e.,
cathodically modified).
Finally, the Ti-2 polarizcd only afkr expniencing the activation-rebound phenornenon
yieldcd an qpzrent Tafel dope of

- -0.010 deca cade".

Such a low Tafel slope is not

mechanistically significant in the direct way that Tafel dopes are commonly used.

Instead, it implies that these measumncnts are not valid for use in determinhg the
rcaction mechanism fmn the Tafel plot because secondary, non-steaây-state phenornena
wem occmhg during the polarizations. This secmhgly intense dependencc of cumnt

on potential could have kaigtnerated by localid reactivity on a generally low-rcactive
surface, accompanid by an i n m i n g surfllce covcnyle by the -ive

arcas.

Figure 3.1.2.2-c shows dut the c m t s w s n h W non-steaây slia, both on Ti-2alter
activation-rebound and on Ti-12. The currcnt îmsients plotted in the Figure w m
recorded at a constant potential E = -0.400V on the Ti-2elcctroâc that had undergone
activation-rcbouad iind E = -0.600 V on tbe Ti42 elctrode.

The ûansients clearly

mdicaâe tht thc ractivity of the elecûock d b c e t o w d hydmgen duction was
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Flgure 3.1.2.2-c Cumnt îramients showing long-tenn non-steudy state behoviow
during cathodic poIuriicltion of disk elecnodes in 1.0 mol-dm" HCI; (ut -0.4 Y, und (-1

Ti42 rit -0.6 V

-

j Ti-2

incnasing sipificantly with t h e for a period in excess of 1000 seconds, and therefore
the apparent "Tafel" slope is not a mechanistically significant parameter in either case
(Le., the slopes of the

Log I vs. E plots for these two electrodes (Figure! 3.1.2.2-b)are not

valid Tafel slopes).
Another indication that the measurements in these two cases do not represent valid Tafel
plots can be noted on Figure 3.1.2.2-b; the dope of the tangent to these two curves
becornes shallower as one approaches the corrosion potential. Nonnally this tangent
slope is steeper near the corrosion potential where the cumnt-potential relationship is
approximately linear.

This picture is consistent with the hypothesis that activation-nbound on Ti-2is driven by
the development of catalytic sites (potentially surface hydrides) that generate cathodic
"self-modification" under fke comsion conditions. The surface coverage by such
catalytic sites rnay be quite low u&r

k l y corroding conditions, since the cumnt

dcnsity for the matching uiodic half-mction would k relatively low. Such is the case

for noble metal interrnctallic p~riicles in cathodically modified Ti alloys (sec
Section 1.2.5). Under conditions of cathodic polanzation on Ti-2, the arcas of catalytic
sites may grow and new sites may fom as more hydtogcn is duced at a highm rate at

the polsrized electrodc surfsec. This Uicrease in suffiwe mvmge by catalytic sites rnight
involve the replllccment of surâce oxidc with hydndc, pdaps by a nuclcation and

p w t h mechanism. The ohipe of the cumat ûansicnts is not inconsistent with biis

possibiüîy [136,1%].

The non-steady state behaviour of the Ti-12 electrode suggests the possibility of

extending this hypothesis of cathodic self-modification to include other Ti alloys, notably
Ti-12 and the noble metal alloys. The implication hem is that hydrogen production by

cathodic reactions at catalytic intermetallic particles could lead to the conversion of the
surface adjacent to these particles into catalytic surface hydride, which could then
enhance and reinforce the passivating effect of the cathodic modification. In effect, noble
metal intemetallic particles could stimulate additional cathodic self-modification. Local
hycûide formation in the vicinity of intermetallic precipitates has been observed after acid
etching of cathodically rnodifkd alloys [197].
Potentiostatic polarkation curves for Ti-2 hydrogen absorption coupons in
0.1 mol*dm" HCl + 0.27 rnol*w3NaCl at 25"C, 50°C and 95°C are shown in Figures

3.1.2.2-4 3.1.2.2-e, and 3.1.2.2-f, mpectively. It should be noted that the cumnts

repoited in these Figures are the values measured after 600 s and do not necessady
represent steady-state c m n t s (see Figures 3.1.2.2-g, 3.1.2.2-h, and 3.1.2.2-i), since the

computer controlling the experYnent was set to hold each potential for a fuced time
prriod. For the potentiostatic polarhatious perfocmed at 25°C and 50°C the cunrnts

a

achieve a stcaûy-state value at each applicd potential. The polarization curves ncorded at
2S°C are highly rcptoducible uid remarlcably similu to those recorded at 50°C. Each of
d l c s curvcs displays a long, lincar Tafel region extendhg over about 6 decades of

*

currcnt and having a dope of -0.154 0.004 V - d d e ?

This is comparable to the

0.140 ~*dcude"
slope measureâ on a fnohly polished didr electrode in 1.O rnol*dnf3HCI

immdiitely afùr activation but kforc potential rebound (sec Figure 3.1.2.2-b). This
slightly shallower Tafel slope mry rcflect a gnuer inhibition of the proton reûuction
226
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Figure 3.1.2.2-1

Cuthodic pteniiostutic pofatùation curves for

absorption coupons in 0.1 inof~dhi"HCI

+ 0.27 mol*dm" NaCI ut

Ti-2 hydtogen

95OC. Two of these

curws were rneprured a@ tk electrodac dispfayed E, tra~sientsin which an initiully
actiw E, cfimbed into the p s i w region (O and A), and the third aper the electrde

dispuyeti un E, transient in which an initiufly actiw E, remained in the active region

and did not undego potential m&wd for the &ration of the sq>eriment

m. A und B

indicute the M O curving segnents of tk polwùation nvvw dbmsed in the t e Q X t
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Figure 3.1.2.2-g Current tramients recorded on u Ti-2 hydrogen absorption coupon in
O. l rnol*dmJHCI

+ 0.27 mol*dn>'JNuCl at

95OC during a pteniiostatic polarkation

experiment (shown in Figure 3.1.2.29 m ~ s u r e dafler the electmde displkryed un E,
hunsient in which on inirially active E, cliwabed into the passive region (curw marked
by A in Figure 3.1.2.2-fi. Each cluster ofpoints repments u set of mearurements taken

ut a direrentjixed potential. Tramients correspond to region A in Figure 3.1.2.25 Note
the changefiom decaying cuthodic nvnw ircurpients to O grmving cathdic m e n t in
the last tronrient. niis coincides with the ewp point between the two cuwing segments of
the polurizatiota cuwe in Figure 3.1.2.2-1:
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Continuation of cuwent iraiuients shown in Figure 3.1.2.2-g

correspondng to appled potentiels fiom the cusp point to the negative potenfial lima
(region

B in Figure 3.1.2.24. Eoch c h t e r of points represents a set of

mearurements

taken ut a dtyewnt jhed porentiol. Note the jktor of ten compression in the current

density scde conipored tu Figure 3.1.2.2-g and the owdap wirh Figure 3.1.2.2-g (2.5
trumients) along the tirne mis.
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Figwe 3.1.2.24 Current transients recorded on Ti-2 hydrogen absorption coupons in
O. l mol*dm'JHCl + 0.27 inol*dm4NaCl ai 95OC during a potentiostatic poiarization

experiment (shown in Figure 3.1.2.24 m e ~ v e d e r the electrode dbplayed an E,
iramient in which an initiaik) active E, reniained in the active region and did not
udergo potential rebound for the duration of the expriment (bine marked by H in
Figure 3.1.2.24.

reaction by the oxide film, which would be expectcd to be thicker due to the long period
of air exposure prior to the immersion of the coupon end may not have been fully stripped
by the acidic solution.
At 95OC the polarization curves (Figure 3.1 -2.2-1) usually appeared to

k composed of

two curving segments (A and B in the Figure), neither of which displayed a very long

linear region, if any at all. In the infiequent instance when the electmde activated and

E, remained in the active region for the duration of the open circuit e x m e n t (see
Figure 3.1. Lg), the subsequently recordeci polarization curve seemcd to include only a
single curving segment, again bearing only a short linear region, if any. It is noteworthy
that the cusp point between the two lobes in the "usual" 9S°C polarization c w e s
occumd at about the same potential as the E, value adopted by active Ti elcctrodes in

this medium (about -0.6 to -0.7 V). Discussion of the significance of this effect to the
absorption of hydmgen by the metal is given later in Section 3.4.
As obsmed on fieshly polished Ti-2 afkr activation rebound and on hshly polished

Ti4 2, the cathodic cumnts in thcsc polMEation expcriments at 95OC on air-exposed Ti-2
hydtogcn absorption c o u p s did not reach a stcdy state a h r 600 s of potentiostatic

polarization. Figures 3.1.2.2s 3.1.2.243, and 3.1.2.24 show the cumnt transients

observed while rrcording the polarization c w e s at 9S°C. Whilc the potnitid was in
region A (Figure 3.1.2.2-f),decaying cumnt ûansieats w m obsmed (Figure 3.1.2.2-g),
but kyond the c u p point when the potcntiai entcrcâ ngion B. inmashg cumnt

ûansients wen obscrvcd (Figures 3.1.2.2-g and 3.1.2.2-h).

For the nue case whcn the

elcctrodc activatcd and rmained active, cathodic c m t s werc only gcncrateù at

potentials typical of mgion B, and only rishg cumnt transients were observed
(Figure 3.1.2.24).

These transients suggest that, under true steady-state conditions,

region A would bc less, and rcgion B more, prominent. mat is, at steady state the
currents observed in region A may be sipificantly smaller or perhaps even anodic and

the cathodic cumnts observed in region B could be significantly higher. Arsov [152],
working on Ti in sulphuric acid, observed the evolution of cunwits from cathodic to

anodic under potentiostatic conditions in the potential range -0.3 to -0.5 V versus SCE (in
region A). This transition took about 15 minutes. At potentials of -0.8 to -0.9 V (in
ngion B) Arsov observed cathodic cumnts that continued to increase with tirne and did
not achieve a steady state during the period of the experiment, sirnilar to the results
pmsented here.

Fmm the polarization curves, one can conclude that the overpottntial for proton reduction
on Ti-2in strongiy acidic solution is smaller and the reduction rate higher on surfaces that

undcrwent activation-rebound than those that did not. The cathodic cumnts on such
surfaces incmase with tirne over long p«iods.

The rate of proton nduction also increases

witb increasing temperature for a givcn potential.

3.2 Passive tilm pmpetües in neubrl soluaion
Passive oxide films spontaneously formed under open-circuit conditions on ûeshly
polished specimens of high pucity Ti, Ti-2, Ti-12, Ti-16, and Ti-O. 1Ru exposed to
unbuffered, deaeratcd 0.27 rnol*w3NaCl solutions were studicd as a hinction of solution
tempemm using E , measments, EIS, and X P S . nie goals of these e x p e r i m t s
were to determine whether observable changes in the properties of the oxide could

account for the onset of susceptibility to ctevice corrosion at temperatures around 70°C
on Ti-2 and Ti- 12, but not on Ti-16, and to explore the effects of alloying additions on the

protcctiveness of the passive film. Several experimcnts were also perforzned on Ti-2 in

0.27 mol-dm')Na2SO*to investigate the importance of the electrolyte anion to the passive
film behaviour.

3.2.1 Open circuit potential measurements
E , measurementsl were made in salt solutions to which no acid was addcd. Solutions of
0.27 mol*& NaCl having pH values of 66.5 (and in a few cases, 0.27 mol*&3 Na2S04

solutions with pH = 8-8.5) w m used without pH aâjusûnent. niese experiments,
perfomed at a stries of tcmpennirrs fmm 20 to 80°C, anployd fnshly polished disk
elcctmdes of high pu@ Ti, Ti-2, Ti-12, Ti-16, and Ti4.1Ru.

As these E ,

mcasurements prrcedod e i k EIS or XPS mcrsuhments, the disks werc either seald or
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Figure 3.2.I -a E, transieni recorded on Ti-2 in deaerated 0.2 7 m~l.drn'~
NuCl at 80°C.

unsealed in epoxy. respectively. as described in Sections 2.6.1. 2.6.3, and 2.6.4. The
value of E, was recordecl throughout the immersion period (usually 16-30 hours).
A typical E, transient is shown in Figure 3.2.1-a. In this transient, as in most, a very

low initial E, value rapidly increased to a position comsponding to what would be the
passive potential range in acidic solution, whemupon it slowly àrified higher for an

extendecl period. In some experiments a steaûy state was evenhially achieved; in other
cases, including the example shom in Figure 3.2.1 -a, it was not.

The diagnostic worth of such transients is low because they did not always mach a steady

state, the E, values were impducible, and they contained varying levels of noisy
fluctuations. Some of the E, values were also surprisingly low. However, one must

consider that these rcsults corne b m hshly poüshed electrodes, which do not seem to
yield as repducible a starhg condition as those treated with a long air exposure (see

Section 3.1), and that, in these ncar-neutrabpH conditions, the polarization c w e for Ti
displays no active region -only passive and hyârogen evolutioa regions (see, for exarnpk,
[TOI). The b

d passive region in neutral solution extends well beyond the potential

range comsponding to the active and active-to-passive regions observeci in acidic

solutions. Themforc, w h e m E, was found to bc stabilized by the high conosion
c m n t regions at the limits of tâc active and passive regions in ridic solutions, in

highcr-pH solutions E, may k subject to infiuences h m mutions oa&g

at tiny

localid sites thit do not rcprcsmt the state of the vast mijonty of the surface, or h m

minor d o x couples pment in the solution as c o n ~ t (e.g.,
s ~c'+/'Fe~+
or diesolved

a).The value of E ,

may then settle at an appropriate potential anywhere within the

broad, low-current passive region.

A plot of the final E , value in each test as a iùnction of temperature is given for each

material, in Figure 3.2.1-b. It can be seen that many of the fmal E , values fell within the

range correspondhg to what would ôe the passive potential region in acidic soiutions

( E > -0.3 V), while several were in the potential ranges associated with the active-topassive transition (-0.5 V <E < -0.3 V) or active regions (-0.7 V <E < -0.5 V) in acidic
solutions. A ûansient yiclding a fmal E , value in the latter range is show in
Figure 3.2.1 oc. Given the variability of these results it does not seem appropriate to
generalize about a n d s in fmal E , values with incteasing temperatures. No differences

in the electmde surfaces before and afia exposure were visible to the naked eye.

33.2 Electrocbemierl impeâance spectroscopy
Immediately following some of the E, measmments desctibed in Section 3.2.1, EIS
was perfomcd on the elcctmàes, without emcfting them from solution. The EIS rewlts

are plottcd in the fom of Nyquist (cornplex plane) plots in Figures 3.2.2-a, 3.2.2-b,
3.2.2-c, 3.2.2-d,32.2-c, and 3.2.2-f for high purity Ti, Ti-2,Ti- 12, Ti4 6, and Ti-û. 1Ru in

NaCl solutions and Ti-2in Na2S04solutims at the various temperatures indicated on the

figures, mpcctively. The conespondhg Bode plots are givm h Figures 3.2.2-g, 3.2.2-h,
3.23-i,32.2-j, 3.2.2-k,and 3.2.2-1. AWough ksed on the sme cxperimental data, each

type of plot cmpdush diffèrent aspects of the impcduice rrspolwc.

Figure 3.2.1-6 Values of E ,

ut

the end of the meusurement period on fieshly polished

~ sohtiow ut

disk eIectmdes in 0.2 7 niol*dn4NaCl (as)and O.2 7 mol-dm" Nafi01

temperaturesfion 20 to 80°C: a) high purity Ti, b) Ti-2, c) T i 42, d) Ti- 16, e) Ti-O.I Ru.

B Ti-2.

Tirne (s)

Figure 3 . 2 . k E, hamient recorded on TL2 in deaerated 0.27 rn~l-dni'~
NaCl ut 60°C.

Figue 3.2.2-a Nyquist plot of electrochemical impedûnce spectra recorded on high

pur@ Ti ut E, in O.2 7 rnol*dm4NuCl ut various temperatures as indicated in the legend

on the graph.

Figure 3.2.2-6 Nyquist plot of electrochemical impedonce spectra recorded on Ti-2 ut

E, in 0.27 mol-dm" NaCl ut various temperatures as indicuted in the legend on the
mPh*

Figure 3.2.2-c N'ijst plor of electrockmicul imperlance spectra recorded on T i 4 2 ut

E, in 0.27 mol*dm4NuCl ut vurious temperatures ac indicuted in the legend on the
graph*

Figure 3.2.24 Nyquist plot of electmchernical intpedance spectra recorded on T i 4 6 ut

E, in 0.27 nol*dmntJ
N d ut various temperatures as indicated in the legend on

the

Figure 3.2.2s Nyquist plot tfelecnu,chemical impedunce spectru recorded on TM.I Ru
ut

E, in 0.27 wtol*dm4NaCl ut various temperatures as indicated in the legend on the

Figure 3.2.2-f a) NyquLt plot of eiectrochemicul impehnce spectra recorded on Ti-2 ut
E, in 0.27 mol*dm" Nus01 ut variotu temperatures as ndicated in the heegend on the
graph. (Sèe expundedplot next page.)
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Figure 3.2.2-gBode plots of electrockmical impedance spectra tecorded on high puri@
Ti ut E, in 0.27 mol*drne3
NuCl at variow temperatures as idicated in the legend on the
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Figure 3.2.2-h Bode plots of efectrochemical impehnce spectra recorded on TL2 ut E,
in 0.27 mol*dwt" NaCl ut various temperatures as indicried in the legend on the irpper
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Figure 3.2.24 Bode plots of electrochemical iwtpedonce specpa reconied on Ti-12 at

E, in 0.27 nrol*dhi4NaCl ut wriovr temperatwes as indicated in the legend on the
W P r rwh*
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Figure 3.Z.i-j Bode plots uf electrochemical impedance spectra recorded on Ti-16 ut

E, in O.27 rn~l*dm'~
NaCl at wtiow temperatures as indicated in the legend on the
U P ! t8twh*
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Figure 3.2.2-k Bode plots of electrochcnical inipedome spectra recorded on Ti-O.IRu at
E, in O.27 mol*& NuCl at various temperatures as indicated in the legend on the

wper m p h *

Figure 3.2.2-1 Bode plots of electroclaemical irnpehnce spectra recorded on Ti-2 at E,
in 0.27 mol-h" NaSO, ot various temperatures as indicuted in the legend on the ypper

PPh*

The interpretation of these irnpeùance data was assisted by modeling the experirnental
spectra in tenns of cucuits of electrical elements (resistots, capacitors, etc.) that would
yield an equivalent response to the applied stimulus. Equivalent cucuits were leastsquares fitted to experirnental data using ZView for Windows soAware (Version 1.2b,
Scribner Associates inc.), which is based on the LEVM 6.0 program written by Dr. J.
Ross Macdonald.
Unfomuiately, then is no unique solution to the question of which equivalent circuit best

fits the experimental data. Any number of electrical circuits that would yield the same
impedance response could k contrived.

Furthemore, as with any least-squares

apploach, the fit can be improved by adding more adjustable parameten (i.e., more circuit
elements) to the rnoâel. Therefore, the d e r is caution4 that a good agreement between
the experimental data and the impedance calculatcd for an equivalent circuit model dacs
not nccessarily mean that the mode1 is correct, and the onus falls on the scientist who is
fitting the mdcl to select a sensible one. The philosophy employed in this project to

d u c e the modeling to a small numbcr of rrruonable models was to begin with the
simplest possible mode1 and to not add more circuit ekments unlcss they I
d to a

significantly kaer fit, made physical and chcmical sense, and yklded mdels with
credible numerical vaiues for the fincd puuneters.

The EIS data can k modcled well using the two quivaknt circuits sketch4 in
Figure 3.2.2-m. The individurl circuit clmicnts in the quivalent circuits comrpond to

spcific physicai fcihirrs of the slccbeodc or the charge transfct jmxcam taking plm.
'Ibe first circuit is composed of: a rcsistot, &, intendcd to repmmt the solution

Fi-

3-2.2-rn Eqwivualent càmüs wedjw modeliqg the im-e

eecnodu: a)

Fd

respowe of Ti d o y

( M e îànr cullstant) cimit, i d d e soiutibn mijtancc

axt<lafün,cqpfacitancie (Ch m-

clnvn pores, C~WT& or +ts

in the a*

(W.

@p,J#

a n d i n t n f ~ b l ~ ( ~ a t t k b c w s o f t h e p o r rZ1mqvbesqmmtedhtoo
s.

polarisrrtion nsbtanoc
corurmir) ctrvir

and an h&@ibeial cqpitom# (Cd; b) R d h d ( s e l e tinw
the l i i n w c r p r ih whkh thtpom m m l y d l or

Ilw~rcprw~tkporrs(Rri,44"dC3-~bya

shglèpbn rarLlawv (R).

resistance; a constant phase element (CPE),Ch representing the non-unifonn capacitanee
of the passive oxide film; another resistor,

b,representing the resistance of pores,

cracks. ot defects in the oxide; and an interfacial impedance, Zi, representing processes
Eaking place at the bases of the pores, cracks, or defccts in the oxide. This interficial

impedance lies in series with R, and can be fiirther sepamted into a parallel
combination of a resistor, R, and a CPE, Ci, representing an interfacial polarization
resistance and a non-unifom intenacial capacitance, nspectively. The response of this
circuit to electrical perturbations displays two time constants (ie., two cesonant
hquencies), and therefore will be referred to as the double tirne constant equivalent
circuit.

The second equivalent circuit shown in Figure 3.2.2-m is not an independent circuit, but
rather a spccial case of the fust, reprcsenting the limiting case in which the pores are
exceedingly fine or non-existent (an unbroken film). In this case, a film msistance, Rf,
representing the buk resistance to charge transfer across an intact, non-porous oxide fi&
~ p l t i ~the
e s elements associateci with the poms (RF, Zi,

and Ci).The nsponse of

this circuit to electrical perturbations displays one time constant (ie., only one rcsonant
fnsuency), and thercforc will be rcfemd to as the single time constant quivalent circuit.

nie oelection of thesc particulu equivalent circuits was mde by fitting the Unpedrnce
ttspolsst,

k-g

with the simplcst models possible and considering the physid

implications w o c W with erch model circuit. The singk timc constant equivaknt

circuit diffas h m the simplest cimiit possible for an clectmdc in solution that a n
susriin a Faradaic d o n (corrosion in this case) ody by the replacement of a caprcitor

by a constant phase element. This exchange greatly improved the fit between model and
data and represents the combined effects of non-unifomity in the oxide film thickness,

electrode surface roughness, and non-unifom cumnt pathways due to geometrical efkcts
in the electrochemical cell. This same substitution was used by Kolman and Scully [70]
in theù EIS analysis of a diflerent Ti alloy. As can be seen h m the Bode phase angle
plots Figures 3.2.2-g, 3.2.2-h, 3.2.24, 3.2.2-j, 3.2.2-k, and 3.2.2-1, the nonidealities
compensated by the use of a CPE rather than a pure capacitance were relatively minor.
An ideal uniforni capacitance would give a phase shifl of -90' Wtential lagging cumnt

by 90'). The peak phase angle for al1 these Bode plots is -75 to -85'.

The double tirne constant equivalent circuit was requid to produce a good fit to the
impedance data from some of the materials tested. The physical pictwe associated with
this model circuit is that of an insulating film with cracks or pores. A similar circuit was
employcd by Pan et al. [156] for comsion of Ti in phosphate-bufferccl saline solution,

although theu physical mode1 of the oxide film w u slightly diffeient than the one
p r o p o d hem'.
It s a m s supcrfluous to include figures demonstrating the least-squares fit of the propod

equivalent circuits to the âata acquid in every EIS expcrllnent in this Thesis; a few

nprsentativc examples should suffice. The calculatd impedracc spectra for the
appmpriatc lcast-sqwrrs fittcd equivalent circuit models rrr plotccd 4
t
h the
cltperimcntol ddi acquircd at 60°C on an elcctrodt of cach Ti dloy in Fi-

3.21-n

(hi* pur@ Ti), 3.2.2-0 (Ti-2), 3.2.2-p (Ti-12), 3224 (Ti-16), and 3.22-r(Ti-O.1Ru).

FIgw 3.2.2-n ErperimentaI impedonce spectnm jh a high puri@ Ti electde in
0.27 mol*&'

N d ut 60°C1-(

<ad wfCIJ4ted impo&ince mspollsefir the leust

sqvcpw fitted single thte cwur<mr quiwlent cimrit (.

9.

F i , 3.2.2-0

Qxrimenral

0.27 nol*&i3NoCl ut 60T1-(

irnpcdonce spechuri for o T i electrode in
and ~~1CUIatrd
im-e

sqvmcjfitted single time OoItStant ~ g v i w t l ~cimit
lll

9.

m p m ef o ~the least

Figure 3.2.2-q

Experimentul impedance spectnrm jhr

0.27 molnclin" NaCl ut 6OOC 1-(

a Ti-16 e l e c d in

d wlculuted i m m e respomefir the least

s q v r r m ~ n e d ~ u btime
l e constant q u i d e n t c i m i t (.

9.

F i v 3.2.2-r

Jkprimentul impedance spectmm for a Ti-O.IRu elechDdP in

0.27 ~nol*dm-~
N d 1 ut 6OOC (-j

s<lurvrsfinad&le

and caIculuted impdhce respotuejiw !lie leat

time collstmt equiwlat circuit (.

9.

The mode1 spectra fit the experimental data very well in al1 cases. Small discrepancies
between mode1 and data cm be noted in some spectra at the high and low ûequency
limits. These discrepancies can be attributed largely to noise in the experimental spectra
at the low kquency limit, due to the long times requircd to acquire each datum, and to
the non-ideality of the electrochemical cell at the high hquencies, probably mainly due

to the use of the high-impedance commercial SCE reference electrode.
The fitted panuneter values for

of the impedance spectra acquired for each material are

plotted against temperature in Figures 3.2.2-s

(R), 3.2.2-t (Cf),3.2.2-u

&),

3.2.2-v

(%), 3.2.2-w (Ci), and 3.2.2-x (Rr). The curves connecting the symbols in these Figures
do not reprernt a mode1 of predicted behaviour. They an simply spline fits through like
syrnbols to help guide the d e r ' s eye. A detailed interpretation of the nsults is given
below.
Figure 3.2.2-s shows R, values mostly in the 5-1 5 k m 2 range, similar for al1 electrodes,

and decreasing with incrcasing tcmpcmture. ûne should expcct & to be neariy identical

in each of the exprirnents since it is determincd not by the clectrode materials
themsclves, but by the instrumentation uscd, the pfopcriics of the electrolyte solution, and
the geometry of the electrochemical cell. The trend to lower R, values at highcr

ternpmturrs proôably rcflccts the expected dccrcasc in specific mistivity of the

eIectc0Iytc solution as the ionic mobilities inctcilse with incrruring temperature. nicrr
appcars to be only a smilî @nhips insignificant) diffemce ktwccn

R, values

detcniiincd for cxpchmts pcrfontrad in 0.27 molddNaCl and those p d o d in

0.27 mol-dui3-SOI,

the Lncr king siightly lower. Two off-trend values rppeir at

O
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Temperature ( O C )

Figure 3.2.2-9 Rsvalues dotermined by leust squares fining model equivalent cimits to
experiinental electrockntica~impeknce spectra recorded in O. 2 7 moidm" NaCl on high

priry TI (.),

Ti-2 0,
Ti4 2 O,
Ti4 6 ( 4 ), Ti-O. 1Ru (A)and in 0.2 7 mol*dm4 NufiO,

on Ti-2 (*).

Error bars fndicate the nnr error in the least squaresfltting; however, the

emrs 4ssocCoted with most of the points are sniull emugh that t k y are obscured by the
graphing ~yrnbols.

10
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Temperatun ('C)

Figvre 3.2.2J Cf vulues detennined &y lem squares Ptting model equivdent circuits to
experimentai electrochemical impedance spectra recorded in 0.27 mol*dm4NuCl on high
p i t y Ti (.),

Ti-2 0,
Ti4 2 0,
Ti4 6 ( 6 ), Ti-O.1Ru (A)and in 0.27 nol*dmJIVafiO,

on Ti-2 (*).Error bars indicute the ms e m r in the leusr squares fitting; howewr. the
e m r s associcited with nost of the points

graphing symbols.

are swdl emugh t h t they ore obscvred by the

Figure 3.2.2-u ,R
to

d u e s detemined by leust squares fining mode1 equivulent circuits

experimmtd electmchemical impedonee spectra recorded in 0.27 mol-dnl' NuCl on

Ti-12 0,
Ti46 (a), and Ti-OJRu (A). Emr brvs indicate tk rms error in the Ieust
squares fittimg; however, the e m s associated with many of the points are smull enorcgh
that they are obscvnd by the puphhg synibols.

Temperature ( O C )

Figwe 3.2.2-v Rp values detemined &y l e m squmes fitting mode1 equivaient circuits to
expriment1 electmchemical irnpedance spectra recorded in 0.27 mol*dwiJN

d

on

Ti-12 0,Ti- 16 ( Q ), and Ti-O. 1Ru (A). E m r bars indicate the nns eww in tk letut
squaresfining; however, the ermrs associated wiih some of the points are smull emugh
thut they are obscvred by the graphing symôols.

Figure 3.2.2-w Crvuiues determined by l e m squares M i n g model equivdent circuits to
experiiniental efechockmhd impedance spectru recorded in O. 2 7 mol-dm"NaCl on

Ti-12 (V), Tb16 (q), and Ti-O.1Ru (A). E m r bars indicate the nns ewor in the least
sqtiaresfltting; hawever, the emrs awoeicrted with muny of the p a s are srnufi enough

that they are o b s d by the graphing syniboh.
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Figicre 3.2.2-x Rf values deterdned by ieast squares Ming model equivalent circuits to
experimental electmchemical impedonce spectra recorded in 0.27 mokdm" NaCl on high
Pad in 827 mol-dnt3Na$OI on Tb2 (*).E m r bars indicute
purity Ti (8)and Ti-2 0.

the nns e m r in the letut sqwres fimng; however, the e m r s arsociated with most of the

points are small emugh that they are obscured by the graphing symhls.

-28 fl-crn2and correspond to Ti-16 and Ti-O.1Ru et 20°C. It is difiult to comment

m e r on th& significance without repeated experiments under the same conditions to
verify theù reproducibility.

nie values of Cf, plotted in Figure 3.2.2-1, show somc interesthg trends. The high purity
Ti, Ti-2, and Ti- 12 al1 displayed a large drop in Cf at elevated temperatUres. They al1
exhibited Cfvalues in the range 45-55 Ct~*cm-2
at 20 and 40°C (except Ti42 at 20°C,
which had a somewhat lower value), but at 60°C (6S°C for Ti-2 in NaCl solution) and
above, Cf dropped to 25-35 C~*cm'2
and remained nearly constant (except on high purity

Ti. where it increased again at 80°C). If one ignores for a moment the few points that do
not match this trend, one can develop an ides that there is a drop in the film capacitance

(the data seem to trace roughly a 2-shaped c w e ) at tempmnircs in the range 4040°C on
these three materials. This is just k l o w the temperature at which breakdown

crystallization is expccted to occur and in the range where water absorption by the oxide
loyer has bmi seen to inc-

sipifcmtly [84]. For the Ti- 16 and Ti-O.1 Ru electrodes,

Cfdtopped betwecn 20 and 40°C and i n c d from 40 to 80°C. It is uncertain what this
trend indicatcs about the chging statc of the matmals' surfsces with incrcasing
temperature.

Figure 3.2.2-u shows how %, dccrru~swith incrtasing temperature for die dvec

materials whosc impduice spccûa r q u i . the double tirne constant quivalent c h i t

for fitting. The %, values for Ti-12wcrc d l rnuch largm than those dctcrmineâ for
e i k Ti46 or Ti-O. 1Ru, and h w e d the -test

absolute decrwsc ovcr the temperature

range hvcstigated (fbm rbout 2 6 0 ~ atd 20°C to abut 1 1 O ~ * n n a*t 80°C),

although

for the latter two materials also decreased by more dian 50%. The %,

values for Ti46 and Ti-O.lRu were similar over the entire tempetatute range, those on
Ti-0.1Ru king slightly higher dian those on Ti4 6. These observations imply that ionic

access through (around) the oxide is more restricted on Ti-O. 1Ru than on Ti- 16, and much
more restricted on Ti-12. The ease of ionic access follows the same order as the crevice
corrosion nsistance for these materials (expected positions in parentheses): (high purity

Ti), -Ti92 < Ti- 12 4% 16, <Ti-0.1 Ru).
This idea of a "pore resismce" and the observation that it was only necessary to invoke it
to explain the impedance spectra of Ti-12, Ti46 and Ti-0.1Ru, and not those of high
purity Ti nor Ti-2,is consistent with the modei of comsion protection by noble cathodic

sites on the material surface. In order for such sites to act as cathodic modifiers, they
must k open to solution, with rcasonable access to the oxidonts prescrit. This would be
the case if it was dificult to form a continuous oxide over the catalytic sites, possibly

because of thcu noble (oxiâation-mistant) nature. For the materials without intentionai
additions of cathodically mdifying phases and on which cathodic modification is not
obscrved' (hi* purity Ti a d Ti-2). only a single t h e constant was obsmed in the

impcdpnce spcctro, implying thit no significant lowcr-rcsistanct ionic pathwPys through
the oxi& w m prcscnt.

The Ti-12, Ti46 and Ti*. 1Ru ailoys dcmonstrated dflcrnit trends in & as shown in

Figure 3.2.2-v. R, was quite high (3.8 M2mcm2) on both Ti- 12 and Ti4 6 at 20°C, but

decreased with inmashg temperature on Ti-12. On Ti-16, R,, increased to -5.4 M R - C ~ '
et 40°C before dropping at higher temperatwes. The % values on Ti-O. 1Ru, by contrast,
were much lower (< 1 M R ~ C at
~ ~20) and 40°C, then increased at the higher
temperatwes, reaching about 4.6 ~n-crn~
at 80°C. in general, these results imply that

Ti-12 and Ti46 become more reactive at higher temperatures, but the reactivity of
Ti-O. 1Ru decreases with increasing temperature. It is diacult to speculate on the reason

for this strange behaviour of the Ti-O. 1Ru.
n i e values of Ci in Figure 3.2.2-w highlight another difference between Ti-16 and
Ti-O. 1Ru. While Ti-O. 1Ru had a very high Ci value at 20°C that decreased linearly with
hcrcasing temperature, Ci was very low on Ti-16, and remained so at al1 temperatures

tested. The two materials had similar Ci values only at 80°C. The Ci values of Ti-12
were somewhat higher than those of Ti-1 6, but much lower than those of Ti-0.1RU, and

didn't change much over the temperature range 20-60°C. At 80°C Ci for Ti-12 jumped to

a value as higb as that seen on Ti-0.1 Ru at 20°C.

The fmal equivalent circuit elemmt values

to be diseussed arc those of

Ra seni in

Figure 3.2.2-x for high purity Ti and Ti-2. in chloride solution, the film rcsistances
initially incrcascd with incmsing temperatwc kforc dropping s i p i f i c ~ t l y at
temperatures above 40°C for Ti-2 and 60°C for high purity Ti. The Ti-2 clectroâes
exposcd to sulphite solution sbowed much lowcr film mistancc values at dl
tcmperaturcs ibow 20°C, Rf incrushg slightly with tanperahvc up to 80°C. The dmp

in fib mistancc at clevavitcd t e m v in chloride solution is rcminiscent of die drop

in fiha cipreitince values on these sacne matchîs (see Figure 3.2.2-t), although the

transition temperatures do not coincide exactly. These transition temperatures are just
below the temperature at which breakdown crystallization is expected to occur and in the
range wheie watet absorption by the oxide layer has been seen to increase significantly

~41.

B d d o w n crystallization may account for the drop in film nsistance on these electrodes
by providing lower-resistance pathways for ion transport through the film, possibly dong

grain boundaries in the oxide. It is interesthg to note, however, that breakdown
crystallization does not result in the formation of open, active cracks and pores in this
solution, shce a second time constant in the impedance did not appear. Therefore, any
cracks in the oxide f o d by crystallization must have ben relatively small or quickly
filled with mon oxide (not an unmeasonable outcome in neutral pH solution). The high
magnitude of Rf, even at its lowcst values, support this conclusion. An acidic solution
may be better suited to probing oxidc cracking during breakdown crystallization if oxidc
self-npair is a concern, since npaù should be hindered by a low pH. The comparatively
low Rr values on Ti-2in sulphrte solution wcre a surprise and may relate to the pater
ability of suiphatc to complex Ti ions, perhaps msulting in a thinncr or more dcfcctive
oxide film because of intcrfcrencc witb the film p w t h process.

Kolman and Sculiy [70] pmpod a diff't double time constant equivalent circuit than
the one uscd h a e in îheir d e s of a Ti-1SMo-3Nb3Al ailoy in 0.6 mol-dm"NaCl

solution at pH 1. Theu quivalent circuit is illustnted in F ~ F 3.2.2-y. By appropriate
choiccs of circuit elewnt values, such a circuit can bc d e to genemte the same
rrspow givm by the Quble timc ooastrnt circuit wd in these q e r h m t s , howwer the

Figwe 3.2.2-y huble time co~tuntequiwlent c i d used by Kolm<m a d Seul& [70]

fi* m&ling

the imprdMee response of

Ti-I5Mo-3Nb-iA1aUoy electrocdes

0.6 mol-rbn"NaCi ut pH 1. nie c i m i t incl&
c ~ i t l m i c e(Cd, a
a
r
d
ir p h resrTstance

h b l e layrt capcitance (Ca).

solution resistonce

0,charge

in

0,
aide jlh

tnqfer reskkmce (Rn) and a

physical circurnstances irnplied by the two models are different. In Kolman and Scully's
model, al1 charge ûansfer takes place through an unbroken passive oxide film, with
charge transfer taking place on its surface. This is plausible for an oxide film into which
are incorporated various alloying constituents that may contribute to its conductivity, and

is consistent with the film's ability to evolve oxygen, as reported by the authors [70].

Another contributing factor may be the low pH (= 1) u d by Kolman and Scully, which
may have resulted in the gmwth of a more defective oxide film on their elecbodes. The

mode1 invoked for the cunent studies uses the second t h e constant as a bypass amund
the passive oxide film. This approach is mon consistent with the idcas previously
presented regardhg the fùnctioning of the corrosion resistant cathodically modified
alloys: for the alloys to offer corrosion nsistance by catalysis of proton reduction at noble
metal-containing interrnetallic sites, these sites must be casily accessible to the electrolyte
solution. This would k the case if the catalytic sites were located at the bottoms of pores

in the oxide, such porcs rcsulting h m an inability of the material to grow a compkte
passive film over these locations due to the different local composition of the substrate
material. The concentrations of alloying elements in these materials is very low, and it is
unlikely that the composition of the oxidc on these materials is much diffmnt h m dilit
on the high pwity Ti or Ti-2 clCCfiOdt~,yct when these noble metal-containhg

intcmetallic particles am absent (ie., on high purity Ti and Ti-2) only a single t h e
constant is n d e d to mode1 the &ta (th= is no shortcut mund the passive film).

33.3 X-ray photoclectron spectroscopy
As quickly as possible following some of the E ,

measurements descrikd in

Section 3.2.1, XPS was perfonmd on the electrodes. Unfomuiately,this ex situ analysis

nquired that the electrodes be emersed fiom solution, r h e d to remove traces of the
electrolyte, mounted on a holder, and entered into the XPS vacuum system. Such a

procedure exposed the electrodes to air and rendered the XPS results subject to the
possibility that the state of theu surfaces could have been influenced by oxygeii,
catbonaceous species and other undesirable atmospheric components, as discussed in
Section 1.3.2.

However, in spite of these caveats, the meaningfulness of the XPS

analyses was not entùely defeated; die results are presented klow.

The XPS analysis for each electrode consisted of an initial survey scan of electmn
binding energies from 0-1 100 eV and thm high-resolution scans that focuseâ on the
binding energy mgcs corresponding to photoelectmns ejected !hm Ci,, TizpJn,and Ois
orbitals. The purpose of the survey scan was to verifL that the measured signal otiginated
h m the ample (as oppsed to the boldcr or othcr components of die apparatus), and to

determine the prcsence of observable levcls of alloying elements or foreign contaminants.
Two of the IUgh~csolutionspectra were recordecl to determine, quantitatively, the

distribution of eleetmn binding mrgics of Ti and O and thercforc the oxidation statcs

and chernid envitonmcnts of &est ekments; the Ci,band

wcis

recordcd at high

rcsolution to detcnninc a rcfmnct point for the other binding encrgics in the spectrurn.

The binding eneqy for the Ci, clectrolls of the dventitious cubonsceous matcrial

commody forind on srmpk surfices was taken to k 284.8 eV [175] and the diffmre

between the latter and the measured value (usually a few electron volts or less) was used

to c o m t the binding energy values for al1 measured peaks in the spectrum. Such a

comction was required to compensate for the accumulation of a net charge on the m p l e

during analysis, the presence of which changes the energy of the emitted photoelectrons
via electrostatic interactions.
A typical XPS survey scan is shown in Figure 3.2.3-e, with peak assignments as indicated

in Tabk 3.2.3-a. The particular spectnim show in the Figure was acquired fiom a Ti-2

-

elecrrode that had been exposed to 0.27 rnol*dnf3NaCl solution at 20°C for 17 h. The
spectmm shows the expected Ti and O peaks fiom the ubiquitous surface oxide film.

along with conûibutions h m C, CI, Ca, K. N, and Na impurities. The experimental

procedure employed rendemi adventitious corbon unnvoidable and NaCl very difficult to
elhinate, since electrolyte specics could be adsorbcd at the electmde surface, or included
or entraincd in the oxide itself. The tmes of K may have originated h m the SCE

reference electrodc or tiom impurities Ui the electrolyte' . The latter may also have been
the source of the small amount of Ca that was detected. The N probably originated h m

the ambient atmospherc, to which the elcctrodc was exposed duMg transfer to the XPS
systcm.

The s u r v y spectn for al1 a k y s and exposwe tnnpetaturcs w m qualitativcly similru;
qurintive di~~rtllccs
in the Ti and O signais arc prcsented and discussed klow. No
alloyiag components (other thui T i of course) wcre fouml in any of the spectm,

indicating that they wcrr not prcsent in the smp1e s u r f h m in detecteb1e (-1

at.%)

Binding Eneigy (eV)

Figure 3.2.3-a

0.27 mobdm" NaCl ut 20°Cfor -17 h. The binding energies have b e n cowected @y
1.5 e çî for sampIe chrging, X-ruy satellite peah h m k e n subiracted, unù u a f e-point
smwthing procedure hm &en qplied.

Table 3.2.3-0.

Peak assipwtents 11751 are indicated in

quantities. This is not surpishg since these diîute alloys contain 4 at.% of any single
component (except Ti) in the alloy buk. It also indicates that these alloying constituents
did not becorne enriched to detectable levels at the electrde surfaces (bat is, to the

maximum depth observable by XPS)under the exposure conditions investigeteci.
Table 3.2.3-a Peak Assignments Il75J for t h XPS Spectrum Shown in Figure 3.2.3-a
7

L

CI

I

I

Binding Energy
(eV)
1071
993
875
869
74 1
660

Assignment

N d . CILMM"
CKLL
NKU.

TiLMM
%L

URknown

Bindhg Energy
(eV)
302
296
293
284.8
268
264

Assignment
Naut
K ~t nD

I

K~D~R

c

I

IS

c12,
N~KLL

Sattscripu L M M ud KLL iodicate the ducc cmay lmls involvcd in Auger clamwi missions.

The high resolution XPS scans of the TiZJn and 01,
bands were deconvolutecl to
detemiine the chmical

States

in which Ti and O werc prescrit in the eioctrode surfaces,

and the dative abundancc of species in each state. Deconvolution was done using the
&ta massaghg mutines on the spectrometer. Modcl parameter estimates and mgcs of

variability w m selected bascd on binding enagies and FWHM values h m publiehed
SpCEtR [93,96-98,100,156J.

Peak profiles comprising a mixture of Gaussian and Lonntzian character (almost entirely
Gaussian) wete developed in combination with the data extracted fkom literature spcctm
and fuie-huied' by cornparison with one of the experimental spectra. Afier this, the form

of the model was fkozen and the deconvolution of other experimental spectra proceeded,
with the peak shapes and positions fixed within the ranges allowed by the model. The

fitthg software used the established model to determine the peak heights, widths, and
locations required to build a peak structure simulating that of the experimentalîy
determined band. Al1 bands undement background subtraction and X-ray satellite peak
mnoval prior to deconvolution.
An exampk of îhe deconvolution of the Oisband on hshly polished Ti-O.1Ru is show

in Figure 3.2.3-b. The 01,h d was found to be composed of thm components that CM
be ettributed to oxygen atoms in H20(A, 532.1 eV),

Ti-OH(B, 530.9 eV), and T i 4 (C,

529.6 eV) spccies [84, 961. nie deconvolutcd curves comsponding to each oxygen-

containhg species presmt in the sample surface were integrated and the relative amount
of O in tach chetnical state was calculattd as the ratio of the a m under the relevant
deconvoluted cuve to the total arcs enclosed by the Ois band in each spectrum. The
breakdomi of the Ois band into

Ha,Ti-OH, and T i 4 components afier electroàe

cxposure to NaCl solution at esch tempenturr is given in Figures 3.2.3-c (high punty Ti),

3 . 2 3 4 (Ti-2), 3.2.31 (Ti-12). 32.3-f (Ti-16). and 3.2.3-g (Ti-OJRu).

Binding Energy (eV)

Figure 3.2.3-6

Ois band Pom high-remlution XPS scan of a Ti-O.IRu elecirode

iinmediatek'y following wet polishing and its deconvolution Mo comporients attributable
tu water (A), Ti-OH @), and Ti=O (C); experimentul
component peah (-

- j , and sum offlnd

doro

deconvoluted
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Figure 3.2.3-c Relative umounts of euch oxygen species apparent in the surjiuce of a high
purity Ti electrde afler exposcre to deaerated 0.27mol-dm"NaCI ut vurious
temperattrres. as detennined by deconvolution of the O,, XPS band; water
Ti-OH (A),and Ti=O (.).

a),

Temperature ( O C )

Figure 3.2.34 Relative umounts of each oxygen species apparent in the surfoce ofu Ti-2
elechode ufler exposure to deuerated 0.27 mol-dm" NaCl ut various temperutures, as

detemined by deco11w)Iutionof the O,, AFS band; water (O), Ti-OH (A),and Ti=O @).
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Figure 3.2.34 Relative amunis of each oxygen species apparent in the surfce of a
Ti-12 elec-e

u

t exposw to deuerated O.2 7 mol*dm4NaCl ut vurious temperahrres,

as determined by deconvolution of the OISXPS bond; wuter (O), Ti-OH

Ti=O (.).
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Figure 3.2.3-f Relative amounts of ecich oxygen species apparent in the surjiace of a
Ti-16 elechode u&v exposure to deuerated 0.27 rn~l+drn'~
NaCl ut various temperufures,
as detemined by deconvolwion of the O,, XPS band; wuter (O), Ti-OH (A), und

Ti=O (.).

Figure 3.2.3-g Relative amounts of each oxygen species apparent in the surjàce O,
T i 4 1Ru eiectrode oter exposure to deaerated 0.2 7 rnol*dn'JNaCI at various
temperatures, as &temined by deconvolution of the O,, XPS bard; water
Ti-OH (A),Md Ti=O (.).

a),

Distinct changes with both temperature and alloy type were observed in the 01,band.
Above 40°C, the arnount of oxygen associated with bound wster increased with

increasing temperature, except for films grown on the high purity Ti, which showed the
opposite trend, and on Ti-0.1Ru, on which it remallied relatively constant. An increase in
the arnount of bound water in anodic Ti oxide films with hcreasing temperahw was also

observed by XPS by Shibata and Zhu [84]. These authors found a steady increase in the
water content of anodic films fonned in 0.5 moldm" &SOI at temperatures below 70°C
and a marked increase above 70°C.
The amounts of water in the oxide films grown at 20°C, except on Ti-12, appear
surprisingiy hi&. The reason for the higher water contents in films grown at 20°C is not

known; however, it may be that these films had not yet established a steady-state
composition during their 16-30 h of exposun to solution, perhaps due to slow kinetics at
this lower temperature. This idea is supported, albeit weakly, by the non-steady state

nature of the E , trPnsients in thcse exposures. The equivalent circuit element values
derived fiom EIS experiments at 20°C also sometimes appeucd "out of line" with the

trends shown by the data h m other tcmpcraturts.

The Ti-OH contents w m rrmukibly similar for ail alloys and al1 electrolyte
tmipcnhnrs, contributing 5-2û%

of the toîal O,, signal. ûthcr rtsauchtrs [84, %] have

noted thrt the distinction between bound watcr and hydrated metal (Ti-ûH) species by

XPS is düncult and have derh with

thest two

componcnts as a singk combincd

oontribution. If the aame is donc with the cumnt m d t s (Le., sumning the H B and Ti-

OH contributions), the temperature-related trends in the data m a i n as described above
for the bounâ water component, as seen in Figure-3.2.3-h.
Figure 32.34 demonstrates the deconvolution of the TilpJn XPS band [93]. from a
spectrum acquired on fkshly polished Ti-2, into components associated with ~i~ species

(D, 458.5 eV), ~i~ (E, 456.7 eV), and Ti fiom the substrate metal' (F, 453.5 eV). For al1

of the electrodes exposed at E, to the NaCl solutions, at al1 temperatures tested, the only
Ti oxidation state detectable was ~ i " . From the levels of noise in the experimental
spectra in the vicinity of the Ti2p3aband, it was estimated that the detection limits for ~i~
and rnetallic Ti were on the order of 10- 15% of the total TizpMsignal.

In addition to the examinations of electroàes after exposure CO solution, XPS analyses
were pcrformed on ficshly polished disks of each material. The latter spechens were
wet-polished and r h d (at m m temperature) before XPS, but not exposed to any saline
solutions. Freshly polished -les

displayed observable levels of ~i~and metallic Ti,

imlike the electrodes h t had bcen exposeci to solution. This diffemce was probably due
to the thinmss of the oxide fihn imrnediately afkr polshing and the oxidation of lower-

valence Ti specics with time during exposure to aqueous solution. The relative arnounts
of ~ i " , ~

i and~ metallic
,
Ti rneasurcâ on fnshly polished disks of each alloy are plotted

in Figure 3.2.3-j.
The watcr and Ti-OH contents of fkshly polished spccimms of coch alloy arc plotied in

Fi-

3.2.34. The bigh purity Ti,Ti-2 and Ti42 sampls hd quite sUnilar totai watcr

0 . 0 ~ " ' ~ " " ' ~ ' ~ ' " ~
10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90
Temperature ( O C )

Figure 3.2.3-h Sum of wtater and Ti-OH components as afiaction of the total amount of
oxygen species in the surfoces of Ti alloy efectmdes a#er exposure to deaeruted

0.27 in~f-drn'~
NaCf at vurious temperatwes, as determined by deconvolution cf the O,,

D S band; high pwiy Ti (@), Ti-2 (*),Ti-12 ( V ), Ti- 16 (O),Ti-O.I Ru (A).

Binding Energy (eV)

Figure 3.2.3-i Tilm bond fiom the high-resoluiion ARS scan of a TL2 electrde
imntediately followhg wet polishing and its deconvolution into components attributable
to

'IT

TP(E), und metallic Ti (F); experimental &tu

(D)@

component peuh (-

(--JIdeconvoluted

- j,
und sum offitted component peuh =(

9.

Figure 3.2.39 Relative rnnounts of Ti in each oxidatiott stute apparent in the su@ices of
freshly polished Ti alloy elecnodes (wet polished. without expusure to saline solution), as
detemined 6y deconwlution of the TizpJfl
XPS band; metaliic Ti

m*

a),TI" (A), and rtV

Figure 3.2.3-k Relative arnounts of each oxygen s p i e s apprent in the su~ucesof
fies& polished Ti ulloy electrodes (wet polished. without exposure to saline solution), as
detemiwd by deconwlution of the OISXPS band; water (O), Ti-OH (A),and Ti=O (.).

and Ti-OHcontents, while those of Ti- 16 and Ti-O. 1Ru were much higher. This may be
coincidental, since such cornparisons are not consistent arnong the samples exposed to
NaCl solutions, as seen in Figure 3.2.3-h.
Some concem over the possibility that absorbed water and OH could k extractcd fiom
these oxide films on prolonged exposure to the ultra high vacuum (UHV) of the XPS

system led to an investigation of the the-dependence of the comsponding signals. A

Ti-2 sample that had been exposed to 40°C NaCl solution and examimd by XPS
according to the procedure used for al1 of the XPS analyses reported above was lefi in the

UHV ystem and re-analyzed several tirnes by XPS over a p e n d of seven days. The
water, Ti-OH and Ti*

contents measund afier 3 h. 18 h. 42 h, and 168 h are presented

in Figure 3.2.3-1 and show the fraction of the 01,
signal correspondhg to water

d e c m i n g with the whik the other two componcnts increase. Dctailed examination of
these nsults meals, however. that the apparent time-àependmce cannot be explaineci as
a simple loss of water h m the surface, becausc the ratio of Ti-OH to Ti?)

incttascs

with tirne (it would rcmain constant if water loss was the only proccss occucring, or
dccreme if OH wm abstractcd as well). Insteod of vacuum desiccation, it is Iikely that at

least some of the changes obst~edwere c a u d by repcatcd exposurr to the X-ray beam,

and possible dM the pnsencc of the spccimm in the vacuum chamber whik othcr
unnlatcd speciwns w e n analyzd multed in fwther damage. The influence of the

effcct~shown in Figure 3.2.3-1 in the mt of the XPS &ta is expected to be minimai,

since the eledi.odes wac uli)yzed within a fcw houn of entry into the UHV chamber,

and fiw or no odrer rniiyses were PafollllCd during this pcriod mr were rrperted
rnrlyses of the sim r p c c h .

Time (h)

Figure 3.2.3-1 Relative umounts of each oxygen species apprent in the surfoe of a Ti-2
efecnode oper exposure to deaeruted 0.27 mol*dm4NoCl ut 40°C, <zr detennined by

deconwlution of the O,, XPS band; water (O). Ti-OH (A). and Ti=O (.).

The

speciution &tu are plotted as a finction of the t h e that the sampie was held under
vacuum (i.e.. the same specimen was lefi imi& the

times owr a perioà of seven doys).

UHY system a d re-unafyzedseveral

Angle-resolved XPS was employed to determine the location of the bound water and
Ti-OH within the passive film on solution-exposed Ti. Angle-resolved XPS relies on the
very short inelastic mean fke path of low-energy electrons in condensed matter
(c60 A ) [ l i ~to] pmvide information on the location of an element within the sample.

Photoelectrons emitted fiom deeper within the sampk have much l e s likelihood of
escaping the surface at shallow angles than they do at high angles, due to the difference in
the escape path length through the sample, as described in Section 2.1.2. Exampks of the

use of angle-resolved XPS for determining the depths of species within sample surfiaces
can be found in the following nferences: (72.96, 199,2001.
Figure 3.2.3-m shows the sum of bound water and Ti-OH components in the film (as a
froction of the total OISsignal) as a huiction of the angle between the plane of the sample
surface and the electron analyzer. The decrcase in H20 and Ti-OH (i.e., increase in
Ti*)

with incrrcising analyzcr angle indicates that the proportion of H20and Ti-OH

relative to T i 4 decreases with increasing depth into the oxide film. This observation is
consistent with the angle-rcsolved XPS rcsults of Pan et al. [96] on Ti-2 in NaCl solution

containing pH 7 phosphate bu ffer.

3.2.4 Neutron rcflectometry
The neutron nfltcbmety experiments kgan witb a chlvacterization of the as-prrpued
sample. Neutron reflectometry sccins w a c acquired in air with the as-prrpMd simple

mounted in two orientaiions: fusf with the neutrons incident h m the air side of the Ti,
and second, âom the Si side as illusirateci in Figure 2.6.5-b. This second orientation was

Angle (degrees)

Figure 3.2.3-m Angle-resolved XPS meusurement showing the sum of the OISsignals

fiom water a d T M H as ci fiaction of the total 01,
signal fiom a Ti-2 electrode afler
exposure to deaerated 0.27 mol-dm" NaCi solution ut 40°C. The decreose in the si&
fiaction with increaring angle implies a decrease in the amount of water and OH with
incmasing depth into the parsive oxidejilm.

also used for in situ reflectometry, except that the last medium (air) was replaced with an

aqueous electrolyte.
The single-crystai Si substrate was highly transparent to neutrons; the loss of neutron flux
due to neutrons having to traverse the entire diameter of the substrate was only

- 17%.

The neutron losses in the Si substrate aise mainly out of neutron absorption by the Si, in
accordance witb its neutron absorption cross section.
The counts of reflected neutrons h m the reflectometry scans of the as-prepared ample

are shown, togeîher with the calculated reflectivity. Rs(Q), scaled to the observed counts,
in Figures 3.2.4-a and 3.2.4-b for the two orientations used (i.e., with the neutrons
incident h m the air side and h m the Si side, respectively). The values of Rs(Q) in
Figure 3.2.4-b were detennined based on the least-squares fitted model illustrated in
Figure 3.2.4-c. The agreement bctween the experhental data and Rs(Q) was good and
without any systematic residual disagrecment. An equally good agmment was achieved
bctwm the experimental reflectivity data acqukd on the as-prcparcâ sample in air, in

the other orientation, and the Rs(Q) values derived h m a model with the same layers and
thicknesses found in the above model, but arranged in the opposite order.
The d e r is cautioncd again, just as in the case of EIS modehg mporied in

Section 3.2.2, that a fhvounbk cornplrison ktwccn elrperimenîal data and values
u k u W h m a mode1 &(Q)

in this case) does not nectssady mean the mode1 is

c o m t . Since the rnodel-dari agreement is obtaincd by fitting the initial mdel, tbm

nmUno the possibility thrt a diffkrent initial mode1 would have givm a kacr fit.
Thcrcforc, in d y z i n g nflectowty daîa, as in otha modeling, one always has to
consider wbetber the modcl is msonsible. The appach used hm wrr to kgin with the
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Figure 3.2.44 Observed neutrori counts spenclarly reflected by the as-prepored
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F w e 3.2.4-c Least-squares jined SLD layer profle of the as-prepared thin filn
electrode, The numerical values of the mode1 parameters are giwn in Table 3.2.4-b, the
modo1 consisting of layers ol/our distinct medio: Si, Ti, titanium oxide, and air. me
graàual interfoces beîween layers are represented by hvperbolic tangentfinctionr.

simplest model possible for the system under stuûy and to add no supplementaq faunless it led to a significantly better fit, and made physical and chemical sense.
After least-squares fitting, the fmal scattering length density

(SLD)value estirnates for

each layer were compared to the independently calculated' SLD values for the materials
expccted to be present.

The coherent neutron scattering lengths (for elements) or

effective scattering lengths (for multinuclear species), number densities of atoms

O;

molecules, and scattering length densities of materials that could be relevant to Ti thh
film electrodes are listtd in Table 3.2.4-a.
The SLD values listed in the Table were calculated assuming that the layers within the

thin-film electrode were of densities equivalent to those of the comsponding buik
materials (e.g., buk shglc-crystal Ti metal). If the layers were defective or porous, or if

the crystal structurrs of the thin films were diflercnt h m those of the comsponding buk
matcnals, the achipl SLD values for the layers could be lower or higher than the
calculated estimates, depcnding on whether the porcs w m vacant or filled (and what they
were filled with) or on whcther the thin film was more or less dense than the buk

nuitcrial. The model shown in Figure 3.2.44 is the simplcst layer profile thpt one could
nasonably propose for the as-pnplued Ti thin film clcctrode. It consists of the Si slab as
the incident medium (only 100 A show in the Figure), a layer of m d l i c Ti, an oxide

layer, and air (only Iûû A shown in the Figure). The thicknesses of the mctal and oxidt

Table 3.2.4-4 Coherent Neutron Scattering Lenghs or Effective Scatîwing Lengihr,
Number Densities, und Scattering Length Denrifiesof Muterials t h Could be Relevant
to Ti Thin Film Electrodes.

(Effective) Coherent Number Densityb,
Neutron Scattering
P (A")
Lenaa, b (fm)
4.1491
4.996 x lu2

Element,
Compound, or
Functional Group
Si
O

5.803

H

-3.7390

1

3.63
9.5770
9.45

1

1 Si01 (cristobalite) 1
1 Si& (morphous) 1

15.755 1

1
1

1 Na
Cl
Fe

si& (quartz)
Ti02 (rutile)

-OHgroup

15.755 1
15.7551
8.168

2.064
-17

Au

NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA
NIA

2.325 x 10"
2.205 x
2.666 x 10"
3.211 x lu2

NIA
-2.5 x 10"

SLD,
~b (A-2)

2.07x lob
NIA

NIA
1

N/A
NIA
NIA

1
1

3.66 x '01
3.47 x 104
4.20 x lo4
2.62 x lo4

NIA

Negligible

1

,
d

' Tikcn orcalcuiited aOm the daîa puôlishcd by Secus [l79].

layers have k e n r e f d by the fitting proccdm, along with theu SLD values and the
widths of the interface regions.
One obvious omission h m this "simplest" mode1 is the laya of silicon dioxide that

would have becn prcsent on the Si slab surfece kforc the Ti film was deposited, and
which one could nssoaibly expcct to have rcmaimd at the Süïi interfrc. In fia, a

mgion of i

n

d oxygcn concentration wus observcd at the SVïi interfhce by the

Auger dcph profihg pcrfamcd a f k dl neutron reflectmcûy anâ elcctmchemical

experiments wcre completuî (see Figure 3.2.4-d). As it scans uaükely but the oxygen

Figure 3 . 2 . 4 4 Auger depth profle of Ti thinfilm e l e c d e *O

completion of al1 in situ

electrochistry/neutron rejlectometry srpdments, slmving the concenirations of Ti
f-j,

O (-

- - 3,
und Si (-

*) culculuted as ifthese were the on&

elements present fis., ignoring the presence of hydrogen which cannot be seen by AES).
Note that the zero &pth 0.e.. scro the) a d orientation of the sumple in this profile ore
direrent than those of the profiles fion neutron rejectomehy. nis is O corrpequence of
the AES pvofiing technique, wkich Iwk ut the outemost surface of the thh ftlm in
vacuo.

concentration at the Sirri interfixe below an intact Ti film would have been significantly
altered by the electrochemical treatments applied to the electrode, the observed region of
Uicteased oxygen concentration c m be construed as the expected Si02 layer that would
have existed since befon the Ti was deposited. However, attempts to include this layer in
the model did not lead to a significantly better fit (one of the important modeling criteria),

so it was omitted.
Since there is a very large contrast in SLD between Si and Si02 and also between Si02
and Ti (see Table 3.2.4-a), it is, perhaps, surprishg that a significantly better agreement
between data and model was not obtained by including this layer, and one rnight initially
consider the possibility that the good fit of the model in Figure 3.2.4-c was the product of
a false least-squam minimum. However, the Auger electron spectroscopy depth profile',
perfomed aftcr al1 rcflcctomeûy experimcnts were fmished, (Figure 3L4-d) mealcd a
significant interlayer difision of Ti into the Si slab that extnided well beyond the depth

of the oxygen-enriched ngion. The presmce of significant amounts of Ti in Si reduces
the average SLD in the mixed region weil below that of pure Si, masking the increasc in

average SLD due to the presence of oxygtn. This explains why the mode1 does not
rcquire a region of increaseû SLD (comsponding to Si@) et the SVîi interface. Strictly
spetkuig, the mode1 of Figure 3.2.4-c is incornt (kcausc it ornits the thin S i Q layer),
but its feoturrs away h m the Si/Ti inkdàcc are diable. The numerical values of the

lsya and intaâre thicknesscs and scattering length dcnsities for the fimd mode1

(Figure 3.2.4-c) are given in Tabk 3.2.4-b for cornparison with calculated (Tabk3.2.4-8)
and literatwe values.
Thicknesses of ait-formeâ oxide films on Ti have been measured by several authors [71,
107, 1081. Optical polarization measumnents by Andmva [71] indicated that upon
exposure to au at m m temperature the oxide layer on a freshly prepared Ti surface
grows for a very long period, reaching -50

A afker two months and -250 A afier four

years. At the tirne of the neutron nflectometry experiment, the thin film electrode had

been exposed to ambient au for 5-6 weeks, so the measured oxide film thickness, 47 A,
agms with Anâreeva's results. An even more direct cornparison can be made with the
neutron reflectometry work of Wiesler and Majknak on Ti dih tilm electrodes [107,
1081. They also found 47 A of oxide on theû as-prepared electrodes.

Table 3.2.4-b Numerical Vulues of the Fitted Luyer und inter/ace ï%icknessesand
Scattering Length Densifiesfor the As-Prepored m i n Film Electrode Mode1 Shown in
Figure 3.2.44.

Layer
Ti

air

SLD (A")

Thicloiess (A)

-1.83~10~
O

46 1
a)

IntcrfaceWidth (A)

16.5
I

23.4

13.5

.

On the other hand, several important diffennces betwecn the SLD values gleaned h m

the piesent experirnent, those detemined by Wiesler and Majknak, and the calculated
values (Table 3.2.4-8) are apparent. The SLD of the Ti film was 4%highet' than that
calculated for buk Ti, whereas Wiesler and Majkrzak obtained a value -15% lowet than
that of buk Ti. The SLD of the air-fonned oxide layer was -8% h i e r than that
expected for rutile, the highest density phase of Ti02, while Wiesler and Majkrzak's
value was close to that of rutile.
Wiesler and M a j W attributed theù low Ti film SLD to the presence of interstitial
hydrogen incorporated into the metal film during spuneting. In the present case, the most
likely cause for the high Ti film SLD is the ptesence of metallic impurities or O. Since

the sputterhg target used to prepare the thin film electrodes w u commercial-grade Ti, the
presence of sufficient metallic impurities to generate the observed rcsult is plausible. For
instance -1 at.% Fe impur@ in the Ti would give the obsewed SLD shift. The
incorporation of oxygen into the metal layer during sputtciing is also a stmng possibility,

shce it is well known that Ti hm a high afhity for oxygen. In fact, this reactivity is the
basis for UHV pumping by oxygen gcttering using a titanium sublimation pump. Indecd

it is also possible îhat oxygm was absorbai into the Ti t h during surfhcc oxidation upon
cxposure to a u a h sputtcring.

To obtain the obsmed vdue of the metal laye SLD,

3.5 at.% oxygen wodd k rrqumd.
After rcflcctomctry measmmtnts w m completed on the thin film electrodt in its aspmpeù condition, it was rnounted on tbc purp0sc-built ekctFochemier1 ceIl for in situ

electrochemistrylneutron reflectometry. Figure 3.2.4-e shows the layer profiles obtained
by least-squares fitting of the data measured with the electrode at E , in the electrolyte

solution and after achieving a steady-state condition at an applied potential of +2 V. The
profile taken with the electrode at E, is sirnilar to that for the as-received electtode, seen
in Figure 3.2.44, indicating that the sample did not change when sirnply exposed, at E,,

to unbuffered, deaerated 0.27 rnoldn" NaCl at room temperature, over the two-day

exposure period.
The Figure shows the following effects of anodization to +2 V:
1) The oxide layer thickened fiom 47 A to 1 13 A.

2) The metallic Ti layer was thinned by 38.0 A.
3) The original, uniform-looking oxide layer was converted into an anodic film

consisting of two distinct regions: an h c r high-SLD region and an outer low-

SLD region.
4) Therc was a small incrcasc in the SLD of the mecallic Ti (i.e., the value
bccarnc kss negative).

The Süïi intcrfacc w u iittk affectad by anodization. The comsponding modhation
ratio in this cxpetiment was
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Figure 3.2.44 SLD profles of the Ti thin jilm electrode in solution ut E, (= -0.56
before udization. and at +2 Y,

am a steaày state was reached.

where Ad is the change in f i h thickness upon anodilation. This value agrees very well

with the 25 f 5 A-V' fkquently quoted for Ti in the literatwe [84, 85.87, 104, 105, 114,

118, 127, 131. 1351.

By contrast, Wiesler and Majknak [107] detecmimd an anodizetion ratio of only
14 A V ' for a Ti film in HÎSO4 solution, but there is a good argument that can be made

for the difference. The oxide film thickness at any potential will be determined by the
point at which the electric field within the oxide film can no longer drive solid-state ion

transport1 or, if the oxide is dissolving simultaneous with the growth, the point at which
the oxide's growth rate is equal to its dissolution rate (see Sections 1.3.4 and 1.3.5). In

near-neutral pH solution such as was uscd in the present study, the solubility of Ti ions is
low, so the foner condition would likely apply, but in dilute acidic solution sucb as that

uscd by Wiesler and Majlaak, oxide film dissolutioa takes place at -0.7 &h", and the
latter condition probebly takes precedence. Blackwood et al. [116] found even higher
oxide dissolution rates (5.8-6.8 A4f1)in 3 mol*drn4H2SO1.

The thinning of the metal film and thickening of the oxide layer rcsulted in the inward
movement of the metaVoxide intctface by a distance fi = 38.0 A with respect to the Süïi

interfhcc, and the outward extension of the oxide/elcctroiytc intediace by a distance

2 = 27.3 A. For thin films with a constant surfàce utci, fi and 6 arc nlatcd to the PillingBedworth ratio,

the hctor by which the volume of a metal swells whcn it is

oiridizcd (see Section 1.3.4). in this WC:

%,

for the various polymorphs of Ti02 can be calculated kom crystallographic lattice

parameters, or from their densities and that of buk Ti [8], yielding values of 1.77, 1.82,
and 1.96, rcspectively, for the rutile, brookite, and anatase sûuctures. The observed 91,
clearly indicates that the anodic oxide was pcked as densely as rutile, even slightly more
so. The only other explanation possible for such a low 91,

value is that some material

was lost to dissolution, which is highly unlikely, given the near-neutral pH of the

electrolyte solution used.
The fact that the obsewed value of W,

was close to the bottom end of the expected

range suggests that the oxide was densely packed and fm h m pores. This must have
km the case even for the low-SLD region of the oxide, since loose packing or porosity
anywhere within the film would have led to a larger 91,

value. The unexpectedly low

, could potentiaily have k c n the result of the prescnce of some suboxides or
value of I
packing defects t b t increaseâ the density the high-SLD oxide. Another possibility is that

such a diin film dom not behave enthly Iike the buk material to which it is king

cornparrd hem. Likcwisc, it is not unttasonable that some of the uncertaintics regardhg
the structure and composition of the passive film on Ti (sec Section 1.3) Msc h m

difkrencts in pmpertics bctween the thin f i h s analyzed and the componding buk
mattrialS.

Tha an anodiuition ratio in agreement with the îitamirr anâ a sensible vllue of 91,
wac oMimcd suggcst thit tbio thin film ample khaved simihr to eICCtrOdCS mde of

bulk Ti metal. This conclusion is supportecl by the observation (point 1 above) that, for
the potentiel applieci, the metal film was suficiently thick that the surface anodization did

not affect the Si/Ti interface.
Fmm the detailed shape of the

SLD profile, ftrther aspects of the stnicture and

composition of the anodic oxide cari be i n f e d . The inner high-SLD region of the oxide
displayed a SLD value similar to, but slightly lower than, that of the original air-fonned
oxide. The formation of a small amount of suboxide after anodization is one of the
possibilities that could account for this diffemnce. Such an explanation would be
consistent with the obsmation of the low R

,value, as discussed above.

The SLD value of the outer low-SLD region was well k l o w that of anatase, the lowest-

density form of TiOz (MX Table 3.2.4-a). As argued above on the basis of R,

values,

loosely packed oxide cannot be invoked as the muon for this discrepancy. Neither can
the presence of oxygen-deficient suboxides explain this low SLD value, since oxygen
deficiency, if any, should occur dcep withiri the oxide layer, adjacent to the metaUoxide
inttrfacc.
It is proposa! hem that the o x i k layer SLD was low n w the aqucous electrolyte ôccauecsuse

the oxide in this region incorporatcd a significant amount of hydrogen h m solution

during its growîh, pmbrbly in the fom of Ti-OH spccics or bond wrta. Hydrogen,

with

its rtroag ncgative scattering

icngth (sec Tabk 3.2.4-a), can lower the SLD of a

mitcnil without caushg much swellhg. Incorporation of hydmgen into anodic oxides

on Ti ha k c n reportcd by Ohtsuka et cil. [85] and the f o d o n of hydroxyi bridges
suggencd. Pchaps thia briâgc bonding helps climinate rny neeâ for a volume incrcase.

Knowing R
',

for formation of this oxide, one can calculate the nurnber density of Ti

atom. Assuming the Ti is present as Ti(IV) (a very teasonable assumption, especially
given the XPS results in Section 3.2.3). the composition of the oxide cm thcn be
detennined fiom the nurnber density of Ti atoms and the SLD value. The SLD value of

the plateau part of the low-SLD region corresponds roughly to composition Ti@H20. It
could as well be the compound TiO(OH)2, which would have essentially the same SLD'.
provided it could be packed with the Ti atoms at the appropriate nurnber density. In other
words, the stoichiometry corresponds to one water molecule pet TiOI unit.
n i e observation of two distinct strata within the oxide film is consistent with the angleresolved XPS nsults (Section 3.2.3), which indicated that OH species, in the fom of H20

or Ti-OH, were present at the surface of solution-pwn oxides in p a t e r concentrations

than w m found dcepcr into the oxide layer. The hydration of solution-grom oxide films
on Ti and other metals has been obsmed by others [84,85,93-96, 105. 135,2011.
Finally, it is reasonable to postdate that the small overall increase in the SLD of the
metcillic Ti obsmied a h anodization wss due to diffusion of a small amount of oxygen

into the metal during anodiation. It is intmsting to note, howevcr, that the width of the

metaUoxidt intcrfoce region remainecl constant (within the b i t s of the expcrimcntal
c m ) during uiodization.

No dctcctabk roughcning o c c d .

The p
m
c
w and location of the high-SLD mgion of the oxide film l a d s to
contemplation of the mechaniam of oxide film growth. F i p 3.2.4.c shows dut the

peok SLD value of the high SLD region is very close to that of the onginal au-grown
oxide. Moreover, the Ieast-squares fitted width of this region given by MLAYER [187] is

45 A ~ssentiallythe sarne as that of the original oxide. One could postulate that these

similarities suggest that the high-SLD region is indeed the originai oxide that simply

"sank" closer to the SVïi interface because some amount of metal was removed and
transported across the original oxide to fom new oxide at the oxidelelectrolyte interface.

This interpretation. however, is not consistent with the transport numbers reported by
Khalil and Leach [135], since it would imply very M e oxygen mobility during the
anodization of Ti (ie., t, = 1 and

= O).

Using a-particle emitters implanted into an oxide film on Ti pnor to anodization, Khalil

and Leach [135] determined from the energy-loss spectrum that the emitter layer was
buricd dcepcr below the oxide surface, afier anodization. by a depth qua1 to 35% of the

increase in oxide layer thickness. This corresponds to t, = 0.35 and to = 0.65 for anodic
oxide p w t h on Ti mctal initially covereâ with an air-formed oxidc film.

The

anodiution conditions used by these authors were very differcnt fiom those employcd

herc, however, both exptriments werc carried out at room temperature in aqueous
solution, and die cumnt densitics w m kcpt low to give a nearly 10û% oxide p w t h
efficicncy. Assuming similrr transport numkrs for the cumnt andization, the prsent

rcsults can k intnpcted diffcicntly for the two leadhg proposcd oxidc f h gmwîh
mcebanisms (FAIT and PDM) as explaincd klow (sec algo Section 1.3.4).

side. Ignoring the observation that a small arnount of oxygen migrated into the metal
layer during anodization, in this experirnent 23 A of new oxide should have grown at the
oxide/electrolyte interface, while 42 A should have grorni at the metaVoxide interface,
according to FAIT theory and the transport nurnbers mcasured by Khalil and Leach [135].

The ngion between these boundaries would correspond to the original oxide.
The SLD profile shows that the portion of the oxide film correspondhg to what would
have been the outer fiaction of new oxide (if FAIT was the active mechanism) was
uniformly hydrated (a plateau in SLD),while the portion of the film that would be the
inner fiaction of new oxide contaimd far less hydrogen.

The part of the oxide

comsponding to what would have k e n the original air-formed oxide containcd much

more hydrogen than did the original film. These observations could be rationalized under
the FAiT mechanism by assuming thut hydrogen h m the water was hcorporated dong
with oxygen during anodization, and invoking restrictions on the mobile oxygen species;

specifically that the species that cmssed the original oxide layer most d i l y were
hyhgcn-fret. The hyhgcnation of the original oxide might then have occurrrd by

stripping of hydrogen h m OH species as they travellcd toward the metaVoxide interface

to fonn new oxide, or by exchange of OH with oxygen in the ohginal oxide lattice, the

latter kcoming the mobile q ~ c i e thst
s went on to cmte ncw oxide at the metaiIoXide
intcrfllce. The mobile oxygen species arriving at the metaVoxide intcrfwc would then
have beai hydrogcn-âse. This convenion of high-SLD to low-SLD oxide is a critical

step in this mechinism if the amount of hi&-SLD oxide is to bc coasmcd. Such dcîails
wac mt put of the

FAIT mode1 o i g i d l y [IZO], but t

h

does not rppciir to k any

obviw ruson why such a wcbraism cwld not poccrd in thU erre.

Within the framework of the PDM,the location of original oxide afler anodization is an
inappropriate question, since the original oxide layer would no longer exist. The
constituents of the oxide would move in different directions during film thickening. The
oxygen anions that comprised the original oxide would end up located adjacent to the
metal, while the metal cations with which they were originally associated would be found
adjacent to the clectrolyte. In this picim. the high-SLD region of the anodic oxide would
have been fomed h m the "hyârogen-fne" oxygen anions of the original air-pwn

oxide, combined with fhshly oxidized metal cations. In contrast, the low-SLD oxide
would have grown fiom the metal ions of the original oxide, combined with newly
supplied oxygen ions from the electrolyte. This supply h m aqueous solution would
unavoidably contain OH ions, and some of these would be incorporated into the oxide,
leading to the low-SLD of this region.

Thus, it is possible to interpa the c m n t nsults in tems of either moàel. The transport
numbets mcasured by Khalil and Leach [135] are equally valid, and their definition in

tems of the relative ionic rnobilities would k the same in either case; however, the
outward sipifcance of the transport nurnbers [122] is sornewhat more subtle in the PDM
case because the distinction baween newly f o n d and pre-existing oxide would be lost.

Both of these hypotheticai mechanisms p d i c t a bilayer structure for the anodic oxide,
with a hydratecl outer layer and a "dry" innet laycr; the thickness of the Iattcr would k

consend in cidm case. The distinguishing charactcristic k t w a n the two mechanisms
is the position at which nm atoms of each componcnt would bc incorpontcd into the

oxide. The FAIT rnechniga would have 65% of t& newly oxidiÿcd Ti, dong with 65%

of the newly b n p o m d oxygen dons, adjacent to tbc m d s u r f w , and 35% of cacb
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of the freshly introduced oxygen and Ti ions adjacent to the oxide/solution interface. The

ions residing in the oxide for the longest t h e , including those of the original oxide layer,
would be located in the middle of the oxide film. By contrast, in an oxide film growing
via the PDM,the duration of residence within the oxide for each ion would be ordered by
depth, the most recently incorporated metal ions king locateâ closest to the metal surface
and the earliest incorporated occupying the positions closest to the oxidelsolution

interface. The opposite ordering would apply to the oxygen anions, with the duration of
occupancy increasing nom the oxide/solution interface to the metal surface.
Unforturtately, one crucial piece of information that the neutron reflectomeûy profiles

h m this expetiment cannot provide dircctly is the location of the original native oxide
within the thickened oxide layer. Fuither experimcnts are needed in order to fully
distinguish between the two models. The details of such experiments will be discussed in
Section 4.

AAer anodization at +2 V, the thin film ekctrolyte was polarized to a series of lowcr
potentials, with neutron reflectomeûy scans perfonned ita situ at each fwed potential in
the series. The cumnt density mcasurcâ during the neutron scans is plotted as a function

of the applied potential in Figure 3.2.4-f. For applied potentials down ta and including
-1.0 V, the cathodic cumnt on the thin film elcctrodt appiooched a stcaây-state value

a f k an initial i n a c w in maph&. This klisviour kgan to change significant1y at
-1.2 V; ihhough the cumnt dcnsity d e ç n d in magnitude over the first few h o m it

iiicrrurd again later. Simiiar khaviow, aithougb on a shorta t h e - d e , was oôscrved
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Polarization &tu recordèd on a Ti thin jilm elechode during in situ

neutron rejectomehy scanr. The vertical lines indicate the ranges o f f l u c ~ t i n gcurrents
ut cach upplied potentiul.

previously in cathodic polarizations of Ti92 disk electrodes in HCI solutions (see
Section 3.1.2.2), and by Arsov [ 1521 at applied potentials < -0.75 V.
The observed increase in the magnitude of the cathodic cumnt density was accompanied

by "noisy" excursions (the current ranges of which are indicated by the vertical bars in
Figure 3.2.4-f). These fluctuations, with periods on the order of -1 h, did not subside
during the 24 h period requkd for the reflectometry scans at each potential; however, the
reflectivity did corne to a steady-state condition, typically after 12 h, suggesting that the
continuing changes rcsponsible for the cunmt excursions were too small to be seen with

the maximum reflectometry scan range used.
During the measurements at -1.6 V, the presence of a very fuie white suspension was

observeâ in the elecwlyte solution. The amount of suspendcd material incrcased
gradually until the end of the experiment. Whm the thin film electrode was nmoveâ

-

h m die ceIl, small circular areas (diameicr 0.04 0.5 mm) of Ti film were obscrved to
have delaminated h m the Si substrate. Under an optical microscope, these circular arcas

a p p d as if c m t d by gas bubbles fo&

bawecn the film and the substrate, the

metal immediately above the blisters king rcmoved whcn they b m t (sec F i p 3.2.4-g).

Indeeâ, some of these arcas w m ~ g c by
d tattcrtd remmmts of the Ti film. The white
matcrial suspendcô in the solution w u not a n a i y d for chmiid composition; howcva,

it sams lilrely that this substance w u a corrosion product of the âcsh Si surfàcc that was
exposai at niptured büster sitcs.

'Ihc rnodcl Lya profiles ghca in Figures 3.2.4-h and 3.2.4-i show how the thin film
elsEtrodc evolvd when the ccll pofentirl wrr set et each potenta in a scrits of lowcr

Figure 3.2.4-g Optical micropaph @a pwtion of the thin lflm e l e c d e surfoe Mer
contpIetion of dl in situ electrockmistry/neutmnreflectomeny experiments.

Figure 3.2.4-h SLD profdes recorded ut various potentials opplied aper anodwtion ut
+2 Y. nie overd thichss of the oxide loyer did mt change signi$cuntiy, but the puk

height and the extent of the high-SLD region decreased progressiwly as l m r potentials
were appled.
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Figure 3.2.44 SLD profiles least-sqwesjined to the spemlar rejlectiviis,dolo meatured

-

ut applied potenthls of O V and 1.4 V on cl Ti thinfilm elecirode previously anodired ut

V. highlighting the extent of c h g e in the oxide layer SLD with decreasing applied
potentiul and the comtancy of the oxide thickwss. The short horizontal lines in the 500 A
+2

and 400 d regions mark the obserwd S W values of the metullic loyer ut E, (before
amduution) a d ut a poiential of +2 Y, *a

a steady stute was reached, respectively.

potentials afler anoâization. The sequence of layer profiles in Figure 3.2.4-h spans the
potential range fiom O to -1.2 V. Figure 3.2.44 shows the profile fitted to the data

measured with the electmde polarizcd to -1.4 V, superimposed on a re-plot of the fust
panel of Figure 3.2.4-h (E = O V).

For the sake of cornparison, Figure 3.2.44 also

includes horizontal lines showing the SLD values of the metal region before anodization

and a h a steady state was reached with the electrde at the anodization potential of
+2

v.

The apparent effects of applying increasingly lower potentials, seen in the Figures, were:
1) The overall shape of the oxide

SLD profile changed âramatically with the

application of increasingly lower potentials. n i e SLD decreased generally
over the entire oxide layer.

2) nie low-SLD region bccame thicker at the expense of the high-SLD oxide.
At -1.4 V the remaining high-SLD region was very thin; the FWHM of the

SLD spike in Figue 3.2.44 is IS A, comsponding to only about six atomic
Iayers.
3) The total oxide thickness nmaind unchangd at al1 potentials applied alter

the andhtion trcatment.
4) The SLD of the metal region d

d (le., ôecame more negative), but the

chsnge wiis smiU and cleuly noticcable only at -1.4 V.

potential at which the m d SLD droppcd akuptly.

Thm was no

5) When the applied potential reached -1.6 V the reflectometry scans were

seriously degraâed, probably because the Ti film was mptured or delaminateci.
Them are only a few mechanisms that can lead to a relatively large drop in the SLD of an
oxide film without a change in thickness. One possibility is the formation of voids, pits,
or pores that either remain vacant or fil1 with H20or H2molecules; however, given that

T i 9 is highly insoluble in the electrolyte used. this is not likely to have been the case.
Pitting of the oxide layer during caîhodic polarization was seen by Wiesler and Majknak
[107, 1081, but the detailed featwes of their results were different than those repoired

here. These authors used dilute sulphuric acid electrolyte and observed dissolution of
oxide at a rate of 4.7 A0ho1,with an associated increase in suffhce roughncss that
broadencd the oxide/electrolyte interface. In the pnsent experiments the interface

mained well-defd; only the magnitude of the oxide SLD was decreased. Apin, this
stability of the oxide film can k attributcd to the use of a neutral. rathtr than an acidic,

elccmîyte.
Another possible explanation for the h p in oxide layer SLD,which seems more likely,
is the incorporation of h y h g c n into the oxidc laycr, either as interstitial atoms or as
Ti-OH specia, perhaps in the fonn of the alleged cornpound TiqOH) [150]. (It should
bc noted hm that hydrogcn cannot k obscrved dircctly by AES, so the Auger deph

profile of Figure 3.2.44 is of no assistana in detecting hydrogtn ingms.) Hydrogm
absorption my also expiain th dccnw in the m a loyer SLD and the eventual

destruction of the diin film electrode by gr9 bubbk formation.

According to Ohtsuka et al. [150], TiOI cm be reduced to TiqOH) by the application of
cathodic charge. In acidic solution this dissolves even fsster than Ti02, but in neutral
solution reduction does not lead to dissolution [ISO]. The added hydrogen yields electron
donor states, increasing the conductivity of the oxide. As this conversion takes place, the
oxide seems to become permeable to hydrogen atoms, which can traverse the oxide and
kcome absorbed into the underlying metal. The present results are consistent with this
idea, because the reduction to TiqOH) would yield a lower SLD for the oxide. Thm
was also no change in oxide layer thickness; if no dissolution took place then the

reductive conversion of the oxide appears not to involve a volume change. Finally, then
was an increase in cumnt density with decreasing potential, suggesting the conductivity

of the film increased with decreashg potential (as more donor states were in~oducedinto
the oxide by reduction).

The layer profile correspondhg to an applicd potential of -1.4 V, s h o w in Figure 3.2.44,
was the last mode1 for which a satisfactory fit to the data could be obtained.

The

reflectivity data m e a s d with the electrode held at -1.6 V and -1.8 V contained intensity

minimi that w m too shallow to be successfully reproduced by the trial layer profiles for
which fitting was atternpttd. The cause of this failure is suggested to bc the mughening

of the simpk surface by gas-induccd blistcring of the metal fih, obsewed latct by
optical microscopy, (Figure 3.2.4-g). It senns rasonable to think dut the destruction of
the thin metal film coincicimi with the entry of luge amounts of hydmgen into the metal
and wu, facilitated by the deleterious tffects of hydmgm on the mechanical ptoperties of

Ti. Unfortuartely, îhis hypotbetical film dtsüuctioo mechrnUm could not k vcrificd

due to the dtteriontjm of the qdity of tbe rcflcctomcûy data at tbir point; howwer it
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should be emphasized that an abrupt increase of hydrogen absorption into the metal was
not observed up to this juncture.

The atornic concentration profile as a function of sputter tirne, detemined by AES at a
point within -1 cm of the edge of the sarnple aAer completion of al1 reflectometcy
experiments, is shown in Figure 3.2.4-d. This profile is given as a function of sputter
tirne, rather than sputter depth, due to difficulties in deteminhg the sputter rate.
Attempts were made to calculate an approximate depth profile based on literature data on
sputtering yields, but the results were quite variable, depending on the sputtering data
used. The major probkm was that no data could k found that were acquired under
quivalent conditions and on the m e materials used here, so no accurate s p u t t e ~ g
depth s a l e could k estimated.

In spite of the lack of a depth d e for this profile, a couple of important qualitative
observations cm k takcn. In paxticular, the boundanes bctween oxide and metal, and
betwcm metal and substrate, appcer vcry gdual' in this AES profile. Also, a small peak

in oxygen concentration was obsmed at the metrusubstrate inteiface. This may
correspond to a thin passive Si oxide prcsent on the slab since ôefore the Ti film was
depositeâ, as discusscd above.

A number of crevice corrosion-type experiments were performed on

tempera-

Ti-2 in which the

was rapidly raised to lûû°C, but then the tests were halted before the onset'

of crevice corrosion. Subsequent inspection of the electrode surf8ces where they were in
contact witb the crevice former showed general acid etching of the metal surfacc within

the occluded area (Figure 3.3-a).

Similar acid etching was observed in both

0.27 mol*drrf3NaCI and "chloride-free" 0.1 4 mol~drn-'Na2S04 solutions.

Likewise,

etching has been observed (in other experiments) on the boldly exposed surfaces of
severely crevice-corroded coupons, in regions adjacent to the cnvice mouth where acidic
solution h m the cmice interior flowed out over the surrounding surfaces. The obsmed
etching pattern is a clear indication of acid attack on the passive oxide film.

In other similar short-terni expcriments on Ti-2 in 0.27 mol*dnf3NaCl that were halted
shortly a@

small incrcases in the coupled currcnt' and the appearance of

electrochernical noise transients (Figure 3.3-b), visual inspection of the occluded metal
surfaces yielded cleu evidmcc of truc locslized attack of the electrodes (Le., more than
just rniM etching). Baseû on these mults, one cm conclude that a general oxidc
dissolution process, caused by the devclopment of ridity witbin the occiudcd region,

prccedes the initiation of cmice conosion. This is consistent witb the mults

Figure 3.3-0 Photomicrograph of a Ti-2 crevice coupon previousiy exposed to
0.27 mol*dm"NaCl at 1OO0C, showing the ucid etching that occurred in the occluded
region (stained area oround centre of coupon) before crevice corrosion initiation. The
ocid etching was widespread and general, but not homogeneous ucross the entire

occluded region; the central urea ofthe occluded region,for example, wus not stained.
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Figure 3.3-b

Coupled crevice corrosion cvrrent versus time for 2

in

0.27 mol-dm'' NaCl, showing a sk t - l i v e d current transient during the heating period
(A), the lowmrrent "incubationperiod", and the commencement of crevice corrosion, as

indicuted by increasing coupled cvrrents and cuwent "noise" transients (B).

Blackwd et al. [104], which showed that the dissolution of oxide films on Ti in acidic
solutions occun gencrally,not locally.
Therefore, the "waiting period" between the temperature incnax and the onset o f cumnt
flow rrprscnts a largely deteministic "incubation" petiod, rather than an "induction"
period as often seen in appanntly stochastic processes such as pitting or the nucleation of

growth centres in electrocrystallization. During this incubation period, acidity builds up
inside the cnvice kfore crevice corrosion initiation takes place. Crevice comsion
initiation typically took between 5 and 10 h on coupons heated rapidly to l OO°C in
oxygenated 0.27 rnoldm'.' NaCI.
Although crevice acidifcation resulting in surfme etching was obsmed on TL2 in both

0.27 moi-dm" NaCl d bbchloride-fiee"
0.14 mol-cbf3 Na2S04 solutions at 100°C, the
subsequent initiation of crevice comsion did not occur on spccirnens maintained at

100°C in sulphate solutions, even after an exposurc perioâ of several weeks. These
nsults are in stark contrast with those obtained in chloride-containing solutions, in which
crevice corrosion initiated within a maner of h o m (Figure 3.3-b). The nature of the
electrolyte anion clcarly influences the crcvice corrosion initiation process. Th-

rcsults

indicite that the pH gentratcd inside the crevice was acidic evm in sulphate solution. It

is possible that the diff~lt~ice
k t m c n cmice comsion initiation in chloridccontaining
solution and in sulphatc s01ution at 100°C is dut the pH in the s u l p b solution may not

have kai sutticieatly low to initiae cmice cormsion, perhrps due to the ability of

sulphtc to cornplex Ti d o m ind tbcreby limit the amount of bydiolysis. AJtcniiitively,
or aùditionrlly, the diffcrience in the abiiity of the two soIuti0ns tcr initiate cmiw attack

may arise fiom the stronger ability of chloride ions to attack and disrupt whatever m a i n s
of the oxide film on the Ti surface under these conditions, especially once the oxide film
is thinned (perhaps to monolayer thickness [IO]) by the acidity. Another possibility is
Kelly's autopassivation effect [ 10, 111, by which ~ i "species act as oxidants within the
crevice and reinforce passivity. This effect was noted to require 10.5 tirnes more ~ i ' ' in
chloride solutions than in sulphate. The ability of sulphate to lower the electrical
resistivity of the oxide film (see Section 3.2.2) does not seem to result in an enhancement
of crevice corrosion in sulphate solutions under these conditions.
In another set of experiments, the potentials of planar and artificially creviced elecaodes

in 0.27 moldm" NaCl were compared as the temperature was very gradually increased
(0- 10 Celsius degrees per &y), starting nom 55OC. While slightly differcnt in value, the

two potentials both changcd in a parallel fashion as the temperature increased, until a

certain temperature was achieved: 72OC for Ti-2 (Figure 3 . 3 4 end 67OC for Ti-12
(Figure 3.34). At this point, the two potentials ceasad to move in the same direction and
a small but increasing cumnt amibutable to the onset of crcvice comsion, as well as

cumnt "noise" transicnts, werc recorded.
These crevice corrosion initiation tnnpcraturcs uc consistent with the accepted value of
the critical crcvice corrosion initiation temperature for Ti (-70°C) [40]. They arc also
neu the temperature at which bnrkdown crydlhtion is k i i e v d to occur (84, 1401,

n w the temperatuir at which the oxidc film impedrace decrrws (sec Section 3.2.2), and
ncu [84] or slightly &ove (set Section 3.2.3) the bctcmpcniurr at which the incorporation

of OH or wrtcr into the oxide tilm on Ti inmemes subtially.
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The data reported in this Thesis can be used to develop an hypothesis to explain the
underlying reasons why the empirically measured crevice corrosion initiation temperature
of 70°C [40] is valid. It seems a good bet that the large changes in the passive film on Ti
as the temperature incnases beyond 70°C, namely b~akdown crystallization and
water/OH uptake, compt the oxide suficiently to permit some oxidation of the
underiying metal. On boldly exposed surfaces in "high" pH (23) solution this would
probably only resuh in some film thickening and self-repair and, perhaps, a higher
susceptibility to genetal corrosion if the pH were subsequently lowered. On occluded

surfaces, this oxidation of a small arnount of the underlying Ti and the subsequent
hydrolysis of the metal cations in solution would produce acidity that could not be easily
dispersed into the bulk of the solution because of the restricted mas transport. The
accumulation of acidity would kgin to cause the dissolution of the passive film, as seen
in activation experimcnts (sec Figure 3.1.1 -a) and the crevice comsion initiation
experimcnts (Figure 3.3-a). The development of acidity within a crevice is insuffcient to
cause crevice corrosion initiation; it appws that for diis pmcoss to evolve into active

crevice corrosion at 100°C, M aggnssive anion such as chloride is rquircd to complete
the breakdomi of the reni.ining surfhce film (Figures 3.3-a and 3.3-b).

Although the artificial cmice design (sec Figures 2.3.1-b, 2.3.14, and 2.4.34) actually

containcd more than tcn rersonably tigk occluded regions (the two PTFE-metal cmices,

dong with four metal-to-metal cmiccs bctween the coupons and the nuts, four bctwccn
the nuts d bohs (in the tbrrdr), rnd porsibly others ktwcen the b l t s and coupons),

cmioe corrosion o c c d rcliibly a d exclusively within the PTFE-wtal cmices. This
observation is consistent with tbc mults of W h et al. [48]. who invcstigated the e f f i
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of different crevice former matenals on crevice corrosion initiation on Ti and found that
initiation was much more probable in PTFE-Ti cnvices than in metal-to-metal Ti
crevices.

3.4 Hydmgen ubsorpffon
3.4.1 Normaüzation and data pmentation
The absotbcd hydrogen and charge data presented in this section have k e n area-

nonnalircd and are reported in units of mgcm'* and ~ * c r n respectively,
-~,
to facilitate
cornparisons with values recorded on sampks with different surface areas in other

experiments and by different researchers. Some problems in cornpihg amounts o f
absorbed hydrogen may still exist, however. In addition to the exposed surface area, the

overall electroâe geomety may k Unportant to the relationship between the amount of
absorôed hydtogen and the total charge passed. Different surface area-io-volume ratios
could result in different hydrogen concentration profiks within the metal, which might
influence the absorption characteristics.
For the pardklepiped-shaped hydrogen absorption coupons used in these experiwnts

there are two ways in which the geometry could influence the hydmgen concentration
profiles: in the vicinity of the corners, the hydrogen atoms absorkd on different faces of

the metal will encounter each other, and, if mough hydrogen is absorbed relative to the

coupon thickness, hydmgcn atoms a b s o h î at oppositc fices of the coupon will meet in
tbe centre of the coupon.

Eicha of theje o c c ~ ~ l ~ n cwould
c s pcmub the hydrogcn

concentration profile withia the metai, ahhough the effects of such a pertwûation on the
hydn,gcn absorption khaviour are uncertain.
ûne wuld expect the o v d l influence of the "corner regions" on the hydrogen

ahqtion behaviour to k srnail shce thcy would comprise a rrlrtivcly d

l fiaction of

the toril coupon m a , but the "conw e f f ~ ' wouid
'
incr#se in importance with time

since the area of the sample that would have to be considered part of the corner regions
would increase as more hydrogen was absoibed. The perturbation of the hydrogen
concentration profiles due to hydrogen penetrating the coupon h m oppsite faces in a

plaaar region of the coupon away fiom the corners would be insignificant at fmt, but
would inctease in importance once enough hydrogen was absorbed. How much hydrogen
is enough to cause an effect on the absorption rate would depend on the coupon thicknew

and the rate of hydrogen redistribution within the metal (JH) (see Figure 1.4.1-8). Given
the dimensions of the hydrogen absorption coupons useâ, for the purposes of these
experiments these geometric effects have been assumed to be negligible.
To facilitatc c o m ~ s o n between
s
amounts of hydrogen absorbed by coupons charged at
different cathodic cumnt deasities or for d i f f e ~ gpends of tirne, hydrogen absorption
data have also k e n reportcd in the form of average hydrogen absorption eficiencies.

The hydrogen absorption efficiency cm be d e f d as the fhction of al1 the hyhgen
produced at the metal surfie that wos absorbeâ into the rnetal, expressed as a pcrcentage.

The hydmgcn absorption efficicncies nported hem arc owmge efkiencies because they

are bascd on the ratio of the integral amount of hyhgen absorbeci ovcr the course of the
expcriment to the total amount of hydrogtn produccd at the elecwde sunace as

darrmined h m the mount of charge passai.
This mcthod of representa!ion cmphasias the differenccs in the low-chuge data îhat are

minimizd by the d e of plots of the amount of absorbod hycûogtn versus the total
charge passed. Aiso, ôccause the efficiency vihi« caiculrtcd io this way arc average
vdues ovcr tbe enth d\pation of tbc expiment, they kcow bcmsingly lcss sensitive

to change as the charge increases. The difficulty with expressing changes in the hydrogen
absorption khaviour with increasing amounts of charge passed originates fiom the
method of hydrogen analysis. Because this destructive analysis can only be performed at
the end of an experiment, it only generates one value of the hydrogen concentration in the

sample for each experiment. The absorbed hydrogen concentration can be converted into
a total amount of hydrogen absorbed and this value can be thought of as the integral of
the hydrogen absorption rate over the course of the experiment; the hydrogen absorption

efficiency at any point during the experiment remains unknown.
A more sensitive estimate of the rnie absorption efkiency et any charge value is the

calculated instantaneous hydmgen absorption efficiency. This eficiency is calculated

(rather than measund) by taking the dope of the tangent to the plot of absorbed hydrogen
per unit surface area versus charge passed per unit surface am. Since the average
hydrogen absorption eficiencies for Ti do not appear to increase with t h e (see the
following Sections), the calculatd instantaneous absorption efficiency at any value of the
charge passed must be less than or equal to the average absorption efficiency up to that

point. niercfore the average absorption efficicncy, the only quantity availabk fiom some

types of mwumncnts, yields an over-estimatc of the material's ability to absorb
hydrogni at that stage of its hirtory. Because they corne h m the saxne set of

mwmments tbat yield the average absorption efficiency values, bie calculated
instantancous hydmgen absorption efficiencics have the same lack of sensitivity a! high
total charge values.

The hydrogen charging cxperiments reported here were conducted in acidic, deaerated
solutions to simulate the conditions for hydrogen absorption o c c u h g on nuclear waste
containers during periods of active crevice corrosion. These solutions only roughly
approximate the crevice anolyte solutions by their acidity and low oxygen concentrations;

the exact pH, oxygen concentration, chloride ion concentration and other conditions
inside a corroding cmvice have not yet been determined. The rate of hydrogen absorption
by Ti during crevice corrosion is much higher than that during unifom corrosion in
neutral solution, where absorption must occur through a passive oxide film; therefore
hydrogen absorption accompany h g crevice corrosion threatens to limit the lifetimes of
nuclear waste containers more than hydmgen absorption o c c h g during a period of

unifom corrosion.
Al1 hydrogen charging experiments reported h m i n were conducted without the
application of stresses, on planar specimens expected to have low, if any tevels of residual
strcsses.

3.4.2 Gahranoetatic bydrogeo charging on Ti-2 at 2S°C
A plot of the hydrogen absorption khaviow of Ti-2 is shom in Figue 3.4.2-a for

NaCI
galvanostatic chuging expcriments conducted in 0.1 rnol*drdHCI + 0.27 rnold~n'~

with an applisd cathodic currcnt deasity of 190 pA*crnœ2
al 2S°C. The Figure shows dut
die amount of hyârogen absorbed iato the metal is a fiinction of the total amount of
h y m e n poducbd at the sample d â c e (as rrprrsentcd by the charge passed), but there

arc insufficient dita, esprciaiîy in the 100to200~~cm's
charge range, to detennine

Charge Per Unit Surface Area (Cicm2)

Figure 3.4.2-u Amount of hydrogen absorbed per unit surfoe area as u fûnction of

charge p s e d per unit surfofe aorea for Ti-2 in O. I mol*dm" HCl + 0.27 mol*dm"NaCl
at 25OC with an 4ppIied cathodic ctiment density of 190

decreases as more charge is passed. A linear dependence on the charge passed would
mean a constant absorption efficiency, and would leaâ to predictions of very large
amounts of hydrogen absorption over long tirne periods; an asymptotic nlationship would
mean that the absorbed hydrogen concentration would evenhiolly mach a maximum
value. lntennediate to these two extremes are the cases in which the hydrogen absorption
efficiency would decrease with incnasing amounts of charge passed, but the total amount
of absorbed hydrogen would have no upper lirnit (until the metal was al1 converted to
hydndc).

The data from Figun 3.4.2-a are re-plotted in the fonn of average hydrogen absorption
efficiencies in Figure 3.4.2-b. Figure 3.4.2-b seems to indicate that the material's ability
to absorû hydrogen initially decreases with increasing amounts of charge passed, but it
does not clarify the trend

in the highercharge cange. (No plot of the calculated

instantaneous hydrogen absorption efficiency for the data of Figure 3.4.2-a is given since
the fonn of the integral absorption bction is uncertain. The calculated instantaneous
hydrogen absorption eficimcies for the 9S°C experiments arc givm in Section 3.4.3.)

Figure 3.4.2-c shows a plot of the amount of hycirogtn absorbed as a fûnction of the

charge passed for Ti-2at 2S°C with diffennt applied cathodic c m n t densities betwem
190 Ii~.an"and 1.9 m~*cm",as indicated in

thc figure caption. F m this grapb, it

appcars that the amount of hydrogen absorbai depended only on the umomt of hydrogen
pmduced at the metal su+

(Le.,the charge puoed) and w d y , if at all, on the rate of

hydmgai production at the surhce (i.r,the applied cumnt density). In othcr worâs, over
the investigried range of hydrogen production rates, thc hydmgen absorption cfficiaicy

Charge Per Unit Surface Area (Clcm')

Figure 3.4.2-b Average hydiogen obsoption eflciency as a function of charge parsed

per unit surface areafor Tb2 in 0.1 niol*drn4HCI + 0.27moi*dm4 NaCI ut 25OC with an

uppfied cathdic mment demity of 190 p A * ~ r n - ~The
. solid curw represents a pwer
series fit to th0 existing &tu, but the henù ut charges above -50 c*crn-'is uncertain due
to the deorth of memrements in this range.

Charge Per Unit Surface Area (Clcm2)

Figure 3.4.2s Amount of ubsorbed hydiogen per mit sufice urea as a ficnction of
churge papsed per unit surfoe are0 for Ti-2 in O. 1 nt01*drn'~
HCI + 0.27 rnoI*drn4NaCI

d ~ f f e n i appled cathodic current demities:

(O) 190 @.cm*'.

ut

25OC for

(4)

380 pl-crn-~(A)770 pA*cwi2,p)1.2 n i ~ - c m '(x)
~ , 1.5 n~l*crn*~,
(+) 1.9 m~wn".

for a given value of the charge passed was independent of, or ody slightly dependent on,
the hydrogen generation rate. Thus, a certain fraction of al1 hydrogen generated at the

titanium surface w u absorbed by the metal, that fiaction king detmnined by the
previous history of the sample (i.e., how much cathodic charge was passed aûeady). In
contrast, Okada [162]and Phillips et al. [Mg]found that hyhgen absorption efficiencies

were cumnt-dependent; howevn, it should be noted that their experiments were
conducted in sulphate solutions, not chloride solutions as used h m .

3.4.3 Galvanostatic hydmgen charging onTi-2 at 9S°C
Figure 3.4.3-8 displays an optical micrograph of a cross-section of a titanium specimen
ofter plvanostatic charging at a cathodic cumnt density of 5.4 m ~ * c r nto' ~a total of

1575 Ccm' in 0.1 mol-& HCl + 0.27 mol&f3NaCl at 9S°C. The exposcd surface
was polished and etched to highlight the locations of pmipitattd titanium bydrides.

These appcar in the micmgraph in thm ways: as duk ncedles located mainly a grain
boudaries thughout the specirnen, as a dense band of ncedles at a depth of about

100 pm h m the surfhce, d as a homogencous dark ôand in a 100 Cm thick kyer

beginning at the sample surfiree. This dense hydride laycr displays a number of
segmentcd cracks, consistent with bfiEtle rupture.

Figw 3.4.3-a shows that,afbr a sigaifiant amount of cididic charge w u psed, most

of the absohd hyârogcn hd accrmiulrted just k i o w die sample surfrçc, while a d

l

M o n was distributed dapa into the buk of the sptcimcn. This means that the rate of
hydrogen ibsorption w u grertcr than the rate of distribution of hydrogtn witûia the
wtii (i.e.,

R, > J , ,F i p 1.4.1-a) undcr tberc conditions. Uoda coaditim w h m

Figure 3.4.3-4 Qtical micrograph of a cross section of a Ti-2 W o g e n absorption
coupon *a

charging (1 5 75 ~ecm-')in 0.1 mol-dm-' HCl + 0.27 mol -dm" NaCl at 95 OC

wirh an upplied cathodic current densiîy of 5.4 rn~qcrn-~.
The specimen war polished and

etched to highlight the locutions of precipitated hydrdes (dark needles).

the hydrogen generation or absorption rates were very low, one might expect to fmd a

more unifonn distribution of hydrides throughout the metal since ndisûibution of
absorbed hydrogen would become more important. If the pmence of the hydnde layer is

important to die hydrogen absorption mechanism, the absorption ef'ficiency may not
decrease in the same way with increasing charge in the absence of the hydride layer.
Figure 3-4.3-bdepicts the relationship between the amount of absorbed hydrogen and the
charge passed for Ti-2 in 0.1 moldrd HCl + 0.27 moldm" NaCl at 9S°C with an applied
cathodic cumnt density of 5.4 m~*crn-*.Compand to the 25°C case (Figure 3.4.2-a),

much larger charges were passed in some of the 95°C experiments, so the data in this case

leave no doubt that the hstantaneous hydmgtn absorption eficiency decreased
substantially with increasing charge p a s d . Again, more data would increase confidence
in the function detcrmineâ to defme the relationship betwem the amount of absorbed

hydrogen and the amount of charge passcd; however, a reasonable least-squares fit is
obtained for the parabolic relationship:

w h m H nprcsents the amount of absorbed hydrogen in units of mgcm5 Q, mpments
the totai charge passcâ duc to proton reduction, in units of ~ e c r n ' , and k is a constant

quai to 0.0134 mgcm-'Cg> for this fit. The expression fop tbe instantancous ebsorption

efficiency,

P, (as a pcrcentagc) wwld thm k givcn by the derivative of this h c t i o n

with rrspcct to cblge (mvertcd to apploprute units):

Charge Per Unit Surface Area (Clcm2)

Figure 3.4.3-b Amount of hydrogen absorbed per unit suvace area as a ficnction of
charge p w e d per unit su@iuce area jiir Ti-2 in O. 1 mol*dm"HCI + 0.27 rnol*dkr4NuCl
at M°C with an upplied cathodic n w n t &mi@of 5.4 rnA*cni2.The cuwe represents a

l e m squares Jtted prabola (see Equation 3.4.34.

whm

fi

= 1 equivalentmole" for proton reduction to hydrogen atoms, F is Faraday's

constant (96 485 ~*equivalent"),and A4 reprexnts the molar mass of hyhgen atoms
(1007.97mg-mole-l). This result is ploned as the dotted curve in Figure 3.4.34. Such an

expression for the

4 vs. QH relationship places no mathematical limit on the total amount

of hyhgen that may be absorbed as the charge passed tends to infmity, but does push the

absorption efficiency toward a lirnit of zero at infmite charge passed. Compare the lower
values of the instantancous hydrogen absorption efficiency to the higher values of the
average hydrogen absorption efficiency (also shown in Figm 3.4.3-c) for a given charge
value.

The

average hydrogen absorption efkiency is given ( h m the fitted parabola,

Equation 3.4.3-a) by :

Therefore, one cm see that the ratio ôetwun the average and the calculated instantaneous
hydmgen absorption eficiencics is:

for this model. Hcnce, the average hydrogen absorption efficiency ovmstimatcs the
instantancous hydtogen absotption efficiency by a fictor of two, in this case.

In gcneral, the rehtioasbip ktween the average and instantancous hyhgen absorption
cficiencies is @en by

0L
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Figure 3.4.3-c H*geen
s u m e orea for

absorption eflciency as u jiînction of charge paised per unit

Tb2 in 0.1 mol~d'm"HCl + 0.27 rn~ldin-~
NaCl ut 9j°C: (a) average

absoption eflciencies j b m gulvanostutic eqwriments at an upplied c a t M i c curreflt
densiîy of

5.4 F 4 ~ c ~ - 2(,

) average absorption emency calculated jiom

Eqwtion 3.4.34 (soc Equution 3.4.3-4,

&ciencyfmm

(.------9calcuîuted

Equution 3.4.3-4 (se Eqwtion 3.4.3-6).

instantaneous absoption

where I , is the instantaneous hydrogen production rate, expressed as a c m n t , and r is

the tirne. Unfomuiately, in most practical situations it is dificult, or impossible, to

masure 1, or 5 , both of which may change over time.

Charging experiments at 95OC were also performed at a variety of applied cunent
densities. The data acquired afier applying a cathodic curent density of 5.4 rnA*crn4
were s h o w in Figures 3.4.3-b and 3.4.3-c because they were the most reproducible.

Figw 3.4.34 shows the full set of data collected afier applying cathodic current densities
ranging from 190 p ~ - c m -to2 19 rn~acrn'' at 9S°C. ûne can sec that a number of the data

points h m experimmts with applied cathodic current densities differing h m
5.4 rn~ecrn'~
still follow the same relationship betwcen the arnount of absorbed hydrogen

and the charge passed as data h m 5.4 m~crn'*experiments. This is comparable to the
prcviously discussed observation that the applied cumnt density appeared to have M e , if
any, cffcct on the hydmgm absorption characteristics at 2S°C.
At 95T,howevcr, there is an addition81 complication. In some experiments no hydrogen

absorption was deiected (see Figure 3.4.3-4. Why certain expeiiments did not rcsuh in
hydrogtn absorption cui be ntionalizcd witb nfertnce to the poaatiostatic polarhtion
cwcs tccordtd at 9S°C (Figure 3.1.2.2-f). Hydmgtn absorption at 9S°C was observeci in

cxprimcnts in which the elefnok potcntial duhg cathoâic chargin8 aâopted a vaiw on

the acgaîive patentid ride of the c u ~ ppoint in the poluization curvc. Le., in region B

(Fi-

3.1.2.24). Such khaviour was observecl in expcrimcnts with vay iarge applied
349

Charge Per Unit Surface Area (C/cm2)

Figure 3.4.34 a) Amount of absorbed hydrogen per unit suvace orea us a finction of
charge pussed per unit sivfce oreu on Ti-2 in O. I rn~l-dm.~
Hel+0.27 mol*dm" NaCI at

95 OC for dlferent applied m e n t &nsities:
( A ) 770 jd *cm-',
(P)

( 0 ) 190 pA*crn", (a)

380 ~ c m - ' ,

(V) 1.2 mA -cm-, (x) 1.5 d w n > (+) 1.9 m k ~ r n -(O)
~ ~S. 4 rnA

19 ni~*crn-~,
(

)j&ed putuboiufiom Eqtrotion 3.4.3s.
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cathodic currents and in an expriment with an applied cathodic current density of only
190

that displayed the 'iuiusual" fom of the activation transient (Le., the

electrode activated and remained active instead of undergoing "activation rebounâ", see
Figure 3.1.1-g) and thrrefore adopted a potential negative of the cusp potential when
cathodically polarized. The laiter expriment yielded a surptising 70% average hydrogen
absorption eficiency over its 5.39 C of cathodic charging.
Conversely, no hydrogen absorption was observed on Ti-2 at 95°C in experiments in
which the potential adopted a value on the positive side of the cusp potential during
cathodic charging. This condition nonnally occurred when the electrode displayed the

"usual" open circuit behaviour (i.e., activationiehd, see Section 3.1.1) and thcn a low
cathodic cumnt density was applied during the charging period (Figure 3.4.34).

The polarization curve (Figure 3.1.2.2-0 indicates a range of currents over which the
same cumnt could be achieved at two or t

h different potentials, one negative, and the

ohm positive, of the cusp point. The cÿmnt-potential relationship also evolved with
timc under potentiostatic conditions, as show in F i g u m 3.1.2.2-g, 3.1.2.2-h, snd
3.1 -2.24 This apparent multiplicity of statcs was also obsewtd in the galvanostaic
cxpcrimcnts. O b , when low or intemediate cathodic currents wcn applied at 9S°C,

the potcatial tnnsients wem relatively unstable. In two expcriments with an applicd
cathodic cumnt density of 190 ~ c m " die
, potcntial achievcd during the galvanostatic
cbarging paid was ncgative of the cusp point for at Icast a portion of the charging

pcriod. In one case, the potcntiai rrmrined negative of the curp point for die duration of

the charging period and tbt average hy-

abso@on efficiency afùr 11.71 ~*crn'*
of

cadiodic charge haâ passed was 26.9% (0.33 mgcm"); in the other case, the potential
during galvanostatic charging fell below -0.6 V for 9442 S. but then increased positive of
-0.6 V for the mnaining 10 797 s, achieving a f d value of about -0.45 V (see

Figure 3.4.3-49. In îhis expriment, the average hydrogen absorption efficiency was
24.0% (0.01 1 mgcm") after 4.25 c*crn-*had passed. If one assurned that hydrogen

absorption only occumd whcn the potential was negative of -0.6 V and only included in
the calculation the 9442 s d u ~ which
g
this condition was satisfied, then the revised
that passed
average hyârogen absorption efficiency would be 54.3% (of the 1.83 c*crno2
while the potential was negative of -0.6 V).
Figure 3.4.3-f shows the h y h g e n absorption data for the 25°C and 9S°C experiments on

Ti-2at al1 cathodic cumnt densities applied. The Figure shows that the telatioaship
between the amount of absortmi hydrogen and the cathodic charge passed is independent
of temperature. This temperature-independence agrees with the results of Okaâa [162]
and thenfore disagees with those of Phillips et ai. [170].

Figures 3.4.31, 3.4.3s 3.4.3-h, and 3.4.34 show the t h e evolution of the potentiel

during galvanostatic chsrging. Initially, the potenth1 imderwent large changes, but over
t h e a more graàual drift in the positive direction was obserwd. An carly faIl and rise of

the potential befon the more gndual drüt was observeci in expciiments at 9S°C witb m

appiicd cathodic cunsnt dcnsity of 5.4 rnA=cni2. This fcaturc was very nproducible. The

fa-rising transient potcntials obscivcd in the f i ~ 5000
t
s of the galvmostatic chsrging
expcriwnts (Fi-

3.4.3-g anâ 3.4.34) amy, Ue the cumnt trrnsients observecl in the

polinption cunvcs (sec Figures 3.1-2.2-g, 3.12.2-h, and 3.1.2.24, comspond to

-0.70
O

5000 10000 15000 20000 25000
Time (s)

Figure 3.4.34 Potential transient rocorded on Ti-2 during gaivanost~ticchrging in
0.I mol*dm4HCl

+ 0.27 mol-dm" NaCI ut 95OC with an applied cathodic cuwent density

of 190 pA.cmi2, showing O lwge potentiel ship fiom below io ubove the mrp potentiai
(- -0.6 Y).

Charge Per Unit Surface Area (C/cm2)

Figure 3.4.3-f a) Amount of absorbed hydrogen per unit srcr/ce carea as a function of

churge p s e d per unit s u e e urea on Tb2 in O. 1 niol*drn4HCI + 0.27 inof-dm" N d ot
25OC Wled symbols) and 95OC ( o p synibols) for dtyerent opplied mrrent densities:
(O) 190 pA*crno2,(a) 380 pA -cd2, (A) 770 pA +a4,
(V) 1.2 ni~*crn-~,
(w) 1.5 rn~*crn'~,

(+) 1.9 r n *cnf2,
~
(a)5.4 mA *cm-*,(O ) 19 mA -cnf2, (

Equation 3.4.3-0.

) fitted parubola fiom

Charge Per Unit SU-

6) Expansion of low-charge regionjFom a).
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Figure 3.4.3-g Potential transient recorded during gu1va1u)static chorging of TL2 in
0.1 rnol*dni3HCl + 0.2 7 mol*drnJNaCl ut 25 O C with an applied cathdic current density

of 190 pA mi2.
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Figure 3.4.3-h Potential transients recorded during gafvanostatic cluirging of Ti-2 in
O. J mol-dm" HCI + O.27 rn01*dm'~
NuCl ut 95 O C with an applied cuthodic current density

of J9O pi-cm": (-j
Seciion 3.1.1)

(F = O),

polarized a/er activution and ptential rebowid ut E,
and (.

jhllowed by potentid reboaind

(se4

.) polarised ujer the activation ewnt that was not

(B = 69.Fh).
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Figure 3.4.34 Potential nonrient recorded during gaiva~u)staticcharging of Ti-2 in
0.1 mol*dm4Hel+ 0.27 mol-dm" NaCl ut 95OC with an upplied cathodic eunent denrity

of 5.4 mkcrnJ.

adjustments in the electrode surface state that precede or accompany hyhgen
absorption. In some instances, durhg galvanostatic charging at 9S°C with low applied
cathodic cumnt densities, the potential underwent significant changes (Figure 3.4.3-h)
and hydrogen absorption was obsmed only if the potential achieved values negative o f
the cusp point (sec Figure 3.1.2.24).

3.4.4 Calvanostatic hydrogen charging on Ti42 at 9S°C
Hydrogen absorption experiments on Ti42 in 0.1 mol-dm" HCI + 0.27 mol&

NaCl at

95OC proved to be much less reproducibk than the similar experhents on Ti-2 reportecl

above. Plots of the amount of hydmgen absorbed and the net absorption eficiency versus

the charge passed per unit surface ana are given in Figures 3.4.4-a and 3.4.4-b,
respectively. From these results one cm sec that the hydmgen absorption behaviour of

Ti42 under these conditions was not determincd primarily by any of the controlled
variables (time, cumnt density, or total charge); even nominally identical repeat

expcriments yiclded dramatically diffmnt nsults.

nie observation of an apparent thmhold potcntial for h y h g e n absorption on Ti-2 under
thcsc conditions, as well as an examination of the potential tmsients during the
galvanostatic charging of the Ti42 coupons (Figures 3 . 4 . k and 3.4.44). provide the

buis for a hypothesis tht miy kgin to explain the variability in hyârogen absorption by
Ti-12. The tmnsients of Figures 3.4.44 and 3.4.4-d show that large variations in the

potential of the Ti42 coupons occumd duMg galvmostatic charging. These rcsembk
tbe changes obecrvcd durhg tbe g i l v r a d c polruization of one Ti-2 hydmgcn
absorption coupon,

dKmn in Figure 3.4.31 and discuavd in Section 3.4.3. It
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Figure 3.4.4-a Amount of hydrogen absorbed per unit suHuce area as ofinction of the
charge p s e d prr unit sut$ace area on Ti-12 in O. 1 inol*drn4H e l + O.27 mol*dm4NaCI

ut 9S°C /or diyerent upplied cathodic current densities: (*)open cimit (Le., zero
current), (+) 190

(A) 380 pkcwi2, (1)700 pA*cnf2, (x) 1.9 m ~ - c m * ~ ,
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Figure 3.4.44 Average hydrogen absorption eflciency as a finction of the charge
passed per unit surfae urecr on Ti4 2 in 0.1 mol*dm-' HCI

for dtrerent applied cuthodic cummt dedies:
(V) 700 pA*cwi2, (x) 1.9waA*nn>
(*)16 m ~ * c r n ' ~ .

(4)

+ 0.27 mddm" NaCl ut 95OC

(+) 190 p t - ~ r n ' ~(A)
, 380 p A * ~ m ' ~ ' .

2.1 n~wcrn'~,
(B) 4.8 m ~ w n ' ~
(m), 7.0 n i ~ * c r n - ~ ,

Time (s)

Figure 3.4.4-c Potentiul transient recorded on T i 42 during galvanostatic charging in
O. 1 mol*dm4HC1+0.27 rn~ledrn'~
NaCl crt 95 O C with an appiied cathodic current density
of 380 @*cm-', showing large potenrial shijîs and high feqwncy jluctwtionr.

uverage hydrogen absoiption eflciency over t k duration of th& test wus 3.5%.

?k

Time (s)

Figure 3 . 4 . 4 4 Potential transient recorded on T i 42 during galvunostatic chorging in

O. 1 mol*dm4 HCI +0.27 moldm" NoCI ut 95OC with an upplied cuthodic cuwent density

4 700 p!*crno2,showing

large poientiul sh@s and high fiequency jluctuatio11~. me

average hydrogen absorption eficiency over the duration of this test war 3.7%.

nasonable that a threshold potential for hydmgen absorption may exist on Ti-12, just as
on Ti-2, and that the amount of hydrogen absorbed by the Ti-12 coupons may have been

determined not by the amount of charge passcd, but rather by the arnount of charge

passed while the potential was below the threshold. If

that

is indeed the case, then

potentiostatic charging experiments may yield more reproducible results, especially if
(like for Ti-2) hydrogen absorption on Ti-12 depends on the potential and the total charge
passed and is insensitive to the cathodic cumnt density.

High ûequency fluctuations in the potential are also clear in Figures 3.4.4s and 3.4.44.
Although some instability in the potential transients during plvanostatic polarkation of
Ti-2 was noted, fluctuations of the fkquency and amplitude observed on Ti-12 did not
occur. The amplitude of these noise-like transients decttased with t h e ; theù kquency
was highcr than the Nyquist limit for the sampling frequency employeâ (4.01 7 Hz), and

thcrefore cannot be assigned any meaningfiil value. Their cause is uncertain; however,

dwy were not csused by bubble dcîachment, shce continuous bubbling occumd al1
throughout these expcriments and also during those on Ti-2, in which such fluctuations
were not observed. Nor cm they k reasonably explaincd as consepuences of poor

elcarical co~ectionsor extmul noise pick-up since they did not endure throughout the

duration of the tests, and w m not obsmed with idmtically trcated Ti-? coupons. It is
noteworthy dut rapid cumnt fluctuations (also of undetemincd fkquency) w m
obPmcd during cathodic potcntiostatic polarization of the Ti thin film elcctrode during

neutron rcflectometry txpanmiits, but no mIritionship bnwcen the "noise" in these two
diffcrtllt syaterns undergoing hyàmgen evolution hrs yet ken shown.

3.4.5 Interpretation of hydmgen absorption data
It is tempthg to speculatc that the existence of a hydrogen absorption threshold potential
is a consequence of the state of the electiode surface (perhaps a surface film or type of
absorption site present on the titanium surface only on one side of the cusp point). A
good argument can be made for control of hydrogen absorption by the properties of an

oxide film on the Ti. For an oxide-covered Ti surface, polarization negative of the
oxide's flatband potential would lead to electronic degeneracy in the surface of the oxide,
the conversion of ~i~ to ~ i in 'the oxide, incorporation of hydrogen into the oxide [1481501, and, fmally, hydrogen absorption by the metal. Polarization positive of the flatband
potential would lead to the formation of a space charge layer in the oxide, the stabilization
of ~

i and~ the, loss of the Helmholtz potential necessary for hydrogen absorption. The

oxide would then fùnction as a barriet to hydrogen absorption and the threshold potential
for hyârogen absorption would, effectiveiy, k defmed by the flatband potential.
According to Ohtsuka et al. [15O] Ti02CM be reduceâ to TiqOH) by the application of
cathoâic charge. In acidic solution this dissolves cven fsster than Ti&. but in neuûal
solution nduction d a s not I d to dissolution [150]. The addcd hydrogen yielâs electron

donor statcs, incrcashg the coaductivity of the oxidc. As this conversion talces place, the
oxide stems to becorne penneable to hydmgen atoms, which cui traverse the oxidc and
becorne absorbed into the undetlying metai.

The neution nfl~~f~mctry
rcsults (Section 3.2.4). recoidcd in expehents iavolving

ncutnl pH solution, wen consistent with the ellipsomctry results of Ohtsuka et al. (150).
SimiMy, for tbc @vamutic hy&ogen rbsoiption experimnts, assuming that a v y

thin oxide film is always present even in acidic solutions [IO], one can hypothesize that
the threshold potential for hyhgen absorption was detemined by the oxide's flatbanâ
potential. The position of the observed hydrogen absorption threshold (at the '%uspW

-

potential, E -0.6 V) is just below the reported value of the flatband potential for Ti02

( E , = -0.54 V [130]).

In galvanostatic polarizations, the polarization potential is detexmined

by how easy or

difficult it is to pass the required current, and in these experiments, the polarization
potential determined whether or not hydrogen absorption would occur. The conditions
that result in low potentials king achieved in the galvanostatic polarktions (necessary
for hydrogen absorption to occur) appear to be establisheâ while the electrode is at its
open circuit potential at 25OC anâ, on inkquent occasions, at 95°C (dotted curve,
Figure 3.1.1 -g). This variability at 9S°C suggests that the alteration of the air-fomed film
on the Ti-2 surface, which o c c w on immersion of the eltctrode in the acidic solution,
leads to formation of a highly active s u r f k e that cm react unprcdictably. With the
electrode at its open circuit potential at 9S°C, the establishment of a surface that is not
pmne to hydrogtn abso~tionwithout v e y strong cathodic polatization pmiominates,

whaess, at 2S°C (and infiqutatly at 95*C), the formation of the surface state that dws
subsequently I d to the absorption of hydro8cn (undcr mild conditions of cathodic

polabtion) occurs under open circuit conditions.
Ti-12, as a cathodicaily modifiai doy, offas a surfàce upon whicb the reduction of

hydrogen is expectd to k cataiyzcd (Le., the sime adiodic cumnt can k achieved at a
higha potentid thin on Ti-2). Oac would eqxct this to muh in lcss hydrogcn

absorption on Ti- 12 coupons than is observed on equivalently treated Ti-2 coupons, since
the applied potential would not need to be so low on Ti-12. The dificulty in achieving
reproducibility in the amount of hydrogen absorption by Ti-12 reported in Section 3.4.4
suggests additional complexity, probably related to the large variability in the potentials
attained by the Ti4 2 coupons during the galvanostatic polarizations.
One possible explmation for the large potential shifts during the galvanostatic

experimmts with Ti-12 is that the catalytic sites on the Ti-12 surfaces wete not exposed
to solution sufficiently well to perform the amount of catalysis nquireâ to lifi the
potential above the threshold potential at fmt, but afier some t h e and cathodic
polatuation, the oxide, metal, or other debris that was blocking these sites was dissolved
or mnoved, allowing the reduction reaction to procecd more easily and the potential to

rise.
A second possibility questions the catalytic activity of the as-produccd Ti- 12 suface. It is

possible that the catalysis of proton reduction expected to gencrate polarization potentials
above the hydrogen absorption thmhold value during galvanostatic experiments is not
provided by Ti2Ni intermetallic pmipitates thcmselves (or not provided to a suficient
level), but d e r by some surface specics t b t fonns during the course of the expcriment,
such as a catalytic surfiacc hyàridc. The prcscnce of the intcrxnetallic particles may simply

provide "windows" in the s w f i film at which this h y M e or 0th citrlytic specics can
W'W*

T'hm is a &ngw too thaî intamtillic pncipititai may rlso provide mndows in the
pmtective oxide this ckfert the hyhgen M e r rtfordod by the onide anci ailow

hyhgen to enter the alloy at potentials above the absorption threshold potential obsmed

on Ti-2. This is a concem not only for Ti-12, but also for the other cathodically modified
alloys. One might even expect it to be a bigger danger on Ti-16 and Ti-0.1 Ru than on

Ti-12,since the EIS results showed that the former alloys offer the electrolyte solution
greater access to the metal swface than does Ti-12 (i.e., they had lower overall pore
mistances, b,
than did Ti-12). Furthemore, Pd, the alloying element in Ti-16, is a
well known' absorber of hydrogen. Under natural corrosion conditions, though, even if
the hydrogen absorption efticency was higher on a cadiodically modified alloy than on

Ti-2,the hydrogen absorption rate would probably be much lower on the cathodically
modified alloy since the corrosion rate, and thenfore the hydrogen reduction rate, would

be much lower on this surface.
It is noteworthy that the transition potmtial between regions A and B (cusp potential) also

coincides with the switch fiom decnasing to increasing cathodic cumnt transients in the
polarkation cuivcs (sec Figures 3.1.2.2-g, 3.1.2.21, and 3.1.2.24). The transient cunents

may also be rclatcd to tbc establishment of the surface state requircd to pment or permit
hydrogen absorption in cach region (e.g., formation of catalytic surface hydride sites).

For exampie, in galvanostatic charging experimtnts at 9S°C afùr a "usual" open circuit
potmtial tmnsicnt, hydrogen absorption would proôably proceed during the plvanostatic
polarization in every expefiment if a caîhdic current density suficicnt to push the

poteatial ncgative of the cusp potcatiai w u applied.

In proposing a mechanism for hydrogen entry into Ti-2 under the conditions used in these
expetiments, one must consider that the hydrogen absorption eficiency appears to be
dependent on the total amount of cathodic charge passe& but independent of the
hydrogen production rate at the metal suiface (Le.. the cumnt), independent of potential
at potentials below the threshold potential (different potentials were achieved ai different

applied current densities), and independent of t h e (different times are required to pass
the sarne arnount of charge with different applied currents). The apparent cumntindependence observed in these experiments contrasts with the results of experiments
perfonned by Okada [162, 1681 and Phillips et al. [169, 1701, which hdicated that the
absorption eficiency depended on the applied cumnt. At the moment, the reasons for
the differences Ui c m n t dependence are unknown; however, it should be noted that the

experiments of Okada and Phillips et al. were conducted in sulphate solutions, these in

chloride solutions.
Two possible explanations for the lack of cumnt dependence are that hydrogen is
absorbed at specific surface sites or '%vindows", or that the hydrogen absorption
khaviour is controlkd by a hydridc layer growth pmccss within the metal.

In

g
limited number
considering the fvst mechanism, one can imagine 8 surface c ~ y h some

of 'lvindows" (Le., regions of very high hydmgen permcability) that cover a fiaction of
the sampk surfiace, and which act as entry points for the hydmgen atoms that contact

them. The r a t of the surhce must tbcn have a much lcsser propensity for hydrogen
pcnncation, such that obsorpion from thtst regions does not significantly infîuc11cc the

net absorption efficiency. The latter mgions must still k capable of passing cathodic
chuge. These windows ri which hydmgca sbQorption tilres p h could consist of
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islands of hydride on the surface, precipitated intermetallic irnpurity compounds, or
simply a particular type of adsorption site on the metal, hydride or oxide surface layer.
Protons reduced at these particular sites may be injected into the surface while those
d u c d at other surface sites of diffetent geometry or composition are evolved as gas.

The increasing cathodic current transients show in Figures 3.1.2.2-b and 3.1.2.24 imply
an enhancement (ovcx relatively short periods of t h e ) of the electrode's ability to reduce

protons and may indicate the opening of the windows, perhaps by film growth, film
removal or favourable lattice distortions caused by the initial hyârogen absorption. The
decline in absorption eficiency with increasing charge could be a result of the g d u a l
blocking of absorption windows by hydride layer fomtion, oxide film growth, or
accumulation of impurities.

If the second explmation, the hydride layer p w t h mechanism. wete correct, the
h y h g t n absorption rate would k directly proportionel to the "fm" hydrogen
concentration gradient betwem the sample surface and the buk metal, which, in tum,

would be proportional to the cumnt. This would yield a constant hydrogen absorption
efficiency at a given charge value for any cumnt. Absorkd hyârogcn would contribute
to the hydride layer thickness, thenby dccrcasing the concentration gradient', and the

absorption rate and efficiency, with incrcasîng amounts of charge passed. The thickness
of this lsyer would k detemineci by the amount of hydmgcn d u c d a the sampk
s u r f i (Le., the total charge passed up to tbat point) and would k the same irrespective

of tmie and growth rate.

The presence of a relatively thick sub-surface hyâride layer is shown in Figure 3.4.3-a,
but it is not yet clear whether this layer was created through a film growth mechanism or
by hydrogen accumulation beneath many closely spaced absorption windows. Some
distinction between the two mechanisms offered for consideration may be possible by
examining the hydride layer thickmss as a fwiction of the total charge passed and of the
applied cumnt density to see if it matches the absorbed hydrogen concentration vs.
charge profiles (Figures 3.4.2-k3.4.2-c, 3.4.3-b, 3.4.3-d. and 3.4.34.
Regardless of the mechanism of hydrogen entry into Ti, the rate and extent of hydrogen
absorption will be extremely low on a passive Ti surface freely corroding under mild pH
(2 3) conditions since the passive oxide

is an impermeable barrier to hydrogen absorption

and the hyhgen production rate, which is controlled by the corrosion rate, will be
extremely low.

However, under acidic, active cnvice corrosion conditions, metal

dissolution is supporteci pdominantty by proton duction and considerable amounts of
hyhgcn cm k abwrbed into the metal [18,202].

The primary fl:8son for masuring hydrogen absorption eficiencies is to obtain a value
that CM be uscd to predict the rate of hyhgen absorption ( R, ) (Figure 1.4.1 -a) undei
cmicc corrosion conditions and detennine the useful lifehe of Ti structures. Rccmtly,
it was suggested [18] thrt the mtc of hyhgcn absorption is pmportional to the rate of

crevicc corrosion propagation,

where f, is the fraction of available hydrogen absorbed by the metal, R,, the rate of
crevice corrosion in units of curmit, I, the measmd coupled cumnt in

electrochemically monitod crevice conosion experiments and R, is in nits of cumnt.
This expression was mitten with the provision that

/, does not change over the duration

of the crevice corrosion process. The galvanostatic hydrogen absorption experiments

-

reported in this Thcsis, however, suggest that f, does change as more cathodic charge is
pessed (Le., 6 is not constant). Hence, equation 3.4.5-a should be mised slightly by

substituthg

100

for f', :

This le& to the following expression for the rate of hycûogm absorption by Ti-2 at
9S0C,

provideci the fiad relationship frwiequrtion 3.4.3-a holds.
A value of

2 = 1016 w u claimai to k appropriate to represent the average hydrogcn

absorption efficiency chievcd by Ti-2 during a jmiod of mvice corrosion at 100°C
[203]. The gaivanostatic mults pmcntcd in this nKsis show that, for -1

munts of

cbuge passeâ (equivrknt to extensive cmioc pmpagation), the vdue of 2 fdls to about
2 to 3%. These vdws arc sigifhntly lowcr dirn the average vduc of 8to 14%

Obcuned in bK crcviu camion c x p h m t s [202,203]. Tbe rppucnt dispuity b e n
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the plvanostatic results and the crevice corrosion resuhs could have a number of causes.
One source of difference that is of eknown, and potentially major, significance is the

assumption that the 0.1 moldm" HCI + 0.27 m o l d d NaCl solutions used in the
galvanostatic experiments were representative of the solutions prernt in the interior of a
corroding crevice. The makeup of the latter is unknown at pment but almost certainly is
lower in pH and changes with t h e and position within an actively conoding crevice.

The interfacial potential &op at each point on the metal surface within the crevice is
likewise unknown, and would vary according to location due to IR &op and variations in
the solution composition. As shown in the galvanostatic experiments, the potential is of

major nlevance, because of the existence of a ttueshold potential for hydrogen
absorption. Measurements of the pH, solution composition, and potential within an
actively corroding cmice would k extrnmly usefùl.
Physical effccts of the crevice geomeûy may also influence the h y h g t n absorption
proccss. The rcstricted mass transport within the occluded ce11 could hinder the escape of

hydrogen h m the metal surfme hto the solution, îhercby enhancing hydrogen absorption
in cornparison with the ôoldly cxposed e1CCtrOdes used in galvanostatic tests. Pressure

build-up within the cmice (caused by deposition of corrosion pducts and forcehl

enough to bend 6 mm thick Ti-2plate matcrial) may help drive more hydrogen into the
surfiace of crcvice camion coupons thui did the rûnospheric pressure to which the

hydmgtll absorption coupons w c n s u b j d in the hyhgen charging experiments

reportcd hem.

ûther contributions to the differences in the apparent hydmgen absorption eficiencies

between the galvanostatic and crevice comsion experiments [202] may a&

h m

dificulties in quantifying the results of the crevice corrosion experiments. Sources of
uncertainty in the crevice corrosion experiments included: errors in the arnount of charge
attributable to hydrogen reduction because of oxygen consumption by reaction with the
vesse1 wall or the boldly exposed surfaces of the crevice coupons, or due to homogeneous
oxidation of ~i~species in solution, loss of hydnde due to dissolution (i.e., corrosion) in
the crevice, loss of hydrogen contained within comsion product deposits that were
rernoved before hyârogen analysis, and lack of knowledge of the proton duction cumnt
density (neither the corroding m a nor the proton reduction cwrent were knowa).

In spite of the recognized differences between the conditions used in these experhents
and those arising in actuai cmice corrosion circumstances, and the rcsulting incongniity
of the average hyârogen absorption rates measurcû, this wodc mpm«its solid propss in
the development of a technique to provide hydrogcn absorption âata for models to

estimate the usehl lifetimes of Ti smctuns befon failure by hydrogen hduced cracking.
Furdicr experiments are still rquiml to assess the pH dependence, to rcsolve the degm
of cumnt-dependcnce, and to e x p l o ~the effcct of alloying on the hydrogcn absorption

efficicncy of titsnium.

4 Summary and Conclusions
4.1 Ovewiew
The objective of this sumrnary is to link together the wide range of different individual
types of experiments reported in Section 3 and forge a more cohesive account of the

eiectrochemistry of titanium comsion in ternis of passive film growth and film

breakdomi on, and hydmgen absorption into, Ti and some of its dilute alloys. In brief,
the open circuit potential measurernents,

EIS, XPS, and neutron reflectometry

g nature and protectiveness
experiments in neutral solutions were al1 ahed at e x p l o ~ the

of the oxide film on Ti under passive conditions, and the influence of alloy composition
on the passivity, to aid in understanding the ability of Ti alloys to resist crevice corrosion

and anodic pitting. The open circuit potential measurernents, EIS, and XPS perfonned on
electrodes dut wen exposed to solutions at elevated ternperatures, activation experiments
in acidic solutions, polarhtion curves, and cmice comsion initiation experiments al1
smcd to probe the conditions necessary for the dissolution or breakdomi of the passive

oxide film leading to cmicc comsion, and the response of the metal to the development

of acidity within a corroding cmvice. Finally, the hydrogen absorption experiments w m
intcadbd to dctmnine the conditions rcquirrd for hyhgcn uptake in dwrated, acidic
solutions designed to shulate the anolytc solution inside a pmpapting crcvice, and ta

provide daîa tbrt could be uscd to evaiuatc how much hydmgen could ponitially k

absorbcd diiriag a paiod of active crcvia cornsiou. The activation, polarization, and

p i b l y the cmicc corrosion khviour of Ti secm a b to k influenccd by the presmce
of hychgen in the mctil sUrf.IIce. An m c h t a d q of ail of these upeas of the

comsion rcsponse of Ti and certain of its alloys is important to the evaluation of Ti as a
possible construction material for nuclear waste containers to be used under Canadian
nuclear fuel waste disposal vault conditions, as descnbed briefly in Section 1.1, or as a

stnictwal metal for other industrial applications.
When specifjhg the suitability of Ti alloys for specific industrial applications, pidelines
based on practical experience are commonly employed. Thus, it is generally accepted that
crcvice comsion will not occur on Ti at temperatures lower than 70°C. regardless of
solution pH or chloride concentration (401. For hydrogen absorption leading to HIC,it is
considered that the following three general conditions must exist simultaneousiy: a source

of atomic hydrogen. a temperature >80°C and, for neutml solution. an impressed potential
negative of -1 V (SCE) [40], although a threshold potential of -0.7 V is sometimes
quoted. Industrial experience indicates that hydrogen absorption at moderate potentials in

the ncighbourhood of -0.7 V genemlly produces a thin suface hyâride layer [40] that is
not usually of any mechanical significance in common industrial situations; however the

exmmely long containment periods rcquircd for disposal of nuclear fuel wastc may mPke

the entry of any hydrogcn, even as thin surfâce hydrides, significant to the ovcrall
container lifetime. The work pritstnted in uUs niesis helps to eluciâate the undeilying

chcmicai and physical muons why these empirically developod guidelines work v e q

wcll.

4.2 The passive oxi* Mm
The neutron reflcctometry cxperiments showed the presencc of a passive oxide film on a
sputtcd Ti I i y a thit wu exposeci to air for a two-month pcriod. This air-fonned fiirn

had a thickness of 47 A, in agreement with the results of at least two other research

groups looking at similar air-fonned oxides on Ti (71, 107. 1OS]. It also had a scattering
length density comparable to (slightly hi@er than) that of nitile, the highest-density

cxystailhe phase of T i a . Although neutron ntlectometry does not measure crystal
stnictuns directly, if one assumes that the film composition was Ti02, the high

SLD

value indicates that the film stnicturr was either rutile-like or an amorphous phase with a

packiag density similar to or higher han that of rutik.
Some evidence that the au-fomd film composition really was Ti@ was inferred h m

XPS experirnents on 0 t h electrodes that showed thaf except for the case of some very
fkshly polished Ti surfaces, al1 surface Ti was in the +4 oxidation state in solution-pwn
oxide films on Ti. Also, if the air-fonned oxide layer contained any suboxides, bound
water, or Ti-OH species, the

dwi what

SLD value h m

the reflcctometxy would have been lower

was obsewed. The questions of titanium oxide composition and crystal

structure for thin oxide films p w n on Ti metal in solutions have also k e n addressai in

the literaturt (sec Section 1.3). and. although many differcnt experirnents have ôcen
peflomied, arc still opm to deôate. The buk of the evidcnce suggests that the
composition of at Icast the outcrmost part of such films is TiQ.

Sincc the neutron

rrflectometry muhs indicated a constant composition thn,ughout the oxidc (which also
was a a solution-grown film), if the outcrmost part of the oxide was T i a , it would k

diffiult to rtlCSOSI1)))lychim a composition otber than Ti@ for die entire oxide Iiycr.
Neithcr the stmctm nor the composition of the a i r - f d o d e c h g d dca~tibly
whca it mr immersd at E, in âeamtd, 0.27moldni3NaCI solution at m m

temperatwe (e.g., no water was absorbed). Oxide films grown in the sarne type of
solution, either by exposing bshly polished Ti (sec XPS results) or by anodùing Ti

aiready covered by an air-formed oxide layer (see neutron reflectometry nsults),
however, incorporated large arnounts of hydrogen as Ti-OH species or bound water. In
fact, the oxide that was thickened by anodization developed a two-layer stnicture
comprishg an inner "dry" or hydrogen-fm layer with a thickness comsponding to that
of the original hydrogen-free air-fomed oxide and an outer "wet" or hydrated layer that
was determined to have a composition of (roughly) Ti02*H20or, equivalently, Tiû(OH)2

and had a thickness equal to the increase in the overall oxide layer thickness due to
anodization. A decrease in bound water a n d h Ti-OH species with depth into the oxide

film was also noted by angle-resolved XPS on oride films gmwn in solution on kshly
polished electrodes left at E,

.

The a n o b t i o n ratio for Ti measud by in situ neutron reflectometry (25 A v l ) is in
excclknt agmrnent with the values reportcd in the litcrature. One of the most surprishg
rrsults of this work was that the Pilling Wworth ratio for the anodized oxide was close
to (even slightly less than) thit of rutile, in spite of the diffmnce in composition.
Inhiitively, one might cxpcct the adâition of one oxygcn atom and two hyhgcn atoms

pcr Ti% unit in the oxide would r q u k a volume hcrcas~.Apparcntly it does not. The
mason for this is not known; however one could speculate that, if the incorporation of OH
hto the oxide mults in the formation of hydtaxyl bridges, as suggestd by ûhtsuka 1851,
the hyQoxyl bridge bondhg stnrhirr may mitigatc a@mt the nccd for a voluw

incmsc.

These observations, i.e., that the anodic oxide has two cornpositionally diHemnt layers

and is l i k rutile, yet mt rutile, may help explain why so mwh contradictory information
has k e n published conceming the composition and structure of oxide films on Ti. lt has

been shown that the air-formed oxide is different h m solution-grown oxides. Anodic
films may also be different than oxides grown at E,on hshly polished Ti. When
different research groups explore these diRerent films w ith the same technique, different
conclusions may be drawn. Furthemore, this rutile-like nature of the anodic oxide, and
the existence of two layers within it, might invite different conclusions about the same
oxide film examined by different techniques.

The apparent consmration of "dry" or hydrogen-fkee oxide during anodization of Ti
onginally covered by an air-formed oxide layer draws attention to the question of the
oxide growth mechanism. The similarity in thickness and SLD of the air-fonned oxide
and the inner layer in the anoâizcâ film tempts the observer to thintc that the two are one

in the same, but the idea that al1 of the oxide f o d during anodization grows on top of
the pre-existing oxide &nies the vdidiîy of the transport number measurcments of Khalil
and Leach [135]. These irnply that -35% of the ncwly fomed oxide should gtow by
metal cation movement out toward the solution and 65% by oxygen anion movement in
toward the metal surfllce.

The FAIT mechanism could account for the transport numkrs of metal and oxygen, but
would requin speeiai conditions to e x p h a constant tbickness of bbdy"oxidc. Under
bK Wtional FAIT mechanjsm, bodi the ianet aud outcr hyas should incrruc in

thickness in Prapoition to tbe arasport numbcrs. Sowhow, pdaps by stripping

hydrogen h m mobile OH species or exchanging one 02'for every two O H species, the

existing hydrogen-fnc oxide would have to be converted to hydrated or %et" oxide at a
rate matching the rate of formation of new "dry" oxide.
The consexvation of dry oxide would be a natural consequence of oxide thickening via a

PDM mechanism. The amount of hydrogen-fke oxygen species would be fuced by the
thichess of the air-fonned oxide. During film growth, according to the PDM,atoms of

each type would retain theu positions with respect to other atoms of the same type, but
metal cations would move out, away from the metal surface and oxygen anions would
move in, towards the metal surface. The ionic transport numbers would still be valid,
although their influence would k somewhat more subtle than in the FAJT mechanism.
The original air-formeâ film would cease to exist as such within the modic oxide film.
The oxygen anions of the original oxide would move inward and continue to be found
adjacent to the metal surfiace, combined with the most recently oxidized metal cations.

The metal cations of the original oxide would move outwani and continue to be found
adjacent to the oxidelsolution intcrf', combineâ with the oxygen anions that enterai the
oxide most m n t l y .

The PDM seems the most likely mute sincc it does not requk exemptions or spccial
circumstances to yield the observd mults, but the other pathways c m o t be m l d out

without f i d e r data (sec Section 4.5).

The mults of the EIS measmmctlts on the various alloys undcr passive conditions at
20°C indicated rhit the passive oxide film on hi* purity Ti anâ Ti-2 is continuous and
without accessible low-impedinct

"~

ruch as pores, cracks, or active gain

boundaries. On Ti- 12, Ti- 16, and Ti-O. 1Ru, low impedance pathways through (or
around) the oxide do exist, suggesting that the oxide films does not fonn its usual

protective, passive layer over certain sites on the metal surface. Presumably these sites
comspond to the locations of intermetallic precipitates in the alioy. This should not be
very surprisin& since these sites, also thought to be the catalytic sites (for the cathodic
half-reaction) that give the alloy colrosion mistance by "cathodic modification", would
have to be exposed easily to the electrolytic solution to be effèctive cathodic modifiers.

4.3 Oxide fllm brwkdown and dissolution
The oxide film on Ti protects against corrosion over a very wide range of conditions, but
even so, has its limits. There an two ways in which the oxide loses its protectiveness
against corrosion. One is by a breakdown process thought to involve the formation of

cracks. pores, or conductive regions (pcrhaps dong grain boundaries) under severe
conditions of tempcmîure or applieâ potentiall that induce crystallization in the oxide
layer, thus the tnm "brcakdown crystallization". The other is by simple oxidc film

thinning due to dissolution in acidic solution. (Loss of protection against hydrogen
ingress is includcd in Section 4.4). In this Thcsis projcct, breakdom crystallization is

expccted et temperatures of 10°C or ubove, or potcntials of 7 V or above [40]. The actual
" b ~ d o w crystallization"
n
pmcess was not dircctly obscrved in the sense of masuring

structural changes in thc aide that would show whaher or not crysîallization hd
o c c d . Instaïâ, the conditions accesruy for bnrkdown to occur, the effects of the

breskdown on the protectiveness of the oxide, and the compositional changes occurruig in

the film under conditions close to the conditions required for breakdown were measured.

nie siow heat-up experiments with crevice coupons dernonsûated that for oxide
breakdown leading to crevice corrosion in 0.27 rno~dm'~
NaCl solution, temperatures of
72OC and 67°C were q u i . for Ti-2 and Ti-12 coupons respectively. Rapid heat-up

crevice comsion experiments demonstrated, however, that achieving the oxide film
breakdown temperature w u not sufficient to cause crevice corrosion initiation by itself.

After k i n g maintained at a temperature of 100°C. crevice comsion coupons exposed to
0.27 mol~dm"NaCl and those exposed to 0.27 rnolmd~~f~
Na2SO4 both showed s i p s of

oxide film breakdown, Le., the occluded surfaces were stained from acid amk. The
acidity was probably gmerated when breakdown crystallization caused an inciease in the
Ti dissolution ratc, Icading to acid-producing metal cation hydrolysis. ûnly in the NaCl
solution, however, did crcvice corrosion initiate. It seems that crevice comsion initiation
may be facilitatcà by chloride ions, perhaps due to attack of any residual thin oxide layer

prescnt on the Ti by chloride ions.
Changes in the oxide film on Ti with incming temperature were also o b m e d by EIS

and XPS. EIS expcriments showed a decrru~in the pore rrsistanccs or oxide film
mistances of ail the Ti ailoys, except Ti-OJRu, at tcrnpctaturcs greater t h 4û-6û°C,
implying the developmcnt of lower-mistance charge transport padimys h u g h the film.

This loss of mistivity is consistent with the q p e a m m of cracks, pom, or p i n
boudaries witbim tbe oxidc, prbips a ~

~ l l ~ d q
ofuômkdown
~ l l ~ ~

cyrtillization. XPS

rntlsurcments of tbe amount of Ti-OH .ad watcr in the oxide fiim iIso show signifiant

increases with increasing temperature (except on high purity Ti). It is possible that OH
incorporation into the oxide is responsible or partly responsible for the apparent themally
induced breakdown crystallization that occurs in the temperature range 4060°C. It could
also be an effect of bmakdown crystallization, rather than a cause. The neutron
reflectometxy exjmirnents showed that titanium oxide grown in aqueous solution contains

large amounts of OH species. On the oxides observed by XPS,breakdown crystallization
may have enhanced oxide film thickening by increasing, at least temporarily, the metal
oxidation rate. This "solution-grown" oxide may have fomed with large arnounts of
incorporated OH species.
Activation experiments carricd out in acidic solution showed that a pH of less than -2
was requkd to prevent Ti-2 fiom passivathg in 1.O mol-dm3chlonde solutions at 2S°C.

The t h e n q u k d for the open ckuit potentiel to h p h m the passive potential region
to the active region in activation experiments on Ti-2in 1.O rnol~drn*)HCI was increased
by incnasing the tirne that the Ti surface was exposed to arnbient air at room temperature,
and thercby allowing thickcr, less defective oxide films to form. This was taken as
evidence that the activation pmccss involves the thinning of the passive oxide by

dissolution in r i d . Such acid attack on the existing oxide was also noted to be a
pmunor for crcvice corrosion initiation.
Activation of Ti42 in acid a p p d to demonstrate the effccts of cathdic modification.

An initiai potcntial &op, followcd by a npid and iasting mtum of the o p circuit

potmtial to the pwive potential region, was noted to k consistent with the notion that
the exposurr of a sunicicnt numbcr of cuilytic sites for tbe proton reâuction naction

could drive the potential into the passive region.

The initial potential drop was

interpreted as the result of a brief pmiod of active corrosion leading to the exposw of a
significant nurnber of Ti2Ni intennetallic precipitates or other catalytic sites on the
electrode surface to drive repassivation via enhanced cathodic kinetics.

4.4 Hydmgm absorption
Activation experiments on Ti-2 in deaerated acidic solutions showed two general types of
behaviour: eitha the open circuit potential h p p e â from the passive to the active
potential region and remained there indicating a thinning of the passive film and the
beginning of active corrosion, or the open circuit potential decreased initially but
"reboundeâ'?~the passive potential range. The latter behaviour was tenned "activation

-

rrbound". The potmtial tramients associated with activation-nbound were found to be
quite similar in appearance to the open circuit potential transicnts ncorded on Ti- 12 in the
same solution. In the case of Ti-12, the activation-rcbound-like behaviour was attnbuted
to

an initial surfbce attack by the acid (activation) leading to the cxposm of suficimt

catalytic surfme sites (possibly Ti2Ni intermetallic particles) to enhance the cathodic half
metion (proton duction) such that the potentiel wouM k dnven into the passive region

(rcbound). The addition of Ni to the alloy is said to rcwlt in "cathodc modification"
[54]. If the cause of activation-nbouad behaviour on Ti-2 is cathodic modification as on

Ti4 2, the ongin of the pmposd effcct is more subtle. nie impuritics in the commercial

pvity Tb2 (&y

crdrodic &on

Fe and Si) am not expectcd to affod Ti-2 much help in catalyzing the
to the point of gcllcnting passivity. It was pmposed msttwl. but the

f d o n of a thin surfàcc hyâri& lryn (which mry be an raul hydridt p h , a

simply an adsorbed monolayer), by adsorption or absorption of hydtogen produced by the

corrosion of the Ti. generated catalytic sites for proton reduction and provided the Ti with
a sort of "cathodic self-modification". TiH2 is known to be a catalyst for proton reduction
[195]. The presence of a catalytic surface, whatever its composition, after activationrebound was demonsmted by cathodic polarization of Ti-2 electrodes before and after

undergoing activation-rebound. Electrodes on which activation-rebound had occurred
showed no active-to-passive transition or active regions but rather enhanced cathodic

kinetics, beginning at higher potentials than on TL2 electdes polarized immediately

after activation in acid. This behaviour mimickeâ the cathodic polarization response of
Ti-12. The increasing cathodic cumnt transients recorded in polarizations of Ti-2
electrodes after activation-rebound suggest that the surface coverage by the catalytic sites
increases with polarization tirne, perhaps by nuclcation and growth of surface hydnde
patches at the expcnse of a surface oxide layer. Such effects (formation of a catalytic
surface, dnving the open circuit potential in the positive direction, and incnasing the
cathodic cumnt with tirne) may be rcsponsible, in part, for the cumnt and potential

fluctuations obstrvtd during cmice corrosion on Ti-2.
It was also notd that activation-nbound usually did not occur on clectrodes that hsd ben

allowed to gmw an air-fonmd oxiâe, but mtha on k h l y polishaî clectrodts. The

rruon for this is âr h m certain, but it m y k a consequcnce of the p~istenceof the
Ur-fond oxide film on Ti. If a thin Jaya of oxide m a i n s on the surhce even in acidic
solution, thcn ihis oxidc m y prcvent thc focmation of the catalytic s u r f a hydridt. ûn
aesbly polishcô clchodcs, the

s ~ l l c coxidc

may aot k tbick enou*

to rcsist

dissolution .ad hydride f d o n , the composition of the oxide present on h h l y (wct-)
386

polished surfaces rnay be different than that fonned in au, leading to a difference in the
ability to fom catalytic surface hydride, or die surface hyâride may fom dkctly duhg

the wet-polishing stage but be destroyed upon prolonged au exposure.
The= also seems to be a fme balance point (arounâ pH 1 in I .O rnold~dchloride
solution) between the formation of the catalytic surface leading to potential-rebound, and
the achievement of long-tenn active corrosion ôehaviour.

This balance may be

determined by cornpetition ktween the rate of catalytic surface hydride formation and the
rate of hydride dissolution or oxide layer formation.
Galvanostatic

hydrogen

charging

experimcnts

performed

on

Ti-2

in

0.1 moldm" HCl + 0.27 m o l * d dNaCl showcd that the eficiency of hydrogen
absorption into the metal d e c d with an increase in the amount of c h q e p d . The

hydrogen absorption efficiency did not eppear to depend on die applied cumnt density or
the temperature over the m g e of conditions tcsted. The cumnt indepmdence of the

absorption efliciency is an unexpectcd obmation.
Che possible explmation for this behaviour is the prcsencc of "windows" on the Ti

surface, at which hydrogcn abeorption is npid by cornpuison to hydrogcn abso~tion
elscwhm on the surface and by cornparison to the rate of hydrogen production

(proportional to die cumnt). The hydrogen absorption cfficiency wouîd k p p o r t i o ~ l

to the surfllce coverage by the "window" sites.
The mount of hydrogcn absorbad by Ti-2 in desented 0.1 mol-dm"HCl + 0.27 M NaCl
i t 9S°C was

rcording to

fouad to increase propatid to the square root of the chugc p s s d

where H represents the amount of absorbed hydrogen, QH repwsents the total charge
passed and k is a constant.

The comsponding average hydrogen absorption eflïciency cm be expressed as

whem n is the number of electrons (one for hydrogen), F Faraday's constant. and M

the molar mass of hydrogen atoms. An instantaneous hydrogen absorption eficiency was

calculated from the tangent to the plot of H vs. Q, giving:

One can see h m the latter two expressions that the average hydrogen absorption

eficiency measurtd in these experimcnts overestimates the instaatamous hydmgen

absorption eficicncy at any charge by a factor of about two.
The hydrogen absorption mcchanism involving the b'windows", rnentioned above, can bc
d to expiain the dccrrcw in hydrogm absorption cficiency with incnasing charge
pnssed. As more hydmgen cntcrs the mctai, fomiing a dcw iayer of prccipitatcd

hydrides as obstrvd in the mctailognphic cross section (Figure 3.4.3-a), some of the

hydrogen absorption sites may becorne blockcd by hydridc, deformai, or othemise
nadad less able to permit hydrogcn absorption. Furthermott, hydmgtll absorption

should kfom pr~~lrt~~ively
m m difficuh as the h y w e n m u t trave1 kthcr dao@

a

hickenhg surface hydride Iayer. This may eventually result in diffision conml of the
absorption rate.
A thrcshoM potentiak for hydmgen absorption was observed in experiments on Ti 2 at

95°C. At potentials above this threshold value, no hydrogen absorption was obswved, in

spite of the passage of large amounts of cathodic charge (Le., large arnounts of hydrogen
evolution).

The thmhold for hydrogen absorption coincided with a cusp in the

potentiostatic polarkation cuive for Ti-2 and a shift fiom decreasing cathodic current
transients above the threshold potential to incrresing cathodic current transients at
potentials below it. The threshold was also fowid to sit just ôelow the flatband potential
for TiQ.
It was suggested that a thin midual oxide film on the Ti rnay act as a barrier to hydrogen

absorption, but at potentials klow the flatbouid potential the Fermi level in the oxide
surfiace moves into the conduction band, resulting in electronic degeneracy in the thin

oxide that allows cumnt to p i s easily through it. A chemical change in the oxide

accompanies degencncy and bydrogen cm pemtrate the former barriet to enter the mctal.

Neutron rctlcctometry mealeci the ingrcss of hyhgcn into the oxide film in ncuûal
NaCl solution at m m temperature. The hyhgcnation of the oxide film ptogressed
acioss its thickncss as a huiction of decrcasing potcntll,

and no hydrogen absorption into

the metal was o h e d kforc bit enth oxide layer was hydmgenated. Unfortunsteiy,

hydmgcn enûy into the metai at this stage COUld not k o b s m d dllcctly by neutron
rcflectometry b u s e the mail film was physicrlly dimpted at that point. Micmscopic
wpcaion of the füm afkward meakd the delaminrtion of the m d f b m the Si

substrate by blistering, probably caused by formation of hydrogen gas bubbles between
the metal and substrate afler hydrogen was absorkd by the rnetal.

Galvanostatic hydrogen absorption experiments conducted on Ti-12 at 9S°C in
0.1 m01*&f3 HCl + 0.27 mol*dm"NaCl solution showed large swings in the potential
during polarization, and nplicate experiments displayed wide variability in the amount of

absorbed hydrogen. This phenomenon was rationalized in tenns of the pmence of a
potential threshold for hydrogen absorption as seen on Ti-2 under the wne conditions,
cornplicated by the effects of cathodic modification. The sites on the Ti-12surface that
catalyze the cathodic reaction, once they became active, are thought to drive the potential
to higher values while allowing the same current to flow. Hydrogen absorption on the

bulk of the surface may procecd while die potential lies below the dueshold value, but

once the catalysis of the proton rcduction dlows the potential to rise above the thmshold
value, hydrogen absorption at the bulk of the sudace ceases (although it may continue to
some extent at the catalytic sites).

The suggcsted hypothesis sumiahhg the potential dependence of the hydrogen
absorption behaviour cm be btiefly stated as follows. For potentials positive of the

hydmgen absorption thrcshold potential, proton nduction o c c w on exposai inttnnetallic
pazticlcs or hydride=covered catalytic sites. Th«c sites are much more efficient at
evolving hydmgen than absorbing it, and arc capable of sustaining large cathodic cumnt

ciensities. The trrnsicnt cumnts fdl rs th-

sites becorne blockod or bmiged. At

potentiais negative of the thrcshold, the oxidc kcoms ducible and, in ridic solutions,
may dissolve, d o w h g the growth of a iayer of hyârides laîmally rross the s u r f b . This

leads to an expansion of the cathodically active surface area that mults in increasing
transient cathodic currents and the absorption of hydrogen. The efficiency of hydrogen
absorption under these conditions decreases with t h e as the hydride layer at the metal
surface thickens, creeting a longer diffusion pathway for hydrogen atoms to enter the
underlying mctal.

4.5 Futun, work
The experiments perfomed in this Thesis project have led to many more! questions and

hint at the type of work required to solve some of the existing ones. A collection of some
of the idem for fbture experiments and rescarch directions is presented below.'
In order to verify the neutron reflectomeûy rcsults showing hydrogen incorporation into
the oxide on Ti during anodization, these experiments cm be repeated in &O instead of

H20.Because of the large contrast in cohnnt neutron scattering length of H and D, and
the expected idmtical chernical behaviour in this system, the neutron reflectomeûy results
should be much differcnt in

than they werc in H20,but the diffetences should k

pdictable. The neutron rrflcctomcüy mults can also be confirmed qualitatively using

sccondary ion moss spectromcûy (SIMS)to daect the elements present in the thin film
clcctrodc as a function of depth combined with profilometry to meastue the layer

thicknesscs at the SIMS sputtcring cratcrs2. PrOYided that the destnrction of the Ti film
upon hydmgen absorption can k ovemorne @emaps by ushg thicker Ti Isyets), neutron

reflectometry in acidic solutions should be helpful in investi~atingthe state of the Ti
surface near the hydrogen absorption thshold.
Neutron reflectometry may also be usehl in distinpishing between the FAIT and PDM

theories of anodic oxide film growth. These two models predict different locations within
the oxide for freshly oxidized Ti cations. By using a dual-layer Ti film cornposed of a
na-1

abundance Ti and a loyer of isotopically separated Ti, one could take advantage of

the large difference between the coherent neutron scattering lengths of n a m l Ti (largely

, ''~i) to track the positions of
" ~ i )and the less common isotopes ( Y i , " ~ i ,4 9 ~ i and
certain Ti cations as they enter the oxide, and as the oxide thickens mund thm.

The EIS work in this project suggested that the cathodically modified Ti alloys have holes
in their passive oxide layers, and it is suspected that an intermetallic precipitate lies at the

base of each pore. These ideas could be checkeâ using scanning hmnelling or atomic
force microscopies to look for holes in the oxide and SIMS micmscopy or scanning
Auger microscopy to look for intcrmctallic @cles

at

the base of each hole. Another

important question is whetha such holes in the oxide rcprcsent a danger to the longevity

of the material, cither os active sites for localid corrosion or points of entry for
hydrogtn. Future experiments should examine the local corrosion mistance of these

aitcrllls @erbrps bcst done in acidic solution using EIS or, even bener, localued EIS

(LEIS)) and their long tcrm mistancc to hydmgen absorption.
nie EIS and XPS meuutcments of oxidc films p w n in aqucous solutions at various
temperaturrs couid

k reperted in ridic solutions to dekrmine whetber it is possible to

obaave Ti in the oxide a! oxidaîion stit#r lower chrn +4 and to pDok bK possibiîity of

initiating localized corrosion at the bases of the cracks that develop in the oxide afier
breakdown crystallization.
The development of acidity within a crevice before crevice corrosion initiation and the

influence of the anion on initiation have been demonstrated. A next step in this nswch
area would be to detemine the pH, potential and chloride ion concentration within a

crevice as it undergoes crevice corrosion initiation, propagation, and repassivation. Thcse

data would also be useful in corrosion rate measummnts and hydrogen absorption
eficimcy tests to better defme appropriate "shulated crevice chemistry conditions".
The interna1 crevice chemistry might be measurable using a microelectrode array

integrated into the cmice former. While other mearchers (31 have akady Uwrted
mimlectrode probes into corroding crevices, they have tendeâ to use wide-gap crcvices
(not a possibility for Ti) or insertion charnels in the crevice former (which do not really
allow thcm to probe the conditions in the tme (tight) crcvice gap). A microclectrade
array would also help link together the local cmice chemistry with the physical corrosion

damage done to the metal surfilce and the fluctuating potcntial and cumnt sipals
o b s m d during crevice corrosion (corrosion noise).

FiaPlly, the bnskdown of the oKide film on Ti with i n c m i n g potcntial, which was
mentioncd in the introduction (Section 1.3) but not investigated in this Thesis projcct,

could k exarnind. Neutron rrflectometry a d atomic force microscopy applied to
examine oxide nIms of Ti neu the breakdom potcntiiil may yielâ valuable infoimuon

regardhg otnicnuii changes in the oxidc film i t the bcrLdown point. The posibüity

out the corrosion-mistant aloy ccmpoacnts d d kd to casier film bnakdown or

could be oxidizcd h m the Ti at high potentials, leaving the material susceptible to
corrosion, could also be explored.
According to the neutron reflectometry rneasurernents, neither the stnicture nor the
composition of the air-fonned oxide changed dctectably when it was immersed in
deaerated, neutral pH 0.27 mol*dm" NaCI solution at E,.

This result contnsts

somewhat with the XPS results showing differences in the oxide films on freshly polished

(air exposed) Ti alloy electrodes and those exposed to NaCl solution at 20°C. The
difference is probably related to the fact that an oxide was still forming on the hshly
polished surfaces at the t h e of immersion. whereas the surface of the thin film electrode
had been exposed to air for several weeks and had probably formed a reasonably stable
oxide layer before immersion and no f i d e r oxide film growtb occumd upon exposure to
the solution.
That tbe development of acidity and thinning of the oxide layer took place both in

chloride and in sulphate solutions, but led to cmice corrosion only in the chloride
solutions (at 100°C),indicatcs that crevice corrosion initiation may require at least one

M e r step involving the anion. The introduction of ionic diffusion pathways into the
rcciystalliEed oxidc may allow transport of chlonde ions through the thin residual film,
leaâiing to m i c c comion initiation. While the prcsena of sulphatc ions does not lesd
to cmice conosion, the observation of etching within the occludcd u# in chlorik-fne

sulphate solutions clearly indicatts (hu it is the c h ~ inc the propcrties of the oxide with
temperature thit Q responsiblc for the 70°C dmshold for m i c e corrosion.
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